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A.1  Introduction of Plan 

1.1 Name of Plan 
 

This Plan is called the Cowra Shire Council Development Control Plan 2014. 

The Plan has been prepared in accordance with section 74C of the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (the EP&A Act). 

 

1.2 Parts  
 

The Cowra Shire Council Development Control Plan 2014 (DCP) is comprised 

of 18 Parts. A list of these Parts is contained to the right of page. 

 

Depending on the nature of a particular proposed development, one or 

more Parts of the DCP may contain relevant controls that need to be 

considered.   

 

A matrix has been included in Section 2.3 of this Part to provide applicants 

with a guide as to which parts of the DCP may contain controls that need to 

be considered for a particular type of development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part A  Preliminary 

Part B  Exhibition & Notification 

Part C  Advice to Applicants 

Part D  Subdivision Code 

Part E  Residential Development 

Part F  Rural Development 

 Part G  Rural Residential Development 

Part H  Commercial Development 

Part I  Industrial Development 

 Part J  Cowra Airport Business Park 

Part K  Buffers 

Part L  Advertising & Signage 

Part M  Parking, Access & Mobility 

 Part N  Landscaping 

Part O  Environmental Hazard Management 

Part P  Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 

Part Q  Land Management 

Part R  Urban Release Areas 
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1.3 Date of commencement 
 

The plan was adopted by Cowra Shire Council on the 23 June 2014 and 

came into operation on 25 June 2014. 

 

1.4 Application of this plan 
 

This plan applies to all land in the Cowra Shire Local Government Area 

(LGA), except to the extent of inconsistency with Cowra Local Environmental 

Plan 2012 or a State Envionmental Planning Policy.  

 

1.5 Plan amendments 
 

This plan is subject to amendment from time to time, subject to the plan 

making requirements of the EP&A Act.  Readers of this Plan should refer to 

the list of amendments in Section A.3 of the Plan.  

 

1.6 Relationship to other plans 
 

This plan is to be read in conjunction with other environmental planning 

instruments, Cowra Council policies, codes and specifications such are 

relevant to specific aspects of a development proposal. 

 

In the event of an inconsistency between this Plan and any other 

environmental planning instrument applying to the same land, the provisions 

of the other environmental planning instrument will prevail to the extent of 

the identified inconsistency.  

In addition to the provisions of this Plan, Council must also make an 

assessment of those matters specified for consideration under Section 79C of 

the EP&A Act.  

 

1.7 References in plan 
 

References to specific legislation, standards, policies and or government 

agency names are current at the date of commencement of this plan and 

are to be referenced as including any updates and changes made post 

commencement of this plan.  

 

1.8 Variation to controls 

Council accepts that it is not possible to plan for all development scenarios 

and there will inevitably be situations where strict compliance is not able to 

the achieved for some developments.  

 

Where the DCP contains provisions or sets standards with respect to an 

aspect of a development, and the Developmet Application does not 

comply with those provisions or standards, Council will be flexible in applying 

those provisions or standards and allow reasonable alternative solutions that 

achieve the objectives of those provisions or standards for dealing with that 

aspect of the development.  

 

Where an aspect of a development does not comply with a provision or 

standard in this plan, Council may consent to the Development Application 

but only where a written statement has been provided which seeks to justify 

the non compliance and evaluate how any proposed alternative solution 

achieves the objectives of those provisions or standards for dealing with that 

aspect of the development.  
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Development Applications involving a departure from a control or standard 

contained within this DCP will generally be reported to a Council meeting for 

determination. The process of reporting a Development Application to 

Council can lead to an increase in the time taken to finalise the 

determination of the Development Application.  

 

1.9 Repeal of existing DCPs 
 

In accordance with Clause 22(2) of the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Regulation 2000, the this Plan repeals the following existing 

Cowra Shire Council Development Controls Plans: 

 

DCP 1(c1) Rural Residential 

DCP Rural 1(c) Zone – West Cowra. 

DCP Erosion & Sedimentation. 

DCP Cowra Abattoir Buffer Zone. 

DCP River Park Road Catchment Area. 

DCP Commerce 3(b) Zone. 

DCP Killara Road Catchment Area.  

DCP Cowra Aerodrome Obstacle Limitation Area. 

DCP Bluemantle Water Estate Mt McDonald. 

DCP Rural 1(c) Zone – North Cowra. 

DCP Business 3 Zone – Redfern Street. 

DCP Industrial 4(c) Land. 

DCP Wyangala Dam Tourism Strategy. 

DCP Guidelines for Rural Development. 

DCP Subdivision Code. 

DCP Roadside Stalls. 

DCP Residential Flat Code. 

DCP Parking Code. 

DCP Central Business District. 

DCP Bed & Breakfast. 

DCP Valley View Estate Stage 1. 

DCP Valley View Estate Stage 2. 

DCP Valley View Estate Stage 2a. 

DCP Cowra Road & Ribands Way. 

DCP Advertising & Notification. 

DCP Landscaping Code. 

DCP Advertising Code. 
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A.2  Aims & Objectives 

2.1 Purpose of the Plan 
 

The principal purpose of this Plan is to provide guidance on the following 

matters: 

 

a) Giving effect to the aims of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012, 

b) Guiding development that is permissible under Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012, 

c) Achieving the objectives of land-use zones presribed under Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012. 

The controls included in this Plan should be taken into account as part of the 

design phase of new development and will be taken into consideration by 

Council as part of the assessment of new Development Applications. All 

controls are designed to improve planning outcomes for the Cowra 

community. Together, the LEP and this Plan form the land-use planning 

framework for the Cowra LGA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2.2 Aims and Objectives of Plan 
 

The broad aims of this Plan are: 

 

a) To promote growth and development in the Cowra Local Government 

Area. 

b) To ensure growth and development occurs in an orderly, 

environmentally friendly and sustainable manner.  

c) To ensure positive planning outcomes are maximised for the benefit of 

the broader community. 
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2.3 Land-use Matrix 

The following matrix is intended to provide applicants with a guide only as to 

which parts of this Plan may contain controls that need to be considered for 

a particular type of development.  The symbols used in the matrix have the 

following meaning: 

 

 Applicants should consult the relevant part to determine if there are 

controls that need to be complied with.  

Applicants are still encouraged to consult with Council for clarification as to 

which parts in this DCP will apply to a particular development proposal. 
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    Relevant Part 

   Land-use A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R 
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Intensive agriculture                  

animal boarding and training establishment                   

farm buildings                  

forestry                  

 

attached dwelling                       

dual occupancy                       

dwelling                          

group home                     

Hostel                     

Multi-dwelling housing                       

Residential flat building                       

Rural workers dwelling                   

Secondary dwelling                       

Semi-detached dwelling                       

Seniors housing                      

Shop top housing                      

 

Home based child care                     

Home business                    

Home occupation                   

Home occupation (sex services)                    

 

Backpackers accommodation                     

Bed and breakfast accommodation                    

Farm stay accommodation                    

Hotel or motel accommodation                       

Serviced apartments                       

Camping grounds                     

Caravan parks                       

Eco-tourist facilities                        
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     Relevant Part 

Land-use A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R 
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Funeral homes                         

Office premises                        

Retail premises                        

Bulky goods premises                        

Cellar door premises                        

Food and drink premises                        

Garden centres                        

Hardware and building supplies                         

Kiosks                         

Landscaping material supplies                         

Markets                        

Plant nurseries                        

Roadside stalls                        

Rural supplies                         

Shops                         

Timber yards                         

Vehicle sales or hire premises                         

Amusement centres                        

Entertainment facilities                        

Function centres                        

Highway service centres                         

Industrial retail outlets                         

Registered clubs                        

Restricted premises                         

Service stations                         

Vetirinary hospitals                         

Wholesale supplies                         
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     Relevant Part 

Land-use A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R 

 

Agricultural produce industries       
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Livestock processing industries                        

Sawmill or log processing industries                        

Stock and sale yards                        

 

Heavy industries                        

Light industries                        

General industries                        

Boat building and repair facilities                        

Vehicle body workshops                        

Vehicle repair stations                        

Heavy industrial storage establishments                        

Hazardous storage establishments                        

Liquid fuel depots                        

Offensive storage establishments                        

Storage premises                        

Self storage units                        

depots                        

Warehouse or distribution centres                        

 

Airstrip                      

Helipad                      

Carparks                      

Freight transport facilities                      

Passenger transport facilities                      

Transport depots                       

Truck depots                       

Wharf or boating facilities                      
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    Relevant Part 

Land-use A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R 

 

Educational establishments       
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Health service facilities                        

Medical centres                        

Health consulting rooms                        

Child care centres                        

Community facilities                        

Correctional centres                      

Emergency service facilities                       

Industrial training facilities                      

Information and education facilities                       

Places of public workship                       

Public administration building                       

Research stations                       

Respite day care services                       

 

Signage                     

Advertising structure                     

Building identification sign                     

Business identification sign                     

 

boat sheds                      

Charter & tourism boating facilities                      

Recreation facilities (indoor)                        

Recreation facilities (outdoor)                       

Recreation facilities (major)                       

 

crematorium                      

Exhibition homes                      

Exhibition villages                      

Extractive industries                      

mortuaries                      
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A.3  Table of Amendments 

It is intended that Cowra Council will review the provisions of 

this plan every 12 months or on an as needed basis to ensure 

that all standards and controls remain relevant and continue 

to provide positive planning outcomes for the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Amendment No. Date of Council 

Resolution 

Effective Date Description of Amendment 

    

No Amendments to date. 
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B.1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Application of this Part 

This Part applies to all land within the Cowra Shire Local 

Government Area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

a) To establish a comprehensive and consistent approach to public participation in the 

Development Application process. 

b) To outline procedures for the notification and public exhibition of Development Applications, 

Section 96 Modification Applications and Section 82A Review Applications. 

c) To identify Development Applications that will be notified and / or publicly exhibited and those 

persons who will be notified. 

d) To specify the circumstances when notification and / or public exhibition of Development 

Applications is not required. 

e) To facilitate the efficient processing of Development Applications without compromising the 

opportunity for public participation. 

f) To ensure that all public submissions are considered as part of the decision making process. 
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1.3 Statutory Notification Requirements 

The notification and public exhibition provisions in this 

Plan will apply to all Development Applications lodged 

in relation to land that is located in Cowra Shire, 

except for Development Applications that fall into one 

or more of the following categories: 

 

a) Designated Development; 

b) State Significant Development; and 

c) Integrated Development. 

 

The above categories of development have their own 

requirements for advertising which are specified in the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and 

the Environmental Planning and Assessment 

Regulation 2000. 

 

Note: Notification procedures for planning policies 

such as development control plans and local 

environmental plans have their own requirements 

specified in the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979 and the Environmental Planning 

and Assessment Regulation 2000. 
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B. 2 Notified Development 

 

2.1 What is notified development? 
 

To ensure a comprehensive, transparent and 

consistent approach to community consultation, all 

new Development Applications lodged with Cowra 

Council will be subject to the neighbour notification 

process, except for those exempted by Section 2.2 of 

this Plan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Exemptions from neighbour notification 
 

Council may decide not to follow the neighbour notification procedure in the following 

circumstances: 

 

a) The development could have been carried out as exempt development in accordance with 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008; 

b) The Development Application is for internal alterations to a building only; 

c) The Development Application is for renovation works such as re-cladding of buildings, 

replacement of windows, doors or shop fronts where the works are contained entirely within 

the building envelope; and 

d) The development relates to an amendment that is a result of a condition imposed on an 

existing Development Application that has previously been notified in accordance with this 

Plan. 

e) In relation to existing Development Consents, Section 96(1) Modifications involving minor error, 

misdescritpion or miscalculatlion and Section 96(1A) Modifications involving minimal 

environmental impact.   
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2.3 Persons to be notified 

For Development Applications requiring neighbour 

notification under this Plan, written notification of the 

proposed development will be provided to: 

 

a) The owner(s) of land immediately adjoining to the 

side and rear boundaries of the subject land. 

b) The owner(s) of land adjacent to the subject land, 

including land that is separated from the subject 

land by a road, pathway, driveway, railway or 

similar thoroughfare. 

c) An association for a community, precinct or 

neighbourhood parcel within the meaning of the 

Community Land Development Act 1989 or a 

body corporate for a parcel within the meaning of 

the Strata Schemes (Freehold Development) Act 

1973 and Strata Schemes (Leasehold 

Development) Act 1986. 

d) The owner(s) of any other land which may, in the 

opinion of Council or its delegated officers, be 

affected by the proposed development, having 

regard to: 

I. The view to and the views from nearby 

land; 

II. Potential overshadowing of nearby land; 

III. Potential for overlooking and loss of 

privacy on nearby land; 

IV. Potential noise impacts on nearby land; 

V. Likely visual impact of the proposed development in relation to the streetscape or 

surrounding environment; 

VI. Potential to impact natural drainage on nearby land; and 

VII. Any relevant matter for consideration under Section 79C of the EP&A  Act.  
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2.4 Information to be notified 

For Development Applications requiring neighbour 

notification under this Plan the following information 

shall be included in the written notification letter to any 

person(s) entitled to be notified: 

 

a) The property description and address of the site 

which is the subject of the Development 

Application; 

b) A description of development; 

c) The name of the applicant; 

d) An invitation to inspect the Development 

Application; 

e) Details of where the Development Application 

can be inspected; 

f) A statement that any person may make a written 

submission in relation to the Development 

Application; 

g) The time within which written submissions must be 

received by Council; 

h) Advice that the content of written submission may 

be included in a report to Council; and 

i) Advice that Council is subject to the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 

legislation and that copies of written submissions may be made available to any persons 

entitled to lodge an application under this legislation. 

 

All written neighbour notification letters must be accompanied by plans of the development 

proposal which show, as a minimum: 

 

For development involving the erection of a building or carrying out of a work: 

 

a) Scaled elevations sufficient to delineate the height of and external configuration of the 

building in relation to the site on which it is proposed be erected. 

b) Scaled site plan showing the relationship of the proposed building to the property boundaries, 

existing buildings or structures on the site and other features such as trees and fences. 

c) Accurate dimensions relating to the size, height and position of the building on the site.  

 

For development involving the subdivision of land 

 

d) Scaled site plan showing the proposed allotment boundaries, existing buildings or site features 

such as trees and fences, and relationship of the site to the public road network. 

 

All written neighbour notification letters must also be accompanied by a copy of the Statement of 

Environmental Effects that was lodged with the Development Application.  
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2.5 Neighbour Notification Period 

For Development Applications requiring neighbour 

notification under this Plan, a neighbour notification 

period of not less than fourteen (14) days shall be 

provided by Council.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 Making of Submissions 

Submissions in respect of a Development Application that is notified under this Plan must be 

received by Council within fourteen (14) days of the date appearing on the written notification 

letter, or alternatively within such additional period as may be deemed appropriate by the 

Council or its delegated officers. 
 

A submission may be made by any person whether or not that person has been or is entitled to be, 

given notification of the Development Application under this Plan. 
 

Submissions must be made in writing and must clearly indicate the name and address of the 

person making the submission. The submission should relate directly to the Development 

Application and if the submission is by way of objection, it must state the reasons for objection. Any 

submission received by Council may be: 

 

a) Referred to the applicant for consideration; 

b) The subject of freedom of information requests under the Government Information (Public 

Access) Act 2009; and 

c) Included in Council Business Papers. 

 

All submissions must be addressed to the General Manager, Cowra Shire Council, Private Bag 342, 

116 Kendal Street, Cowra. 
 

Submission makers may choose to address Council through Open Forum at any Committee 

Meeting or Ordinary Meeting of the Council at which the Development Application, the subject of 

the submission, is reported. 

 

Council reserves the right not to consider anonymous submissions. 
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2.7 Consideration of Submissions 

Where a submission is received in relation to a 

Development Application that has been notified 

under this Plan, and that submission has been received 

within the period allowed for the making of submissions 

under this Plan, the Council must consider that 

submission prior to the Development Application being 

determined.  

 

Nothing in this Plan prevents Council or it’s delegated 

officers from considering a submission that is received 

outside of the period allowed for making submissions 

under this Plan, provided the Development 

Application has not already been determined by 

Council.  

 

The content of any submission received by Council in 

relation to a Development Application that has been 

notified under this Plan will be considered in full as part 

of an assessment report for the Development 

Application that will be presented at a monthly 

committee meeting of the Council. The terms of any 

submission(s) will be summarised in the assessment 

report by the authorised officer. Council is not bound 

to adopt or support a submission when making it’s 

determination. The officers assessment report will 

involve consideration of the merits of all relevant 

matters.  

 

2.8 Notification of Determination of Development Application 

Any person(s) who makes a submission in relation to a Development Application that is notified 

under this Plan must be provided with written notification of the dates at which the Development 

Application will be reported to Council. That person must also be provided with written notification 

of the Council’s determination of the Development Application as soon as possible after that 

determination has been made. 
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B. 3 Exhibited Development 

3.1 What is Exhibited Development? 
 

Exhibited development is development that is also 

subject to the neighbour notification requirements of 

this Plan, however it is development that must also be 

advertised in a local newspaper on at least two (2) 

occasions and available on Council’s website.  

 

The following development is exhibited development 

for the purposes of this Plan: 

 

a) Boarding Houses; 

b) Caravan Parks; 

c) Commercial Development (in a commercial 

zone), excluding change of use and minor 

alterations and additions; 

d) Correctional Centres; 

e) Crematoriums; 

f) Demolition of a heritage item; 

g) Eco-tourist facilities; 

h) Entertainment facilities; 

i) Extractive Industries; 

j) Freight Transport Facilities; 

k) Group Homes; 

l) Hazardous or Offensive Industries; 

m) Heavy Industrial Storage Establishments; 

n) Development involving heritage Items; 

o) Highway Service Centres; 

p) Hotels / Motels; 

q) Industrial Development (in an industrial zone) where the development will adjoin a residential 

zone; 

r) Intensive Livestock Agriculture; 

s) Medium density housing (to which Section E.2 of Part E applies). 

t) Places of Public Worship 

u) Registered Clubs 

v) Sex Services Premises.  

 

In addition to the developments identified above, where the Council or its delegated officers 

consider that community interest in a Development Application is wider than the immediate 

vicinity of the development site, notification may also be given in a local newspaper. 
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3.2 Public Exhibition Period 

Where a Development Application is required to be 

publicly exhibited under this Plan, the Development 

Application shall be made available for inspection for 

a period of not less than fourteen (14) days, public 

holidays excluded, commencing from the date on 

which the public exhibition notice was placed in the 

Local Newspaper.  

 

During the public exhibition period, any person may 

inspect, free of charge, during ordinary offices hours, a 

Development Application which is publicly exhibited 

under this Plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Information to be publicly exhibited 

During the public exhibition period, Council must make available, upon request, extracts of the 

Development Application to any interested persons. This information shall include: 

 

a) Details of the applicant and the land to which the Development Application relates; and 

b) Plans of the development proposal as described in Section 2.4 of this Plan. 

c) Where relevant, a copy of the Statement of Environmental Effects accompanying the 

Development Application or extracts thereof may be made available at copy cost. 

d) Where relevant, a copy of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) accompanying the 

Development Application. Copies of the EIS will be made available for purchase from Council 

for a price as set by clause 75 of the EP&A Regulation 2000. 
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3.4 Making of Submissions 

Submissions in respect of a Development Application 

that is publicly exhibited under this Plan must be 

received by Council within fourteen (14) days of the 

date appearing on the public exhibition notice, or 

alternatively within such additional period as may be 

determined by the Council or its delegated officers. 

 

A submission may be made by any person whether or 

not that person has been or is entitled to be, given 

notification of the proposed development under this 

Plan. 

 

Submissions must be made in writing and must clearly 

indicate the name and address of the person making 

the submission. The submission should relate directly to 

the proposed development and if the submission is by 

way of objection, it must state the reasons for 

objection. All submissions must be addressed to the 

General Manager, Cowra Shire Council, 116 Kendal 

Street, Cowra. 

 

Submission makers may be given an opportunity to 

address Council through Open Forum at any 

Committee Meeting or Ordinary Meeting of the 

Council at which the Development Application, the 

subject of the submission, is reported. 

 

Council reserves the right not to consider anonymous 

submissions. 

3.5 Consideration of Submissions 

Where a submission is received in relation to a Development Application that has been publicly 

exhibited under this Plan, and that submission has been received within the period allowed for 

making submissions under this Plan, the Council must consider that submission prior to the 

Development Application being determined.  

 

Nothing in this Plan prevents Council or its delegated officers from considering a submission that is 

received outside of the period allowed for making submissions under this Plan, provided the 

Development Application has not already been determined by Council.  

 

The content of any submission received by Council in relation to a Development Application that 

has been publicly exhibited under this Plan will be considered in full as part of an Assessment 

Report for the proposed development that will be presented at a monthly committee meeting of 

the Council. The terms of any submissions will be summarised in the assessment by the authorised 

officer. Council is not bound to adopt or support a submission when making its determination. The 

officer’s assessment will involve consideration of the merits of all relevant matters.  
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3.6 Notification of Determination of 

DA’s 

Any person(s) who makes a submission in relation to a 

Development Application that is publicly exhibited 

under this Plan must be provided with written 

notification of the dates at which the Development 

Application will be reported to Council. That person 

must also be provided with written notification of the 

Council’s determination of the Development 

Application as soon as possible after that 

determination has been made. 
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B.4 Amendments to Notified & 

Exhibited Development 

For Development Applications that are amended post 

neighbour notification / public exhibition and at any 

time prior to determination, the Development 

Application will be re-notified / publicly exhibited in 

accordance with this Plan when it is considered that 

there will be an additional likely environmental impact. 

 

If, in the opinion of the Council or its delegated 

officers, the likely environmental impact is the same or 

will be reduced as a result of the amendments, the 

Development Application will not need to be re-

notified / publicly exhibited under this Plan.  

 

If a Development Application is withdrawn by the 

applicant and a subsequent Development Application 

is made, the new Development Application will need 

to be re-notified / publicly exhibited under this Plan, as 

if the previous application had not been made.  
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B.5 Section 96 Modification 

Applications 

The following table outlines the notification 

requirements where Council receives a Section 96 

Modification Application in relation to an existing 

Development Consent. 

 

a) Section 96(1) Modifications involving minor error, 

misdescription or miscalculation. 

Applications are not required to be notified or 

publicly exhibited.  

 

b) Section 96(1A) Modifications involving minimal 

environmental impact.  

Applications are not required to be notified or 

publicly exhibited.  

c) Section 96(2) Other Modifications, including 

applications which cause increased 

environmental impact. 

Council is required to follow normal notification / 

public exhibition procedures in accordance with 

the requirements of this Plan, but only where the 

original Development Application was also 

notified / publicly exhibited. All persons who made 

submissions in relation to the original Development 

Application will be notified. 

 

Note: The EP&A Act 1979 and Regulation 2000 specify additional advertising and notification 

procedures for Section 96(2) Modification applications. 

 

d) Section 96(AA) Modification by consent authorities of consents granted by the Court 

Council is required to follow normal notification / public exhibition procedures in accordance 

with the requirements of this Plan, but only where the original Development Application was 

also notified / publicly exhibited. All persons who made submissions in relation to the original 

Development Application will be notified.  
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B.6 Section 82A Review 

Applications 

Where an applicant requests Council to review a 

determination of a Development Application in 

accordance with the requirements of Section 82A of 

the EP&A Act, the review application must be  

re-exhibited and / or notified in the same manner as 

the original Development Application. All persons who 

made submissions in relation to the original 

Development Application must also be notified.  

 

Note: The EP&A  Act and Regulation specify additional 

advertising and notification procedures for Section 82A 

Review Applications. 
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B.7 Other Provisions 

7.1 Petitions 
 

Where a petition is received in relation to a 

Development Application, Section 96 Modification 

Application or Section 82A Review Application, the 

head petitioner will be acknowledged for the purpose 

of future contact as to the progress of the 

Development Application. Where a head petitioner is 

not nominated, one will be selected by Council or its 

delegated officers. Only the head petitioner will be 

advised of committee meeting times or receive written 

confirmation of the determination of the Development 

Application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2 Extension of Notification and Public Exhibition Periods 
 

The period for notification and / or public exhibition of Development Applications may be 

extended up to 28 days during traditional holiday periods (e.g. December and January). To ensure 

the efficient processing of Development Applications, Council will not provide an extension of time 

within which it will be possible to make submissions. 
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7.3 Notification to properties in 

adjoining LGA’s 
 

Where adjoining properties not within the Cowra Local 

Government Area are considered to be affected by a 

Development Application made in relation to land in 

the Cowra Local Government Area, the owner(s) of 

such properties will be notified in accordance with the 

provisions of this Plan. Notification of adjoining 

properties will require the adjoining Local Government 

Authority to provide Cowra Shire Council with the 

property details of requested properties within 48 hours 

of the request.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4 Aboriginal Consulation Policy  
 

Cowra Shire Council’s Aboriginal Consultation Policy provides clarity regarding the consultation 

process for any development activities with the potential to impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage 

in the Cowra LGA. 

 

Section 5.2 of the Aboriginal Consultation Policy identifies the following types of Development 

Applications, irrespective of the proponent, that will be referred to the Aboriginal community for 

input: 

 

a) DAs involving the proposed removal/destruction of an Aboriginal site or relic; 

b) DAs where there is an identified Aboriginal site or relic either on the subject land or located in 

close proximity to the land (less than 100 metres from the subject property boundary); or 

c) DAs involving the proposed disturbance of two hectares or more of land that is within 100 

metres of the bank of a river, creek, or from the crest of a ridgeline or established timbered 

areas assessed to be more than 100 years old. 
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C.1 Approval Processes 

Section C.1 contains general information about the 

various approval processes and requirements under 

the NSW Planning system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Exempt and Complying Development 
 

Many development types may fit into the categories for exempt and complying development 

under State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008. 

This policy is more simply referred to as the NSW Government’s Codes SEPP.  

 

Exempt development refers to minor types of development that generally have low environmental 

impact and can be carried out without the need for an application to be lodged with Council for 

approval.  

 

Complying development refers to certain types of small scale residential, commercial and 

industrial development that complies with certain pre-determined requirements. Complying 

development still requires approval, but there is less paperwork, the approval process is cheaper, 

and you will receive a determination in less time.  

 

If a proposed development is unable to be carried out as exempt or complying development, 

then a Development Application will be required to be lodged with Council, and compliance with 

the relevant controls in this Plan will be required.  

 

Applicants wishing to find out more information about exempt or complying development, 

including the approval requirements for a particular type of development, are encouraged to 

contact Council’s Environmental Services staff on (02) 6340 2040 or visit the website 

www.cowracouncil.com.au  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cowracouncil.com.au/
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2.2 Pre-Development Applications 
 

Council’s Pre-Development Application service 

provides future applicants who have already prepared 

conceptual development plans with an opportunity to 

receive feedback from Council regarding key aspects 

of their proposal. The purpose of the Pre-Development 

Application service is to identify any issues or concerns 

with a development proposal that should be 

addressed prior to the Development Application being 

lodged with Council. This includes potential 

inconsistencies with standards, controls or provisions 

contained in this DCP.  
 

Pre-Development Applications are recommended for 

larger or more complex development proposals. They 

are not recommended for simple proposals such as 

new single dwellings, or dwelling additions. Most 

questions regarding these types of developments can 

generally be answered by making enquiries with 

Council staff on (02) 6340 2040. 

 

Pre-Development Application forms can be collected 

from Council’s Customer Service Centre or 

downloaded from www.cowracouncil.com.au. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Development Applications 
 

All types of development, whether building, subdivision or demolition requires the submission of a 

Development Application with Council for assessment and determination unless the development 

is identified as Exempt Development or Complying Development.  

 

Cowra Council has prepared a Development Application Guide to assist prospective applicants 

to understand the Development Application process. The Development Application Guide is a 

simple to read document which can be downloaded from Council’s website 

www.cowracouncil.com.au or collected from the Council’s Customer Service Centre, 116 Kendal 

Street. 

 

Any person wishing to carry out a building, subdivision or demolition work  should consult with 

Council’s Environmental Services staff prior to lodging a Development Application. This will allow 

Council staff to provide project specific advice in relation to any development controls that may 

apply to the land and any other issues that might affect the use of the land.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.cowracouncil.com.au/
http://www.cowracouncil.com.au/
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2.4 Change of Use Proposals 
 

The following information will be used by Council to 

determine whether a change of use of a building will 

require a Development Application with Council.  

 

Step 1 - Defining the existing and proposed uses 

 

The existing and proposed uses will need to be defined 

having regard to the land-use definitions contained in 

the Dictionary to Cowra Local Environmental Plan 

2012.  

 

In order to accurately define the existing and 

proposed land-use, Council may request to be 

furnished with the minimum information necessary to 

understand the nature and intensity of the respective 

uses.  

 

Step 2 – Check Exempt Provisions 

 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and 

Complying Development Codes) 2008 specifies the 

circumstances when a change of use of a premises 

can occur as exempt development. If the change of 

use proposal meets with the requirements for exempt 

development, then no approvals with Council will be 

required and the new use can commence. If the 

change of use proposal does not meet with the 

requirements for exempt development, then it will be 

necessary to have regard to Step 3.  

 

Step 3 – Determine existing approvals 

 

A search of Council’s  property file records will be undertaken to determine whether there has 

been any prior approvals issued by the Council in relation to the property.  

 

Where a proposed use is deemed to be consistent with an approved use (including any 

conditions of consent), and there are no building works proposed, then a Development 

Application will not be required to be lodged with Council and the proposed use can commence.  

 

Where there are no existing approvals in place, then Steps 4 and 5 will apply. 

 

Step 4 – Check Complying Provisions 

 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 specifies 

the circumstances when a change of use of a premises can occur as complying development. If 

the change of use proposal meets the requirements for complying development, then a 

Complying Development Certificate must be issued by Council or an accredit Private Certifier 

before the proposed use can commence.   

 

If the proposal does not meet the requirements for a Complying Development, then Step 5 will 

apply. 

 

Step 5 – Lodge a Development Application 

 

A Development Application will be required to be lodged with Council prior to the propose use 

commencing. A Construction Certificate will also need to be lodged where there are building 

works proposed that cannot be completed as Exempt or Complying Development.  
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Fire Safety and other considerations 

 

Where it is deemed that a Development Application is 

required for a Change of Use, and the Change of Use 

proposal: 

 

a) Will result in a change to the building’s 

classification under the Building Code of Australia; 

but 

a) Does not involve the rebuilding, alteration, 

enlargement or extension of a building, 

 

then Council must take into consideration the 

requirements of Clause 93 of the Environmental 

Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000. In this regard, 

Council will consider whether the fire protection and 

structural capacity of the building will be appropriate 

to the building’s proposed use.  

 

As a result, Council may require the fire protection and 

/ or structural capacity of the building to be 

upgraded.  

 

Consent to change of building use sought by a 

Development Application to which Clause 93 applies 

is not able to be granted unless Council is satisfied that 

the building complies with such of the Category 1 Fire 

Safety Provisions in the Building Code of Australia as 

are applicable to the building’s proposed use. 

 

Building Upgrades 

 

Where it is deemed that a Development Application is required that involves the rebuilding, 

alteration, enlargement or extension of an existing building where: 

 

a) The proposed building work, together with any other building work completed or authorised 

within the previous 3 years, represents more than half of the total volume of the building, as it 

was before any such work was commenced, measured over its roof and external walls, or 

b) The measures contained in the building are inadequate to protect persons using the building, 

and facilitate their egress from the building, in the event of fire, or are inadequate to restrict 

the spread of fire from the building to other buildings nearby,  

then Council must take into consideration the requirements of Clause 94 of the Environmental 

Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000 . In this regard, Council will consider whether it would be 

appropriate to require the existing building to be brought into total or partial conformity with the 

Building of Australia.  

 

Disabled Access Requirements 

 

Where it is deemed that a Development Application is required that involves the rebuilding, 

alteration, enlargement or extension of an existing building, Council is obliged to consider the 

Disability (Access to Premises – Buildings) Standards 2010 (Premises Standards).  

 

In general, the Premises Standards place a responsibility on Council to ensure that the new or 

modified part of the building complies with the Access Code for Buildings found in Schedule 1 of 

the Premises Standards. This requirement for the new part of an existing building to comply with the 

Access Code is limited to the actual work identified in the Development Application and does not 

extend to other parts of the building or other parts of the level on which the new part is located. In 

most circumstances, it will also be necessary to provide an accessible path of travel from the 

principal pedestrian entrance of an existing building to the new or modified part of that building.  
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D.1 Introduction 

1.1 Types of Subdivision 
 

There are three main forms of subdivision and related 

land title in NSW. The form of title used will be 

dependent on the nature of the subdivision and final 

form of development.  

 

Torrens Title subdivision is the traditional or “single lot” 

form of subdivision, and is the most common form of 

subdivision in the Cowra Shire Local Government Area. 

The Torrens title system is based on a plan of survey, or 

a plan compiled from survey, which defines the 

boundaries of a parcel of land at the date upon which 

it was registered. The majority of urban and rural areas 

in the Cowra Shire are Torrens Title.  

 

Strata subdivision is defined as „subdivision‟ in the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 

Strata subdivision can subdivide buildings and land 

into separate lots capable of individual ownership, with 

additional areas of land designated as common 

property. Those owning lots within the strata scheme 

have a proportional entitlement to use the common 

property and also a proportional responsibility for its 

maintenance. This form of subdivision is most common 

with medium density forms of residential development 

aswell as commercial shops. 

 

 

Community title is a relatively new form of title created under the Community Land Development 

Act 1989 and the Community Land Management Act 1989. Community title provides individual 

ownership of lots (with buildings and structures erected on the lots as in conventional subdivision) 

and a share in the association property. Association property is a lot in the scheme on which 

community facilities may be erected, including roads and driveways, swimming pools, common 

open space and the like. Community title can be particularly useful where individually owned lots 

are required, but where common property and / or facilities are desired or required.  

 

1.2 Developer Contributions 
 

Subdivision proposals may create a need for public services and facilities, such as open space, 

community facilities, utilities and traffic management, for example. Needs will vary depending on 

the scale of the proposal, the characteristics of the area, the relevant population and standard 

and capacity of existing services.  

 

Section 94 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 is the principle legislation that 

enables Council to levy contributions for amenities and services. Contributions are imposed by 

way of a condition of consent and can be satisfied by: 

 

a) Dedication of land; 

b) A monetary contribution; 

c) A material public benefit; or 

d) A combination of the above. 

 

As an alternative to the payment of a Section 94 or Section 94A contribution, the applicant may 

offer to enter into a Voluntary Planning Agreement with Council. Acceptance of an offer is at the 

sole discretion of Council and where Council decides not to accept the offer, payment of the 

Section 94 or 94A contributions will be required.  
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In the same way that Section 94 of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979 enables Council to 

levy contributions for amenities and services, Section 

64 of the Local Government Act 1993 enables Council 

to levy contributions towards water and sewerage 

utilities. By adopting a Developer Servicing Plan (DSP) 

Council is able to levy contributions where the 

anticipated development will or is likely to increase the 

demand for water or sewer supply services. Projected 

population and development growth will place 

additional demand on the water and sewer supply 

systems. Generally, additional capacity is required in 

the water or sewer supply systems to accommodate 

the increased demands. The principle purpose of the 

DSP is to identify the demand for capacity in the 

supply infrastructure as a result of development and to 

provide for that capacity through development 

contributions.  

 

Subdivision proponents are encouraged to contact 

Council staff to determine requirements for the 

particular proposal.  

1.3 Bonding of Works 
 

Council will require the completion of all construction works associated with a subdivision 

development, or stage thereof, prior to the issue of the Subdivision Certificate. As a general rule, 

Council will not accept the payment of bonds as security for construction works to allow the issue 

of the Subdivision Certificate. Exceptions to this rule may be made at the sole discretion of Council.  

 

1.4 Adoption of Engineering Standards 
 

Design and construction plans and documentation required by this plan must comply with the 

relevant provisions of Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards that relate to that aspect of 

work, whether specifically mentioned within a particular Section of this DCP or otherwise. Design 

documentation must be certified by an appropriately qualified person as being in accordance 

with the relevant provisions of Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards. 
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D.2 Greenfield Residential 

Subdivision Controls 
 

2.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section D.2 applies to Development Applications for 

greenfield subdivisions on land that is located within 

the R1 General Residential zone under Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012.  

 

For the purposes of this plan, a greenfield subdivision 

means a subdivision where the ultimate lot yield (all 

stages) will be more than 25 lots, and where the urban 

pattern (street and open space network, 

neighbourhood structure) is not determined by existing 

development and street / neighbourhood 

development pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Objectives for Greenfield Residential Subdivision 
 

The objectives for greenfield residential subdivision are: 

 

a) To provide for diversity in housing form, density and choice.  

b) To ensure all essential services are provided to new subdivision allotments. 

c) To maximise residential amenity by ensuring that roads, public transport, community facilities, 

open space facilities and pedestrian and cycle networks are integrated.  

d) To minimise disturbance to the natural environment. 

e) To minimise damage from natural hazards. 

f) To ensure lots are environmentally sustainable. 

g) To provide lot sizes that meet community and economic needs, while ensuring that 

environmental and social values are safeguarded.  

h) To maintain or improve the amenity of adjoining properties. 

i) To maximise opportunities for energy efficiency and solar access through subdivision design.  
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2.3 Guiding Principles 
 

The following guiding principles should be taken into 

consideration as part of the preparation of a design for 

a greenfield subdivision to which Section D.2 applies: 

 

a) Neighbourhood sizes and shapes should be 

defined by an acceptable walking distance.  

b) Any neighbourhood centre should be located in a 

central position at the intersection of important 

streets that can be served by public transport, and 

within a walkable distance to the majority of the 

neighbourhood it is intended to serve.   

c) Areas of high activity (e.g. neighbourhood 

centres, open space areas) should be co-located 

to create opportunities for multiple use of facilities 

such as car parks. 

d) Medium density housing lots should be planned for 

in locations which are closer to shops, areas of 

open space, community facilities and public 

transport routes.  

e) The locations of active and passive open space 

areas should be planned to add value to 

adjacent properties and maximise opportunities 

for casual and passive surveilance from 

surrounding land-use.  

 

 

f) Street networks should be designed so that local traffic movements are directed onto local 

streets  rather than arterial roads. Travel routes to connector and arterial street networks should 

be direct.  

g) The subdivision layout should provide a choice of clear and multiple road linkages to adjoining 

and future urban areas, with a particular focus on linking existing and proposed community 

facilities, services and areas of open space.  

h) The subdivision layout should maximise opportunities for safe and direct pedestrian and cycle 

movements that link to shops, areas of open space, community facilities and public transport 

routes, including those in adjoining neighbourhoods.  

i) The subdivision layout should avoid the creation of rear lanes, except where this is considered 

necessary around the neighbourhood centres to enable rear parking and or service vehicle 

access. 

j) The subdivision design should avoid the placement of innappropriate land-uses in areas 

identified as having special qualities, including areas of environmental sensitivity and heritage 

significance, and areas affected by natural hazards such as flooding and bushfire.  

k) The subdivision layout should integrate public open space areas with major drainage networks 

and water quality facilities where these are compatible.  

Examples of appropriate and innappropriate greenfield residential subdivision designs have been 

included on the following pages. 
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The following diagram is an example of inappropriate 

greenfield residential subdivision design.  

 

Opportunities Lost 

 

The disconnected street pattern makes it necessary to 

travel by car using the connector and arterial street 

network. 

 

The poor pattern of streets makes it difficult to achieve 

new street connections between the existing 

community to the west, and the area still to be 

developed to the east.  

 

Few opportunities exist to walk or cycle. Safe, direct 

routes through the area are not provided. 

 

Poor connections through the area and low density 

make it impossible to provide an efficient local bus 

service.  

 

The parkland is potentially unsafe because there are 

few opportunities for casual and passive surveillance.  

 

The parkland and open space is not well used to 

create amenity and add value to adjacent properties.  
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The following diagram is an example of preferred 

greenfield residential subdivision design.  

 

Key success factors 

 

The highly connected street system allows high levels 

of movement within and external to the estate.  

 

Multiple opportunities are created for pleasant, safe 

and relatively direct pedestrian and cyclist movement 

both through the subdivision and to other areas.  

 

Higher density housing is provided close to the local 

business and shopping centre. 

 

The improved connections between local streets make 

it attractive to provide a local bus service. 

 

The park front location maximises amenity for higher 

density uses whilst residence in turn improve safety 

through natural surveillance.  

 

Land use changes at the rear of the lots, rather than 

on the opposites sides of the street, enabling privacy.  
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2.4 Lot Size, Layout and Dimensions 
 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 (LEP) sets 

minimum lot size controls for the subdivision of 

residential zoned land in the Cowra Shire. Applicants 

are advised to consult the Minimum Lot Size Map Series 

(LSZ) in the LEP to determine the minimum lot size that 

will apply to a specific subdivision proposal. Additional 

minimum lot size controls are also contained in Part 4 

of the LEP. 

 

For ease of reference, the minimum lot size (MLS) in 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 for  

R1 Residential zoned land is 700m2.  Some  

R1 Residential zoned land that adjoins the Cowra CBD 

and in North Cowra has a MLS ofs 450m2. 

 

Greenfield subdivision should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Allotments should be of sufficient size and shape to 

enable efficient siting of a dwelling and provision 

for outbuildings, acceptable private outdoor 

space, vehicle access and parking.  

b) Higher densities, where provided, should be 

located in areas closer to shops, parks, community 

facilities and public transport routes.  

c) A mix of residential frontage widths and lot sizes 

should be provided where appropriate. 

 

d) Allotments should be orientated and configured to maximise opportunities for solar access.  

e) Larger allotments should be provided in response to special environmental conditions such as 

flora and fauna protection, flooding, riparian corridors. 

f) Larger allotments should be provided on steeper land to reduce the visual effects associated 

excessive cut and fill on small sites.  

g) Corner allotments should be designed to enable the construction of a dwelling that can 

comply with the prevailing setback requirements along both street frontages.  

h) The subdivision design should avoid the creation of battle-axe or highly irregular shaped 

allotments.  
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2.5 Movement Network 
 

Greenfield subdivision should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The street network should generally conform to the 

road hierarchy, reinforce the function of the street, 

and encourage appropriate driver behaviour. The 

road hierarchy is shown in the diagram to the right. 

b) The street network should facilitate walking, 

cycling, use of public transport for access to daily 

activities and enable relatively direct local vehicle 

trips within and between neighbourhoods and to 

local activity points.  

c) The choice of direction and possible routes should 

be maximised, with streets and footpaths 

substantially capable of surveillance by residents.  

d) Road networks (street length, intersection type, 

stagger and spacing) should be designed to 

control traffic speeds to appropriate limits. 

e) The street network should enable developments to 

front all streets, urban parks and natural areas.  

f) The street network should enable connections to 

be made to adjacent future urban areas. The 

location of these connections should consider the 

future overall network requirements of the district.  

 

 

g) Pedestrian and cycle networks should provide suitable connections between residential areas, 

activity centres and open space systems. 

h) The location and types of access to a classified road should be negotiated between Council 

and the relevant roads authority.  

i) At least 90% of dwellings should  be located within a 400 metre straight line distance from an 

existing or potential public transport route.  

j) The street networks should enable travel from any address to the most convenient collector 

street or higher order road in less than three turning movements. Where additional movements 

are required, appropriate justification is provided.  
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2.6 Street Design 
 

Greenfield subdivision should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The street network should be designed in 

accordance with table shown to the right and 

constructed in accordance with Cowra Shire 

Council Engineering Standards.  

b) The street design should facilitate the safe 

movement of road users.  

c) The street design should accommodate all 

necessary utility services and drainage systems. 

d) The horizontal and vertical alignments and cross 

fall of the street design should  reflect the physical 

land characteristics and satisfy safety and speed 

criteria.  

e) The street design should  incorporate traffic 

calming devices where necessary to achieve a 

satisfactory road and traffic environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Road 

Reserve 

Footpath Traffic  

Lanes 

Parking 

Lane 

Median 

      

Arterial / Sub Arterial 30m 2 x 4.5m 4 x 3.7m 2 x 3.1m N/A 

      

Collector 22m 2 x 4.5m 2 x 3.5m 2 x 3.0m N/A 

      

Access Street 20m 2 x 4.5m 2 x 3.0m 2 x 2.5m N/A 

      

Access Place (>15 lots) 18m 2 x 4.5m 1 x 4.0m 2 x 2.5m N/A 

      

Access Place (<15lots) 15m 2 x 4.5m 1 x 3.5m 1 x 2.5 N/A 

      

 

The street design information in the above table has been illustrated in the following diagrams.  
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2.7 Access Provision 
 

Greenfield subdivision should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The subdivision should  provide pedestrian and 

cycle facilities that are consistent with the Cowra 

Shire Council Pedestrian & Cycling Plan 2014,  

Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards, and 

all relevant Australian Standards. The design and 

siting of pedestrian and cyclist facilities should also 

have regard to the following: 

I. The need to link residential 

neighbourhoods, open space networks 

and activity centres, including points of 

attraction beyond the development.  

II. The desirability of designing on the basis of 

the most direct route available, within 

safety and design guidelines,  

III. The need to respect environmental 

features including the preservation of 

trees. 

IV. The opportunities presented by the 

location of collector and lower order 

roads. 

V. The need to include supporting facilities 

such as bicycle parking, parking rails, 

access ramps, signage, seating, drinking 

water fountains etc.  

VI. The need to design and develop neighbourhoods which promote walking and 

cycling to daily activities.  

VII. The need to minimise risk with public assets and infrastructure.  

VIII. The need to accommodate trees and other significant features of the landscape.  

IX. The need for casual surveilance of pedestrian and cycle networks from adjoining 

land-uses. 

b) Safe and convenient vehicle access with adequate sight distance in both directions should 

be provided to each allotment in accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering 

Standards. 

c) Vehicle access to proposed allotments should be gained onto the Council‟s public local road 

network, and not directly onto a classified road or highway.  

d) Existing access abutting the subdivision, including roads, driveways and concrete footpaths, 

should be upgraded / replaced where they are assessed to be in poor condition.  

e) Access required to be constructured and / or upgraded to service the subdivision must be in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards,  with all costs associated with 

the work borne by the developer.  
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2.8 Utility Provision 
 

Greenfield subdivision should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The design and installation of sewerage, water 

and stormwater should be in accordance with 

Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards and 

relevant Australian Standards. 

b) The design and installation of electricity, street 

lighting, telephone and gas services should be in 

accordance with the requirements of the relevant 

servicing authorities.  

c) Electricity and telecommunications infrastructure 

should be provided as underground services. 

d) Compatible public utility services should be co-

ordinated in common trenching to minimise 

construction costs for underground services and 

reduce restrictions on landscaping within road 

reservations.  

e) All new residential allotments (including Torrens 

Title, Strata Title and Community Title) should be 

provided with a separate and distinct connection 

to the Council‟s reticulated water and sewerage 

supply system in accordance with the relevant 

Cowra Shire Council Developer Servicing Plan. 

 

 

 
 

f) Where the connection of reticulated water and sewer infrastructure is not immediately 

available to the subdivision, or requires upgrading, the developer should make all necessary 

arrangements for the extension of these services to service each allotment in the subdivision, 

with all costs associated with the extension of services borne by the developer.  
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2.9 Stormwater, Drainage & Waterways 
 

Greenfield subdivision should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Post-development runoff rates should be equal to 

or less than pre-development runoff rates for the 

full range of design storm events. Drainage from 

the proposed lots should not significantly alter pre-

development stormwater patters and flow regime.  

b) Stormwater drainage systems should be designed 

using the major and minor event philosophy, 

where the major event is the 100 year Average 

Recurrence Internval (ARI) design storm and the 

minor event is the 5 year ARI design storm.  

c) The adopted method of stormwater control should 

not result in unacceptable environmental 

damage within existing water courses and 

receiving waters.  

d) Stormwater from the proposed allotments in the 

subdivision should discharge to the street gutter or 

inter-allotment drainage system.  

e) Easements to drain stormwater should provided 

over all pipelines, inter-allotment drainage, 

channels and overland flow paths (except natural 

water courses).  

 

 

f) Easements for drainage over downstream properties should be secured for any proposed 

allotment that does not discharge stormwater flows directly to the street or inter-allotment 

drainage system.  

g) Water Sensitive Urban Design principles should be designed and implemented throughout the 

development to promote sustainable and integrated land and water resource management. 

Best practice stormwater, water conservation and environmental protection measures should 

be incorporated into the subdivision design.  

h) Subdivisions of land adjacent to or within the catchment of  waterways, water bodies and 

riparian vegetation should be designed to ensure: 

I. The preservation of fish and aquatic habitat. 

II. Barriers to fish passage are not created. 

III. The development does not pollute or adversely effect quality or quantity of flows of 

water. 

IV. A riparian buffer of 40 metres should be provided between any waterways, water 

bodies of riparian vegetation and proposed residential allotments.  

i) Where the stormwater drainage system requires upgrading, the developer should make all 

necessary arrangements for the extension of these services to service each allotment in the 

subdivision, with all costs associated with the extension of services borne by the developer.  
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2.10 Public Open Space 
 

Greenfield subdivision should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Quality public open space should be provided 

and distributed in convenient locations that meets 

the needs of the neighbourhood.  

b) Public open space areas should be integrated 

with major drainage networks and water quality 

facilities, where these are compatible.  

c) Public open space networks should be linked with 

community facilities and recreational precincts.  

d) Public open space should be provided in a 

manner that can be economically maintained.  

e) Public open space should be designed having 

regard to the following: 

I. The need to accommodate any natural 

or cultural features of the land.  

II. The need to integrate open space 

networks with pedestrian and cycle links. 

III. The need to maintain public open space 

in an economically efficient manner.  

IV. The need for surveillance of reserves and 

public open spaces. 

 

 

 

V.  The need for provide usable public open space in safe locations that do not require 

the crossing of a major roads.  

VI. The need to provide activity opportunities for a range of age groups. 

f) A sufficient amount public open space should be dedicated to Council, calculated on the 

basis of 2.83 hectares per 1000 head of estimated population, calculated at a rate of 4 

persons per residential allotment. The calculation formula is as follows: 

I. Area of open space required = 2.83/1000 x (4 x No. of lots) x 10,000m² 

g) At least 90% of dwellings should be located within a 400 metre straight line distance from an 

existing or proposed public open space area.  

h) The design and location of public open space should be consistent with CPTED principles 

contained in Part P of this DCP.  
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2.11 Naming of New Roads 
 

Greenfield subdivision should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Where a subdivision proposes the opening of a 

new public road, the developer should provide 

Council with suggestions for the naming of the 

new road that are consistent with guidelines 

contained in Council Policy 2.17 – Naming and 

Renaming of Bridges, Roads and Streets.  

Completion of the road naming process, including 

gazettal of the new road names in the NSW 

Government Gazette, is the responsibility of the 

relevant roads authority.  
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D.3 Infill Residential Subdivision 

Controls 

 

3.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section D.3 applies to Development Applications for 

infill subdivision development on land that is located 

within the R1 General Residential zone under Cowra 

Local Environmental Plan 2012.  

 

Infill subdivisions are generally more constrained by an 

existing urban structure that may make it difficult to 

comply with some of the controls contained in Section 

D.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Objectives for Infill Residential Subdivision 
 

The objectives for infill residential subdivision are: 

 

a) To facilitate greater diversity in housing choice. 

b) To provide for a range of different housing opportunities that meet community and economic 

needs, while ensuring that environmental and social values are safeguarded.  

c) To ensure all essential services are provided to new subdivision allotments. 

d) To encourage residential subdivision in areas that are accessible to and can be easily 

integrated with road and transport networks, community facilities, open space networks and 

pedestrian and cycle networks.   

e) To minimise disturbance to the natural environment and to minimise damage from natural 

hazards. 

f) To maintain or improve the amenity of adjoining properties. 

g) To maximise opportunities for energy efficiency and solar access through subdivision design.  
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3.3 Lot Size, Layout and Dimensions 
 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 (LEP) sets 

minimum lot size controls for the subdivision of 

residential zoned land in the Cowra Shire. Applicants 

are advised to consult the Minimum Lot Size Map Series 

(LSZ) in the LEP to determine the minimum lot size that 

will apply to a specific subdivision proposal. Additional 

minimum lot size controls are also contained in Part 4 

of the LEP. 

 

For ease of reference, the minimum lot size (MLS) in 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 for  

R1 Residential zoned land is 700m2.  Some  

R1 Residential zoned land that adjoins the Cowra CBD 

and in North Cowra has a MLS ofs 450m2. 

 

Infill residential subdivisions should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) Allotments should have a minimum frontage and 

square width that is consistent with the dominant 

lot size and configuration along the street, or 

within the immediate vicinity of the development 

site.  

b) Allotments should be of sufficient size and shape to 

enable efficient siting of a dwelling and provision 

for outbuildings, acceptable private outdoor 

space, vehicle access and parking.  

 

 

c) Higher densities, where provided, should be located in areas closer to shops, parks, 

community facilities and public transport routes.  

d) Allotments should be orientated and configured, where possible, to maximise opportunities for 

solar access. 

e) Corner allotments should be designed to enable the construction of a dwelling that can 

comply with the prevailing setback requirements along both street frontages.  

f) Battle-axe shaped allotments should be avoided in the subdivision where possible, but where 

these are proposed and Council is satisfied that there is no other means of gaining access to 

the public road system, they should meet the following requirements: 

I. The total area of the allotment should not be less than 900sqm, exclusive of the 

access handle. 

II. Single access handles should have a minimum width of 4 metres and maximum length 

of 30 metres.  

III. Dual access handles should have a minimum combined width of 5 metres (with 

reciprocal right of carriageway) and maximum length of 30 metres.  

IV. Adequate provision should be made for the collection of garbage.  

V. Adequate provision should be made for the manoeuvring of vehicles.  

VI. The access handle should be sealed, paved or concreted for it‟s entire length.  
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3.4 Street Design  
 

Infill residential subdivisions involving the creation of a 

new public road, or extension to an existing public 

road, should comply with the following controls: 

 

a) The street network should be designed in 

accordance with table shown to the right and 

constructed in accordance with Cowra Shire 

Council Engineering Standards.  

b) The street design should facilitate the safe 

movement of road users.  

c) The street design should accommodate all 

necessary utility services and drainage systems. 

d) The horizontal and vertical alignments and cross 

fall of the street design should  reflect the physical 

land characteristics and satisfy safety and speed 

criteria.  

e) The street design should  incorporate traffic 

calming devices where necessary to achieve a 

satisfactory road and traffic environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Road 

Reserve 

Footpath Traffic  

Lanes 

Parking 

Lane 

Median 

      

Arterial 30m 2 x 4.5m 4 x 3.7m 2 x 3.1m N/A 

      

Collector 22m 2 x 4.5m 2 x 3.5m 2 x 3.0m N/A 

      

Access Street 20m 2 x 4.5m 2 x 3.0m 2 x 2.5m N/A 

      

Access Place (>15 lots) 18m 2 x 4.5m 1 x 4.0m 2 x 2.5m N/A 

      

Access Place (<15lots) 15m 2 x 4.5m 1 x 3.5m 1 x 2.5 N/A 
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3.5 Access Provision 
 

Infill residential subdivisions should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) Site frontages of new allotments should be 

sufficient to permit practical and legal access to 

the site.  

b) The subdivision design should provide a safe and 

convenient access to each proposed allotment in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering 

Standards. Access locations must have adequate 

sight distance in both directions.  

a) Vehicle access to proposed allotments should be 

gained onto the Council‟s public local road 

network, and not directly onto a classified road or 

highway.  

b) Where vehicle access is proposed onto a classified 

road or highway, and Council is satisfied that there 

are no other practical means of access available 

to the allotment(s), suitable arrangements should 

be made for the access to be constructed / 

upgraded in accordance with the requirements of 

relevant roads authority.  

c) The subdivision design should limit the number of 

vehicle accesses provided to the proposed 

allotments.  

 

 

d) Vehicle access points should be grouped at existing or limited access points whenever 

feasible to minimise the traffic impact and risk on additional access points to the public road 

system. 

e) Existing access abutting the subdivision, including roads, driveways and concrete footpaths, 

should be upgraded / replaced where they are assessed to be in poor condition.  

f) Access required to be constructured and / or upgraded to service the subdivision must be in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards,  with all costs associated with 

the work borne by the developer.  
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3.6 Utility Provision 
 

Infill residential subdivisions should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) The design and installation of sewerage, water 

and stormwater should be in accordance with 

Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards.  

b) The design and installation of electricity, street 

lighting, telephone and gas services should be in 

accordance with the requirements of the relevant 

servicing authorities.  

c) Electricity and telecommunications infrastructure 

should be provided as underground services. 

d) Compatible public utility services should be co-

ordinated in common trenching to minimise 

construction costs for underground services and 

reduce restrictions on landscaping within road 

reservations.  

e) All new residential allotments (including Torrens 

Title, Strata Title and Community Title) should be 

provided with a separate and distinct connection 

to the Council‟s reticulated water and sewerage 

supply system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

f) Where the connection of reticulated water and sewer infrastructure is not immediately 

available to the subdivision, or requires upgrading, the developer should make all necessary 

arrangements for the extension of these services to service each allotment in the subdivision, 

with all costs associated with the extension of services borne by the developer.  
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3.7 Stormwater, Drainage & Waterways 
 

Infill residential subdivisions should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) Post-development runoff rates should be equal to 

or less than pre-development runoff rates for the 

full range of design storm events. Drainage from 

the proposed lots should not significantly alter pre-

development stormwater patters and flow regime.  

b) Stormwater drainage systems should be designed 

using the major and minor event philosophy, 

where the major event is the 100 year Average 

Recurrence Interval (ARI) design storm and the 

minor event is the 5 year ARI design storm.  

c) The adopted method of stormwater control should 

not result in unacceptable environmental 

damage within existing water courses and 

receiving waters.  

d) Stormwater from the proposed allotments in the 

subdivision should discharge to the street gutter or 

inter-allotment drainage system.  

e) Easements to drain stormwater should provided 

over all pipelines, inter-allotment drainage, 

channels and overland flow paths (except natural 

water courses).  

 

 

f) Easements for drainage over downstream properties should be secured for any proposed 

allotment that does not discharge stormwater flows directly to the street or inter-allotment 

drainage system.  

g) Water Sensitive Urban Design principles should be designed and implemented where 

applicable throughout the development to promote sustainable and integrated land and 

water resource management. Best practice stormwater, water conservation and 

environmental protection measures should be incorporated into the subdivision design.  

h) Subdivisions of land adjacent to or within the catchment of  waterways, water bodies and 

riparian vegetation should be designed to ensure: 

I. The preservation of fish and aquatic habitat. 

II. Barriers to fish passage are not created. 

III. The development does not pollute or adversely effect quality or quantity of flows of 

water. 

IV. A riparian buffer of 40 metres should be provided between any waterways, water 

bodies of riparian vegetation and proposed residential allotments.  

i) Where the stormwater drainage system requires upgrading, the developer should make all 

necessary arrangements for the extension of these services to service each allotment in the 

subdivision, with all costs associated with the extension of services borne by the developer.  
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D.4 Large Lot Residential 

Subdivision Controls 

 

4.1 Application of this Part 
 

Section D.4 applies to Development Applications for 

the subdivision of land that is located within the R5 

Large Lot Residential zone under Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Objectives for Large Lot Residential Subdivision 
 

The objectives for large lot residential subdivisions are: 

 

a) To facilitate greater diversity in housing choice. 

b) To provide for a range of different housing opportunities that meet community and economic 

needs, while ensuring that environmental and social values are safeguarded.  

c) To ensure rural lifestyle lots are located in appropriately zoned areas where infrastructure and 

service provision can be maximised.  

d) To ensure all available essential services are provided to new subdivision allotments. 

e) To minimise disturbance to the natural environment and to minimise damage from natural 

hazards. 

f) To protect and conserve land which has been identified as being environmentally sensitive.  
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4.3 Lot Size 
 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 (LEP) sets 

minimum lot size controls for the subdivision of land in 

the R5 Large Lot Residential zone. Applicants are 

advised to consult the Minimum Lot Size Map Series 

(LSZ) in the LEP to determine the minimum lot size that 

will apply to a specific subdivision proposal. Additional 

minimum lot size controls are also contained in Part 4 

of the Local Environmental Plan – Principal 

Development Standards.  

 

For ease of reference, the minimum lot size (MLS) 

controls in the LEP for land in the various R5 Large Lot 

Residential zones have been summarised in the table 

to the right. 

 

Note: Where the subdivision design incorporates the 

use of a “right of carriageway” or “battle-axe handle” 

into the lot design, the area of the “right of 

carriageway” or “battle-axe handle” will not be taken 

into account when determining the overall area of the 

allotment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Location Pre-requisite Mnimum Lot Size 

   

East Cowra No reticulated water 10 ha 

  

Reticulated water 2 ha 

  

Reticulated water / Environmentally 

Sensitive Land 

5 ha 

   

 

North & West Cowra 

 

No reticulated sewer 

 

2 ha 

  

Reticulated sewer 4,000 m2 

   

   

South Cowra  

(Dawson Drive Area) 

N/A 5 ha 

   

   

Woodstock N/A 2 ha 

   

   

Noonbinna N/A 2 ha 

   

   

Wattamondara N/A 5 ha 

   

   

South Canowindra Not Environmentally Sensitive Land 3 ha 

  

Environmentally Sensitive Land 5 ha 
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4.4 Lot Layout and Dimensions 
 

Large Lot Residential subdivisions should comply with 

the following controls: 

 

a) Proposed lots should be of sufficient area and 

shape to enable the efficient siting of a dwelling 

and ancillary outbuilding, without adverse impacts 

on adjoining land-use.  

b) Proposed lots should be of sufficient area and 

shape to enable the siting of a dwelling and 

ancillary outbuildings in accordance with the 

controls contained in Section 1.4 of Part G of this 

DCP – Large Lot Residential.  

c) The design of the subdivision should take into 

account existing drainage lines, waterways, dams 

and other significant environmental features.  

d) The design of the subdivision should take into 

account the potential for future subdivisions to 

take place, where this is permissible in 

accordance with Cowra Local Environmental Plan 

2012. 

e) Allotment with areas larger than the minimum 

should be provided: 

I. In the immediate vicinity of agricultural or 

intensive agriculture. 

II. With increasing distance from the town of 

Cowra. 

III. Fronting arterial roads (unless alternative access is provided). 

IV. Fronting railway lines. 

V. Where site conditions require a larger area for farm dam catchments or for on-site 

waste disposal. 

VI. To accommodate environmentally sensitive land that is not reserved under public 

ownership.  

f) The subdivision design should avoid the provision of access to a public road via a “right of 

carriageway” or “battle-axe‟, unless it has been demonstrated that, due to unusual site 

conditions, the “right of carriageway” is the only means of achieving access to the land and 

the lot layout and design is consistent with the remaining controls in this plan. 

g) Where a “right of carriageway” or “battle-axe‟ design is deemed acceptable in accordance 

with (f) above, the minimum width of the restriction to be placed on the title or the width of 

the access handle should be 9 metres with a constructed access driveway of not less than 6 

metres wide. The constructed access driveway should be sealed where it connects to a 

sealed public road.  
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4.5 Street Design 
 

Large Lot Residential subdivisions should comply with 

the following controls: 

 

a) The street network should be designed in 

accordance with table shown to the right and 

constructed in accordance with Cowra Shire 

Council Engineering Standards.  

b) The street design should facilitate the safe 

movement of road users.  

c) The street design should accommodate all 

necessary utility services and drainage systems. 

d) The horizontal and vertical alignments and cross 

fall of the street design should  reflect the physical 

land characteristics and satisfy safety and speed 

criteria.  

e) The street design should  incorporate traffic 

calming devices where necessary to achieve a 

satisfactory road and traffic environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Road 

Reserve 

Shoulder 

Width 

Road 

Width 

    

R5 zone – East Cowra 20m 1.2m 7m * 

    

R5 zone – West Cowra  20m 1.2m 7m * 

    

R5 zone - Woodstock 20m 1.2m 7m  

    

R5 zone - Wattamondara 20m 1.2m 7m  

    

 

*Council will require all new roads to be sealed in accordance with Cowra Shire Council 

Engineering Standards 
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4.6 Access 
 

Large Lot Residential subdivisions should comply with 

the following controls: 

 

a) The subdivision design should provide a safe and 

convenient access to each proposed allotment in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering 

Standards. Access locations must have adequate 

sight distance in both directions.  

b) Vehicle access to proposed allotments should be 

gained onto the Council‟s public local road 

network, and not directly onto a classified road or 

highway.  

c) Where vehicle access is proposed onto a classified 

road or highway, and Council is satisfied that there 

are no other practical means of access available 

to the allotment(s), suitable arrangements should 

be made for the access to be constructed / 

upgraded in accordance with the requirements of 

relevant roads authority.  

d) The subdivision design should limit the number of 

vehicle accesses provided to the proposed 

allotments.  

e) Vehicle access points should be grouped at 

existing or limited access points whenever feasible 

to minimise the traffic impact and risk on 

additional access points to the public road system. 

 

f) Existing access roads abutting the subdivision should be upgraded where they are assessed to 

be in poor condition.  

g) Vehicular access roads that are required to be constructured and / or upgraded to service 

the subdivision must be in accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards,  with 

all costs associated with the work borne by the developer.  
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4.7 Water Supply 
 

Large Lot Residential subdivisions should comply with 

the following controls: 
 

a) Suitable arrangements should be made for the 

connection of each new subdivision allotment to 

a reticulated water supply.  

Note 1: Section 64 Headworks Contributions 

may apply in accordance with the 

Cowra Shire Council Developer 

Servicing Plan (DSP). 

Note 2: In relation to the R5 Zone at 

Woodstock, Headworks Contributions 

may apply in accordance with the 

Cowra Shire Council and also Central 

Tablelands Water Developer Servicing 

Plan (DSP). 

Note 3: “Reticulated water supply” means an 

integrated distribution network of 

water mains and facilities with 

minimum 100 millimetre diameter 

water mains catering for development 

in the locality but does not include 

mains which have been constructed 

to provide the supply of water from a 

bulk source to a reticulated area or 

private service pipeline from a main or 

bulk source main.  

 

Note 4: Applicants are responsible for meeting all costs associated with mains extensions, 

upgrades and water connections.   

b) Despite control (a), reticulated water supply is being progressively augmented to land in the 

R5 Large Lot Residential zone east of the Cowra Township. In this zone, the following controls 

apply: 

I. All new rural residential allotments must be connected to the reticulated water supply 

scheme where a supply is immediately available to be connected (no extension 

required).  

II. All other land within the R5 Large Lot Residential zone may be connected to the 

reticulated water supply scheme subject to the extension of any mains.  

III. Applicants are to meet all costs associated with individual connections, mains 

extensions and any applicable Headworks Contributions in accordance with the 

Cowra Shire Council Developer Servicing Plan (DSP) for Water. 

IV. All construction works associated with new water connections / mains extensions will 

be required to be carried out in accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering 

Standards.  

c) Where the subdivision is not able to be connected to a reticulated water supply, each lot in 

the proposed subdivision should have the ability to catch enough surface water in a farm 

storage dam for stock and domestic purposes, with catchment calculations based on the 

guidelines of the NSW Office of Water.  
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4.8 Effluent Management 
 

Large Lot Residential subdivisions should comply with 

the following controls: 

 

a) A geotechnical report, prepared by a suitably 

qualified engineer, should be submitted with the 

Development Application to Council, 

demonstrating that the proposed lots are of 

sufficient land area to accommodate a dwelling 

and an effluent disposal system (and associated 

disposal area) that complies with the necessary 

buffer requirements in the most current version of 

the Environmental Health Protection Guidelines 

On-site Sewage Management for Single 

Households (see table to the right).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
System Recommended Buffer Distances 

   

All land application 

systems 

100 metres to permanent surface waters (e.g. river, streams, lakes). 

250 metres to domestic groundwater well. 

40 metres to other waters (e.g. farm dams, intermittent waterways). 

  

Surface spray irrigation 6 metres if area up-gradient of driveways and property boundaries. 

3 metres if area down-gradient of driveways and property boundaries 

15 metres to dwellings. 

3 metres to paths and walkways. 

6 metres to swimming pools. 

  

Surface drip and  

trickle irrigation 

6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Subsurface irrigation 6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Absorption system 12 metres if area up-gradient and 6 metres if area down-gradient of 

property boundary. 

6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of 

swimming pools, driveways and buildings. 

  

 

Note – the values are the recommended minimum, based on ideal site and soil conditions. If these 

conditions are less than ideal, the minimum buffer distances should be increased.  
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4.9 Utilities 
 

Large Lot Residential subdivisions should comply with 

the following controls: 

 

a) The design and installation of sewerage, water 

and stormwater should be in accordance with 

Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards.  

b) The design and installation of electricity, street 

lighting, telephone and gas services should be in 

accordance with the requirements of the relevant 

servicing authority..  

c) Suitable arrangements should be made for the 

provision of electricity and telephone services. 

Electricity and telecommunications infrastructure 

should be provided as underground services. 

d) Compatible public utility services should be co-

ordinated in common trenching to minimise 

construction costs for underground services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.10 Naming of New Roads 
 

Large Lot Residential subdivisions should comply with the following controls: 

 

a) Where a subdivision proposes the opening of a new public road, the developer should 

provide Council with suggestions for the naming of the new road that are consistent with 

guidelines contained in Council Policy 2.17 – Naming and Renaming of Bridges, Roads and 

Streets.  

Completion of the road naming process, including gazettal of the new road names in the 

NSW Government Gazette, is the responsibility of the relevant roads authority.  
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4.11 Fencing Requirements 
 

Large Lot Residential subdivisions should comply with 

the following controls: 

 

a) Boundaries that are not already fenced to an 

adequate standard should be fenced to the 

following minimum standard: 

I. Height of 1.27 metres. 

II. steel posts at a maximum of five metre 

intervals; and either 

i. One barbed wire and 75cm high 

ring lock or hinge joint attached 

with three plain wires (top, middle 

and bottom); or 

ii. 90cm high ring lock or hinge joint 

attached with three plain wires 

(top, middle and bottom); and 

III. Strainer posts at the end of lines and 

change of direction points. 

Note: All fencing required to be provided as part of a 

development proposal must be constructed to the 

minimum standard prior to the issue of the Subdivision 

Certificate for the subdivision, or each stage thereof.  
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D.5 Village Subdivision Controls 

 

5.1 Application of this Section 

 
Section D.5 applies to Development Applications for 

subdivision development on land that is located within 

the RU5 Village zone under Cowra Local Environmental 

Plan 2012.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Objectives for Village Subdivision 
 

The objectives for Village subdivisions are to: 

 

a) Facilitate greater diversity in housing choice.  

b) Provide for a range of different housing opportunities that meet the needs of village and 

surrounding rural areas, whilst ensuring that environmental and social values are safeguarded.  

c) Ensure all essential services are provided to new subdivision allotments. 

d) Minimise disturbance to the natural environment and to minimise damage from natural 

hazards. 

e) Maintain or improve the amenity of adjoining properties. 

f) Maximise opportunities for energy efficiency and solar access through subdivision design.  
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5.3 Lot Size, Layout and Dimensions 
 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 (LEP) sets 

minimum lot size controls for the subdivision of land in 

the RU5 Village zone. Applicants are advised to consult 

the Minimum Lot Size Map Series (LSZ) in the LEP to 

determine the minimum lot size that will apply to a 

specific subdivision proposal. Additional minimum lot 

size controls are also contained in Part 4 of the LEP. 

 

For ease of reference, the minimum lot size (MLS) 

controls in the LEP for RU5 Village zoned land is 2000m2, 

except for the Village of Wyangala which has a MLS of 

1000m2 where reticulated sewer can be provided to 

lots. 

 

Village subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Allotments should be of sufficient size and shape to 

enable efficient on-site effluent management,  

design and siting of a dwelling and provision for 

outbuildings, acceptable private outdoor space, 

vehicle access and parking.  

b) Allotments should be orientated and configured, 

where possible, to maximise opportunities for solar 

access. 

 

 

 

 

c) Allotments should have a minimum frontage and square width that is consistent with the 

dominant lot size and configuration along the street, or within the immediate vicinity of the 

development site.  

d) Corner allotments should be designed to enable the construction of a dwelling that can 

comply with the prevailing setback requirements along both street frontages.  

e) Battle-axe shaped allotments should not be created in Village areas.  
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5.4 Street Design  
 

Village subdivisions involving the creation of a new 

public road, or extension to an existing public road, 

should comply with the following controls: 

 

a) The street network should be designed in 

accordance with table shown to the right and 

constructed in accordance with Cowra Shire 

Council Engineering Standards.  

b) The street design should facilitate the safe 

movement of road users.  

c) The street design should accommodate all 

necessary utility services and drainage systems. 

d) The horizontal and vertical alignments and cross 

fall of the street design should  reflect the physical 

land characteristics and satisfy safety and speed 

criteria.  

e) The street design should  incorporate traffic 

calming devices where necessary to achieve a 

satisfactory road and traffic environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Road 

Reserve 

Footpath Traffic  

Lanes 

Parking 

Lane 

Median 

      

Arterial 30m 2 x 4.5m 4 x 3.7m 2 x 3.1m N/A 

      

Collector 22m 2 x 4.5m 2 x 3.5m 2 x 3.0m N/A 

      

Access Street 20m 2 x 4.5m 2 x 3.0m 2 x 2.5m N/A 

      

Access Place (>15 lots) 18m 2 x 4.5m 1 x 4.0m 2 x 2.5m N/A 

      

Access Place (<15lots) 15m 2 x 4.5m 1 x 3.5m 1 x 2.5 N/A 
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5.5 Access Provision 
 

Village subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Site frontages of new allotments should be 

sufficient to permit practical and legal access to 

the site.  

b) The subdivision design should provide a safe and 

convenient access to each proposed allotment in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering 

Standards. Access locations must have adequate 

sight distance in both directions.  

c) Vehicle access to proposed allotments should be 

gained onto the Council‟s public local road 

network, and not directly onto a classified road or 

highway.  

d) Where vehicle access is proposed onto a classified 

road or highway, and Council is satisfied that there 

are no other practical means of access available 

to the allotment(s), suitable arrangements should 

be made for the access to be constructed / 

upgraded in accordance with the requirements of 

relevant roads authority.  

e) The subdivision design should limit the number of 

vehicle accesses provided to the proposed 

allotments.  

 

 

f) Vehicle access points should be grouped at existing or limited access points whenever 

feasible to minimise the traffic impact and risk on additional access points to the public road 

system. 

g) Existing access abutting the subdivision, including roads, driveways and concrete footpaths, 

should be upgraded / replaced where they are assessed to be in poor condition.  

h) Access required to be constructured and / or upgraded to service the subdivision must be in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards,  with all costs associated with 

the work borne by the developer.  
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5.6 Effluent Management 
 

Village subdivisions that cannot be connected to a 

reticulated sewerage supply should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) A geotechnical report, prepared by a suitably 

qualified engineer, should be submitted with the 

Development Application to Council, 

demonstrating that the proposed lots have 

sufficient land area to accommodate a dwelling 

and an effluent disposal system (and associated 

disposal area) that complies with the necessary 

buffer requirements in the most current version of 

the Environmental Health Protection Guidelines 

On-site Sewage Management for Single 

Households (see table below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
System Recommended Buffer Distances 

   

All land application 

systems 

100 metres to permanent surface waters (e.g. river, streams, lakes). 

250 metres to domestic groundwater well. 

40 metres to other waters (e.g. farm dams, intermittent waterways). 

  

Surface spray irrigation 6 metres if area up-gradient of driveways and property boundaries. 

3 metres if area down-gradient of driveways and property boundaries 

15 metres to dwellings. 

3 metres to paths and walkways. 

6 metres to swimming pools. 

  

Surface drip and  

trickle irrigation 

6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings.. 

  

Subsurface irrigation 6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Absorption system 12 metres if area up-gradient and 6 metres if area down-gradient of 

property boundary. 

6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of 

swimming pools, driveways and buildings. 

  

 

Note – the values are the recommended minimum, based on ideal site and soil conditions. If these 

conditions are less than ideal, the minimum buffer distances should be increased.  
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5.7 Utility Provision 
 

Village subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The design and installation of sewerage, water 

and stormwater should be in accordance with 

Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards.  

b) The design and installation of electricity, street 

lighting, telephone and gas services should be in 

accordance with the requirements of the relevant 

servicing authorities.  

c) Electricity and telecommunications infrastructure 

should be provided as underground services. 

d) Compatible public utility services should be co-

ordinated in common trenching to minimise 

construction costs for underground services and 

reduce restrictions on landscaping within road 

reservations.  

e) All new residential allotments (including Torrens 

Title, Strata Title and Community Title) should be 

provided with a separate and distinct connection 

to the Council‟s reticulated water supply system 

and also to a reticulated sewerage supply system 

(where this is available).  

 

 

 

 
 

f) Where the connection of reticulated water and sewer infrastructure is not immediately 

available to the subdivision, or requires upgrading, the developer should make all necessary 

arrangements for the extension of these services to service each allotment in the subdivision, 

with all costs associated with the extension of services borne by the developer.  
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5.8 Stormwater, Drainage & Waterways 
 

Village subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Post-development runoff rates should be equal to 

or less than pre-development runoff rates for the 

full range of design storm events. Drainage from 

the proposed lots should not significantly alter pre-

development stormwater patters and flow regime.  

b) Stormwater drainage systems should be designed 

using the major and minor event philosophy, 

where the major event is the 100 year Average 

Recurrence Internval (ARI) design storm and the 

minor event is the 5 year ARI design storm.  

c) The adopted method of stormwater control should 

not result in unacceptable environmental 

damage within existing water courses and 

receiving waters.  

d) Stormwater from the proposed allotments in the 

subdivision should discharge to the street gutter or 

inter-allotment drainage system.  

e) Easements to drain stormwater should provided 

over all pipelines, inter-allotment drainage, 

channels and overland flow paths (except natural 

water courses).  

 

 

f) Easements for drainage over downstream properties should be secured for any proposed 

allotment that does not discharge stormwater flows directly to the street or inter-allotment 

drainage system.  

g) Water Sensitive Urban Design principles should be designed and implemented where 

applicable throughout the development to promote sustainable and integrated land and 

water resource management. Best practice stormwater, water conservation and 

environmental protection measures should be incorporated into the subdivision design.  

h) Subdivisions of land adjacent to or within the catchment of  waterways, water bodies and 

riparian vegetation should be designed to ensure: 

I. The preservation of fish and aquatic habitat. 

II. Barriers to fish passage are not created. 

III. The development does not pollute or adversely effect quality or quantity of flows of 

water. 

IV. A riparian buffer of 40 metres should be provided between any waterways, water 

bodies of riparian vegetation and proposed residential allotments.  

i) Where the stormwater drainage system requires upgrading, the developer should make all 

necessary arrangements for the extension of these services to service each allotment in the 

subdivision, with all costs associated with the extension of services borne by the developer.  
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5.9 Naming of New Roads 
 

Village subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Where a subdivision proposes the opening of a 

new public road, the developer should provide 

Council with suggestions for the naming of the 

new road that are consistent with guidelines 

contained in Council Policy 2.17 – Naming and 

Renaming of Bridges, Roads and Streets.  

Completion of the road naming process, including 

gazettal of the new road names in the NSW 

Government Gazette, is the responsibility of the 

relevant roads authority.  
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D.6 Rural Subdivision Controls 

 

6.1 Application of this Part 
 

Section D.6 applies to Development Applications for 

the subdivision of land that is located within the RU1 

Primary Production or RU4 Primary Production Small 

Lots zones under Cowra Local Environmental Plan 

2012.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Objectives for Rural Subdivision 
 

The objectives for rural subdivision are to: 

 

a) Protect agricultural land from fragmentation for inappropriate purposes. 

b) Provide for housing opportunities in rural areas that support the agricultural use of the land.  

c) To protect and conserve land which has been identified as being environmentally sensitive.  

d) To minimise disturbance to the natural environment and to minimise damage from natural 

hazards.  
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6.3 Lot Size 
 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 (LEP) sets 

minimum lot size controls for the subdivision of land in 

the RU1 Primary Production and RU4 Primary 

Production Small Lots zones. Applicants are advised to 

consult the Minimum Lot Size Map Series (LSZ) in the LEP 

to determine the minimum lot size that will apply to a 

specific subdivision proposal.  

 

Additional minimum lot size controls are also contained 

in Part 4 of the Local Environmental Plan – Principal 

Development Standards.  

 

For ease of reference, the minimum lot size (MLS) 

controls in Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 for 

land in the RU1 Primary Production and RU4 Primary 

Production Small Lots zones have been summarised in 

the table shown to the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zone Pre-requisite MLS 

   

RU1 Primary Production 

Agricultural purposes only Any area 

  

Agricultural & (Future) Ancillary Dwelling 100ha 

  

Agricultural & Existing Dwelling 100ha 

   

   

RU4 Small Lot Primary 

Production 

Agricultural purposes only Any area 

  

Agricultural & (Future) Ancillary Dwelling 100ha 

  

Agricultural & Existing Ancillary Dwelling 100ha 
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6.4 Road & Access Design 
 

Rural subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The subdivision design should provide a safe 

access to each proposed allotment, with 

adequate sight distance in both directions, in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering 

Standards.  

b) Access to proposed allotments should be gained 

onto the Council‟s public local road network, and 

not directly onto a classified road or highway.  

c) Where access is proposed onto a classified road 

or highway, and Council is satisfied that there are 

no other practical means of access available to 

the allotment(s), suitable arrangements should be 

made for the access to be constructed / 

upgraded in accordance with the requirements of 

relevant roads authority.  

d) The subdivision design should limit the number of 

accesses provided to the proposed allotments.  

e) Access points should be grouped at existing or 

limited access points whenever feasible to 

minimise the traffic impact and risk on additional 

access points to the public road system. 

 

 

 

f) Access points should be grouped at existing or limited access points whenever feasible to 

minimise the traffic impact and risk on additional access points to the public road system. 

g) New rural roads should be designed in accordance with table shown below and constructed 

in accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards.  

 

Average Annual  

Daily Traffic 

Road 

Reserve 

Road 

Shoulder 

Width 

    

< 100 20m 1.2m 5.5m 

    

100-500 30m 1.2m 6.0m 

    

500-1000 30m 1.2m 6.5m 

    

1000-2000 30m 1.8m 6.5m 

    

>2000 30m 1.8m 7.0m 
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6.5 Fencing Requirements 
 

Rural subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Boundaries that are not already fenced to an 

adequate standard should be fenced to the 

following minimum standard: 

I. Height of 1.27 metres. 

II. Star steel posts at a maximum of five 

metre intervals; and either 

i. One barbed wire and 75cm high 

ring lock or hinge joint attached 

with three plain wires (top, middle 

and bottom); or 

ii. 90cm high ring lock or hinge joint 

attached with three plain wires 

(top, middle and bottom); and 

III. Strainer posts at the end of lines and 

change of direction points. 

 

Note: All fencing required to be provided as part of a 

development proposal must be constructed to the 

minimum standard prior to the issue of the Subdivision 

Certificate for the subdivision, or each stage thereof.  
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D.7 Industrial Subdivision 

Controls 

 

7.1 Application of this Part 

 
Section D.7 applies to Development Applications for 

the subdivision of land that is located within the IN1 

Industrial or IN2 Light Industrial zones under Cowra 

Local Environmental Plan 2012.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2 Objectives for Industrial Subdivision 
 

The objectives for industrial land subdivision are to: 

 

a) Encourage the development of well designed industrial areas serving the full range of general 

and light industrial needs throughout the Shire.  

b) Provide the safe and efficient movement of traffic to and from new industrial allotments.  

c) Provide for infrastructure and services in a cost effective and efficient manner, consistent with 

the operational needs of industrial users. 

d) Protect the amenity of adjacent land uses, where necessary, from the effects of industrial 

development.  

e) Ensure opportunities for the provision of landscaping to new industrial allotments.  

f) Ensure that stormwater is managed appropriately and does not adversely impact the 

downstream environment.   
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7.3 Minimum Lot Size Requirement 
 

Council recognises that lot sizes for the different types 

of industrial subdivision will vary according to function 

and purposes. No minimum lot sizes are specified 

within Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 or this 

plan, as the land area required for a particular 

industrial activity or activities should reflect the most 

efficient and beneficial utilisation of the land involved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4 Lot Design 
 

Industrial subdivisions should comply with the following controls: 

 

a) Allotments should be generally regular in shape and should be of sufficient size and shape to 

enable the siting of future industrial buildings and ancillary structures, acceptable vehicle 

access and on-site parking.  

b) The design of the subdivision should enable the allotments to be developed in a manner that 

is compatible with adjacent land-use.  

c) The design of the subdivision should be generally consistent with the overall pattern of 

subdivision in the locality. A variety of allotment sizes should be created, suitable to 

accommodate a wide range of industrial activities. 

d) The design of the subdivision should not include cul-de-sac and battle-axe shaped lots, which 

do not easily facilitate the movement of large and cumbersome vehicles. 

e) Allotment sizes should be sufficient to accommodate the industrial operations and buildings 

envisaged, allowing for possible future expansion and the proper and efficient functioning of 

the site, taking into account: 

I. The need for the provision of safe ingress and egress for heavy vehicles 

II. The need for efficient vehicular movement within the new industrial lots (i.e. delivery 

vehicles, service vehicles and customers). 

III. The need to accommodation on-site car parking. 

IV. The need to provide storage and bin areas. 

V. The provision of landscaped areas.  

VI. The provision of buffer areas between future industrial activities and adjacent or 

nearby sensitive land-uses. 

VII. The need to accommodate building setback requirements. 
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7.5 Street Design 
 

Industrial subdivisions  involving the opening of new 

public roads should comply with the following controls: 

 

a) The street newtork should be designed in 

accordance with table shown to the right and 

constructed in accordance with Cowra Shire 

Council Engineering Standards. 

b) The street design should facilitate the safe 

movement of road users.  

c) The street design should accommodate all 

necessary utility services and drainage systems. 

d) The horizontal and vertical alignments and cross 

fall of the street design should  reflect the physical 

land characteristics and satisfy safety and speed 

criteria.  

e) The street design should  incorporate traffic 

calming devices where necessary to achieve a 

satisfactory road and traffic environment.  

f) Industrial subdivisions should be designed with a 

simply layout that provides a clear hierarchy of 

roads. Roads which may attract unrelated fast 

moving traffic from nearby congested routes 

should be avoided.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Road 

Reserve 

Footpath Traffic  

Lanes 

Parking 

Lane 

Median 

      

All new industrial roads 27m 2 x 4.5m 2 x 6.4m 2 x 2.6m N/A 
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7.6 Access Provision 
 

Industrial subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Site frontages of new allotments should be 

sufficient to permit practical and legal vehicular 

and pedestrian access to the site.  

b) The subdivision design should provide a sealed 

access, with adequate sight distance in both 

directions, to each proposed allotment in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council Engineering 

Standards.  

c) Access to proposed allotments should be gained 

onto the Council‟s public local road network, and 

not directly onto a classified road or highway.  

d) Where access is proposed onto a classified road 

or highway, and Council is satisfied that there are 

no other practical means of access available to 

the allotment(s), suitable arrangements should be 

made for the access to be constructed / 

upgraded in accordance with the requirements of 

relevant roads authority.  

e) The subdivision design should minimise the amount 

of new access points onto the public road system 

by combing new entrances where possible.  

 

 

 

f) Access points should be grouped at existing or limited access points whenever feasible to 

minimise the traffic impact and risk on additional access points to the public road system. 
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7.7 Utility Provision 
 

Industrial subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The design and installation of sewerage, water 

and stormwater should be in accordance with 

Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards.  

b) The design and installation of electricity, street 

lighting, telephone and gas services should be in 

accordance with the requirements of the relevant 

servicing authorities.  

c) Electricity and telecommunications infrastructure 

should be provided as underground services. 

Above ground servicing can be provided for infill 

industrial lots in areas where services are already 

established above ground. 

d) Compatible public utility services should be co-

ordinated in common trenching to minimise 

construction costs for underground services and 

reduce restrictions on landscaping within road 

reservations.  

e) Separate and distinct reticulated water and sewer 

connections should be provided to each 

proposed allotment in accordance with Cowra 

Shire Council Engineering Standards and 

approved standards referenced therein. 

 

 
 

f) Where the connection of reticulated water and sewer infrastructure is not immediately 

available to the subdivision, or requires upgrading, the developer should make all necessary 

arrangements for the extension of these services to service each allotment in the subdivision, 

with all costs associated with the extension of services borne by the developer.  
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7.8 Stormwater, Drainage & Waterways 
 

Industrial subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Post-development runoff rates should be equal to 

or less than pre-development runoff rates for the 

full range of design storm events. Drainage from 

the proposed lots should not significantly alter pre-

development stormwater patters and flow regime.  

b) Stormwater drainage systems should be designed 

using the major and minor event philosophy, 

where the major event is the 100 year Average 

Recurrence Interval (ARI) design storm and the 

minor event is the 5 year ARI design storm.  

c) The adopted method of stormwater control should 

not result in unacceptable environmental 

damage within existing water courses and 

receiving waters.  

d) Stormwater from the proposed allotments in the 

subdivision should discharge to the street gutter or 

inter-allotment drainage system.  

e) Easements to drain stormwater should provided 

over all pipelines, inter-allotment drainage, 

channels and overland flow paths (except natural 

water courses).  

 

 

f) Easements for drainage over downstream properties should be secured for any proposed 

allotment that does not discharge stormwater flows directly to the street or inter-allotment 

drainage system.  

g) Water Sensitive Urban Design principles should be considered and adopted where applicable 

throughout the development to promote sustainable and integrated land and water resource 

management. Best practice stormwater, water conservation and environmental protection 

measures should be incorporated into the subdivision design.  

h) Subdivisions of land adjacent to or within the catchment of  waterways, water bodies and 

riparian vegetation should be designed to ensure: 

I. The preservation of fish and aquatic habitat. 

II. Barriers to fish passage are not created. 

III. The development does not pollute or adversely effect quality or quantity of flows of 

water. 

IV. A riparian buffer of 40 metres should be provided between any waterways, water 

bodies of riparian vegetation and proposed residential allotments.  

i) Where the stormwater drainage system requires upgrading, the developer should make all 

necessary arrangements for the extension of these services to service each allotment in the 

subdivision, with all costs associated with the extension of services borne by the developer.  
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7.9 Naming of New Roads 
 

Industrial subdivisions should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Where a subdivision proposes the opening of a 

new public road, the developer should provide 

Council with suggestions for the naming of the 

new road that are consistent with guidelines 

contained in Council Policy 2.17 – Naming and 

Renaming of Bridges, Roads and Streets.  

Completion of the road naming process, including 

gazettal of the new road names in the NSW 

Government Gazette, is the responsibility of the 

relevant roads authority.  
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C.8 Strata and Community Title 

Subdivision 

Subdivisions carried out by strata or community title 

differ from conventional subdivisions in respect to the 

creation of neighbourhood or community property 

that is jointly owned by the owners of other lots. The 

neighbourhood or community property may include 

access ways, services, shared recreational facilities, or 

other facilities. For this reason, proposals for strata and 

community title subdivision should be discussed with 

Council‟s planning staff early in the design process. 

 

Strata and community title subdivisions are generally 

more appropriate for development types and 

scenarios found in urban areas. Examples of 

development types commonly subdivided under strata 

or community title include townhouses and other 

medium density housing, industrial units and shops with 

outside areas such as gardens, driveway and car 

parking spaces usually being part of the common 

property lots.  

 

Strata and community title subdivisions should comply 

with the following controls: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Each strata or community title subdivision should: 

I. Be provided with a separate and distinct connection to Council‟s reticulated water 

and sewerage supply system and other essential services. Community or 

neighbourhood lots may be excepted in appropriate circumstances.  

II. Be provided with physical and legal access to the public road system.  

b) A draft of the Strata Scheme or Management Statement should be provided with the 

development application for subdivision. 

c) Council will not consent to a strata or community title subdivision of land which will result in an 

existing building contravening the provisions of the Building Code of Australia.  
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E.1 Dwelling Houses 
 

1.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.1 applies to new dwellings, or alerations or 

additions to existing dwellings in any of the following 

zones under Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012: 

 

a) R1 General Residential. 

b) RU5 Village. 

c) B2 Local Centre. 

d) B5 Business Development. 

 

For the purposes of this part, a reference to a „dweling‟ 

is also a reference to „alterations and additions‟ to an 

existing dwelling.  
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1.2 Objectives for Dwelling Houses  
 

The objectives for residential dwellings are: 

 

a) To ensure that new dwellings are designed to be 

compatible with the positive characteristics of the 

existing streetscape.  

b) To ensure that bulk, scale & height does not have 

an unacceptable impact on the streetscape and 

the character of the locality. 

c) To ensure that dwellings have setbacks that 

achieve consistent building alignments along the 

streetscape aswell as adequate separation from 

adjoining buildings.  

d) To ensure that new dwellings are designed to 

maximise visual and acoustic privacy and general 

amenity for occupants and neighbours.  

e) To encourage landscaping that complements the 

design of new development and clearly defines 

the boundaries between public and private land.  

f) To ensure that garages and other ancillary 

buildings, structures and areas are integrated into 

the design of dwellings, and do not dominate the 

streetscape. 

g) To encourage passive solar design in all new 

dwellings and maximise sunlight and daylight 

access.  

 

 

h) To ensure that all dwellings are provided with an area for private outdoor recreation and 

relaxation.  

i) To ensure that dwellings are provided with appropriate vehicle access.  

j) To ensure that dwellings are connected to reticulated water and sewerage services where 

these are available. 

k) To ensure that on-site sewage management systems are installed, operated and maintained 

in an appropriate and sustainable manner, where reticulated sewerage is not available.  
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1.3 Site Planning & Design Controls 
 

Site Analysis 
 

A site analysis identifies the constraints and 

opportunities of the site as well as the immediate 

locality and the wider environment. It includes both 

natural and built elements. The site analysis will 

influence how the design optimises site attributes and 

complements neighbourhood character whilst 

preserving the amenity of adjoining developments.  
 

Building designers are encouraged to carry out a site 

analysis before designing a new dwelling. A site 

typically involves identification of: 
 

a) The broad opportunities and constraints of the 

layout and design of the site.  

b) The positive characteristics of the streetscape and 

surrounding natural and built environments.  

c) Important site characteristics such as lot 

orientation and prevailing climatic conditions. 

d) Existing areas likely to be impacted by 

overshadowing, for example, neighbouring private 

open space. 

e) Inherent site constraints including flood affected 

land, overland flow paths, slope instability, 

contaminated land, landfill areas, heritage and 

archaeological features.  

f) The location of existing services and facilities including drainage infrastructure and reticulated 

water and sewerage supply systems. 

g) Easement, fence, boundary and access locations.  

h) Views to and from the site and the existence of any significant nearby view corridors from 

public spaces. 

i) Movement corridors including local streets and pedestrian pathways.  

j) Existing mature trees and vegetation that should be retained.   

 

An example of a site analysis plan is shown below: 
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Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control 

 

Soil erosion and the sedimentation of our waterways is 

a major problem affecting riverine health.  These 

problems are particularly relevant in Cowra, where 

many construction sites eventually drain into the 

Lachlan River. New dwellings should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

k) A Soil Erosion & Sediment Control Plan must be 

prepared and submitted to Council for approval 

prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate for 

new dwellings.  

l) The Soil Erosion & Sediment Control Plan should be 

prepared in accordance with Part Q of this DCP – 

Land Manaement.  

m) Soil erosion and sediment controls must be in 

place prior to the commencement of any 

construction works associated with the dwelling, 

including earthworks involved with site 

preparation.  
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1.4 Cut and Fill Controls 
 

By managing the extent of cut and fill used on building 

sites, it is possible to maintain the integrity of natural 

topography and minimise impacts on drainage, soil 

stability and structural integrity.  

 

Sloping sites present a number of design challenges 

and generally require greater design input than flat 

sites. However, sloping sites offer unique amenity 

opportunities that benefit from elevated positions 

including views and outlook. Buildings that are 

designed to suit a sloping site often result in more 

interesting building forms which, when well designed, 

integrate within the landscape and result in positive 

streetscapes.  

 

New dwellings should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Development Applications for new dwellings on 

sloping sites must be accompanied by a cut and 

fill plan, prepared to scale, showing the extent of 

all cut and fill proposed for the development.  

b) Split level or pier foundation house designs are 

encouraged for sloping sites to minimise site 

disturbance and achieve a design response that 

relates to the topography of the site.  

c) Cut areas are to be setback from boundaries a 

minimum of 0.9 metres, and fill areas are to be 

setback from boundaries a minimum of 1.5 metres.  

d) Cut and fill batters should not exceed a slope of 1:2 (v:h) unless a geotechnical report has 

been submitted to Council certifing site stability. All batters are to be provided with both short 

term and long term stabilisation to prevent soil erosion, and adequate drainage is to be 

provided to divert water away from batters. 

e) Stormwater or surface water runoff should not be redirected or concentrated onto adjoining 

properties so as to cause a nuisance. 

f) Cut and fill levels for new dwellings should generally not exceed one metre, unless: 

I. The excavation is within the confines of the building, or  

II. The exvacation is intended to provide a flat yard space not exceeding 15% of the 

area of the lot for the purposes of outdoor recreation (including living areas, 

swimming pools and the like), and 

III. The excavation will be properly drained and retained. 

IV. It can be demonstrated that the appearance of the development would not create 

unreasonable impacts on the streetscape.  

This control is illustrated conceptually in the diagram below:  
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1.5 Streetscape Controls 
 

Streetscape design is about ensuring there is 

consistency in built and landscape form along streets 

on private sites.  

 

New dwellings should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Dwellings should be consistent with the scale and 

character of adjoining dwellings and the 

surrounding environment.  

b) Dwellings on sites with two or more frontages 

should address both frontages. 

c) Dwellings should provide a minimum of one major 

window to a habitable room (living area) directly 

overlooking the street or public open space area. 

The design should avoid kitchen, bathroom or 

laundry windows dominating the street elevation. 

d) Site and building design should consider the 

existing topographic setting and characteristics of 

other buildings and sites along the street. 

e) Landscaping should enhance the quality and 

appearance of the development and surrounding 

area. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates how a dwelling can be designed to comply with the 

streetscape controls: 
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1.6 Height Controls 
 

By limiting the height of new residential buildings, it is 

possible to manage bulk and scale and ensure that 

new development responds to the desired character 

of streets and the local area. It is also possible to 

ensure there is a reasonable level of uniformity along 

streetscapes. Height controls also ensure that 

properties have equal access to views, vistas, and 

sunlight.  

 

New dwellings should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The maximum height to the ridge of the roof of the  

building should not exceed 9.0 metres above the 

natural ground level vertically below that point. 

This control is illustrated conceptually in the 

diagram to the right.  

b) Where steep or sloping sites exist, the building 

should not protrude from the landscape but 

should be designed to be staggered or stepped 

into the natural slope of the land to 

accommodate the height control.  

c) Development plans submitted to Council for 

approval must show reduced Levels (RL), taken 

from a fixed datum point, for the maximum ridge 

height and natural ground levels.  
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1.7 Setback Controls 
 

Front Setbacks 

 

Front setbacks are important as they establish the 

building‟s location in relationship to neighbouring 

buildings and the streetscape in general. Front 

setbacks also allow space for landscaping in 

residential areas. Front setbacks are measured from 

the front boundary of the allotment to the outer edge 

of the wall of the building. 

 

New dwellings should comply with the front setback 

requirements detailed in the following pages: 

 

a) In newly developing areas, the minimum front 

setback for new dwellings is 4.5 metres where: 

I. The lot has an area of 700m2 or less, and 

II. There is not at least 2 existing dwellings 

having a boundary with the same primary 

road and located within 40 metres of the 

lot.  

This control is illustrated in the diagram to the right: 
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Front Setbacks (continued) 

 

b) In newly developing areas, the minimum front 

setback for new dwellings is 6 metres where: 

I. The lot has an area of greater than 700m2, 

and 

II. There is not at least 2 existing dwellings 

having a boundary with the same primary 

road and located within 40 metres of the 

lot.  

This control is illustrated in the diagram to the right: 

 

 

 

 

 

c) For all other scenarios, the objective is to blend 

new development into the streetscape. In these 

circumstances new buildings are to be setback 

the average of the setbacks of the nearest two 

dwellings within 40 metres of the lot and having a 

frontage to the same road. This setback can be 

varied up to plus or minus 0.5 metres.  

This control is illustrated in the diagram to the right: 
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Front Setbacks (continued) 

 

d) Where it is proposed to construct articulation 

features such as front entrance features, awnings, 

sun shades, and small balconies in front of the 

building line, these may encroach the front 

setback area by a maximum of 1 metre, provided 

the combined frontage of the projections does 

not exceed 25% of the total building frontage. 

This control is illustrated in the diagram to the right: 

 

e) Where the allotment is a corner allotment, the 

minimum setback to the secondary street frontage 

should always be 4.5 metres. 
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Side Setbacks 

 

Side setbacks allow minimal distances between the 

building and the side boundary. Minimising side 

boundary setbacks allows the building to have a wide 

street and rear building frontage, giving greater 

elevation length for habitable room windows to be 

oriented to the front and rear of the lot. Side setbacks 

are measured from the side boundary to the outside 

edge of any articulation to the buildings elevation but 

do not include external living areas. 

 

New dwellings should comply with the following 

requirements: 

 

f) Single storey buildings should be setback a 

minimum 0.9 metres from the boundary (eaves 

must be a minimum 0.45 metres from the 

boundary).  

g) Two storey buildings should be setback a minimum 

1.5 metres from the boundary (eaves must be a 

minimum 0.45 metres from the boundary).  

The side setback controls for dwellings are 

illustrated in the diagram to the right. 
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Rear Setbacks 

 

Rear setbacks are important for achieving open space 

to the rear of the lot for private recreation and 

relaxation. Rear setbacks allow separation distances 

between neighbouring dwellings to ensure visual and 

acoustic privacy. Rear setbacks are measured from 

the rear boundary to the outside edge of any 

articulation to the buildings elevation. 

 

New dwellings should comply with the following 

requirements: 

 

h) All dwellings on a lot having an area of 700m² or 

less should be setback a minimum 5 metres from 

the rear boundary.  

i) All dwellings on a lot having an area of more than 

700m² should be setback a minimum 8 metres 

from the rear boundary.  

The rear setback controls for dwellings are 

illustrated in the diagram to the right. 
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1.8 Solar Access Controls 
 

The solar access of a property refers to it‟s potential to 

receive adequate sunlight so certain areas of a 

dwelling can catch the sun‟s energy. A property with 

good solar access enjoys adequate sunlight to living 

and recreation areas. The following controls aim to 

retain good solar access and avoid adverse 

overshadowing of these spaces. 

 

a) Residential buildings should be designed to ensure 

that living areas of adjoining dwellings and at least 

50% of their usable private open space, receive a 

minimum of 3 hours sunlight between 9am and 

3pm on 21 June (winter solstice). Where such 

areas already receive less than 3 hours of sunlight, 

new development should not further reduce 

sunlight access.  

b) Shadow diagrams should be provided by the 

applicant where there is a reasonable likelihood of 

the development causing overshadowing impacts 

on adjoining property.   

c) Where possible, new residential buildings should 

be orientated on a north-south or east-west axis to 

maximise solar access, with living spaces to be 

located predominantly to the north.  
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1.9 Visual & Acoustic Privacy Controls 
 

Visual and acoustic privacy is important for creating 

high quality environments and maintaining general 

amenity. Well designed development can avoid most 

sources of conflict between neighbours over noise and 

privacy problems. Whilst complete privacy in urban 

environments is not always possible, proper 

consideration of the site conditions at the design stage 

is a good start to achieving reasonable levels of 

privacy to adjoining premises.  

 

New dwellings should comply with the following 

requirements: 

 

a) Dwellings or additions should be designed so that 

windows, balconies and decks are not situated 

directly opposite windows of primary (living, 

kitchen, dining) rooms of any adjoining dwellings, 

unless privacy can be addressed. 

b) Visual privacy for adjoining properties and within 

dwellings should be achieved by using windows in 

elevated positions which are narrow, translucent, 

or obscured and ensuring that windows do not 

face directly onto the windows, balconies, or 

courtyards of adjoining dwellings.  

c) Noise generating areas of development (e.g. air 

conditioning plant, swimming pool areas and the 

like) should be adequately screened or located 

away from the bedroom areas of neighbouring 

properties to minimise their impact.  

d) Where a proposed dwelling adjoins land in an industrial or commercial zone, the design of the 

proposed dwelling should avoid sound being reflected into noise-sensitive rooms. In this 

regard, bedrooms and other sensitive areas should be located furthest from a potential noise 

source, with the kitchen, bathroom and garage areas located closest to a potential noise 

source). 
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1.10 Landscaped Area Controls 
 

Landscaped area means all areas on a development 

site of a permeable nature (e.g. grassed and 

vegetated areas etc), but does not include paved, 

concreted, decked or other impermeable areas.  

 

The provision of adequate landscaping improves 

residential amenity by providing places for residents to 

play and relax. Landscaped areas also play an 

important function in managing stormwater runoff.  

Landscaping also enhances the appearance of the 

residence and surrounding streetscape, which in turn 

can have a positive influence on property values.   

 

New dwellings should comply with the following 

requirements: 

 

a) Single dwelling proposals are not required to 

submit a Landscape Plan for approval in 

accordance with the requirements of Part N of this 

DCP, however a minimum of 40% of the total site 

area should be comprised of landscaped area.  

b) Development plans submitted to Council for 

approval must include calculations demonstrating 

compliance with control (b). 
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1.11 Sustainable Building Design 

Controls 
 

Sustainable building design is concerned with 

renewable energy, ecologically designed and 

newable building materials, water conservation and 

indoor environmental quality. Sustainable building 

design minimises the environmental footprint of 

development, and helps to significantly reduce the 

cost of running a home.  

 

New dwellings should comply with the following 

requirements: 

 

a) Development Applications for new housing 

proposals and specified alterations and additions 

must be accompanied by a BASIX Certificate, 

issued by the NSW Government.  

b) Applicants should consider the potential 

sustainability performance of the development 

when the proposal is being designed and commit 

to a range of measures offered in BASIX to ensure 

that the development meets the NSW 

Government‟s sustainability targets.  

c) Council will check that the details of the proposed 

development contained in the BASIX certificate 

are consistent with the details contained in the 

Development Application, and that the relevant 

BASIX commitments are shown on plans.  

 

 

d) The design of new dwellings should adopt the following principles which promote sustainable 

building practices: 

I. Plan the site so that new development is oriented to optimise northern aspect where 

possible. 

II. Optimise the daylight access to habitable rooms and private open space. 

III. Supplement daylight access through the use of skylights where possible.  

IV. Locate living spaces to the north where possible.  

V. Use shading devices such as eaves, awnings, colonnades, balconies, pergolas, 

external louvres and planting. 

VI. Facilitate natural cross ventilation by minimising interruptions in air flow through 

dwellings and grouping rooms with similar usage together (e.g. keep living spaces 

together and sleeping spaces together). Limit the use of mechanical ventilation.  
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E.2 Medium Density Housing 
 

2.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.2 applies to medium density housing 

developments in the following zones under Cowra 

Local Environmental Plan 2012: 

 

a) R1 General Residential. 

b) RU5 Village. 

c) B2 Local Centre. 

d) B5 Business Development (Note – Some forms of 

medium density housing are prohibited in the B5 

zone under Cowra LEP 2012). 

For the purposes of this Part, there are number of 

different housing types which fall within the definition 

of medium density housing including: 

 

a) Secondary dwelling. 

b) Dual occupancy. 

c) Semi-detached dwelling. 

d) Attached dwelling. 

e) Multi-dwelling housing. 

f) Residential flat building. 

These housing types are defined and illustrated in the 

following pages.  
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Secondary Dwelling 

 

A secondary dwelling refers to a smaller dwelling that is 

located on the same allotment as a principal (main) 

dwelling.  

 

Secondary dwellings are often referred to as granny 

flats and they can be attached to the principal 

dwelling or detached. While internally both dwellings 

occupy their own private spaces, a number of facilities 

such as plumbing, air conditioning, open space areas, 

outdoor drying yards, driveways and parking may be 

shared.  

 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 requires that 

secondary dwellings cannot have a total floor area 

that is greater than 60m2 or 80% of the total floor area 

of the principal (main) dwelling, whichever is the 

greater.  

 

Allotments with a secondary dwelling are always on 

the one Torrens Title allotment. 

 

A diagram conceptually illustrating a secondary 

dwelling is shown to the right.  
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Dual Occupancy 

 

Dual occupancy housing is the development of 2 

dwellings on a single allotment. Both dwellings are 

principal dwellings (i.e. one is not secondary to the 

other) and they typically function independent of 

each other. Dwelling size is not limited like it is for 

secondary dwellings.  

 

Dual Occupancy development provides for greater 

residential densities whilst being consistent with the 

general low-density character of an area.  Dual 

occupancy can be detached (stand alone buildings) 

or they can be attached to each other. Dual 

occupancy housing developments are always on the 

one Torrens Title allotment. 

 

A diagram conceptually illustrating a dual occupancy 

housing development is shown to the right.  
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Semi-detached Dwelling 

 

Semi-detached housing refers to the construction of 2 

dwellings that are attached (only to each other) by a 

common wall.  

 

Semi-detached housing is different to dual occupancy 

(attached) housing in that each dwelling is located on 

its own allotment of land. The allotments are generally 

created under Torrens Title or Strata Title.  

 

A diagram conceptually illustrating a semi-detached 

dwelling is shown to the right.  
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Attached Dwelling 

 

Attached dwellings are very similar to semi-detached 

dwellings, however there must be a minimum of 3 

dwellings. Each dwelling is located on its own 

allotment of land, and is attached to another dwelling 

by a common wall. The allotments are generally 

created under Torrens Title or Strata Title.  

 

A diagram conceptually illustrating an attached 

dwelling is shown to the right.  
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Multi-Dwelling Housing 

 

Multi-dwelling housing means 3 or more dwellings that 

are located on a single allotment of land. There is no 

subdivision involved.  

 

For the purposes of this plan, the controls contained in 

Part E.2 will also apply to development that would be 

defined as multi-dwelling housing if it were not for any 

subdivision proposed as part of the development.  

 

Multi dwelling-housing can be single or multiple storey 

development, however each dwelling must be 

designed so that it‟s residents can gain separate 

access to their dwelling at ground level. 

  

The dwellings can be detached (stand alone 

buildings) or they can be attached to each other.  

 

A diagram conceptually illustrating a multi-dwelling 

housing development is shown to the right.  
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Residential Flat Building 

 

A residential flat building means a building containing 

3 or more dwellings that are always attached to each 

other and multi-storied (dwellings are located on top 

of each other).  

 

Residential flat buildings typically gain access at 

ground level from a common entry point (usually a 

stairwell), and separate ownership of dwellings can be 

achieved through the subdivision of the building under 

Strata Title.  

 

Resident facilities such as car parking and open space 

are typically provided in communal areas.  

 

A diagram conceptually illustrating a residential flat 

building is shown to the right.  
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2.2 Objectives - Medium Density 

Housing 
 

The objectives for medium density housing are: 

 

a) To provide opportunities for a mix of dwelling types 

and a range of housing choice within Cowra.  

b) To provide functional yet well designed medium 

density housing that responds to the constraints 

and conditions of the site and surrounding 

environment.  

c) To ensure that medium density housing is designed 

to be compatible with the positive characteristics 

of the existing streetscape and enhances the 

surrounding environment.  

d) To ensure that medium density housing is provided 

with landscaping that complements the design of 

the development, defines private open space 

areas and improves liveability and general 

amenity.  

e) To ensure that bulk and scale of new 

development does not have an unacceptable 

impact on the streetscape and character of the 

locality.  

f) To ensure that all medium density housing is 

provided with appropriate low maintenance areas 

for private outdoor recreation and relaxation. 

 

 

g) To ensure that medium density housing is designed to maximise visual and acoustic privacy 

and general amenity both within and external to the development site.  

h) To ensure that medium density housing is provided with adequate and safe vehicle access, 

internal manoeuvring areas, and on-site car parking for occupants and visitors.  

i) To ensure that ancillary structures (i.e. carports etc) are integrated into the overall site and 

building design and do not result in unacceptable impacts on the streetscape and the 

character of the locality.  

j) To encourage passive solar design and maximise sunlight and daylight access, both within 

and external to the development site.  

k) To encourage medium density housing in areas that are central to essential community 

facilities, civic areas and public transport routes. 

l) To ensure that all essential services and facilities are provided to new medium density housing 

developments.  
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2.3 Site Planning & Design Controls 
 

Site Analysis 
 

A site analysis identifies the constraints and 

opportunities of the site as well as its immediate locality 

and the wider environment. It includes both natural 

and built elements. The site analysis will influence how 

the design optimises site attributes and complements 

neighbourhood character whilst preserving the 

amenity of adjoining developments.  
 

Building designers are encouraged to carry out a site 

analysis before designing medium density housing. A 

site typically involves identification of: 
 

a) The broad opportunities and constraints of the 

layout and design of the site.  

b) The positive characteristics of the streetscape and 

surrounding natural and built environments.  

c) Important site characteristics such as lot 

orientation and prevailing climatic conditions. 

d) Existing areas likely to be impacted by 

overshadowing, for example, neighbouring private 

open space. 

e) Inherent site constraints including flood affected 

land, overland flow paths, slope instability, 

contaminated land, landfill areas, heritage and 

archaeological features.  

f) The location of existing services and facilities including drainage infrastructure and reticulated 

water and sewerage supply systems. 

g) Easement, fence, boundary and access locations.  

h) Views to and from the site and the existence of any significant nearby view corridors from 

public spaces. 

i) Movement corridors including local streets and pedestrian pathways.  

j) Existing mature trees and vegetation that should be retained.   

 

An example of a site analysis plan is shown below: 
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Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control 

 

Soil erosion and the sedimentation of our waterways is 

a major problem affecting riverine health.  These 

problems are particularly relevant in Cowra, where 

many construction sites eventually drain into the 

Lachlan River.  

 

New medium density housing developments should 

comply with the following controls: 

 

k) A Soil Erosion & Sediment Control Plan must be 

prepared and submitted to Council for approval 

prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate for 

new dwellings.  

l) The Soil Erosion & Sediment Control Plan should be 

prepared in accordance with Part Q of this DCP – 

Land Manaement.  

m) Soil erosion and sediment controls must be in 

place prior to the commencement of any 

construction works associated with the dwelling, 

including earthworks involved with site 

preparation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Landscaping 

 

Landscaping of residential blocks plays an important function in providing shade and shelter. It 

also enhances the appearance of the residence and surrounding streetscape, which in turn can 

have a positive influence on property values.   

 

New medium density housing developments should comply with the following controls: 

 

n) Medium density housing proposals are required to comply with the landscaping provisions 

under Part N of this DCP, including the submission of a Landscape Plan where required under 

that Part.  
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2.4 Cut and Fill Controls 
 

By managing the extent of cut and fill used on building 

sites, it is possible to maintain the integrity of natural 

topography and minimise impacts drainage, soil 

stability and structural integrity.  

 

Sloping sites present a number of design challenges 

and generally require greater design input than flat 

sites. However, sloping sites offer unique amenity 

opportunities that benefit from elevated positions 

including views and outlook. Buildings that are 

designed to suit a sloping site often result in more 

interesting building forms which, when well designed, 

integrate within the landscape and result in positive 

streetscapes.  

 

Medium density housing should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) Development Applications for new dwellings on 

sloping sites must be accompanied by a cut and 

fill plan, prepared to scale, showing the extent of 

all cut and fill proposed for the development.  

b) Split level or pier foundation house designs are 

encouraged for sloping sites to minimise site 

disturbance and achieve a design response that 

relates to the topography of the site.  

c) Cut areas are to be setback from boundaries a 

minimum of 0.9 metres, and fill areas are to be 

setback from boundaries a minimum of 1.5 metres.  

d) Cut and fill batters should not exceed a slope of 1:2 (v:h) unless a geotechnical report has 

been submitted to Council certifing site stability. All batters are to be provided with both short 

term and long term stabilisation to prevent soil erosion, and adequate drainage is to be 

provided to divert water away from batters. 

e) Stormwater or surface water runoff should not be redirected or concentrated onto adjoining 

properties so as to cause a nuisance. 

f) Cut and fill levels for new dwellings should generally not exceed one metre, unless: 

I. The excavation is within the confines of the building, or  

II. The exvacation is intended to provide a flat area of private open space in 

accordance with the requirements of Section 2.11, and 

III. The excavations will be properly drained and retained in accordance with 

engineering details, and 

IV. It can be demonstrated that the appearance of the development would not create 

unreasonable impacts on the streetscape.  

This control is illustrated conceptually in the diagram below: 
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2.5 Site Area and Frontage Controls 
 

Site area refers to the total area of an allotment.  

Frontage refers to the total length of that part of the 

allotment that is adjacent to the main street/road. Site 

area and frontage controls ensure that medium 

density residential development can achieve a 

coherent and practical site layout. 

 

a) A minimum average site area of 300m² per 

dwelling unit is required for secondary dwellings, 

dual occupancies, semi-detached dwellings, 

attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing.The 

minimum site area is calculated by dividing the 

total area of the development site by the number 

of proposed dwelling units.  

b) Residential Flat Buildings must not be located on 

lots having an area of less than 1500m². 

c) A minimum site frontage of 18 metres is required 

for dual occupancies, semi-detached dwellings, 

attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing, 

except for development on allotments with a 

curvilinear street frontage which can have a 

minimum site frontage of 17 metres at the front 

building line. 

Note: The site area controls are minimum only. 

Depending on the characteristics of the site and the 

design of the development, a larger site area per 

dwelling unit may be required in order to comply with 

all of the controls in Section E.2 

 

 

 

The following diagram illustrates the site area and frontage controls: 
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2.6 Streetscape Controls 
 

Streetscape design is about ensuring there is 

consistency in built and landscape form along streets 

on private sites.   

 

Medium density housing should comply with the 

following controls:                                                                          

 

a) Developments in existing urban areas must be 

consistent with the scale and character of 

adjoining dwellings and the surrounding 

environment.  

b) Developments on sites with two or more street 

frontages must address both frontages,  

c) Each dwelling should provide a minimum of one 

major window to a habitable room (living area) 

directly overlooking the street or public open 

space area. The design should avoid kitchen, 

bathroom or laundry windows dominating the 

street elevation.  

d) Site & building design should consider the existing 

topographic setting and characteristics of other 

buildings and sites along the street, particularly 

those that are older and more established. 

e) New development should provide landscaping 

that enhances the appearance of the 

development and surrounding area. 

 

 

f) Walls along side and rear boundary setbacks should be broken or staggered to avoid the 

appearance of unduly massive or long walls. 

g) Any carport or garage that is visible from the public domain should be compatible with the 

design of the residential building. 

h) Removal of street trees is not permitted without prior approval of Council. Existing street trees 

and other natural features shall be retained wherever practical.  

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates how a medium density housing development can 

be designed to comply with the streetscape controls: 
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2.7 Height Controls 
 

By limiting the height of new residential buildings, it is 

possible to manage bulk and scale and ensure that 

new development responds to the desired character 

of streets and the local area. It is also possible to 

ensure there is a reasonable level of uniformity along 

streetscapes. Height controls also ensure that 

properties have equal access to views, vistas, and 

sunlight.  

 

Medium density housing should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) The maximum height to the ridge of the roof of the  

building should not exceed 9.0 metres above the 

natural ground level vertically below that point. 

This control is illustrated conceptually in the 

diagram to the right.  

b) Where steep or sloping sites exist, the building 

should not protrude from the landscape but 

should be designed to be staggered or stepped 

into the natural slope of the land to 

accommodate the height control.  

c) Development plans submitted to Council for 

approval must show reduced Levels (RL), taken 

from a fixed datum point, for the maximum ridge 

height and natural ground levels.  

 

 

 

 

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates the height controls for medium density housing: 
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2.8 Setback Controls 
 

Front Setbacks 

 

Front setbacks are important as they establish the 

building‟s location in relationship to neighbouring 

buildings and the streetscape in general. Front 

setbacks also allow space for landscaping in 

residential areas. Front setbacks are measured from 

the front boundary of the allotment to the outer edge 

of the wall of the building. 

 

Medium density housing should comply with the 

following front setback controls: 

 
 

a) In newly developing areas, the minimum front 

setback for medium density housing is 6 metres 

where there is not at least 2 existing dwellings 

having a boundary with the same primary road 

and located within 40 metres of the lot. This control 

is illustrated in the following diagram: 

This control is illustrated in the diagram to the right: 
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Front Setbacks (continued) 

 

b) For all other scenarios, the objective is to blend 

new development into the streetscape. In these 

circumstances new buildings are to be setback 

the average of the setbacks of the nearest two 

dwellings within 40 metres of the lot. This setback 

can be varied up to plus or minus 0.5 metres. This 

control is illustrated in the following diagram: 

This control is illustrated in the diagram to the right: 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Where it is proposed to construct articulation 

features such as front entrance features, awnings, 

sun shades, and small balconies in front of the 

building line, these may encroach the front 

setback area by a maximum of 1 metre, provided 

the combined frontage of the projections does 

not exceed 25% of the total building frontage. 

This control is illustrated in the diagram to the right: 

 

b) Where the allotment is a corner allotment, the 

minimum setback to the secondary street frontage 

should always be 4.5 metres. 
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Side Setbacks 

 

Minimising side boundary setbacks allows the building 

to have a wide street and rear building frontage, 

giving greater elevation length for habitable room 

windows to be oriented to the front and rear of the lot. 

Side setbacks are measured from the side boundary to 

the outside edge of any articulation to the buildings 

elevation but do not include external living areas. 

 

c) Single storey buildings should be setback a 

minimum 0.9 metres from the boundary (eaves 

must be a minimum 0.45 metres from the 

boundary).  

d) Two storey buildings should be setback a minimum 

1.5 metres from the boundary (eaves must be a 

minimum 0.45 metres from the boundary).  

Rear Setbacks 

 

Rear setbacks are important for achieving open space 

to the rear of the lot for private recreation and 

relaxation and ensuring visual and acoustic privacy in 

dwellings. Rear setbacks are measured from the rear 

property boundary (not the rear of the units) to the 

outside edge of any articulation to the buildings 

elevation. 

 

a) Single storey buildings should be setback a 

minimum 3 metres from the boundary. 

b) Two storey buildings should be setback a minimum 

6 metres from the boundary.  
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2.9 Solar Access Controls 
 

The solar access of a property refers to it‟s potential to 

receive adequate sunlight so certain areas of a 

dwelling can catch the sun‟s energy. A property with 

good solar access enjoys adequate sunlight to living 

and recreation areas. The following controls aim to 

retain good solar access and avoid adverse 

overshadowing of these spaces. 

 

Medium density housing should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) Medium density housing should be designed to 

ensure that living areas of adjoining dwellings and 

at least 50% of their usable private open space, 

receive a minimum of 3 hours sunlight between 

9am and 3pm on 21 June (winter solstice). Where 

such areas already receive less than 3 hours of 

sunlight, new development should not further 

reduce sunlight access.  

b) Medium density housing should be designed to 

allow the living areas and private open space 

areas of at least 75% of dwellings (within the 

development) to receive a minimum of 3 hours 

sunlight between 9am and 3pm on21 June (winter 

solstice).  

c) Council may request shadow diagrams to be 

provided by the applicant where there is a 

reasonable likelihood of the development causing 

overshadowing impacts on adjoining property.   
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2.10 Visual & Acoustic Privacy Controls 
 

Visual and acoustic privacy is important for creating 

high quality environments and maintaining general 

neighbourhood amenity. It is particularly important for 

medium density housing where residents live much 

closer to one another. Well designed development 

can readily avoid most sources of conflict between 

neighbours over noise and privacy problems. Whilst 

complete privacy in urban environments is not always 

possible, proper consideration of the site conditions at 

the design stage is a good start to achieving 

reasonable levels of privacy both within and external 

to the development site. 

 

Medium density housing should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) Building elements such as balconies and decks 

should be designed to minimise overlooking of 

living areas and private open space areas of 

adjoining dwellings. 

b) The windows of dwellings should be located and 

designed so they do not provide direct and close 

views into the living area windows or courtyards of 

other dwellings. This can be achieved by offsetting 

or using windows which are narrow, translucent, 

obscured or fitted with louvers or screen panels. 

 

 

c) A minimum separation of 12 metres should be provided between buildings where habitable 

rooms / balconies face habitable rooms/ balconies. 

d) A minimum separation of 9 metres should be provided between buildings where habitable 

rooms / balconies face non-habitable rooms or blank walls. 

e) A minimum separation pf 3 metres should be provided between buildings where non-

habitable rooms / blank walls face other non-habitable rooms / blank walls. 

f) Separation distance may be reduced by up to 25% where privacy issues can be addressed by 

other means to the satisfaction of Council.  

The following diagram illustrate controls (c), (d) and (e). 
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g) Dwellings within each development should be 

designed to minimise noise transmission by 

locating busy, noisy areas next to each other and 

quieter areas next to other quieter areas, for 

example, living rooms with living rooms, bedrooms 

with bedrooms. 

h) Noise generating areas of development (e.g. air 

conditioning plant, swimming pool areas and the 

like) should be adequately screened or located 

away from the bedroom areas of dwellings within 

and external to the development site to minimise 

their impact.  
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2.11 Private Open Space Controls 
 

Private open space is an important part of medium 

density housing. These spaces provide places for 

residents to develop their own private garden, 

entertain, play and relax. Whilst many medium density 

housing developments provide common or shared 

open space areas, it is still a requirement for each 

dwelling to have opportunities for private recreation.  

 

Medium density housing should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) Private open space should be oriented to have a 

north easterly aspect where possible.  

b) Living areas should open out into the private open 

space area.  

c) Private open space is to be clearly defined by 

walls, fencing and landscaping so as to provide a 

self contained space, and excludes areas used for 

car parking and manoeuvring, waste bin storage 

and the like.  

d) The recommended amount of private open 

space, to be located behind the building line, for 

medium density housing, is shown in the following 

table. 

 

 

 

 

Building Type Minimum Private Open Space 

 

Semi-detached  

40m2 per dwelling, minimum width 3 metres in any direction. Attached  

Multi dwelling 

Dual Occupancy 

  

Residential flat 10m2 per dwelling, minimum width 2.5 metres in any direction (and may 

include balconies, terraces and the like above ground level). 

  

Secondary 

dwelling 

Minimum 80m2 shared between principal and secondary dwelling. 
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2.12 Sustainable Building Design 

Controls 
 

Sustainable building design is concerned with 

renewable energy, ecologically designed and 

newable building materials, water conservation and 

indoor environmental quality. Sustainable building 

design minimises the environmental footprint of 

development, and helps to significantly reduce the 

cost of running a home.  

 

Medium density housing should comply with the 

following controls: 

 

a) Development Applications for new medium 

density housing proposals and specified alterations 

and additions must be accompanied by a BASIX 

Certificate, issued by the NSW Government.  

b) Applicants should consider the potential 

sustainability performance of the development 

when the proposal is being designed and commit 

to a range of measures offered in BASIX to ensure 

that the development meets the NSW 

Government‟s sustainability targets.  

c) Council will check that the details of the proposed 

development contained in the BASIX certificate 

are consistent with the details contained in the 

Development Application, and that the relevant 

BASIX commitments are shown on plans.  

d) The design of medium density housing should adopt the following principles which promote 

sustainable building practices: 

I. Plan the site so that new development is oriented to optimise northern aspect where 

possible. 

II. Optimise the number of apartments receiving daylight access to habitable rooms and 

private open space. 

III. Supplement daylight access through the use of skylights where possible.  

IV. Ensure single aspect, single-storey dwellings have a northerly, or easterly aspect. 

V. Locate living spaces to the north and service areas to the south and west of the 

development.  

VI. Limit the number of south-facing apartments and increase their window area. 

VII. Use shading devices such as eaves, awnings, colonnades, balconies, pergolas, 

external louvres and planting. 

VIII. Maximise the number of the dwellings which are naturally cross-ventilated and limit 

the use of mechanical ventilation. 

IX. Facilitate natural cross ventilation by minimising interruptions in air flow through 

dwellings and grouping rooms with similar usage together (e.g. keep living spaces 

together and sleeping spaces together). 

 

Note: NatHERS (National Housing Energy Rating Scheme) and Part J of the Building Code of 

Australia also include provisions for measuring the energy efficiency of new residential 

developments.  
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E.3 Vaux St Character Area 
3.1 Application of this Section 

 

Section E.3 applies to the precinct shown in the map 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To ensure that new development is well designed and is compatible with the original and 

traditional characteristics of the streetscape. 

b) To ensure that new development reinforces the typical bulk and scale of existing dwellings 

within the street and the area.  

c) To ensure that the bulk and scale of new developments does not have an unacceptable 

impact on the streetscape and the character of the locality. 

d) To ensure that new development maintains the integrity of the design and style of the existing 

traditional buildings within the street and the area. 

e) To ensure that new development is sympathetic with prominent architectural building forms, 

features, details, materials and colours within the street and the area.  

f) To ensure that elevations to the street and public domain are well proportioned and 

designed, with original and traditional elements dominating the setting.  

g) To ensure that ancillary buildings do not dominate the streetscape.  
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3.3 Character Statement 
 

Vaux Street is located on the southern periphery of the 

Cowra Central Business District. The central location of 

this area and ease of access to community facilities 

and services has made it an attractive location for 

redevelopment. It is important that new development 

is carried out in a manner that is sympathetic to the 

traditional character of the area and contributes 

positively to the streetscape.  

 

The Vaux Street character area features a strong 

pattern of single detached brick and galvanised iron 

roofed dwellings. It is regarded as having heritage 

streetscape qualities given the substantial number of 

early intact houses, largely from the Edwardian period 

1900-1915. Currently, dwellings are exclusively single 

storey. They are relatively closely spaced with minimum 

side setbacks and front setbacks that are generally 

consistent within the streetscape. Hipped roofs 

predominate with the majority of dwellings featuring 

double fronts, a gabled entry or gabled front facade 

and timber post verandahs with decorative corner 

brackets for articulation. Brick chimneys are a common 

element of the roofscape and positively contribute to 

the character of the street and visual cohesiveness of 

the area.  Garages are generally unobtrusive or not 

visible from the streetscape, with vehicle access 

provided to each site generally from a rear lane. 

 

Low open style fencing typically complements the 

dwellings and helps to delineate the private and 

public domains.  A range of new development has occurred in the locality in recent years, which 

has for the most part been well integrated within the streetscape by adopting consistent building 

form, style, materials, colours, bulk and scale.  

 

The key characteristics are: 

 

- Traditional face brickwork on visible articulated front facades. 

- Simple hipped iron roofs. 

- Consistent roofscape featuring traditional corrugated steel roofs and prominent brick 

chimneys. 

- Single storey dwellings. 

- Consistent front setbacks. 

- Low front fences. 

 

The diagram below shows the typical architectural form of housing in the area: 
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3.4 Retention of Key Characteristics 
 

It is important that the traditional integrity of the Vaux 

Street Character Area is maintained. While it is 

accepted that some change will occur, this change 

should be harmonious with the character of the area. 

This means that new development should reflect and 

interpret, without imitation, the character of the area. 

The scale, form, massing, materials and details of new 

development therefore requires careful consideration.  

 

In addition to the general controls contained in 

Sections E.1, E.2 & E.11 of this plan, the following 

specific controls will apply (and prevail in the event of 

an inconsistency) to land within the Vaux Street 

Precinct.  
 

Streetscape 
 

a) New development is to be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character 

statement. 

b) New ancillary buildings such as garages and sheds 

should be consistent with the characteristics 

described in the character statement, unless they 

are located towards the rear of the allotment.  
 

Bulk, Scale and Height 

 

c) New dwellings should not be constructed with 

more than 1 storey. 

 

d) Two storey alterations or additions may be only be considered on the following grounds: 

I. The alteration or addition does not dominate the streetscape. In this regard, the 

alteration or addition should be located towards the rear of the allotment. 

II. The roof design of the new dwelling is architecturally similar to the predominate 

roofscape characteristics in the street. In this regard, flat and skillion roofs will not be 

acceptable.  

III. Tree planting is provided to screen the bulk and scale of the new elevation.  

IV. The height of the building does not significantly overshadow neighbouring properties 

or adversely impact on privacy. 
 

Setbacks 
 

The objective is to blend new development into the existing traditional public streetscape. In these 

circumstances new buildings are to be setback the average of the setbacks of the neighbouring 

dwellings on either side. This setback can be varied up to plus or minus 0.25 metres.  
 

Minor architectural design features such as awnings, sun shades, and balconies may project in the 

front setback up to a maximum of 0.5 metres depth. These elements must not occupy the entire 

facade of the dwelling.  
 

Building Materials 
 

For new dwellings and alterations or additions, the following building materials are preferred for 

various architectural components: 

 

e) Wall finishes to be face brick using bricks with a compatible colour and texture to those on the 

existing structure or those within the streetscape. Existing face brick shoud not be rendered or 

painted so as to retain the integrity and weatherproof qualities of the original walls. 

f) Additions should be clearly expressed to maintain the integrity of the original building.   
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g) Roofs should be corrugated plain galvanised steel 

and gutters and downpipes are to be consistent 

with the original.  

h) Windows to front elevations should be timber and 

in traditional vertical proportions. 

i) Fencing should be comparable and sympathetic 

with the scale and materials used in the area. Side 

fences in particular should be timber or traditional 

galvanised steel. 

j) Ancillary buildings including garages, sheds and 

side fences should be plain galvanised steel 

consistent with traditional galvanised iron and their 

colour and material should not imitate the houses.   

 

Colour Schedules 

 

A traditional heritage related colour scheme is 

preferred for the area where colours reflect those from 

the period of the particular building and are 

appropriate for the materials.  

 

Colours should be submitted to Council as part of the 

Development Application for consideration.  
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E.4 Keswick St Character Area  
 

4.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.4 applies to the precinct shown in the map 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To ensure that new development is well designed and is compatible with the original and 

traditional characteristics of the streetscape. 

b) To ensure that new development reinforces the typical bulk and scale of existing dwellings 

within the street and the area.  

c) To ensure that the bulk and scale of new development  does not have an unacceptable 

impact on the streetscape and the character of the locality. 

d) To ensure that new development maintains the integrity of the design and style of the existing 

traditional buildings within the street and the area. 

e) To ensure that new development is sympathetic with prominent architectural building forms, 

features, details, materials and colours within the street and the area.  

f) To ensure that elevations to the street and public domain are well proportioned and 

designed, with original and traditional elements dominating the setting.  

g) To ensure that ancillary buildings do not dominate the streetscape.  
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4.3 Character Statement 
 

Keswick Street is located on the northern periphery of 

the Central Business District. The size of residential lots 

and central location of Keswick Street has made it an 

attractive location for redevelopment. It is important 

that any new development in this part of Keswick 

Street is carried out in a manner that is sympathetic to 

the character of the area and contributes positively to 

the streetscape.   

 

This section of Keswick Street features a mix of housing 

styles ranging from Late Victorian houses through to 

inter-war housing in the Californian bungalow & 

Functionalist styles to 1960‟s housing, all of which are 

exclusively single storey. The unique streetscape 

qualities of Keswick Street include its wide street verge, 

substantial street trees, and buildings centrally located 

amid generous gardens on large residential allotments. 

Existing dwellings are well separated, with the majority 

enjoying a high degree of privacy afforded by well 

established and mature plantings. Ancillary structures 

such as garages and sheds are either integrated into 

the design of the dwellings, or located well behind the 

established building line. Where front fences have 

been constructed, these are typically low masonry 

constructions and have been integrated with  

appropriate landscaping so as to complement the 

architectural design of the respective dwelling.  

 

 

 

The key characteristics are: 

 

- Face brickwork on articulated front facades. 

- Simple hipped iron or terra-cotta tiled roof with 35-45 degree pitch and expressed chimneys. 

- Vertically proportioned windows.  

- Low density, single storey dwellings. 

- Large setbacks. 

- Low Masonry fences. 

- Prominent landscape planting. 

 

The diagram below shows the typical architectural form of housing in the area: 
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4.4 Retention of Key Characteristics 
 

It is important that the traditional character of the 

Keswick Street Character Area is maintained. While it is 

accepted that some change will occur, this change 

should be harmonious with the character of the area. 

This means that new development, such as new 

houses, alterations and additions should reflect and 

interpret, without imitation, the character of the area. 

The scale, form, massing, materials and details of new 

development therefore requires careful consideration. 
 

In addition to the general controls contained in 

Sections E.1, E.2 & E.11 of this plan, the following 

specific controls will apply (and prevail in the event of 

an inconsistency) to land within the Keswick Street 

Character Area.  
 

Streetscape 

 

a) New development is to be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character 

statement. 

b) New ancillary buildings such as garages and sheds 

should be consistent with the characteristics 

described in the character statement, unless they 

are located well behind the building line and do 

not dominate the streetscape.  
 

Bulk, Scale and Height 
 

c) New dwellings should not be constructed with 

more than 1 storey. 

d) Two storey alterations or additions may be only be considered on the following grounds: 

I. The alteration or addition does not dominate the streetscape. In this regard, the 

alteration or addition should be located towards the rear of the allotment. 

II. The roof design of the new dwelling is architecturally similar to the predominate 

roofscape characteristics in the street. In this regard, flat and skillion roofs will not be 

acceptable.  

III. Tree planting is provided to screen the bulk and scale of the new elevation and 

consistent with the planting in the streetscape.  

IV. The height of the building does not significantly overshadow neighbouring properties 

or adversely impact on privacy. 

 

e) Notwithstanding controls (d) where Council is of the opinion that such a height will significantly 

overshadow neighbouring properties or adversely impact on privacy, then the development 

must be modified to the extent necessary to reduce the adverse impacts. 

 

Setbacks 

 

The Keswick Street Character area enjoys a wide street verge, with dwellings setback an average 

distance of 13 metres from the front property boundary. The objective is to blend new 

development into the public streetscape, and in this regard any new buildings (ancillary 

development included) are to be setback the average of the setbacks of the neighbouring 

dwellings on either side, but not less than 13 metres.  

 

Building Materials 

 

For new dwellings and alterations or additions, the following building materials are preferred for 

various architectural components: 

 

f) Wall finishes to be face brick using bricks with a compatible colour and texture to those on the 

existing structure or those within the streetscape. Existing face brick shoud not be rendered or 

painted so as to retain the integrity and weatherproof qualities of the original walls. 
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g) Additions should be clearly expressed to maintain 

the integrity of the original building. 

h) Roofs should be corrugated plain galvanised steel 

and gutters and downpipes are to be consistent 

with the original.  

i) Windows to front elevations should be timber and 

in traditional vertical proportions. 

j) Fencing should be comparable and sympathetic 

with the scale and materials used in the area. Side 

fences in particular should be timber or traditional 

galvanised steel.  

k) Ancillary  buildings including garages, sheds and 

side fences should be plain galvanised steel 

consistent with traditional galvanised iron and their 

colour and material should not imtate the houses.  

Colour Schedules 

 

A traditional heritage related colour scheme is 

preferred for the area where colours reflect those from 

the period of the particular building and are 

appropriate for the materials.  

 

Colours should be submitted to Council as part of the 

Development Application for consideration.  
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E.5 Liverpool St Character Area  
 

5.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.5 applies to the precinct shown in the Map 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To ensure that the subject dwellings are protected, retained and their distinctive style and 

rarity as a group is conserved. 

b) To ensure that new development is well designed and is compatible with the original and 

traditional characteristics of the streetscape. 

c) To ensure that new development reinforces the typical bulk and scale of existing dwellings 

within the street and the area.  

d) To ensure that bulk and scale of new development does not have an unacceptable impact 

on the streetscape and the character of the locality. 

e) To ensure that new development maintains the integrity of the design and style of the existing 

buildings within the street and the area. 

f) To ensure that elevations to the street and public domain are well proportioned and 

designed.  
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5.3 Character Statement 
 

Liverpool Street is located on the northern periphery of 

the Central Business District. Over recent years, 

residential areas abutting the Central Business District 

have proven to be popular locations for 

redevelopment and dwelling restoration projects.  

 

The northern section of Liverpool Street that is located 

between Macquarie Street and Brisbane Street, 

features a strong pattern of single detached brick and 

galvanised iron roofed dwellings. It is regarded as 

having heritage streetscape qualities given the 

substantial number of early intact houses. Such a large 

and consistent group of similar and distinctive houses is 

rare within regional NSW and is worthy of conservation. 

Dwellings are exclusively single storey. They are closely 

spaced with minimal side setbacks and are generally 

consistent within the streetscape. Hipped roofs 

predominate with the majority of dwellings featuring 

double fronts, a separate and decorated gabled entry 

or gabled front facade and timber post verandas with 

decorative brackets used for articulation. Brick 

chimneys are prominent on the roofscape and they 

contribute to the character of the street and visual 

cohesiveness of the area. Ancillary structures such as 

garages and sheds are not visible from the StreeT, 

allowing the distinctive house elevations to dominate 

the setting. Garages and sheds are located towards 

the rear of the allotments with access via Brisbane 

Lane.  

A variety of low fencing styles have been used to delineate the private and public domain, with 

the majority featuring pickets or a combination of masonry and open elements. The age, size and 

flexibility of the dwellings has lead to a spike in restoration works in recent years, which has 

generally been consistent with the positive and original characteristics of the buildings  

streetscape.  
 

The key characteristics are: 

 

- Face brickwork on visible articulated front facades. 

- Simple hipped and vented corrugated iron roofs. 

- Vertically proportioned windows. 

- Front hipped verandahs and gabled porches on timber posts with brackets.  

- Consistent roofscape featuring galvanised iron roofs, traditional gutters and downpipes and 

prominent brick chimneys. 

- Single storey dwellings. 

- Consistent front and side setbacks. 

- Low front fences (typically picket or a combination of masonry and open elements). 
 

The diagram below shows the typical architectural form of housing in the area: 
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5.4 Retention of Key Characteristics 
 

It is important that the traditional integrity of the 

Liverpool Street Character Area is maintained. While it 

is accepted that some change will occur, this change 

should be harmonious with the character of the area. 

The replacement of essential services and modern 

conveniences such as bathrooms and kitchens is 

supported as a means of conserving the building. This 

means that new development such as new houses, 

alterations and additions should reflect and interpret, 

without imitation, the character of the significant 

original building and the streetscape. The scale, form, 

massing, materials and details of new development 

therefore requires careful consideration. 

 

In addition to the general controls contained in 

Sections E.1, E.2 & E.11 of this plan, the following 

specific controls will apply (and prevail in the event of 

an inconsistency) to land within the Liverpool Street 

Character Area.  

 

Streetscape 

 

a) New development is to be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character 

statement. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bulk, Scale and Height 

 

b) Due to the sloping nature of the land, new dwellings or dwelling alterations and additions 

should not be constructed with more than 1 storey. 

Setbacks 

 

Dwellings within the Liverpool Street Character Area have consistent setbacks, averaging between 

5.5 metres and 6 metres.  

 

The objective is to blend new development into the public streetscape, and in this regard any new 

buildings are to be setback the average of the setbacks of the neighbouring dwellings on either 

side, but not less than 5.5 metres.  

 

Building Materials 

 

For new dwellings and alterations or additions, the following building materials are preferred for 

various architectural components: 

 

c) Wall finishes to be face brick using bricks with a compatible colour and texture to those on the 

existing structure or those within the streetscape. Existing face brick shoud not be rendered or 

painted so as to retain the integrity and weatherproof qualities of the original walls. 

d) Additions should be clearly expressed to maintain the integrity of the original building. 

e) Roofs are to be corrugated plain galvanised steel and gutters and downpipes are to be 

consistent with the original. 

f) Windows to front elevations should be timber and in traditional vertical proportions. 

g) Fencing should be comparable and sympathetic with the scale and materials used in the 

area. Side fences in particular should be timber or traditional galvanised steel.  
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h) Ancillary  buildings including garages, sheds and 

side fences should be plain galvanised steel 

consistent with traditional galvanised iron and their 

colour and material should not imtate the houses.  

Colour Schedules 

 

A traditional heritage related colour scheme is 

preferred for the area where colours reflect those from 

the period of the particular building and are 

appropriate for the materials.  

 

Colours should be submitted to Council as part of the 

Development Application for consideration.  
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E.6 Darling St Character Area  
 

6.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.6 applies to the precinct shown in the Map 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To retain the existing significant houses which have intact original design and features.  

b) To ensure that new development is well designed and is compatible with the postivie 

characteristics of the streetscape. 

c) To ensure that new development reinforces the typical bulk and scale of existing dwellings 

within the street and the area.  

d) To ensure that the bulk and scale of new development does not have an unacceptable 

impact on the streetscape and the character of the locality. 

e) To ensure that new development maintains the integrity of the design and style of the existing 

buildings within the street and the area. 

f) To ensure that elevations to the street and public domain are well proportioned and 

designed.  
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6.3 Character Statement 
 

Darling Street has a north-south orientation and 

intersects with Kendal Street. The Darling Street 

Character Area is located on the northern periphery of 

the Central Business District. Over recent years, 

residential areas abutting the Central Business District 

have proven to be popular locations for 

redevelopment and dwelling restoration projects.  
 

This section of Darling Street is dominated by 

Californian Bungalow style housing, which was a 

prominent form of architecture between 1910 and 

1940. All of the dwellings in this area are exclusively 

single storey, with most featuring hipped galvanised 

iron roofs with brick chimneys, gabled front facades 

and asymmetrical “L” shaped porches with projecting 

villa fronts. The majority of dwellings in this area retain 

all of their original features, and this integrity positively 

contributes to the character of the area.  
 

The dwellings are well separated, typically by a side 

entrance driveway leading to the rear of the 

allotment. The streetscape is dominated by the 

dwellings and front gardens, with sheds and garages 

located well behind the established building line and 

constructed in a style and manner that complements 

the appearance of the dwelling. The majority of 

dwellings have low front fences constructed of a 

combination of masonry and open and / or 

landscaped elements, and are used effectively to 

delineate the public and private domains.  

 

The section of Darling Street is also unique because of the extra wide street verge, and attractive 

substantial street trees set within the road formation and this contributes to the character of the 

street and visual cohesiveness of the area.  

 

The key characteristics are: 

 

- Californian Bungalow style housing. 

- Face brickwork. 

- Vertically proportioned windows. 

- Consistent roofscape featuring galvanised iron hipped roofs, projecting gables either side of a 

main hipped and vented roof, prominent brick chimneys and a prominent front gable.  

- Asymmetrical “L” shaped front porches beneath the verandah formed by the main roof. 

- Projecting villa front rooms. 

- Single storey dwellings. 

- Low front fences (typically a combination of masonry and open elements). 

 

The diagram below shows the typical architectural form of housing in the area: 
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6.4 Retention of Key Characteristics 
 

It is important that the traditional integrity of the Darling 

Street Character Area is maintained. While it is 

accepted that some change will occur, this change 

should be harmonious with the character of the area. 

This means that new development such as new 

houses, alterations and additions should reflect and 

interpret, without imitation, the character of the 

significant original building and the streetscape. The 

scale, form, massing, materials and details of new 

development therefore requires careful consideration. 
 

In addition to the general controls contained in 

Sections E.1, E.2 & E.11 of this plan, the following 

specific controls will apply (and prevail in the event of 

an inconsistency) to land within the Darling Street 

Character Area.  
 

Streetscape 
 

a) New dwellings and dwelling alterations and 

additions are to be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character 

statement. 

b) New ancillary buildings such as garages, sheds 

and carports should be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character 

statement, unless they are located well behind the 

building line, are not immediately visible from the 

public domain and do not dominate the 

streetscape.  

Bulk, Scale and Height 
 

c) New dwellings should not be constructed with more than 1 storey. 

d) Two storey alterations or additions may be only be considered on the following grounds: 

I. The alteration or addition does not dominate the streetscape. In this regard, the 

alteration or addition should be located towards the rear of the allotment. 

II. The roof design of the new dwelling is architecturally similar to the predominate 

roofscape characteristics in the street. In this regard, flat  and skillion roofs will not be 

acceptable.  

III. Tree planting is provided to screen the bulk and scale of the new elevation.  

e) Notwithstanding control (d) where Council is of the opinion that such a height will significantly 

overshadow neighbouring properties or adversely impact on privacy, then the development 

must be modified to the extent necessary to reduce the adverse impacts. 

f) Front fences forward of the building line (including front and side returns) must have a height 

that is not greater than the average of the front fences located within the Character Area.  

Setbacks 
 

Any new buildings are to be setback the average of the setbacks of the neighbouring dwellings 

on either side, but not less than 5 metres.  
 

Building Materials 

 

For new dwellings and alterations or additions, the following building materials are preferred for 

various architectural components: 

 

a) Wall finishes to be face brick using bricks with a compatible colour and texture to those on the 

existing structure or those within the streetscape. Existing face brick shoud not be rendered or 

painted so as to retain the integrity and weatherproof qualities of the original walls. 
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b) Additions should be clearly expressed to maintain 

the integrity of the original building. 

c) Roofs are to be corrugated plain galvanised steel 

and gutters and downpipes are to be consistent 

with the original. 

d) Windows to front elevations should be timber and 

in traditional vertical proportions. 

e) Fencing should be comparable and sympathetic 

with the scale and materials used in the area. Side 

fences in particular should be timber or traditional 

galvanised steel.  

f) Ancillary  buildings including garages, sheds and 

side fences should be plain galvanised steel 

consistent with traditional galvanised iron and their 

colour and material should not imtate the houses.  

 

Colour Schedules 

 

A traditional heritage related colour scheme is 

preferred for the area where colours reflect those from 

the period of the particular building and are 

appropriate for the materials.  

 

Colours should be submitted to Council as part of the 

Development Application for consideration.  
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E.7 Bartlett Av Character Area  
 

7.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.7 applies to the precinct shown in the Map 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To retain and conserve the significant houses which have their designs and features intact. 

b) To ensure that new development is well designed and is compatible with the original and 

traditional characteristics of the streetscape. 

c) To ensure that new development reinforces the typical bulk and scale of existing dwellings 

within the street and the area.  

d) To ensure that the bulk and scale of new development does not have an unacceptable 

impact on the streetscape and the character of the locality. 

e) To ensure that new development maintains the integrity of the design and style of the existing 

buildings within the street and the area. 

f) To ensure that elevations to the street and public domain are well proportioned and 

designed.  
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7.3 Character Statement 
 

Bartlett Avenue is a quiet narrow avenue with an east-

west orientation that exists on the northern fringe of the 

Cowra Central Business District between Fitzroy Street 

and Darling Street. Over recent years, residential areas 

abutting the Central Business District have proven to 

be popular locations for redevelopment and dwelling 

restoration projects.  

 

Bartlett Avenue features a strong pattern of single 

detached brick and galvanised iron roofed dwellings 

and is regarded as having heritage streetscape 

qualities given the substantial number of early intact 

houses. Currently, dwellings are exclusively single storey 

and are either double fronted plans with traditional 

verandahs or Californian Bungalows with overlapping 

gabled roods. The separation between the dwellings 

varies slightly along the street, however the dwellings 

appear consistent within the streetscape.  Galvanised 

iron hipped and gabled roof forms predominate along 

the street. Where hipped roofs exist, there is typically at 

least one front facade or verandah with a gabled 

feature.  Face brickwork and well articulated front 

verandas positively contribute to the character of the 

street and visual cohesiveness of the area.  

 

The original design of the dwellings has not 

incorporated garages or sheds. These structures 

appear to have been constructed at a later date and 

typically take the form of separate masonry 

constructions towards the rear of the allotments or 

open carports constructed to the side of the dwellings. Where these carports do exist, they are 

generally low key, behind the front building line and do not detract from the original features of 

the dwellings.  

 

Low front fences are a common feature along Bartlett Avenue. Dwellings on the north side are well 

complemented by low fences typically of masonry construction combined with landscaped 

elements or open elements that integrate with the design of the dwelling. Whilst low fencing also 

exists on the south side of Bartlett Avenue, these are generally constructed of elements that do not 

complement the positive characteristics of the streetscape and should be replaced when 

redevelopment occurs.  

 

Bartlett Avenue has a narrow street verge, with no nature strip between property boundaries and 

the street pavement. This is unique feature, with most other similar street constructions acting as 

secondary access laneways instead primary streets. It is therefore important to retain the existing 

bulk and scale within the streetscape and for this reason new dwellings, or alterations and 

additions to existing dwellings should not be greater than one storey.  

 

The diagram below shows the typical architectural form of housing in the area: 
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The key characteristics are: 

 

- Face brickwork. 

- Well articulated front verandas and porches. 

- Galvanised iron gabled roof forms and features.  

- Vertically proportioned windows. 

- Single storey dwellings. 

- Low front fences (typically a combination of 

masonry and open / landscaped elements). 

- Consistent front setbacks. 

- Narrow street verge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4 Retention of Key Characteristics 
 

It is important that the traditional integrity of the Bartlett Avenue Character Area is maintained. 

While it is accepted that some change will occur, this change should be harmonious with the 

character of the area. This means that new development, such as new houses, alterations and 

additions should reflect and interpret, without imitation, the character of the significant original 

building and the streetscape. The scale, form, massing, materials and details of new development 

therefore requires careful consideration.  

 

In addition to the general controls contained in Sections E.1, E.2 & E.11 of this plan, the following 

specific controls will apply (and prevail in the event of an inconsistency) to land within the Bartlett 

Avenue Character Area.  

 

Streetscape 

 

a) New development is to be consistent with the characteristics described in the character 

statement. 

b) New ancillary buildings such as garages, sheds and carports should be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character statement, unless they are located well behind the 

building line, are not immediately visible from the public domain and do not dominate the 

streetscape.  

Bulk, Scale and Height 

 

c) Due to the narrow street verge, new dwellings or dwelling alterations and additions should not 

be constructed with more than 1 storey. 

d) Front fences forward of the building line (including front and side returns) must have a height 

that is not greater than the average of the front fences located along the northern side of 

Bartlett Avenue.   
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Setbacks 

 

Any new buildings are to be setback the average of 

the setbacks of the neighbouring dwellings on either 

side, but not less than 5.5 metres on the north side, and 

6.5 metres on the south side.  

 

Building Materials 

 

For new dwellings and alterations or additions, the 

following building materials are preferred for various 

architectural components: 

 

e) Wall finishes to be face brick using bricks with a 

compatible colour and texture to those on the 

existing structure or those within the streetscape. 

Existing face brick shoud not be rendered or 

painted so as to retain the integrity and 

weatherproof qualities of the original walls. 

f) Additions should be clearly expressed to maintain 

the integrity of the original building. 

g) Roofs are to be corrugated plain galvanised steel 

and gutters and downpipes are to be consistent 

with the original. 

h) Windows to front elevations should be timber and 

in traditional vertical proportions. 

i) Fencing should be comparable and sympathetic 

with the scale and materials used in the area. Side 

fences in particular should be timber or traditional 

galvanised steel.  

j) Ancillary  buildings including garages, sheds and side fences should be plain galvanised steel 

consistent with traditional galvanised iron and their colour and material should not imtate the 

houses.  

 

Colour Schedules 

 

A traditional heritage related colour scheme is preferred for the area where colours reflect those 

from the period of the particular building and are appropriate for the materials.  

 

Colours should be submitted to Council as part of the Development Application for consideration.  
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E.8 Railway St Character Area  
 

8.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.8 applies to the precinct shown in the Map 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To ensure that original intact and significant buildings are retained and conserved. 

b) To ensure that new development is well designed and is compatible with the original and 

traditional characteristics of the streetscape. 

c) To ensure that new development reinforces the typical bulk and scale of existing dwellings 

within the street and the area.  

d) To ensure that the bulk and scale of new development does not have an unacceptable 

impact on the streetscape and the character of the locality. 

e) To ensure that new development maintains the integrity of the design and style of the existing 

buildings within the street and the area. 

f) To ensure that elevations to the street and public domain are well proportioned and 

designed.  
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8.3 Character Statement 
 

Railway Street is located on the Cowra Central 

Business District. The central location of this area has 

made it an attractive location for redevelopment, 

particular medium density development. Whilst 

Council is supportive of new development in the area, 

it is important that new development is carried out in a 

manner that is sympathetic to the character of the 

area and contributes positively to the streetscape.  

 

This area of Railway Street features a dominant pattern 

of Federation Style single detached and semi-

detached brick and galvanised iron roofed dwellings 

and is regarded as having heritage streetscape 

qualities given the rare and distinctive sequence of 

early intact housing. Currently, dwellings are exclusively 

single storey. The dwellings have minimal side and front 

setbacks that are generally consistent within the 

streetscape. The roofscape is dominated by steeply 

sloped hipped roofs with most having prominent front 

facing gable ends.  Other prominent features of the 

dwellings includes timber post verandas with 

galvanised iron bull-nose roofs and sunshades over 

existing vertically proportioned timber windows, 

supported by timber brackets.  

 

The original design of the dwellings has not 

incorporated garages or sheds. These structures 

appear to have been constructed at a later date and 

are typically open carport type structures.  

 

There are examples along Railway Street of carports that have been constructed forward of the 

building line, which do not complement the positive characteristics of the streetscape and should 

not be encouraged.  

 

Considerable new development has occurred on the opposite side of the road over the last 

decade, and apart from bulk and scale, this development has generally not been designed in a 

manner that is consistent with the streetscape qualities of the Character Area. There is an 

opportunity to ensure that any future development in Railway Street reinforces the positive 

characteristics of the streetscape that have been described above. Replacement of elements 

and structures which detract from the significant original character will be activitely encouraged 

and supported.  

 

The diagram below shows the typical architectural form of housing in the area: 
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The key characteristics are: 

 

- Face brickwork. 

- Simple hipped galvanised iron roofs with prominent 

front gable ends.  

- Vertically proportioned timber windows. 

- Timber post verandas with galvanised iron bull-

nose roofs. 

- Sunshades over existing windows, supported by 

timber brackets. 

- Consistent front setbacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4 Retention of Key Characteristics 
 

It is important that the traditional integrity of the Railway Street Character Area is maintained. 

While it is accepted that some change will occur, this change should be harmonious with the 

character of the area. This means that new development, such as new houses, alterations and 

additions should reflect and interpret, without imitation, the character of the significant original 

building and the streetscape. The scale, form, massing, materials and details of new development 

therefore requires careful consideration.  

 

In addition to the general controls contained in Sections E.1, E.2 & E.11 of this plan, the following 

specific controls will apply (and prevail in the event of an inconsistency) to land within the Railway 

Street Character Area.  

 

Streetscape 

 

a) New development is to be consistent with the characteristics described in the character 

statement. 

b) New ancillary buildings such as garages, sheds and carports should be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character statement, unless they are located well behind the 

building line, are not immediately visible from the public domain and do not dominate the 

streetscape.  

 

Bulk, Scale and Height 

 

c) Due to the narrow street verge, new dwellings or dwelling alterations and additions should not 

be constructed with more than 1 storey. 

d) Front fences forward of the building line (including front and side returns) must have a height 

that is not greater than the average of the front fences located along the southern side of 

Railway Street.   
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Setbacks 

 

Any new buildings are to be setback the average of 

the setbacks of the neighbouring dwellings on either 

side, but not less than 3 metres. 

 

Building Materials 

 

For new dwellings and alterations or additions, the 

following building materials are preferred for various 

architectural components: 

 

e) Wall finishes to be face brick using bricks with a 

compatible colour and texture to those on the 

existing structure or those within the streetscape. 

Existing face brick shoud not be rendered or 

painted so as to retain the integrity and 

weatherproof qualities of the original walls. 

f) Additions should be clearly expressed to maintain 

the integrity of the original building. 

g) Roofs are to be corrugated plain galvanised steel 

and gutters and downpipes are to be consistent 

with the original. 

h) Windows to front elevations should be timber and 

in traditional vertical proportions. 

i) Fencing should be comparable and sympathetic 

with the scale and materials used in the area. Side 

fences in particular should be timber or traditional 

galvanised steel.  

 

Ancillary  buildings including garages, sheds and side fences should be plain galvanised steel 

consistent with traditional galvanised iron and their colour and material should not imtate the 

houses. 

 

Colour Schedules 

 

A traditional heritage related colour scheme is preferred for the area where colours reflect those 

from the period of the particular building and are appropriate for the materials.  

 

Colours should be submitted to Council as part of the Development Application for consideration.  
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E.9 Fitzroy St Character Area  
 

9.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.9 applies to the precinct shown in the Map 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To retain the existing significant houses which have intact original design and features.  

b) To ensure that new development is well designed and is compatible with the postivie 

characteristics of the streetscape. 

c) To ensure that new development reinforces the typical bulk and scale of existing dwellings 

within the street and the area.  

d) To ensure that the bulk and scale of new development does not have an unacceptable 

impact on the streetscape and the character of the locality. 

e) To ensure that new development maintains the integrity of the design and style of the existing 

buildings within the street and the area. 

f) To ensure that elevations to the street and public domain are well proportioned and 

designed.  
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9.3 Character Statement 
 

Fitzroy Street has a north-south orientation and 

intersects with Kendal Street. Over recent years, 

residential areas abutting the Central Business District 

have proven to be popular locations for 

redevelopment and dwelling restoration projects.  

 

This section of Fitzroy Street is dominated by Californian 

Bungalow style housing, which was a prominent form 

of architecture between 1910 and 1940. All of the 

dwellings in this area are exclusively single storey and 

most feature hipped galvanised iron roofs with brick 

chimneys, gabled front facades and asymmetrical “L” 

shaped porches with projecting villa fronts. The 

majority of dwellings in this area retain all of their 

original features and this integrity positively contributes 

to the character of the area.  

 

The dwellings are well separated, typically by a side 

entrance driveway leading to the rear of the 

allotment. The streetscape is dominated by the 

dwellings and front gardens, with sheds and garages 

located well behind the established building line and 

constructed in a style and manner that complements 

the appearance of the dwelling. The majority of 

dwellings have low front fences constructed of a 

combination of masonry and open and / or 

landscaped elements, and are used effectively to 

delineate the public and private domains.  

 

 

The section of Fitzroy Street is also unique because of the extra wide street verge, and attractive 

substantial street trees set within the road formation and this contributes to the character of the 

street and visual cohesiveness of the area.  

 

The key characteristics are: 

 

- Californian Bungalow style housing. 

- Face brickwork. 

- Vertically proportioned windows. 

- Consistent roofscape featuring galvanised iron hipped roofs, projecting gables either side of a 

main hipped and vented roof, prominent brick chimneys and a prominent front gable.  

- Asymmetrical “L” shaped front porches beneath the verandah formed by the main roof. 

- Projecting villa front rooms. 

- Single storey dwellings. 

- Low front fences (typically a combination of masonry and open elements). 

 

The diagram below shows the typical architectural form of housing in the area: 
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9.4 Retention of Key Characteristics 
 

It is important that the character of the Fitztroy Street 

Character Area is maintained. While it is accepted 

that some change will occur, this change should be 

harmonious with the character of the area. This means 

that new development, such as new houses, 

alterations and additions should reflect and interpret, 

without imitation, the character of the significant 

original building and the streetscape. The scale, form, 

massing, materials and details of new development 

therefore requires careful consideration. 

 

In addition to the general controls contained in 

Sections E.1, E.2 & E.11 of this plan, the following 

specific controls will apply (and prevail in the event of 

an inconsistency) to land within the Darling Street 

Character Area.  

 

Streetscape 

 

a) New dwellings and dwelling alterations and 

additions are to be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character 

statement. 

b) New ancillary buildings such as garages, sheds and carports should be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character statement, unless they are located well behind the 

building line, are not immediately visible from the public domain and do not dominate the 

streetscape.  

Bulk, Scale and Height 

 

c) New dwellings should not be constructed with more than 1 storey. 

d) Two storey alterations or additions may be only be considered on the following grounds: 

I. The alteration or addition does not dominate the streetscape. In this regard, the 

alteration or addition should be located towards the rear of the allotment. 

II. The roof design of the new dwelling is architecturally similar to the predominate 

roofscape characteristics in the street. In this regard, flat roofs will not be acceptable.  

III. Tree planting is provided to screen the bulk and scale of the new elevation.  

e) Notwithstanding control (d) where Council is of the opinion that such a height will significant 

overshadow neighbouring properties or adversely impact on privacy, then the development 

must be modified to the extent necessary to reduce the adverse impacts. 

f) Front fences forward of the building line (including front and side returns) must have a height 

that is not greater than the average of the front fences located within the Character Area.  

Setbacks 

 

Dwellings within the Fitzroy Street Character have consistent setbacks, averaging 5 metres. The 

objective is to blend new development into the public streetscape, and in this regard any new 

buildings are to be setback the average of the setbacks of the neighbouring dwellings on either 

side, but not less than 5 metres.  
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Building Materials 

 

For new dwellings and alterations or additions, the 

following building materials are preferred for various 

architectural components: 

 

g) Wall finishes to be face brick using bricks with a 

compatible colour and texture to those on the 

existing structure or those within the streetscape. 

Existing face brick shoud not be rendered or 

painted so as to retain the integrity and 

weatherproof qualities of the original walls. 

h) Additions should be clearly expressed to maintain 

the integrity of the original building. 

i) Roofs are to be corrugated plain galvanised steel 

and gutters and downpipes are to be consistent 

with the original. 

j) Windows to front elevations should be timber and 

in traditional vertical proportions. 

k) Fencing should be comparable and sympathetic 

with the scale and materials used in the area. Side 

fences in particular should be timber or traditional 

galvanised steel.  

l) Ancillary  buildings including garages, sheds and 

side fences should be plain galvanised steel 

consistent with traditional galvanised iron and their 

colour and material should not imtate the houses.  

 

 

 

Colour Schedules 

 

A traditional heritage related colour scheme is preferred for the area where colours reflect those 

from the period of the particular building and are appropriate for the materials.  

 

Colours should be submitted to Council as part of the Development Application for consideration.  
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E.10 Parkes St, Woodstock  
 

10.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section E.10 applies to all permissible development 

types within the precinct shown in the Map below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To ensure that new development is well designed and is compatible with the traditional and  

positive characteristics of the streetscape. 

b) To encourage new development to be carried out in a manner which is sympathetic with the 

heritage values of existing buildings in the area.  
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10.3 Character Statement 
 

The Woodstock Commercial Precinct is centred along 

Parkes Street. It has a wide street verge and is the main 

Village thoroughfare, connecting to other towns and 

villages. For this reason, buildings within this precinct 

are highly visible to local and through-traffic and 

provide an appealing setting at the Village entrance. 

 

Over recent years, there has been a decline in 

commercial activity within this precinct, with many 

buildings converted for residential use or remaining 

vacant. The buildings themselves are icons of an era, 

serving as reminders when this district was a thriving 

commercial hub for residents and the surrounding 

mixed farming district.  

 

Prominent buildings include the former Woodstock 

Bank Building and the Woodstock Pub. There are also 

a number of other buildings with attractive and well 

articulated front verandahs, street awnings, parapet 

walls and facades that are built to the street alignment 

which contribute positively to the streetscape and 

visual cohesiveness of the area.  

 

The key characteristics are: 

 

- Traditional face brickwork on visible articulated 

front facades.  

 

 

 

- Buildings constructed predominantly to the street alignment.  

- Well articulated front facades, verandah & awnings. 

- Traditional correugated steel roofing and features.  

- Low key advertising.  
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10.4 Retention of Key Characteristics 
 

It is important that the character of the Woodstock 

Commercial Precinct is maintained. While it is 

accepted that some change will occur, this change 

should be harmonious with the character of the area. 

New development should reflect and interpret, without 

imitation, the character of the area. The scale, form, 

massing, materials and details of new development 

therefore requires careful consideration.  

 

In addition to the general controls contained in 

Sections E.1, E.2 and E.11 of this plan, the following 

specific controls will apply (and prevail in the event of 

an inconsistency) to land within the Woodstock 

Commercial Precinct:  

 

Streetscape 

 

a) New development is to be consistent with the 

characteristics described in the character 

statement. 

b) New ancillary buildings should be located well 

behind the building line and should not  dominate 

the streetscape.   

c) Prominent architectural features on existing 

buildings should be retained where possible, 

including parapet walls, awnings, front verandahs, 

balustrade treatments, window awnings and any 

associated articulation treatments.  

d) Redevelopment proposals are encouraged to retain and / or rejuvenate existing front building 

facades which have prominent architectural features that positively contribute to the 

streetscape.  

Setbacks 

 

Buildings along Parkes Street and Rankin Street are built predominantly to the street alignment, 

providing direct access from pedestrian areas into building fronts. The objective is to ensure 

continuity along the streetscape, and in this regard new buildings are to be setback: 

 

e) Predominantly to the street alignment, or 

f) The average of existing buildings on neighbouring allotments, with variations of up to 1 metre 

permitted.   

Building Materials 

 

The following building materials are preferred for various architectural components: 

 

a) Wall finishes to be face brick using bricks with a compatible colour and texture to those on the 

existing structure or those within the streetscape. Existing face brick shoud not be rendered or 

painted so as to retain the integrity and weatherproof qualities of the original walls. 

b) Additions should be clearly expressed to maintain the integrity of the original building.   

c) Roofs to be corrugated plain galvanised steel and gutters and downpipes are to be consistent 

with the original.  

d) Fencing should be comparable and sympathetic with the scale and materials used in the 

area.  
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Colour Schedules 

 

A traditional heritage related colour scheme is 

preferred for the area where colours reflect those from 

the period of the particular building and are 

appropriate for the materials.  

 

Colours should be submitted to Council as part of the 

Development Application for consideration.  
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E.11 Ancillary Development 

 
11.1 Application of this Section 

 

Section E.11 applies to ancillary residential 

development, which are outbuildings and structures 

that are ancillary to and generally detached from the 

main residential development. Examples of ancillary 

development are workshops, storage sheds, garden 

sheds, pools, tennis courts and fences. Ancillary 

development should be considered as part of the 

preliminary design phase to minimise impacts. 

 

Where ancillary development cannot be erected as 

exempt or complying development under State 

Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying 

Development Codes) 2008, a Development 

Application must be lodged with Council and  the 

controls contained in this Section complied with.  

 

11.2 Objectives - Ancillary Development 
 

The objectives for ancillary development are: 

 

a) To provide for ancillary development that enhances the amenity of residents without 

compromising the amenity of adjoining dwellings or the area. 

b) To ensure that materials and colours are compatible with the surrounding natural environment 

and the dwelling. 

c) To minimise the visibility of ancillary development from public spaces. 

d) To minimise acoustic impacts associated with ancillary development.  
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11.3 Outbuilding, Garage, Carport & 

Parking Area Controls 
 

Outbuildings are gazebos, patios, cubby houses, 

sheds, garden sheds, and the like. Garages and 

carports can be attached or detached to the main 

dwelling. The location and design of these structures 

must be carefully considered to ensure that the 

buildings do not dominate the streetscape, detract 

from the character of the area, or compromise the 

amenity of the site or neighbouring dwellings. 

 

Outbuildings, garages or carports that cannot be 

erected as exempt or complying development under 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and 

Complying Development Codes) 2008 must be 

approved by Council and comply with the following 

controls:   

 

General Controls 

 

a) Outbuildings, garages & carports should be a 

maximum 1 storey.   

b) The setback of the buildings must be in 

accordance with the requirements of the Building 

Code of Australia. Notwithstanding, Council may 

require a larger setback if it is satisfied that the 

design and siting of the structure will affect the 

amenity of a neighbouring property. 

 

c) Outbuildings cannot be used as a dwelling, notwithstanding that a toilet, wash basin and / or 

shower may be installed. 

d) Development that is highly visible from a public place should be designed to integrate with 

the design and character of the dwelling. Where this is not possible, factory pre-coloured 

finishes will be required as a minimum and highly reflective surfaces are to be avoided.  

e) Outbuildings cannot be erected between the street alignment and the front building 

alignment of the dwelling. The minimum setback behind the front building alignment is 1 

metre. 
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Garage Controls 

 

f) Materials for garage doors are to be solid, and 

must be sympathetic to the character of the street 

and design of the dwelling. 

g) Garages should be setback equal to or behind the 

primary elevation of the dwelling and should not 

exceed more than 50% of the frontage width of 

the dwelling or 6.0m, whichever is the lesser. 

h) Semi basement garages are acceptable where 

the topography allows the garage to be 

positioned under the dwelling on the low side of 

the street or is recessed into the site on the high 

side. 

i) Semi basement garages should not result in 

unreasonably raising of the floor level of the 

dwelling, and the height and cut & fill controls 

contained elsewhere in this Plan must also be 

complied. 

j) Detached garages should have a maximum 

overall building height of 4.5 metres. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carport Controls 

 

k) Materials for carports are to be sympathetic to the character of the street and design of the 

dwelling. 

l) Carports readily visible from the public domain cannot be wider than one car space width or 

4 metres where other means of undercover parking is provided on the site. 

m) Carports must not necessitate an extra driveway additional to the main driveway for the 

dwelling. 

 

The main controls for garages and carports are illustrated conceptually in the diagram below: 
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Parking Areas 

 

In addition to the car parking requirements for medium 

density developments in Part M – Parking, Access & 

Mobility, the following controls apply to medium 

density developments: 

 

n) Visitor car parking areas for medium density 

developments should: 

I. not be located within the front setback 

area, and should not obstruct vehicle 

manoeuvring areas.  

II. Be screened by landscaping or other 

suitable means where they are highly 

visible from the public domain.  

III. paved, sealed or concreted and lined 

marked with adequate signage.  

o) Vehicle movement areas for medium density 

housing should be: 

I. designed to allow all vehicle (including 

larger vehicles, such as emergency 

service vehicles), to safety enter and exit 

the site in a forwards facing direction.  

II. Designed toensure that all vehicles can 

manoeuvre in and out of car parks in not 

more than 2 movements.  

 

 

 

The diagram below conceptually illustrates the requirements parking areas in medium density 

housing. 
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11.4 Private Swimming Pool Controls 
 

Properly designing and siting a private swimming pool 

is essential for maximising the enjoyment of the pool as 

well as minimising nuisance levels to adjoining 

neighbours.   

 

Swimming Pools that cannot be erected as exempt or 

complying development under State Environmental 

Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development 

Codes) 2008 must be approved by Council and 

comply with the following controls:   

 

a) Swimming pools and spas are to be located 

behind the front building line, and generally in the 

rear or side yard space. 

b) Lighting if installed, is to be arranged in such a 

manner as not to interfere with the amenity of the 

neighbourhood. 

c) The pool is to be kerbed and/or drained to 

prevent surface water gaining access to the pool . 

This must not cause stormwater to be directed 

onto an adjoining property. Swimming pools must 

not adversely affect the existing stormwater 

management system. 

d) Pools are to be located at least 3 metres from the 

trunk of a tree over 5 metres in height which is 

required to be retained on the site or is located on 

a neighbouring property. 

e) The position of the swimming pool in relation to neighbours and other residents must be 

considered to reduce noise associated with activities carried out in the swimming pool or from 

associated the swimming pool equipment, such as cleaning equipment. 

f) The pool pump/filter is to be located as far away as practicable from habitable rooms in 

neighbouring dwellings.  

 

Note: This section supplements the statutory controls contained in the Swimming Pools Act 1992, 

and Australian Standards. Where there is any inconsistency, the provisions of the Swimming Pools 

Act 1992 and its Regulation, and AS 1926 – Swimming Pool Safety will take precedence over the 

contols contained in this section.  
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11.5 Fencing Controls 
 

The design of fences has an impact on the real and 

perceived safety and security of residents as well as on 

the amenity of the public domain and streetscape 

character. The visual impact, scale and design of 

fences all need to be carefully considered. 

 

The provisions of the Dividing Fences Act, 1991, must 

be considered when erecting a fence. This Act is not 

administered by Council. The provisions of this Act 

regulate the construction and repair of dividing fences 

between properties including procedures for the 

apportionment of costs between owners. 

 

Fences that cannot be erected as exempt or 

complying development under State Environmental 

Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development 

Codes) 2008 must be approved by Council and 

comply with the following controls:   

 

a) Front and side return fences should: 

I. Not be higher than 1.2 metres. 

II. Not be higher than 0.9 metres if it is a solid 

design.   

III. Not be constructed of colourbond, if it is a 

front fence. 

IV. Reflect the design and character of the 

dwelling and other buildings along the 

street.  

b) Front fences higher than 1.2 metres will be considered but only where: 

I. The fence will not be higher than the average front fence height prevailing along the 

streetscape; and 

II. The fence will be constructed with a combination of solid and open elements having  

a minimum aperture of 0.25m. Solid fences higher than 1.2 metres are not permitted. 

III. The fence will reflect the design and character of the dwelling and other buildings 

along the street.  

IV. The fence will not impede sight distances for traffic on public roads. 
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Side and Rear Fences 

 

c) Side and rear fences (behind the building line) are 

to be a maximum height of 1.8 metres above 

ground level. If the fence is on a sloping site and 

stepped to accommodate the fall in land, it must 

not be higher than 2.1 metres above existing 

ground level at each step.  

d) Powder coated metal (colour bond) fences are 

not permitted on street frontages of corner 

allotments, forward of the building line. 

e) All fencing is to be constructed of new materials of 

the same colour, especially those fences that are 

visible from a public road. 
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11.6 Waste Management Controls 
 

It is important to consider the design and siting of 

garbage storage areas, particularly for medium 

density housing to ensure that these areas are both 

accessible to residents and waste collection vehicles 

and do not result in adverse odour or visual impacts 

both within and external to the development.  

 

Single Dwellings 

 

a) Each dwelling must be provided with sufficient on-

site space to store Council‟s garbage and 

recycling bins.  

b) The location of the on-site bin storage areas 

should be located so as not to impact negatively 

on the visual amenity of the area and should 

preferably be located in the rear yard of the 

premises. The area should also be designed to 

minimise impacts on neighbours, particularly from 

odour and vermin.  

c) Each dwelling and its environs are to be designed 

to allow the easy collection of garbage and 

recycling bins from a suitable kerbside point.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medium Density Housing 

 

d) Where possible, each dwelling should be provided with sufficient on-site space to store 

Council‟s garbage and recycling bins within the confines of their own private open space. 

Where this is not possible, a suitable bin storage area is to be provided to accommodate 2 x 

240 litre mobile garbage bins per dwelling. Special consideration must be given to: 

I. The areas visual amenity. 

II. Potential impacts on neighbours, both within and external to the development site.  

III. The provision of adequate services for cleaning and draining the area.  

IV. The accessibility of the bin storage area to each dwelling and the point where waste 

collection will occur. If the waste collection vehicle cannot access the bins, they will 

not be collected.      

V. The need for a waste collection vehicle to access private roads, and design road 

geometry and strength accordingly. 
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11.7 Rainwater Tanks 
 

Rainwater means water that is discharged from non-

trafficable roof areas within a development site. A 

rainwater tank is designed for the capture and storage 

of rainwater collected from all site roof areas 

(including separate garages / sheds etc) and is 

typically used for toilet flushing, laundry, garden 

irrigation and hot water. 

 

 The installation of rainwater tanks will be required for 

most new residential dwellings in order to achieve the 

water efficiency targets set by the NSW Government‟s 

BASIX scheme.  Where a rainwater tank is required, it 

will not be sized according to BASIX requirements and 

detailed on development plans submitted to Council 

for approval. 

 

Rainwater tanks proposed to be connected to existing 

residential dwellings may be installed without Council 

approval, provided they have a capacity of 10,000 Ltrs 

or less and meet with the criteria in State 

Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying 

Development Codes) 2008. All other rainwater tanks, 

should be installed having regard to the following 

general guidelines: 

 

a) Tanks should be fitted with a gutter flush bypass to prevent build up of foreign materials in the 

tank. A first-flush rainwater diverter can be installed to drain away the first 50 litres of water 

(approximately) which can contain pollutants washed off the roof when rain starts.   

b) Tanks should be fitted with an overflow which connected back into the existing stormwater 

system servicing the building. Overflow must not be directed into a sewer pipe or to an 

adjoining property, or cause nuisance to adjoining landowners.  

c) Any base or support structure for a rainwater tank must be installed in accordardance with the 

manufactuers or engineers details. Rainwater tanks cannot be fixed to a wall of a building 

unless certified by a practicing and suitably qualified structural engineer.  

d) Where tank water is proposed to be connected to the same plumbing as Council‟s 

reticulated water supply, a backflow prevention device must be fitted (by a licenced 

plumber) to the reticulated water service on the customer‟s side of the water meter. No 

connections are permitted between the water metre & the backflow prevention device.  

e) Where the installation of a pump is required, it should be enclosed in a noise proof enclosure 

or located as far away as possible to sensitive areas of neighbouring dwellings to minimise the 

potential for noise disturbance.  
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11.8 Site Facility Controls 
 

Planning for site facilities is an important element of the 

design process that is often overlooked. The location of 

site facilities should be carefully considered to ensure 

that residential developments function in a user 

friendly manner.  

 

Letterboxes 

 

a) Each dwelling must be provided with an 

appropriate letter box to facilitate the delivery of 

mail and other postal services.  

b) Letterboxes should compy with the minimum 

requirements of Australia Post, which are: 

I. Minimum dimensions -  230mm wide (left 

to right) x 330mm deep (front to back) x 

160mm high (top to bottom) 

II. Full width slot, but not large enought for a 

persons to hand to fit through, elevated 

between 0.9 metres and 1.2 metres above 

ground. 

III. Clearly displayed street address.  

c) Letterboxes should be located in a position that is 

easy to access, clearly in view and next to the 

driveway or a similar position. This is particularly 

important for medium density housing.  

d) The design of letterboxes should be sympathetic to the design the dwelling that it services and 

the character of the street. 

e) Materials used in the construction of letterboxes are to be solid and stable on the ground. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clothes Drying Facilities 

 

f) Provision shall be made for external clothes drying areas for dwelling. A minimum of 4.5m² per 

dwelling is to be provided. 

g) Clothes drying areas should be located in a rear services area that recieves adequate sunlight 

access and should be suitably screened from the public domain.  
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11.9  Servicing Controls 
 

All new residential dwellings are expected to be 

serviced to a minimum level. The provision of essential 

services allows residential development to function 

properly within an urban environment and helps to 

ensure that neighbouring property owners are not 

adversly impact by new residential buildings and 

associated activities.  

 

Energy and Telecommunication Services 

 

a) All dwellings must be provided with an adequate 

energy supply that meets with the requirements of 

BASIX, and / or the relevant service provider.  

b) All dwellings must be provided with an adequate 

telecommunications supply that meets with the 

requirements of the relevant service provider.  

c) Underground energy and telcommunications 

services should be provided whereever possible.  

 

Stormwater 

 

d) All roofed, paved and other hardstand surface 

areas must be drained to the Council‟s street 

drainage system, piped drainage system, or other 

approved drainage system to the satisfaction of 

Council.  

 

 

e) All stormwater drainage lines should be gravity fed to a legal point of discharge. Pump-out 

stormwater drainage systems are not permitted as the sole method for stormwater disposal in 

medium density housing developments. 

f) Applications for medium density housing developments shall be accompanied by detailed 

engineering design plans of the proposed stormwater drainage system, including locations of 

grade inlet pits, size of pipes and modelling results for certain stormwater events. The 

stormwater drainage design must ensure that post-development peak flows match pre-

development peak flows.  

g) All stormwater from the development site must be properly managed and not permitted to 

flow onto adjoining land.  

 

Water and Sewer 

 

h) All dwellings (including those in medium density housing) must be provided with separate 

connections to Council‟s reticulated water supply system. Any relevant headworks 

contributions (in accordance with Council‟s Developer Servicing Plan current at the time of 

payment) will be required to be paid to Council prior to the issue of the Construction 

Certificate.  

 

i) All dwellings (including those in medium density housing) in the R1, B1, B2 and B5 zones must 

be provided with separate connections to Council‟s reticulated sewer supply system. Any 

relevant headworks contributions (in accordance with (in accordance with Council‟s 

Developer Servicing Plan current at the time of payment) will be required to be paid to 

Council prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate. 
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j) All dwellings (including those in medium density 

housing) in the RU5 zone that cannot be 

connected to reticulated sewer must comply with 

the following controls.  

 

I. The proposed method of effluent disposal 

and the associated waste water disposal 

area must comply with AS/NZS1547:2000 – 

On-site Domestic Wastewater 

Management and the most current 

version of the Environmental Health 

Protection Guidelines On-site Sewage 

Management for Single Households. 

Recommended buffer distances are 

shown in the Table to the right.  

II. The location and proposed method of 

waste water disposal must be shown on 

the plans submitted with the Development 

Application.  A report prepared by a 

suitably qualified Geotechnical Engineer 

may also be requested by Council as part 

of the Development Application.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System Recommended Buffer Distances 

   

All land application 

systems 

100m to permanent surface waters (e.g. river, streams, lakes). 

250m to domestic groundwater well. 

40m to other waters (e.g. farm dams, intermittent waterways). 

  

Surface spray irrigation 6m if area is up-gradient of driveways and property boundaries. 

3m if area is down-gradient of driveways and property boundaries. 

15m to dwellings. 

3m to paths and walkways. 

6m to swimming pools. 

  

Surface drip and  

trickle irrigation 

6m it area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Subsurface irrigation 6m if area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Absorption system 12m if area is up-gradient and 6m if area is down-gradient of 

property boundary. 

6m if area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, driveways and buildings. 

  

 

Note - The values are recommended minimum, based on ideal site and soil conditions. If these 

conditions are less than ideal, the minimum buffer distances should be increased. 
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F.1 Rural Dwellings 

 

1.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section F.1 applies to new dwellings on land that is 

located within the following zones under Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012: 

 

a) RU1 Primary Production 

b) RU4 Primary Production Small Lots  

c) E3 Environmental Management 
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1.2 Dwelling Entitlement 

Considerations 
 

The permissibility of constructing a new dwelling-house 

on rural land is controlled under Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012 (LEP). In particular, Clause 

4.2B of the LEP provides that the erection of a dwelling-

house is only permissible on rural land under the 

following circumstances: 

 

a) The lot has an area of not less than  100 hectares. 

b) The lot was created by a subdivision that was 

granted consent under a Local Environmental 

Plan for a dwelling-house related purpose.  

c) The lot is, or comprised part of a vacant existing 

holding. 

d) The lot is identified as a dwelling opportunity lot. 

e) The proposed dwelling-house is intended to 

replace a lawfully erected dwelling-house.  

f) The lot contains an area of at least 40 hectares, is 

being used for intensive plant or livestock 

agriculture, and the dwelling is required to support 

the carrying out of the agricultural activity.  

g) The dwelling satisfies the criteria for rural workers 

dwellings. 

Landowners or prospective purchases seeking further 

clarification should apply for a Section 149(5) Planning 

Certificate with Council. 

1.3 Objectives for Rural Dwelling Houses 
 

The objectives for rural dwellings are: 

 

a) To provide housing in rural areas that is ancillary to agriculture. 

b) To minimise potential conflict between residential and agricultural activities carried out on the 

land, and on adjoining land.  

c) To ensure that new dwellings do not compromise rural character or amenity.   

d) To minimise environmental degradation by ensuring new dwellings are located away from 

areas of environmental sensitivity.  

e) To ensure a safe standard of access is provided to rural properties. 

f) To minimise the risk of bushfire attack on new dwellings in rural areas and ensure adequate 

water resources are provided for fire fighting purposes. 

g) To ensure that dwellings are not impacted by flooding from rivers, creeks, intermittent 

drainage lines or any other water bodies.  

h) To ensure that new dwellings incorporate facilities to properly manage domestic effluent. 
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1.4 General Controls 
 

The following general controls should be taken into 

consideration by applicants proposing to construct a 

rural dwelling: 

 

a) The lot must have a dwelling entitlement in 

accordance with the provisions of Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012. 

b) The lot should be capable of being supplied with 

an adequate water supply for domestic and fire 

fighting purposes. 

c) The lot should be capable of catering for on-site 

disposal of domestic waste generated from 

household plumbing. 

d) The lot should be capable of accommodating a 

dwelling that is outside of any areas prone to 

flooding from rivers, creeks, intermittent drainage 

lintes and any other water bodies.  

e) The lot should be capable of accommodating a 

dwelling that can be designed to comply with 

relevant bushfire standards and controls. 

f) The lot should be capable of accommodating a 

dwelling that is outside of any areas identified as 

being of environmental sensitivity.  

g) The lot should have adequate practical and legal 

road access and the public road should be 

adequate to service the development.  

 

h) The lot should be capable of supplying adequate electricity and telecommunications 

infrastructure to any dwelling.  

i) The lot should be capable of accommodating a dwelling without the need for excessive 

exvacation works. 

j) The lot should be capable of accommodating a dwelling without creating adverse impacts 

on the agricultural capability of the subject land or adjoining properties.  

k) The lot should be capable of accommodating a dwelling without creating significant land-use 

conflict issues. 
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1.5 Siting Controls 
 

One of the most important decisions that will need to 

be made when constructing a new rural dwelling is 

where it will be located (or sited) on the property. This 

decision should be made having regard to the 

constraints and opportunities of the land, the 

immediate locality and the wider environment.  If 

dwellings are sited appropriately, there is less risk of 

creating land-use conflict or impacting on the 

environment or rural amenity.  

 

Rural dwellings should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Rural dwellings should be sited so as to protect 

and promote opportunities for agricultural 

activities to be carried out on the land, and on 

adjoining land.  

b) Rural dwellings should be sited in a manner that 

minimises the likelihood of complaints about 

normal agricultural practices conducted on 

adjoining farming land.  

c) Rural dwellings should be sited in a manner that 

minimises land degradation, alteration of natural 

drainage patterns, pollution of groundwater, and 

the spread of noxious plants and animals. 

 

 

 

d) Rural dwellings should be sited, where possible, away from visually prominent areas. Where this 

is not possible, the dwelling should be designed to blend into the rural landscape.  

e) Rural dwellings should be sited so as to conserve or enhance any significant environmental 

features of the land, such as natural forms, remnant vegetation, wetlands, natural 

watercourses and drainage lines.  

f) Rural dwellings should be sited a minimum distance of 40 metres from any creek, river, 

intermittent drainage line or any other water body.   

g) Rural dwellings must be sited within a designated building envelope, where these are shown 

on the Deposited Plan (survey diagram) that relates to the Land Title.  
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1.6 Setback Controls 
 

Ensuring there is adequate separation between 

agricultural and residential activities is an important 

part of planning for development in rural areas. It is 

about protecting the productive capacity of 

agriculltural land and minimising the risk of land-use 

conflict occuring between residential and agricultural 

activities.  

 

The controls in this section will apply to proposals 

involving the erection of new rural dwellings. The 

amount of separation required will vary depending on 

the nature of the agricultural activity being carried out 

on the neighbouring land.  

 

Dwellings on Agricultural Land 

 

a) The recommended setbacks for new dwellings in 

rural areas are shown in the table to the right.  

Council may consider a setback to an existing 

agricultural activity that is less than the 

recommended distance, but only where 

appropriate studies have confirmed that odour 

and noise from the existing agricultural activity will 

not cause significant land-use conflict issues.  

b) Despite control (a), the setback distance to 

cropping / cultivation land may be reduced to not 

less than 40m, but only where a vegetated buffer 

is or will be provided in accordance with 

Appendix A of this Part.  

 

 

Setback requirements between existing agricultural 

activities on adjoining land and new dwellings 

             Setback 

   

Piggeries Housing & Waste Storage 1000 m 
    

Feedlots Yards & Waste Storage 1000 m 
    

Poultry Sheds & Waste Storage 1000 m 
    

Dairies Sheds & Waste Storage 500 m 
    

Rabbits Wet shed, ponds & irrigation 150 m 
   

Other intensive operations Site Specific Determination 
  

Grazing of livestock 50 m 
  

Cropping / Cultivation 150 m 
  

Horticulture / Viticulture 150 m 
  

Turf Farms 150 m 
  

Rural Industries 500 m 
  

Potentially hazardous or offensive industry 1000 m 
  

Mining and extractive industries (no blasting) 500 m 
  

Mining and extractive industries (blasting) 1000 m 
  

Other Primary Industry Activities Site Specific Determination 

   
 

Note: The separation distances in the table represent best practice minimum buffer distances. 

Where a rural dwelling is proposed and the adjoining land is being used, is likely to be 

used, or is capable of being used for more than one type of primary industry activity 

included in the table, then the greatest of the setback distances is to be implemented. 
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Replacement Dwellings 

 

c) Where a rural dwelling is proposed in replacement 

of an existing rural dwelling, the setbacks required 

in accordance with the Table in control (a) may 

be reduced but only where Council is satisfied that 

the siting of the replacement dwelling will not 

create additional adverse impacts on the primary 

industry activity being carried out on adjoining or 

nearby land.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dwellings on Small Lot Subdivision Blocks 

 

d) There are a number of rural areas within the Cowra Shire that have been subdivided into small 

lots ranging in size in size from 2 hectares to 40 hectares. These lots have been created for the 

principal purpose of accommodating a dwelling. Agriculture is not the primary use of the lots 

and for this reason, the normal setback rules for dwellings in agricultural areas do not apply.  

The small lot subdivision blocks have been mapped in Appendix B. For these lots, the following 

setback controls apply: 

 

Setback Scenario Setback Requirement 

 

The lot has a designated 

building envelope 

 

 

Dwelling must be located wholly within the designated 

building envelope.  

 

 

Minimum setback to any 

boundary that is shared with a 

lot that is also mapped in 

Appendix B. 

 

 

20 metres 

 

 

 

Minimum setback to any 

boundary that is shared with a 

lot that is not mapped in 

Appendix B 

 

 

Setback should be in accordance with the Table on Page. 6 

 

Where the size and configuration of the lot is such that the 

recommended setback distances in the Table on Page 6 

cannot be achieved, then the maximum achievable 

setback should be implemented having regard to any 

topographical, environmental or servicing constraints.  
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1.7 Building Appearance Controls 
 

Cowra Shire boasts highly attractive landscapes and 

picturesque views.  These vistas are highly valued by 

residents and it is important that the design and siting 

of new buildings does not detract from these features.  

 

Rural dwellings should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) Building materials should be naturally textured and 

coloured and sympathetic to the natural 

environment.  

b) Highly reflective materials should be avoided 

where possible, particularly in visually prominent 

locations.  

c) The bulk and scale of buildings should not create 

adverse visual impacts when viewed from 

neighbouring properties or town or village entry 

points.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.8 Access Controls 
 

Access provided to rural properties must be engineered and constructed appropriately to 

facilitate safe ingress and egress to the public road system for all types of vehicles.  

 

Rural dwellings should comply with the following controls: 

  

a) Access to new rural dwellings should be gained via the Council’s public local road network 

and not directly onto a classified road or highway.  

b) Exceptions to control (a) include new rural dwellings being constructed on existing subdivision 

lots that have been approved with entrances onto a classified road or highway, or existing 

farm lots where there are no other practical means of access available.  

c) Where the proposed dwelling gains access to a Council public local road, the entrance to the 

lot is to be constructed or upgraded in accordance with Cowra Shire Council engineering 

standards. 

d) Where the proposed dwelling gains access to a classified road or a highway, the entrance to 

the lot is to be constructed, or upgraded, in accordance with the requirements of NSW Roads 

and Maritime Services.  

e) Newly constructed or upgraded entrances located off sealed road networks must also be 

sealed to the property gateway in accordance with Cowra Shire Council engineering 

standards.  

f) New entrance locations must be sited in consultation with Council Shire Council.  
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1.9 On-site Sewage Management 

Controls 
 

The majority of rural dwellings are constructed in 

locations that do not have access to reticulated 

sewer. In these cases, on-site waste disposal is the only 

method of treating domestic effluent. Properly 

designed and installed waste disposal systems are 

important to prevent detrimental impacts on the 

environment and public health in general.  

 

Rural dwellings should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) The proposed method of effluent disposal and the 

associated waste water disposal area must 

comply with AS/NZS1547:2000 – On-site Domestic 

Wastewater Management and the most current 

version of the Environmental Health Protection 

Guidelines On-site Sewage Management for 

Single Households. Recommended buffer 

distances are shown in the Table to the right.  

b) The location and proposed method of waste 

water disposal must be shown on the plans 

submitted with the Development Application.  A 

report prepared by a suitably qualified 

Geotechnical Engineer may also be requested by 

Council as part of the Development Application.  

 

 

 

 

 

System Recommended Buffer Distances 

   

All land application 

systems 

100m to permanent surface waters (e.g. river, streams, lakes). 

250m to any domestic groundwater well. 

40m to other waters (e.g. farm dams, intermittent waterways). 

  

Surface spray irrigation 6m if area is up-gradient of driveways and property boundaries. 

3m if area is down-gradient of driveways and property boundaries. 

15m to dwellings. 

3m to paths and walkways. 

6m to swimming pools. 

  

Surface drip and  

trickle irrigation 

6m if area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Subsurface irrigation 6m if area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Absorption system 12m if area is up-gradient and 6m if area is down-gradient of 

property boundary. 

6m if area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, driveways and buildings. 

  

 

Note - The values are recommended minimum, based on ideal site and soil conditions. If these 

conditions are less than ideal, the minimum buffer distances should be increased. 
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1.10 Water Supply Controls 
 

Water plays a key role for rural properties. It is required 

for many purposes, including irrigation fire fighting and 

for stock and domestic purposes. Securing a 

sustainable water supply can be a difficult task, 

particularly during pro-longed periods of dry weather. 

The following controls are designed to ensure that rural 

dwellings are provided with adequate facilities for the 

storage of rainwater for domestic and fire fighting 

purposes.  

 

Rural dwellings should comply with the following 

controls: 

 

a) New rural dwellings that cannot be connected to 

a reticulated water supply should be supplied with 

a minimum 45,000 litre tank water storage, or an 

amount required in accordance with the BASIX 

Certificate submitted with the Development 

Application, whichever is the greater.  

b) In addition to control (a), a minimum 10,000 litre 

tanked water storage, or an amount required in 

accordance with the NSW Rural Fire Service 

document ‘Planning for Bushfire Protection’, 

whichever is the greater, should be dedicated for 

fire fighting purposes.  

 

 

 

c) The following provisions apply to all water storage supplies for fire fighting purposes: 

I. Any on-site stored water supply should be easily identifiable from the street frontage 

with appropriate signage directing fire fighters towards the side of the asset where the 

supply is located. 

II. A suitable connection for fire fighting purposes should be made available. A 65mm 

Storz outlet with a gate or Ball valve is to be provided. 

III. Gate or Ball valve and pipes should be adequate for water flow and should be metal 

rather than plastic. 

IV. Underground tanks should have an access hole of 200mm to allow tankers to refill 

direct from the tank. A hardened ground surface for truck access should be supplied 

within 4 metres of the access hole.  

V. Above ground tanks should be manufactured of concrete or metal and raised tanks 

should have their stands protected.  

VI. Plastic tanks are permitted, but only where appropriate protection measures for the 

tank are to be put in place. 

VII. Tanks on the hazard side of a building should have all above ground water pipes 

external to the building made of metal including and up to any taps. Pumps should 

be shielded. 

VIII. Bores and creeks should not be used as a substitute for a dedicated static water 

supply. 

Note: Where a water source contrary to the provisions above is proposed to be used, the 

application must be accompanied by a letter from the NSW Rural Fire Service that 

supports the alternative water source for fire fighting purposes.  
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F.2 Eco-Tourist Facilities 

 

2.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section F.2 of this Part applies to development for the 

purposes of eco-tourist facilities. 

 

In accordance with Cowra Local Environmental Plan 

2012, an Eco-tourist Facility means a building or place 

that: 

 

a) Provides temporary or short-term accommodation 

to visitors on a commercial basis, and 

b) Is located in or adjacent to an area with special 

ecological or cultural features, and 

c) Is sensitively designed and located so as to 

minimise bulk, scale and overall physical footprint 

and any ecological or visual impact. 

 

Clause 5.13 of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 

contains controls relating to the granting of consent for 

eco-tourist facilities. The controls contained in this 

section supplement Clause 5.13.  

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Objectives for Eco-Tourist Facilities 
 

The objectives are to enable eco-tourist facilities that: 

 

a) Do not adversely impact on the agricultural productivity of land. 

b) Protect natural areas of high conservation value. 

c) Provide tourist facilities that enable people to experience natural areas. 
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2.3 Information Requirements 
 

The following information should be provided in 

support of Development Applications for Eco-Tourist 

Facilities: 

 

a) A Management Plan, to be approved by Council. 

See Section 2.4 for details on the requirements for 

the Management Plan. 

b) A statement demonstrating that the principles 

included in the definition of an ‘eco-tourist facility’ 

are met. 

c) An assessment of the conservation value of the 

land.  

d) Identification of the part of the land with high 

conservation value. 

e) Plans showing the siting of all facilities and 

buildings. The plans must include the following 

information: 

I. Dimensions of proposed buildings. 

II. Building heights and building setbacks 

from natural areas and other buildings.  

III. Location of all natural areas and habitat 

areas to be restored.  

IV. Landscaping details and existing trees (to 

be removed or retained). 

 

 

V. Dimensions of all car parking spaces and driveway widths. 

VI. Type and colour of building materials. 

VII. Location of services and waste disposal facilities. 

VIII. Details of all access to and within the site. 

f) Information on the following to enable the consent authority to assess the proposed 

development under Clause 5.13 of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012: 

I. The connection between the development and the ecological, environmental and 

cultural values. 

II. Details of the development and likely impact on the natural environment. 

III. How the development enhances the appreciation of the environmental and cultural 

values of the site or area. 

IV. Measures to protect and or enhance natural resources and the natural environment. 

V. Waste generation.  

VI. Visual impact of the development. 

VII. Infrastructure. 

VIII. Impact on the agricultural productivity of adjoining land. 

IX. Management Strategy for minimising any impact on the natural environment.  
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2.4 Management Plan Requirements 
 

As part of the submission of a Development 

Application to Council for an eco-tourist facility, 

applicants will be required to submit a management 

plan that addresses the following matters: 

 

a) The Management Plan must identify land with 

significant ecological, environmental and cultural 

values that are the primary focus of the tourist 

activity, provide information on how the proposed 

development is going to use this land and if the 

areas are outside the site, subject of the proposed 

development, provide evidence of agreements / 

security that access to these natural areas is 

possible. 

b) The Management Plan must assess the potential 

impacts of the development on the ecological, 

environmental and cultural values of the site, 

including adjoining land and include measures to 

minimise these impacts. 

c) The Management Plan is to include detail that 

addresses the following matters: 

I. Impacts on native flora, fauna, habitat 

areas and habitat corridors. 

II. Control of pest animals. 

III. Weed control and management. 

IV. Management of riparian zones. 

V. Water quality and stormwater management. 

VI. Erosion and sediment control measures. 

VII. Bushfire management, including a bushfire evacuation plan where necessary.  

VIII. Design of buildings and structures that are compatible with the natural environment, 

including limited visual intrusion.  

IX. Design of buildings and structures that are energy efficient, water efficient and 

constructed of ecologically designd / renewable building materials. 

X. An operational plan that demonstrates that the facility incorporates the most 

sustainable and integrated approach as possible to passive building design, energy 

efficiency, waste disposal, effluent disposal and stormwater management. 

XI. Construction works and measures to minimise impacts. 

XII. Land rehabilitation and maintenance. 

XIII. Landscape design. 

XIV. Preservation of cultural and historical sites. 

XV. Infrastructure and waste disposal. 

XVI. Access, pedestrian and vehicular movement. 

XVII. Tourist facilities, activities and programs. 

XVIII. An environmental and cultural education program. 

XIX. A flood evacuation plan (where necessary). 

XX. Visual impacts.  
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2.5 General Controls 
 

The following general controls should be taken into 

consideration by applicants proposing to construct an 

eco-tourist facility: 

 

a) The development should provide facilities that 

enables people to experience land with significant 

ecological, environmental and cultural values.  

b) The development should not adversely affect any 

natural areas with high conservation value.  

c) The development should not adversely impact on 

land with significant ecological, environmental or 

cultural values.  

d) The development should be located, constructed 

and managed so as to minimise the impact on the 

natural environment and areas with high 

conservation values.  

e) The development should restore areas of natural 

habitat on the land.  

f) The development should provide permanent 

accommodation only for people managing or 

operating the eco-tourist facility.  

g) The development should not adversely affect the 

agricultural productiity of the land or nearby land.  

h) The development should avoid visually prominent 

areas such as ridgelines, escarpments and 

watercourses. 
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APPENDIX A – VEGETATION BUFFER REQUIREMENTS 

Vegetated spray drift buffers should comply with the following controls: 

 

a) The buffer should be a minimum width of 20 metres planted with trees and at least 10 metres clear of vegetation either side of the vegetated areas to give a total 

buffer width of 40 metres.  

b) The buffer should contain random plantings of a variety of tree and shrub species of differing growth habits at spacings of 4 to 5 metres.  

c) The buffer should include species which have a long, thin and rough foliage which facilitates the more efficient capture of spray droplets (see accompanying 

suggested species list).  

The controls for vegetated spray drift buffers are illustrated conceptually in the diagram shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note - The requirements for vegetated spray drift buffers are based on the following publications - ‘Primary Industries Standing Committee Spray Drift Management 

Principles, Strategies and Supporting Information PISC (SCARM) Report 82’ – published by the CSIRO in 2002, and ‘Planning Guidelines: Separating Agricultural and 

Residential Land Uses’ – published by the Queensland Department of Natural Resources in 1997. 
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RECCOMMENDED SPECIES FOR SPRAY DRIFT BUFFERS 

Common Name / Botanical Name Height Growth Rate Soil 

Broadleaved Hickory / Acacia faciformis 5 – 12m Fast Sandstone and rocky soils 

Fern Leaf Wattle / Acacia filicifolia 6 – 10m Fast Grows best in clay loam, silt 

Fringed Wattle / Acacia fimbriata 10 – 15m Fast Grows best in deep moist acid soil 

Sydney Golden Wattle / Acacia longifolia 5 – 6m Fast Prefers moist, acid soils, althought grows in other conditions 

Blackwood / melanoxylon 10 – 20m Fast Grows best in deep moist acid soil 

Parramatta Green Wattle / Acacia parramattensis To 8m Fast Dry, shallow sandy or clay soils 

Silver Stemmed Wattle / Acacia parvipinnula To 10m Fast Sandy soils, especially along creek lines 

Black Oak / Allocasuarina littoralis 8 – 10m Moderate Grows well on both poor and well drained acid soils 

Forest Oak / Allocasuarina torulosa 15 – 20m Moderate Will grow in light soils but more suited to the better types 

Honeysuckle / Banksia integrifolia 12 – 18m Fast Poor, low phosphorus soils (dont fertilise), well or poorly drained soil 

White Bottlebrush / Callistemon salignus 5 – 7m Fast Light to heavy soil. Frost toleratet 

White Cyprus / Callitris columellaris 15 – 20m Moderate Frost resistant, prefers sandy loamy soil 

River Oak / Casuarina cunninghamiana 10 – 20m Fast Good, well drained loam, needs plenty of moisture, responds to irrigation 

Swamp Oak / Casuarina glauca 10 -12m Fast Moisty, will grow on marshy or saline soil or poorly drained pug. 

Tuckeroo / Cupaniopsis anarcardioides 5 – 10m Fast Good to medium heavy clay and loamy soils 
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RECCOMMENDED SPECIES FOR SPRAY DRIFT BUFFERS 

Common Name / Botanical Name Height Growth Rate Soil 

Hop Bush / Dodonaea triquetra To 2 m Moderate  Grows best in heavy soil 

Red Bloodwood / Eucalyptus gummifera 18 – 30m Fast Hardy, grown in a wide range of soils 

Willow Leaf Hakea / Hakea salicifolia 5 – 7m Fast Grows well in acid soils with good drainage 

Lemon Scented Tea Tree / Leptospermum petersonii 10 – 12m Moderate Grows well in moist soils 

Broad Leaved Paperbark / Melaleuca quinquenervia 15 – 20m Fast Light to medium clay, low frost tolerant, can withstand flooding 

Prickly Leaved Paperbark / Melaleuca styphelioides 5 – 8m Moderate Grows well in damp, brackish soils and heavy clays 

Stick Daisy Bush / Olearia eliptica To 1m Moderate Grows well in sandy / light loam soil 
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APPENDIX B - SUBDIVISION LOT MAPS 

 

Map 1 – Nalah Park Place / Pine Mount Road Subdivision Area 
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APPENDIX B - SUBDIVISION LOT MAPS (Continued) 

 

Map 2 – Clements Road Subdivision Area 
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APPENDIX B - SUBDIVISION LOT MAPS (Continued) 

 

Map 3 – Blue Mantle Road Subdivision Area 
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APPENDIX B - SUBDIVISION LOT MAPS (Continued) 

 

Map 4 – Darbys Falls Road Subdivision Area 
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APPENDIX B - SUBDIVISION LOT MAPS (Continued) 

 

Map 5 – Pride of Oak Road Subdivision Area 
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APPENDIX B - SUBDIVISION LOT MAPS (Continued) 

 

Map 6 – Cultowa Road Subdivision Area 
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APPENDIX B - SUBDIVISION LOT MAPS (Continued) 

 

Map 7 – Kangarooby Road Subdivision Area 
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APPENDIX B - SUBDIVISION LOT MAPS (Continued) 

 

Map 8 – Stoney Hill Road Subdivision Area 
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G.1 Large Lot Residential 

Dwellings 

 

1.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section G.1 of this Part applies to new dwellings, or an 

alteration or addition to an existing dwelling in the R5 

Large Lot Residential zone under Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012. 
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1.2 Objectives for Rural Residential 

Dwellings 
 

a) To provide for rural residential living opportunities in 

locations that are close to the Cowra Township 

and it’s surrounding villages.  

b) To ensure that new dwellings are in keeping with 

and sympathetic to the character of the area.   

c) To minimise the visual impact of new dwellings on 

major and minor roads including approaches to 

the Cowra Township and its surrounding villages.  

d) To minimise land-use conflict between new 

dwellings and agricultural activities, where these 

are carried out on adjoining land.  

e) To minimise environmental degradation by 

ensuring new dwellings are located away from 

areas of environmental sensitivity.  

f) To ensure a safe standard of access is provided to 

rural residential properties.  

g) To ensure that dwellings are connected to a 

reticulated water supply where that supply is 

available. 

h) To ensure that dwellings are supplied with 

adequate water storage where a reticulated 

water supply is not available. 

 

 

i) To ensure that dwellings are connected to reticulated sewerage where that supply is 

available. 

j) To ensure that on-site sewage management systems are installed, operated and maintained 

in an appropriate and sustainable manner.   
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1.3 General Controls 
 

The following general controls should be taken into 

consideration by applicants proposing to construct a 

rural residential dwelling: 

 

a) The lot should be capable of being supplied with 

an adequate water supply for domestic and fire 

fighting purposes. 

b) Where a reticulated sewerage supply is not 

available, the lot should be capable of catering 

for on-site disposal of domestic waste generated 

from household plumbing.  

c) The lot should be capable of accommodating a 

dwelling that is outside of any areas prone to 

flooding from rivers, creeks, intermittent drainage 

lintes and any other water bodies.  

d) The lot should be capable of accommodating a 

dwelling that can be designed to comply with 

relevant bushfire standards and controls. 

e) The lot should be capable of accommodating a 

dwelling that is outside of any areas identified as 

being of environmental sensitivity.  

f) The lot should have adequate practical and legal 

road access and the public road should be 

adequate to service the development.  

 

 

 

g) The lot should be capable of supplying adequate electricity and telecommunications 

infrastructure to any dwelling.  

h) The lot should be capable of accommodating a dwelling without the need for excessive 

exvacation works. 

i) The lot should be capable of accommodating a dwelling without creating significant land-use 

conflict issues. 
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1.4 Siting Controls 
 

One of the most important decisions that will need to 

be made when constructing a new rural residential 

dwelling is where it will be located (or sited) on the 

property. This decision should be made having regard 

to the constraints and opportunities of the land, the 

immediate locality and the wider environment.  If 

dwellings are sited appropriately, there is less risk of 

creating land-use conflict or impacting on the 

environment or rural amenity.  

 

a) Rural residential dwellings should be sited, where 

possible, away from visually prominent areas such 

as exposed ridgelines. Select planting is 

encouraged around the building envelope to 

reduce visual impact. 

b) Rural residential dwellings should not be located 

on sites where slope gradients are greater than 20 

percent or within footslopes and drainage lines.  

c) Rural residential dwellings should be sited in a 

manner that minimises land degradation, 

alteration of natural drainage patterns, pollution of 

groundwater, and the spread of noxious plants 

and animals. 

d) Existing vegetation and mature trees should be 

retained, protected and / or replaced where 

possible. 

 

 

e) Rural residential dwellings should be located a minimum distance of 40 metres from any creek, 

intermittent drainage line or any other water body.  

f) Rural residential dwellings should be sited so as to conserve or enhance any significant 

environmental features of the land, such as natural forms, remnant vegetation, wetlands, 

natural watercourses and drainage lines.  

g) Rural residential dwellings must be sited within a designated building envelope, where these 

exist on the Land Title.  
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1.5 Setback Controls 
 

R5 Zone West Cowra 

 

a) New dwellings are to be setback from the 

boundary with a primary road: 

I. As a minimum, the average distance of 

the setbacks of the nearest 2 dwellings 

having a boundary with the same primary 

road and located within 40 metres of the 

lot on which the dwelling-house is 

erected, or 

II. A minimum distance of 15 metres in cases 

where 2 dwellings are not located within 

40 metres of the lot.  

b) New dwellings are to be setback from the 

boundary with a secondary road a minimum 

distance of 10 metres.  

c) New dwellings are to be setback from the rear 

property boundary a minimum of 10 metres.  

d) New dwellings are to be setback from the side 

property boundaries a minimum of 5 metres.  
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R5 Zone North Cowra 

 

e) New dwellings are to be setback from the 

boundary with a primary road: 

I. As a minimum, the average distance of 

the setbacks of the nearest 2 dwellings 

having a boundary with the same primary 

road and located within 40 metres of the 

lot on which the dwelling-house is 

erected, or 

II. A minimum distance of 15 metres in cases 

where 2 dwellings are not located within 

40 metres of the lot.  

f) New dwellings are to be setback from the 

boundary with a secondary road a minimum 

distance of 10 metres.  

g) New dwellings are to be setback from the rear 

property boundary a minimum of 10 metres.  

h) New dwellings are to be setback from the side 

property boundaries a minimum of 5 metres.  
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R5 Zone South Cowra 

 

i) New dwellings are to be setback from the 

boundary with a primary road: 

I. As a minimum, the average distance of 

the setbacks of the nearest 2 dwellings 

having a boundary with the same primary 

road and located within 40 metres of the 

lot on which the dwelling-house is 

erected, or 

II. A minimum distance of 15 metres in cases 

where 2 dwellings are not located within 

40 metres of the lot.  

j) New dwellings are to be setback from the 

boundary with a secondary road a minimum 

distance of 10 metres.  

k) New dwellings are to be setback from the rear 

property boundary a minimum of 10 metres, or 

25m where the side and rear property boundary 

adjoins land that is being used for agricultural 

purposes. 

l) New dwellings are to be setback from the side 

property boundaries a minimum of 5 metres.  
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R5 Zone East Cowra 

 

m) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land, and all adjoining and 

adjacent land is zoned R5 Large Lot Residential, 

the dwelling shall be setback 20 metres from the 

front property boundary and 15 metres from the 

side and rear boundaries.  

n) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land that adjoins land in the 

RU1 Primary Production zone, the dwelling shall be 

setback a minimum of 50 metres from the 

boundary that adjoins the RU1 Primary Production 

zone.  

o) New dwellings are to be setback a minimum 

distance of 40 metres from any creek, river or 

intermittent waterway to minimise impacts on 

riparian areas.  
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R5 Zone Woodstock 

 

p) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land, and all adjoining and 

adjacent land is zoned other than RU1 Primary 

Production, the dwelling shall be setback 20 

metres from the front property boundary and 15 

metres from the side and rear boundaries.  

q) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land that adjoins land in the 

RU1 Primary Production zone, the dwelling shall be 

setback a minimum of 50 metres from the 

boundary that adjoins the RU1 Primary Production 

zone.  

r) New dwellings are to be setback a minimum 

distance of 40 metres from any creek, river or 

intermittent waterway to minimise impacts on 

riparian areas.  
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R5 Zone Noonbinna 

 

s) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land, and all adjoining and 

adjacent land is zoned R5 Large Lot Residential, 

the dwelling shall be setback 20 metres from the 

front property boundary and 15 metres from the 

side and rear boundaries.  

t) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land that adjoins land in the 

RU1 Primary Production zone, the dwelling shall be 

setback a minimum of 50 metres from the 

boundary that adjoins the RU1 Primary Production 

zone.  
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R5 Zone Wattamondara 

 

u) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land, and all adjoining and 

adjacent land is zoned R5 Large Lot Residential, 

RU5 Village or E2 Environmental Conservation, the 

dwelling shall be setback 20 metres from the front 

property boundary and 15 metres from the side 

and rear boundaries.  

v) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land that adjoins land in the 

RU1 Primary Production zone, the dwelling shall be 

setback a minimum of 50 metres from the 

boundary that adjoins the RU1 Primary Production 

zone.  

w) New dwellings are to be setback a minimum 

distance of 40 metres from any creek, river or 

intermittent waterway to minimise impacts on 

riparian areas.  
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R5 Zone Canowindra 

 

x) New dwellings shall be setback a 20 metres from 

George Russell Drive and 5 metres from the side 

and rear boundaries.  

y) Where a new dwelling is proposed to be erected 

on an allotment of land that adjoins land in the 

RU1 Primary Production zone, the dwelling shall be 

setback a minimum of 50 metres from the 

boundary that adjoins the RU1 Primary Production 

zone.  

z) New dwellings are to be setback a minimum 

distance of 40 metres from any creek, river or 

intermittent waterway to minimise impacts on 

riparian areas.  
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1.6 Building Appearance Controls 
 

A significant element of the unique character of the 

Shire is it’s highly attractive landscapes and 

picturesque views from and of the many valleys and 

elevated ridgelines and hilltops. These vistas are highly 

valued and the innapropriate design and siting of 

buildings can compromise the integrity of these 

features.  

 

a) Building materials should be naturally textured and 

coloured and sympathetic to the natural 

environment. Highly reflective materials should be 

avoided where possible, particularly in visually 

prominent locations.  

b) The bulk and scale of buildings should not create 

adverse visual impacts when viewed from 

neighbouring properties or town or village entry 

points.  

 

 

 

 

 

1.7 Access Controls 
 

Access provided to rural residential properties must be engineered and constructed appropriately 

to facilitate safe ingress and egress to the public road system.  

 

a) Access to new rural residential dwellings should be gained via the Council’s public local road 

network and not directly onto a classified road or highway.  

b) Exceptions to control (a) include new rural residential dwellings being constructed on existing 

subdivision lots that have been approved with entrances onto a classified road or highway, or 

existing farm lots where there are no other practical means of access available.  

c) Where the proposed dwelling gains access to a Council public local road, the entrance to the 

lot is to be constructed, or upgraded, in accordance with Cowra Shire Council engineering 

standards.  

d) Newly constructed or upgraded entrances located off sealed road networks must also be 

sealed to the property gateway to prevent the carriage of dust and mud on trafficable 

surfaces. All sealing works shall be from the edge of road line to the property gateway. 

e) New entrance locations must be sited in consultation with Council Shire Council.  
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1.8 Water Supply Controls 
 

Securing a reliable water supply is important for rural 

residential properties. A reticulated water supply is 

available to most rural residential zoned areas in the 

Cowra Shire, and Council has plans in place to 

progressively augment a supply to those areas where 

a reticulated supply is currently not available. The 

following controls are designed to ensure that rural 

rural dwellings are provided with reliable water supply.   

 

a) Notwithstanding control (b), all new dwellings 

proposed to be constructed on land zoned R5 

Large Lot Residential must be connected to a 

reticulated water supply.  

Note 1: Applicants will be responsible for 

meeting all costs associated with any 

necessary mains extensions and / or 

new water connections.   

Note 2: Headworks Contributions may apply in 

accordance with the Cowra Shire 

Council Developer Servicing Plan 

(DSP). 

Note 3: In relation to the R5 Zone at 

Woodstock, Headworks Contributions 

may apply in accordance with the 

Cowra Shire Council Developer 

Servicing Plan (DSP) and also Central 

Tablelands Water Developer Servicing 

Plan (DSP).  

b) Reticulated water supply is being progressively augmented to land in the R5 Large Lot 

Residential zone east of the Cowra Township. In this zone, the following controls apply: 

I. All new rural residential dwellings must be connected to the reticulated water supply 

scheme where a supply is immediately available to be connected (i.e. no extension 

of the main necessary).  

II. All other land within the R5 Large Lot Residential zone may be connected to the 

reticulated water supply scheme subject to the extension of any mains.  

III. Applicants are to meet all costs associated with individual connections, mains 

extensions and any applicable Headworks Contributions in accordance with the 

Cowra Shire Council Developer Servicing Plan (DSP) for Water. 

IV. All construction works associated with new water connections / mains extensions will 

be required to be carried out in accordance with Cowra Shire Council engineering 

standards.  

V. New dwellings that that cannot be connected to a reticulated water supply must be 

supplied with a minimum 45,000 litre tanked water storage, or an amount required in 

accordance with the BASIX, whichever is the greater.  
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1.9 Waste Management Controls 
 

The majority of rural residential dwellings are 

constructed in locations that do not have access to 

reticulated sewer, and as a result on-site waste 

disposal is the only method of treating domestic 

effluent. Properly designed and installed waste 

disposal systems are important to prevent detrimental 

impacts on the environment and public health in 

general. 

 

a) The proposed method of effluent disposal and the 

associated waste water disposal area must 

comply with AS/NZS1547:2000 – On-site Domestic 

Wastewater Management and the most current 

version of the Environmental Health Protection 

Guidelines On-site Sewage Management for 

Single Households. Recommended buffer 

distances are shown in the Table to the right.  

b) The location and proposed method of waste 

water disposal must be shown on the plans 

submitted with the Development Application.  A 

report prepared by a suitably qualified 

Geotechnical Engineer may also be requested by 

Council as part of the Development Application.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

System Recommended Buffer Distances 

   

All land application 

systems 

100m to permanent surface waters (e.g. river, streams, lakes). 

250m to any domestic groundwater well. 

40m to other waters (e.g. farm dams, intermittent waterways). 

  

Surface spray irrigation 6m if area is up-gradient of driveways and property boundaries. 

3m if area is down-gradient of driveways and property boundaries. 

15m to dwellings. 

3m to paths and walkways. 

6m to swimming pools. 

  

Surface drip and  

trickle irrigation 

6m if area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Subsurface irrigation 6m if area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, property boundaries, driveways and buildings. 

  

Absorption system 12m if area is up-gradient and 6m if area is down-gradient of 

property boundary. 

6m if area is up-gradient and 3m if area is down-gradient of 

swimming pools, driveways and buildings. 

  

 

Note - The values are recommended minimum, based on ideal site and soil conditions. If these 

conditions are less than ideal, the minimum buffer distances should be increased. 
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c) Reticulated sewerage is already available to some 

R5 Large Lot Residential zoned land in West Cowra 

and is being progressively augmented to other 

areas within this zone. For R5 zoned land in West 

Cowra, the following controls apply: 

I. All new dwellings must be connected to a 

reticulated sewerage supply where a 

supply is immediately available to be 

connected (i.e. no mains extensions 

required). 

II. All other land within the R5 Large Lot 

Residential zone may be connected to 

reticulated sewerage subject to the 

extension of any mains.  

III. Applicants are to meet all costs 

associated with individual connections, 

mains extensions and any applicable 

Headworks Contributions in accordance 

with the Cowra Shire Council Developer 

Servicing Plan (DSP) for Sewer. 

IV. All construction works associated with new 

sewer connections / mains extensions will 

be required to be carried out in 

accordance with Cowra Shire Council 

engineering standards.  
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G.2 Locality 1 – Canowindra  

 

2.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section G.2 of this Part applies to the precinct shown in 

the Map to the right. 

 

2.1 Objectives for Locality 1 - 

Canowindra 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To ensure new development avoids prominent 

ridgelines in the area. 

b) To minimise the visual impact of new 

development.  

c) To protect the sensitive biodiversity resources of 

the land 
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2.2 Context Statement 
 

The Canowindra R5 zone is located on the southern 

periphery of the Canowindra village. Whilst the land is 

located within the Cowra LGA, it will provide housing 

opportunities for a market that is predominantly based 

in Canowindra. In addition, any new development in 

the area also has the potential to impact on land 

located within the Cabonne Shire. 
 

As part of the proposal to rezone the land to R5 Large 

Lot Residential in Cowra LEP 2012, Cowra Council 

consulted with Cabonne Council. A number of issues 

were identified as being of key importance to the 

rezoning, including the need to protect 

environmentally sensitive lands and minimise the visual 

impact of new development when viewed from 

surrounding areas, particularly the approaches to and 

from the Canowindra Village.  
 

Impacts on environmentally sensitive lands are 

generally easier to manage when settlement density is 

less. For this reason, a minimum lot size of 3 hectares 

has been adopted in Cowra Local Environmental Plan 

2012 for new subdivisions in this zone. In addition, 

Clause 7.3 of Cowra LEP 2012 requires Council to 

consider whether new development is likely to have an 

adverse impact on sensitive biodiversity. The 

development controls in this Section of the 

Development Control Plan aim to complement the 

provisions of Cowra LEP 2012 and address the key 

issues identified by Cowra and Cabonne Councils. 

 

2.3 Controls 
 

In addition to the general controls contained in Section G.1 of this plan, the following specific 

controls will apply (and prevail in the event of an inconsistency) to land within the Canowindra R5 

zone. 

 

Design & Siting Controls 

 

a) New dwellings and ancillary buildings should be sited below the prominent ridgeline towards 

the south of the R5 zone boundary.  

b) Highly reflective materials should be avoided where possible, particularly in visually prominent 

locations.  

Access 

 

c) Access to new development should be provided from George Russell Drive. New entrances 

onto the Canowindra Road will not be permitted unless it can be demonstrated that there are 

no practical alternatives.  

d) New entrances onto George Russell Drive should be constructed in accordance with the 

requirements of Cabonne Shire Council, being the roads authority responsible for this section 

of George Russell Drive. 

 

Biodiversity Controls 

 

e) New dwellings and ancillary buildings should be designed and sited so as to avoid the need to 

remove existing vegetation.  

f) The removal of existing vegetation is permitted only where: 

I. The removal of the vegetation is necessary to be carried out in accordance with an 

approved Bushfire Management Plan, or 
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II. The removal of the vegetation is bushfire 

hazard reduction work authorised by the 

Rural Fires Act 1997, or 

III. Council is satisfied that all necessary 

measures to avoid, minimise or mitigate 

the impacts of the removal of the 

vegetation have been carried out. 

 

Servicing Controls 

 

g) New dwellings must be connected to a 

reticulated water supply.  
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G.3  Ancillary Development 

Section G.3 of this Part applies to development that is 

ancillary to and generally detached from rural 

residential dwellings. Examples of ancillary 

development are workshops, storage sheds, garden 

sheds, garages, pools and tennis courts. Ancillary 

development should be considered as part of the 

preliminary design phase to minimise impacts.  

 

Where ancillary development cannot be erected as 

exempt or complying development under State 

Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying 

Development Codes) 2008,  a Development 

Application must be lodged with Council and the 

controls in this Section complied with.  

 

3.1 Objectives 
 

a) To provide for ancillary development that enhances the amenity of residents without 

compromising the amenity of adjoining dwellings or the area. 

b) To ensure that materials and colours are compatible with the surrounding natural environment 

and the dwelling. 

c) To minimise the visibility of ancillary development from public spaces. 

d) To Minimise acoustic impacts associated with ancillary development.  
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3.2 Outbuildings 
 

Outbuildings are gazebos, patios, cubby houses, 

sheds, garden sheds, and the like. Garages and 

carports can be attached or detached to the main 

dwelling. The location and design of these structures 

must be carefully considered to ensure that these 

buildings do not dominate the streetscape, detract 

from the character of the area, or compromise the 

amenity of the site or neighbouring dwellings. 

 

Outbuildings, garages or carports that cannot be 

erected as exempt or complying development under 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and 

Complying Development Codes) 2008 must be 

approved by Council and comply with the following 

controls:   

 

General Controls 

 

a) Outbuildings should be single storey, however 

consideration may be given to proposals having 

more than a single storey where Council is satisfied 

that the proposed will not materially affect the 

amenity of any adjoining site. 

b) The setback of the buildings must be in 

accordance with the requirements of the Building 

Code of Australia. Notwithstanding, Council may 

require a larger setback if it is satisfied that the 

design and siting of the structure will affect the 

amenity of a neighbouring property. 

c) Outbuildings cannot be used as a dwelling, notwithstanding that a toilet, wash basin and / or 

shower may be provided. 

d) Outbuildings should not be erected between the street alignment and the front building 

alignment of the dwelling.  The minimum setback behind the front building alignment should 

be 1 metre.  

e) Outbuildings are encouraged to be designed and constructed of non reflective materials that 

are consistent with and complement the dwelling. Where this is not possible, factory pre-

coloured finishes will be required as a minimum and highly reflective surface should be 

avoided. 

 

Garage Controls 

 

f) Garages should be setback equal to or behind the primary elevation of the dwelling and 

should not exceed more than 50% of the frontage width of the dwelling. 

g) Detached garages should have a maximum overall building height of 4.5 metres. 

 

Carport Controls 

 

h) Materials for carports are to be sympathetic to the character of the street and design of the 

dwelling. 

i) Carports must not necessitate an extra driveway additional to the main driveway for the 

dwelling. 
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3.3 Private swimming pools 
 

Properly designing and siting a private swimming pool 

is essential for maximising the enjoyment of the pool as 

well as minimising nuisance levels to adjoining 

neighbours.   

 

Swimming Pools that cannot be erected as exempt or 

complying development under State Environmental 

Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development 

Codes) 2008 must be approved by Council and 

comply with the following controls:   

 

a) Swimming pools and spas are to be located 

behind the front building line, and generally in the 

rear or side yard space. 

b) Lighting if installed, is to be arranged in such a 

manner as not to interfere with the amenity of the 

neighbourhood. 

c) The pool is to be kerbed and/or drained to 

prevent surface water gaining access to the pool . 

This must not cause stormwater to be directed 

onto an adjoining property. Swimming pools must 

not adversely affect the existing stormwater 

management system. 

d) Pools are to be located at least 3 metres from the 

trunk of a tree over 5 metres in height which is 

required to be retained on the site or is located on 

a neighbouring property. 

e) The position of the swimming pool in relation to neighbours and other residents must be 

considered to reduce noise associated with activities carried out in the swimming pool or from 

associated the swimming pool equipment, such as cleaning equipment. 

f) The pool pump/filter is to be located as far away as practicable from habitable rooms in 

neighbouring dwellings.  

 

Note: This section supplements the statutory controls contained in the Swimming Pools Act 1992, 

and Australian Standards. Where there is any inconsistency, the provisions of the Swimming Pools 

Act 1992 and its Regulation, and AS 1926 – Swimming Pool Safety will take precedence over the 

contols contained in this section.  
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3.4 Rainwater Tanks 
 

A rainwater tank is designed for the capture and 

storage of rainwater collected from all site roof areas 

(including separate garages / sheds etc) and is 

typically used for toilet flushing, laundry, garden 

irrigation and hot water. 

 

 The installation of rainwater tanks will be required for 

most new rural residential dwellings in order to achieve 

the water efficiency targets set by the NSW 

Government’s BASIX scheme.  Where a rainwater tank 

is required, it will need to be sized according to BASIX 

requirements and detailed on development plans 

submitted to Council for approval. 
 

Rainwater tanks proposed to be connected to existing 

rural residential dwellings may be installed without 

Council approval, provided they meet with the criteria 

in State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and 

Complying Development Codes) 2008. All other 

rainwater tanks will generally require Council approval 

and should be installed having regard to the following 

general guidelines: 
 

a) Tanks should be fitted with a gutter flush bypass to 

prevent build up of foreign materials in the tank. A 

first-flush rainwater diverter can be installed to 

drain away the first 50 litres of water 

(approximately) which can contain pollutants 

washed off the roof when rain starts.   

 

 

b) Tanks should be fitted with an overflow which connects back into the existing stormwater 

system servicing the building. Overflow must not be directed into a sewer pipe or to an 

adjoining property, or cause nuisance to adjoining landowners.  

c) Any base or support structure for a rainwater tank must be installed in accordardance with the 

manufactuers or engineers details. Rainwater tanks cannot be fixed to a wall of a building 

unless certified by a practicing and suitably qualified structural engineer.  

d) Where tank water is proposed to be connected to the same plumbing as Council’s 

reticulated water supply, a backflow prevention device must be fitted (by a licenced 

plumber) to the reticulated water service on the customer’s side of the water meter. No 

connections are permitted between the water metre & the backflow prevention device.  

e) Where the installation of a pump is required, it should be enclosed in a noise proof enclosure 

or located as far away as possible to sensitive areas of neighbouring dwellings to minimise the 

potential for noise disturbance.  
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H.1 Cowra CBD Controls 

1.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section H.1 applies to any commercial development 

that is permissible within the B2 Local Centre zone 

under Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012. The B2 

Local Centre zone is shown in the map below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Objectives for the Cowra Central Business District 
 

The objectives for development in the Cowra Central Business District (CBD)are: 

 

a) To promote functional commercial and business development that makes a positive 

contribution to the streetscape and visual amenity of the surrounding area.  

b) To promote a high standard of design, materials and construction. 

c) To encourage the continued use of street awnings, where these are prominent features of the 

commercial environment.  

d) To avoid unsightly or visually intrusive development.  

e) To minimise the visual impact of larger buildings fronting public spaces or neighbouring 

residential dwellings. 

f) To ensure that building height is consistent with the scale appropriate to the location of the 

land.  

g) To encourage the creation of secure environments for commercial businesses and customers 

of those business.  

h) To reinforce strong definition of streets and public spaces. 

i) To improve pedestrian amenity and the quality of the public domain. 

j) To improve pedestrian access and mobility. 

k) To enable the safe and appropriate use of footpaths for outdoor dining and trading activities.  
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1.3 Setback Controls 
 

Setbacks are important as they establish the building’s 

location in relationship to the lot boundaries, the 

streetscape and neighbouring buildings. In 

commercial areas, setbacks can be used to reinforce 

a strong street definition and improve pedestrian 

accessibility.   

 

a) New buildings along Kendal Street should be 

constructed with frontages to the street alignment 

(i.e. zero setback). Circumstances where it may be 

innappropriate for buildings to be built flush with 

the street alignment include: 

I. The site is adjacent to a freestanding or 

setback heritage building. In this case, the 

new building may need to be aligned with 

the setback of the heritage building. 

II. A larger setback is required for suitable 

uses such as outdoor seating or a cafe. 

b) For buildings outside of Kendal Street, setbacks 

should: 

I. Reinforce the existing street pattern, 

character and function. 

II. Be compatible with adjacent building 

setbacks. 

III. Be appropriate for the level of pedestrian 

activity and proposed land-use.  

 

c) Side and rear setbacks must allow for adequate servicing of the development and must meet 

the requirements of the Building Code of Australia. 
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1.4 Building Height Controls 
 

Managing building height is about ensuring there is a 

reasonable level of uniformity along the streetscape. 

There are no set height limits for buildings in the Cowra 

CBD, however the design of new commercial buildings 

needs to be carefully considered with the following 

controls to avoid adverse impacts on the streetscape.  

 

a) New buildings should be designed to be 

compatible with streetscape character. 

b) New buildings should be sympathetic to adjacent 

buildings and, if necessary, provide a transition in 

height to adjacent buildings to minimise visual 

impact. 

c) New buildings should be designed minimise 

overshadowing of public places and private open 

spaces of adjacent buildings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 Building Design Controls 
 

The Cowra CBD is the hub of commercial activity in the Cowra Shire. High quality building design is 

important to ensure that this area remains attractive, cohesive and functional for all users. 

 

General 

 

a) The continuity of retail, business premises and shop fronts is to be maintained. 

b) New development should promote an enhanced pedestrian environment through attractive 

facades and frontage treatments that open up onto the street. 

c) Passive surveillance of all public places is to be promoted by ensuring appropriate orientation 

of buildings.  

d) New commercial buildings should be designed so that all external infrastructure / services 

(including air conditioning units, plant rooms, ducting etc) can be screened from view from a 

public place or road (as much as is practically possible). 

 

Articulation 

 

e) Building elevations / facades (especially for larger buildings) should reduce bulk and scale 

and provide visual interest through the use of variations in: 

I. Facade treatments 

II. Roof lines. 

III. Openings, recesses and windows. 

IV. Building materials and colours. 

 

f) Large expansive blank walls are not permitted unless abutting a building wall (with no 

openings) on adjoining allotment. 
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Street frontages 

 

g) Development at the ground level adjacent to 

streets should avoid large blank walls, have clearly 

defined entrances, incorporate windows for 

visibility in and out of any business, and promote 

pedestrian activity.  

h) Commercial or retail development on corner sites 

with limited setbacks should incorporate splays, 

curves, building entries and other architectural 

elements to reinforce the corner as a landmark 

feature of the street.  

 

Colours and Materials 

 

i) External materials (particularly metal clad roofs 

and walls) should have low reflectivity if they are 

visible from a public road, public place of 

neighbouring residential property and there is a 

reasonable probability of glare affecting driver 

safety, residential amenity, or the building being 

too visually intrusive. 

j) Colour schemes selected for buildings should be 

sympathetic and complementary to surrounding 

buildings and should be designed to blend with 

the streetscape in order to strengthen urban 

design and streetscape appearance.  

 

1.6 Awning Controls 
 

Awnings contribute significantly to the positive characteristics of the streetscape in the Cowra 

CBD. They are a prominent feature of most buildings in the area, and improve pedestrian amenity 

by providing shelter from the elements. The following controls aim to reinforce the use of awnings 

in the Cowra CBD:  

 

a) Continuous street frontage awnings are to be provided for all new developments facing 

Kendal Street, between Macquarie and Brisbane Streets.  

b) Awning design must be coordinated with building facades and be complementary in 

alignment and depth to the adjoining buildings and its awnings. 

c) The reinstatement of historical awnings is encouraged where appropriate. 

d) Awning dimensions should generally be: 

I. Minimum soffit height of 3.3 metres. 

II. Low profile, with slim vertical facia or eaves (generally not to exceed 300mm height) 

III. Setback a minimum of 600mm from the kerb. 

IV. Extend a maximum of 3.6 metres from the building. 

V. Located to ensure no conflict with street trees. 

e) Canvass blinds along the street edge are generally not permitted. 

f) Under awning recessed lighting is to be provided to facilitate night use and public safety. 

g) Where the street or ground level is sloped, awnings should step down the hill. 

h) Where an awning is supported by one or more posts, the awning must be structurally 

adequate such that if any one of the supporting posts were removed or damaged by vehicle 

impact, the awning would not collapse.  
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1.7 External lighting Controls 
 

External lighting can be used to enhance the 

appearance and functionality of buildings and spaces 

within the commercial environment. Lighting is also 

important for public safety, particularly at night time for 

pedestrians and motorists. The following controls aim to 

guide the appropriate use of lighting in the Cowra 

CBD: 

 

a) Any external lighting of buildings is to be 

considered with regard to: 

I. The integration of external light fixtures 

with the architecture of the building (for 

example, highlighting external features of 

the building). 

II. The contribution of the visual effects of 

external lighting to the character of the 

building, surrounds and skyline. 

III. The energy efficiency of the external 

lighting system. 

IV. The amenity of residents in the locality. 

V. The potential impact on motoring safety. 

b) Floodlights should not be installed on buildings in 

the Cowra Central Business District. 

 

 

 

 

1.8 Solar Access Controls 
 

The solar access of a property refers to its potential to receive adequate sunlight so certain areas 

of a building can catch the sun’s energy. In areas where residential and commercial land uses co-

exist, such as the periphery of the CBD, it is important for commercial building design to consider 

the solar access of neighbouring residential areas.  

 

a) New commercial development is to ensure that a minimum of 3 hours of direct sunlight is 

received to at least 50% of the living areas and private open space of adjoining dwellings in 

residential zones between 9.00am and 3.00pm on 21 June. 

b) If the existing residential property or open space already receives less than 3 hours of sunlight 

then the development should not not further reduce this solar access. 
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1.9 Fencing and Security Controls 
 

The design of fences has an impact on the real and 

perceived safety of users within a commercial 

environment. Poorly designed fencing can also reduce 

motorist’s safety and also adversely impact on the 

attractiveness of commercial spaces. The visual 

impact, scale and design of fences in commercial 

areas all need to be carefully considered.  

 

Fencing 

 

a) Fencing that is visible from a public place should 

be visually unobtrusive and softened with a high 

standard of landscaping where physically possible.  

b) Fencing that is forward of the building should be 

constructed with a combination of solid and open 

landscaped elements in a style that complements 

the commercial building.  

Security Gates / Grills 

 

c) Access gates shall be set back from the public 

roadway a sufficient distance to allow a vehicle to 

stand without hindering vehicular or pedestrian 

traffic on the public road whilst the gate is open 

and closed. 

d) Security grilles are permissible on shopfronts but 

only where they are see through, and will not 

dominate the streetscape adversely impact on 

passive surveillance. 

1.10 Open Storage Areas & Waste Management Controls 
 

Most business activities generate a waste stream and require the temporary or permanent storage 

of goods.  If waste collection and storage areas are not properly designed, located or 

maintained, they can impact on the attractiveness, functionality and general amenity of 

commercial spaces.  

 

a) Open storage areas should be screened from public places, including public roads, and are 

to be sealed. 

b) Screen fences are to be a maximum of 2.4 metres in height and goods are not to be stacked 

higher than the actual fence. 

c) Open storage areas are to be located behind the building or another part of the site that 

cannot be seen from the street or from adjoining properties. 

d) Landscaping is generally not an acceptable method of screening on its own, unless it is 

already well established and the applicant can demonstrate that the storage area will be 

effectively screened. Landscaping may only be used for screening purposes when 

undertaken in conjunction with fencing, and other screening devices. 

e) Full details of the materials likely to be stored on the site are to be provided to Council for 

assessment as part of the Development Application.  

f) The storage of hazardous goods, materials or wastes will not be permitted in areas that adjoin 

residential or other sensitive land-uses.  

g) Sufficient space must be provided on-site for the loading and unloading of wastes. This activity 

is not to be undertaken on any public place.  

Commercial activities that generate and discharge liquid trade waste to the reticulated 

sewerage system must obtain the relevant Liquid Trade Waste approval from Council. The 

commercial activity must comply at all times with the requirements of the Liquid Trade Waste 

Regulation Guidelines and any conditions of the Liquid Trade Waste Approval.  
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1.11 Servicing Controls 
 

All new commercial development is expected to be 

serviced to a minimumn level. The provision of essential 

services allows commercial development to function 

properly. 

 

a) New commercial developments must be 

connected to Council’s reticulated water and 

sewerage supply system.  

b) The design and layout of commercial 

developments must provide space and facilities to 

enable efficient and cost-effective provision of 

reticulated services.  

c) Any upgrades to public infrastructure including 

water, sewer, electricity, natural gas, roads and 

stormwater, necessary to service the proposed 

development must be carried out by the 

applicant and at no cost to service providers.  

d) Commercial activities that generate and 

discharge liquid trade waste to the reticulated 

sewerage system must obtain the relevant Liquid 

Trade Waste approval from Council. The business 

activity must comply at all times with the 

requirements of the Liquid Trade Waste Regulation 

Guidelines and any conditions of the Liquid Trade 

Waste Approval.  

 

 

1.12 Signage 
 

Developments proposing signage must comply with the controls contained in Part L of this 

Development Control Plan – Advertising and Signage. 

 

1.13 Landscaping 
 

New commercial developments must comply with the controls contained in Part N of this 

Development Control Plan – Landscaping. 

 

1.14 Soil Erosion and Sediment Control 
 

New commercial developments involving construction work must comply with the controls 

contained in Part Q of this Development Control Plan – Soil Erosion & Sediment Control.  

 

1.15 Parking, Access and Mobility 
 

New development must comply where required with the controls contained within Part M of this 

Development Control Plan – Parking, Access & Mobility. 
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H.2 Redfern Street Controls 

 

2.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section H.2 applies to any commercial development 

that is permissible within the following the B5 Business 

Development Zone under Cowra Local Environmental 

Plan 2012. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Objectives for Commerical Development  
 

The objectives for commercial development in Redfern Street are: 

 

a) To promote functional commercial and business development that makes a positive 

contribution to the streetscape and visual amenity of the surrounding area.  

b) To promote a high standard of design, materials and construction. 

c) To minimise the visual impact of larger buildings fronting public spaces or neighbouring 

residential dwellings. 

d) To ensure that building height is consistent with the scale appropriate to the location of the 

land.  

e) To encourage the continued use of street awnings, where these are prominent features of the 

commercial environment.  

f) To avoid unsightly or visually intrusive development 

g) To reinforce strong definition of streets and public spaces. 

h) To improve pedestrian amenity and the quality of the public domain. 

i) To improve pedestrian access and mobility. 

j) To encourage the creation of commercial environments that meet the principles of Crime 

Prevention Through Environmental Design. 

k) To enable the safe and appropriate use of footpaths for outdoor dining and trading activities.  
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2.3 Setback Controls 
 

Setbacks are important as they establish the buildings 

location in relationship to the lot boundaries, the 

streetscape and neighbouring buildings. In 

commercial areas, setbacks can be used to reinforce 

a strong street definition and improve pedestrian 

accessibility.   

 

B5 Business Development Zone 

 

a) Generally, setbacks should: 

I. Reinforce the existing street pattern, 

character and function. 

II. Be compatible with adjacent 

development and adjacent building 

setbacks. 

III. Be appropriate for the level of pedestrian 

activity and proposed land-use.  

IV. Not result in buildings that obstruct sight 

distance at intersections.  

V. Allow for adequate servicing of the 

development 

VI. Comply with the requirements of the 

Building Code of Australia. 

VII. Be not less than 3 metres where the 

boundary is shared by a residential zone. 

VIII. Not be used for on-site car parking. 

2.4 Building Height Controls 
 

Managing building height is about ensuring there is a reasonable level of uniformity along the 

streetscape. There are no set height limits for buildings in the B5 Business Development Zone, 

however the design of new commercial buildings needs to be carefully considered with the 

following controls to avoid adverse impacts on the streetscape.  

 

a) New buildings should be designed to be compatible with streetscape character. 

b) New buildings should be sympathetic to adjacent buildings and, if necessary, provide a 

transition in height to adjacent buildings to minimise visual impact. 

c) New buildings should be designed to minimise overshadowing of public places and private 

open spaces of adjacent buildings.  
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2.5 Building Design Controls 
 

High quality building design is important to create 

attractive and functional commercial environments for 

all users.  The application of the following controls will 

lead to the growth and development of a new 

standard of commercial buildings in the B5 Business 

Development Zone. 

 

General 

 

a) The continuity of retail, business premises and shop 

fronts is to be maintained. 

b) New development should promote an enhanced 

pedestrian environment through attractive 

facades and frontage treatments that open up 

onto the street. 

c) Passive surveillance of all public places is to be 

promoted by ensuring appropriate orientation of 

buildings.  

d) New commercial buildings should be designed so 

that all external infrastructure / services (including 

air conditioning units, plant rooms, ducting etc) 

can be screened from view from a public place or 

road (as much as is practically possible). 

 

 

 

 

 

Articulation 

 

e) Building elevations / facades (especially for larger buildings) should reduce bulk and scale 

and provide visual interest through the use of variations in: 

I. Facade treatments 

II. Roof lines. 

III. Openings, recesses and windows. 

IV. Building materials and colours. 

f) Large expansive blank walls are not permitted unless abutting a building wall (with no 

openings) on adjoining allotment. 

 

Street frontages 

 

g) Development at the ground level adjacent to streets must avoid large blank walls, have 

clearly defined entrances, incorporate windows for visibility in and out of any business, and 

promote pedestrian activity.  

h) Commercial or retail development on corner sites with limited setbacks must incorporate 

splays, curves, building entries and other architectural elements to reinforce the corner as a 

landmark feature of the street.  

 

Colours and Materials 

 

i) Corporate colours and logos should, where possible, be incorporated into the overall colour 

scheme and not be the dominant feature. 

j) External materials (particularly metal clad roofs and walls) must have low reflectivity if they are 

visible from a public road, public place of neighbouring residential property and there is a 

reasonable probability of glare affecting driver safety, residential amenity, or the building 

being too visually intrusive. 
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k) Colour schemes selected for buildings shall be 

sympathetic to surrounding buildings and should 

be designed to blend with the streetscape in order 

to strengthen urban design and streetscape 

appearance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 External lighting Controls 
 

External lighting can be used to enhance the appearance and functionality of buildings and 

spaces within the commercial environment. Lighting is also important for public safety, particularly 

at night time for pedestrians aswell as motorists.  

 

a) Any external lighting of buildings is to be considered with regard to: 

I. The integration of external light fixtures with the architecture of the building (for 

example, highlighting external features of the building) 

II. The contribution of the visual effects of external lighting to the character of the 

building, surrounds and skyline 

III. The energy efficiency of the external lighting system 

IV. The amenity of residents in the locality. 

V. The potential impact on motoring safety. 

b) Floodlights should not be installed for buildings in the Redfern Street commercial area. 
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2.7 Solar Access Controls 
 

The solar access of a property refers to its potential to 

receive adequate sunlight so certain areas of a 

building can catch the sun’s energy. It is important for 

commercial building design to consider the solar 

access of neighbouring residential areas.  

 

a) New commercial development is to ensure that a 

minimum of 3 hours of direct sunlight is received to 

at least 50% of the living areas and private open 

space of adjoining dwellings in residential zones 

between 9.00am and 3.00pm on 21 June. 

b) If the existing residential property or open space 

already receives less than 3 hours of sunlight then 

the development should not not further reduce 

this solar access. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.8 Fencing and Security Controls 
 

The design of fences has an impact on the real and perceived safety of users within a commercial 

environment. Poorly designed fencing can reduce motorist’s safety and also adversely impact on 

the attractiveness of commercial spaces. The visual impact, scale and design of fences in 

commercial areas all need to be carefully considered.  

 

Fencing 

 

a) Fencing that is visible from a public place should be visually unobtrusive and softened with a 

high standard of landscaping where physically possible.  

b) Fencing that is forward of the building should be constructed with a combination of solid and 

open / landscaped elements in a style that complements the commercial building.  

Security Gates / Grills 

 

c) Access gates shall be set back from the public roadway a sufficient distance to allow a 

vehicle to stand without hindering vehicular or pedestrian traffic on the public road whilst the 

gate is open and closed. 

d) Security grilles are permissible on shopfronts but only where they are see through, and will not 

dominate the streetscape adversely impact on passive surveillance. 
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2.9 Open Storage Areas & Waste 

Management Controls 
 

Most business activities generate waste or take 

deliveries as part of their day to day business. If these 

areas are not properly designed, located or 

maintained, they can impact on the attractiveness, 

functionality and general amenity of commercial 

spaces.  

 

a) Open storage areas should be screened from 

public places, including public roads, and are to 

be sealed. 

b) Screen fences are to be a maximum of 2.4 metres 

in height and goods are not to be stacked higher 

than the actual fence. 

c) Open storage areas are to be located behind the 

building or another part of the site that cannot be 

seen from the street or from adjoining properties. 

d) Landscaping is generally not an acceptable 

method of screening on its own, unless it is already 

well established and the applicant can 

demonstrate that the storage area will be 

effectively screened. Landscaping may only be 

used for screening purposes when undertaken in 

conjunction with fencing, and other screening 

devices. 

 

 

e) Full details of the materials likely to be stored on the site are to be provided to Council for 

assessment as part of the Development Application.  

f) The storage of hazardous goods, materials or wastes will not be permitted in areas that adjoin 

residential or other sensitive land-uses.  

g) Sufficient space must be provided on-site for the loading and unloading of wastes. This activity 

is not to be undertaken on any public place.  

h) Commercial activities that generate and discharge liquid trade waste to the reticulated 

sewerage system must obtain the relevant Liquid Trade Waste approval from Council. The 

commercial activity must comply at all times with the requirements of the Liquid Trade Waste 

Regulation Guidelines and any conditions of the Liquid Trade Waste Approval.  
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2.10 Servicing Controls 
 

All new commercial development is expected to be 

serviced to a minimumn level. The provision of essential 

services allows commercial development to function 

properly. 

 

a) New commercial developments must be 

connected to Council’s reticulated water and 

sewerage supply system.  

b) The design and layout of commercial 

developments must provide space and facilities to 

enable efficient and cost-effective provision of 

reticulated services.  

c) Any upgrades to public infrastructure including 

water, sewer, electricity, natural gas, roads and 

stormwater, necessary to service the proposed 

development must be carried out by the 

applicant and at no cost to service providers.  

d) Commercial activities that generate and 

discharge liquid trade waste to the reticulated 

sewerage system must obtain the relevant Liquid 

Trade Waste approval from Council. The business 

activity must comply at all times with the 

requirements of the Liquid Trade Waste Regulation 

Guidelines and any conditions of the Liquid Trade 

Waste Approval.  

 

 

 

2.11 Parking, Access and Mobility 
 

New development must comply where required with the controls contained within Part M of this 

Development Control Plan – Parking, Access & Mobility. 

 

2.12 Signage 
 

Developments proposing signage must comply with the controls contained in Part L of this 

Development Control Plan – Advertising and Signage. 

 

2.13 Landscaping 
 

New commercial developments must comply with the controls contained in Part N of this 

Development Control Plan – Landscaping. 

 

2.14 Soil Erosion and Sediment Control 
 

New commercial developments involving construction work must comply with the controls 

contained in Part Q of this Development Control Plan – Soil Erosion & Sediment Control.  
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H.3 West Cowra Controls 

 

3.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section H.3 applies to any commercial development 

that is permissible within the B1 Neighbourhood zone 

under Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012. The B1 

Neighbourhood zone is shown in the map below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Objectives for Commerical Development  
 

The objectives for commercial development in the West Cowra Neighbourhood area are: 

 

a) To promote functional commercial and business development that makes a positive 

contribution to the streetscape and visual amenity of the surrounding area.  

b) To promote a high standard of design, materials and construction. 

c) To minimise the visual impact of larger buildings fronting public spaces or neighbouring 

residential dwellings. 

d) To ensure that building height is consistent with the scale appropriate to the location of the 

land.  

e) To avoid unsightly or visually intrusive development 

f) To reinforce strong definition of streets and public spaces. 

g) To improve pedestrian amenity and the quality of the public domain. 

h) To improve pedestrian access and mobility. 

i) To encourage the creation of secure environments for commercial businesses and customers 

of those business.  
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3.3 Setback Controls 
 

Setbacks are important as they establish the buildings 

location in relationship to the lot boundaries, the 

streetscape and neighbouring buildings. In 

commercial areas, setbacks can be used to reinforce 

a strong street definition and improve pedestrian 

accessibility.   

 

a) Generally, setbacks should: 

I. Reinforce the existing street pattern, 

character and function. 

II. Be compatible with adjacent 

development and adjacent building 

setbacks. 

III. Be appropriate for the level of pedestrian 

activity and proposed land-use.  

IV. Not result in buildings that obstruct sight 

distance at intersections.  

V. Allow for adequate servicing of the 

development 

VI. meet the requirements of the Building 

Code of Australia. 

VII. Be not less than 3 metres where the 

boundary is shared by a residential zone. 

 

 

 

3.4 Building Height Controls 
 

Managing building height is about ensuring there is a reasonable level of uniformity along the 

streetscape. There are no set height limits for buildings in the B1 Neighbourhood zone, however the 

design of new commercial buildings needs to be carefully considered to avoid adverse impacts 

on the streetscape. 

 

a) New buildings should be design to be compatible with streetscape character. 

b) New buildings should be sympathetic to adjacent buildings and, if necessary, provide a 

transition in height to adjacent buildings to minimise visual impact. 

c) New buildings should only be as high as is necessary for the proposed use to function 

effectively with good internal amenity. 

d) New buildings should be designed minimise overshadowing of public places and private open 

spaces of adjacent buildings.  
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3.5 Building Design Controls 
 

High quality building design is important to create 

attractive and functional commercial environments for 

all users.  The application of the following controls will 

lead to the growth and development of a new 

standard of commercial buildings in West Cowra. 

 

General 

 

a) The continuity of retail, business premises and shop 

fronts is to be maintained. 

b) New development should promote an enhanced 

pedestrian environment through attractive 

facades and frontage treatments that open up 

onto the street. 

c) Passive surveillance of all public places is to be 

promoted by ensuring appropriate orientation of 

buildings.  

d) New commercial buildings should be designed so 

that all external infrastructure / services (including 

air conditioning units, plant rooms, ducting etc) 

can be screened from view from a public place or 

road (as much as is practically possible). 

 

Articulation 

 

e) Building elevations / facades (especially for larger 

buildings) should reduce bulk and scale and 

provide visual interest through the use of variations in: 

I. Facade treatments 

II. Roof lines. 

III. Openings, recesses and windows. 

IV. Building materials and colours. 

f) Large expansive blank walls are not permitted unless abutting a building wall (with no 

openings) on adjoining allotment. 

 

Street frontages 

 

g) Development at the ground level adjacent to streets must avoid large blank walls, have 

clearly defined entrances, incorporate windows for visibility in and out of any business, and 

promote pedestrian activity.  

h) Commercial or retail development on corner sites with limited setbacks must incorporate 

splays, curves, building entries and other architectural elements to reinforce the corner as a 

landmark feature of the street.  

 

Colours and Materials 

 

i) Corporate colours and logos should, where possible, be incorporated into the overall colour 

scheme and not be the dominant feature. 

j) External materials (particularly metal clad roofs and walls) must have low reflectivity if they are 

visible from a public road, public place of neighbouring residential property and there is a 

reasonable probability of glare affecting driver safety, residential amenity, or the building 

being too visually intrusive. 
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k) Colour schemes selected for buildings shall be 

sympathetic to surrounding buildings and should 

be designed to blend with the streetscape in order 

to strengthen urban design and streetscape 

appearance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.6 External lighting Controls 
 

External lighting can be used to enhance the appearance and functionality of buildings and 

spaces within the commercial environment. Lighting is also important for public safety, particularly 

at night time for pedestrians aswell as motorists.  

 

a) Any external lighting of buildings is to be considered with regard to: 

I. The integration of external light fixtures with the architecture of the building (for 

example, highlighting external features of the building) 

II. The contribution of the visual effects of external lighting to the character of the 

building, surrounds and skyline 

III. The energy efficiency of the external lighting system 

IV. The amenity of residents in the locality. 

V. The potential impact on motoring safety. 

b) Floodlights should not be installed for buildings in the West Cowra Neighbourhood Centre. 
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3.7 Solar Access Controls 
 

The solar access of a property refers to its potential to 

receive adequate sunlight so certain areas of a 

building can catch the sun’s energy. In areas where 

residential and commercial land uses co-exist, such as 

the B5 Business Development zone, it is important for 

commercial building design to consider the solar 

access of neighbouring residential areas.  

 

a) New commercial development is to ensure that a 

minimum of 3 hours of direct sunlight is received to 

at least 50% of the living areas and private open 

space of adjoining dwellings in residential zones 

between 9.00am and 3.00pm on 21 June. 

b) If the existing residential property or open space 

already receives less than 3 hours of sunlight then 

the development should not not further reduce 

this solar access. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.8 Fencing and Security Controls 
 

The design of fences has an impact on the real and perceived safety of users within a commercial 

environment. Poorly designed fencing can reduce motorist’s safety and also adversely impact on 

the attractiveness of commercial spaces. The visual impact, scale and design of fences in 

commercial areas all need to be carefully considered.  

 

Fencing 

 

a) Fencing that is visible from a public place should be visually unobtrusive and softened with a 

high standard of landscaping where physically possible.  

b) Fencing that is forward of the building should be constructed with a combination of solid and 

open / landscaped elements in a style that complements the commercial building.  

Security Gates / Grills 

 

c) Access gates shall be set back from the public roadway a sufficient distance to allow a 

vehicle to stand without hindering vehicular or pedestrian traffic on the public road whilst the 

gate is open and closed. 

d) Security grilles are permissible on shopfronts but only where they are see through, and will not 

dominate the streetscape adversely impact on passive surveillance. 
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3.9 Open Storage Areas & Waste 

Management Controls 
 

Most business activities generate waste or take 

deliveries as part of their day to day business. If these 

areas are not properly designed, located or 

maintained, they can impact on the attractiveness, 

functionality and general amenity of commercial 

spaces.  

 

a) Open storage areas should be screened from 

public places, including public roads, and are to 

be sealed. 

b) Screen fences are to be a maximum of 2.4 metres 

in height and goods are not to be stacked higher 

than the actual fence. 

c) Open storage areas are to be located behind the 

building or another part of the site that cannot be 

seen from the street or from adjoining properties. 

d) Landscaping is generally not an acceptable 

method of screening on its own, unless it is already 

well established and the applicant can 

demonstrate that the storage area will be 

effectively screened. Landscaping may only be 

used for screening purposes when undertaken in 

conjunction with fencing, and other screening 

devices. 

 

 

e) Full details of the materials likely to be stored on the site are to be provided to Council for 

assessment as part of the Development Application.  

f) The storage of hazardous goods, materials or wastes will not be permitted in areas that adjoin 

residential or other sensitive land-uses.  

g) Sufficient space must be provided on-site for the loading and unloading of wastes. This activity 

is not to be undertaken on any public place.  

h) Commercial activities that generate and discharge liquid trade waste to the reticulated 

sewerage system must obtain the relevant Liquid Trade Waste approval from Council. The 

commercial activity must comply at all times with the requirements of the Liquid Trade Waste 

Regulation Guidelines and any conditions of the Liquid Trade Waste Approval.  
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3.10 Servicing Controls 
 

All new commercial development is expected to be 

serviced to a minimumn level. The provision of essential 

services allows commercial development to function 

properly. 

 

a) New commercial developments must be 

connected to Council’s reticulated water and 

sewerage supply system.  

b) The design and layout of commercial 

developments must provide space and facilities to 

enable efficient and cost-effective provision of 

reticulated services.  

c) Any upgrades to public infrastructure including 

water, sewer, electricity, natural gas, roads and 

stormwater, necessary to service the proposed 

development must be carried out by the 

applicant and at no cost to service providers.  

d) Commercial activities that generate and 

discharge liquid trade waste to the reticulated 

sewerage system must obtain the relevant Liquid 

Trade Waste approval from Council. The business 

activity must comply at all times with the 

requirements of the Liquid Trade Waste Regulation 

Guidelines and any conditions of the Liquid Trade 

Waste Approval.  

 

 

 

3.11 Parking, Access and Mobility 
 

New development must comply where required with the controls contained within Part M of this 

Development Control Plan – Parking, Access & Mobility. 

 

3.12 Signage 
 

Developments proposing signage must comply with the controls contained in Part L of this 

Development Control Plan – Advertising and Signage. 

 

3.13 Landscaping 
 

New commercial developments must comply with the controls contained in Part N of this 

Development Control Plan – Landscaping. 

 

3.14 Soil Erosion and Sediment Control 
 

New commercial developments involving construction work must comply with the controls 

contained in Part Q of this Development Control Plan – Soil Erosion & Sediment Control.  
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H.4 Residential Uses in 

Commercial Zones 

 

4.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section H.4 applies to any form of residential 

development that is permissible within the B2 Local 

Centre, B1 Neighbourhood Centre or B5 Business 

Developments zones.  

 

4.2 Residential Dwellings 
 

The requirements of Part E of this Development Control 

Plan will apply to Development Applications for any 

form of residential development that is permissible 

within the B2 Local Centre Zone or B5 Business 

Development Zone.  
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I.1 General Provisions – 

Industrial Development  

1.1 Application of this Section 

 
Section I.1 applies to any development that is 

permissible with consent on land zoned IN1 General 

Industrial and IN2 Light Industrial under the Cowra 

Local Environmental Plan 2012, and any other zones 

where industrial development is permitted.  
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1.2 Objectives for Industrial 

Development  
 

a) To encourage high quality, sustainable and 

innovative industrial design which enhances the 

quality of the streetscape and surrounding 

environment.  

b) To ensure that new development supports and 

does not detract from the functions of the Cowra 

Central Business District. 

c) To encourage a development layout, design and 

function that minimises impact on activities in 

other zones, including sensitive uses such as a 

residential and recreation uses.  

d) To improve traffic access and safety conditions. 

e) To encourage landscaping that complements the 

design of the buildings, and provides buffers to 

neighbouring lots and the public domain.  

f) To ensure that new development is provided with 

adequate vehicle parking, circulation, loading 

and unloading areas.  

g) To encourage the use of building materials that 

mitigate noise impacts on adjoining land-uses, 

particularly residential areas.  

h) To avoid unsightly or visually intrusive 

development, particularly along main roads or 

areas that are exposed to the main entry points of 

the Cowra Township.  

i) To ensure that new developments are provided with adequate waste storage facilities in 

areas that not visually prominent from the public domain.  

j) To encourage development that contributes to and / or improves the safety and security of 

industrial and surrounding areas.  

k) To ensure that new development is connected to physical infrastructure and services that 

have capacity to accommodate the development.  

l) To ensure that new development is designed to prevent the discharge of unaceptable levels 

of environmental pollution.  
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1.3 Land-use Conflict & Pollution 

Management Controls 
 

The design of industrial development should take 

account of the following impact mitigation strategies, 

particularly when the development is located in close 

proximity to residential or other sensitive land-uses: 

 

General 

 

a) Careful site planning should be used to maximise 

the distance between activities that have 

potential to generate noise, dust, odour etc, and 

sensitive uses or activities on adjoining land.  

b) Consideration should be given to conducting 

noisy, dusty or odourous activities at limited times 

of the day. 

Water 

 

c) Industrial activities that generate and discharge 

liquid trade waste to the reticulated sewerage 

system must obtain the relevant Liquid Trade 

Waste approval from Council.  

d) Development involving construction works should 

implement an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan 

prepared and submitted in accordance with Part 

Q of this DCP. 

 

 

Dust 

 

e) Vehicle entry, exits, loading, unloading and internal manoeuvring areas should be concreted, 

sealed or topped with blue metal agregate (as a minimum) to prevent the emission of dust 

from trafficable surfaces. 

Noise 

 

f) Buildings used for noisy operations should be designed (orientated, insulated etc) to inhibit the 

transmission of noise onto nearby properties used for residential or other noise sensitive 

purposes.   

g) The design of industrial buildings should avoid vehicle entry doors, roller shutters and other 

frequently used openings in walls that adjoin residential and other sensitive uses.  

h) Noisy operations including manufacturing and loading / unloading activities should be carried 

out at reasonable times.   

i) Hours of operation and access to the site through residential streets may be restricted where 

the proposed development involves the generation of noise likely to affect residential areas.  

j) An acoustic report from a suitably qualified acoustic consultant may be required to be 

submitted with a Development Application where there is reasonable likelihood that a 

proposed industrial activity will generate noise that impacts on residential amenity.  The 

information provided in an acoustic report should include the minimum information 

recommended in the Noise Guide for Local Government 2013. A copy of the Noise Guide for 

Local Government 2013 can be downloaded from the following website address: 

 http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/noise/nglg.htm 

Visual 

 

k) The design of industrial buildings should avoid the use long blank walls with no articulation. 

l) The design of industrial buildings should incorporate the use of building materials that do not 

have highly reflective properties.  
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m) Light sources, particularly those which may be 

used for loading and unloading operations should 

be directed away from adjoining properties. 

n) Effective use of landscaping should be used to 

screen unsightly areas, improve streetscape 

appearance, and reduce the impact of pollutants 

emitted from industrial activities.  

o) Careful site planning should be used to limit the 

amount of overshadowing on adjoining residential 

sites caused by bulky industrial buildings.  

Odour 

 

p) Development involving oderous activities should 

be appropriately seperated from residential or 

other sensitive land-uses.  
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1.4 Setback Controls 
 

Front Setbacks 

 

Front setbacks are important as they establish the 

building’s location in relationship to the lot boundaries, 

the streetscape and neighbouring buildings. Front 

setbacks allow space for landscaping and car parking. 

 

Front setbacks are measured from the front boundary 

of the allotment to the outer edge of the wall of the 

building.  

 

a) Front setback areas must be a minimum of 8m, 

incorporating a minimum 3 metre landscaping 

strip.  

Front setback areas larger than the minimum are 

encouraged where this area is used for on-site car 

parking.  

Front setback areas must not be used for storage 

or display of goods,  excessive signage, or loading 

/unloading areas.  

b) New developments on sites that have a corner 

frontage are to provide an 8 metre front setback 

to the primary road and a minimum 4 metre 

setback to the secondary road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates the front setback requirements for industrial 

developments, incorporating a landscape strip.  
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Side and Rear Setbacks 

 

Side and rear setbacks are designed to allow 

seperation between building on adjoining blocks. It is 

important to consider how a side and rear setback 

could impact on neighbouring land-use.  

 

c) Industrial buildings should generally be setback 3 

metres from side and rear property boundaries. 

d) Despite control (a), where the adjoining property is 

used for a non-industrial / non-residential purpose, 

the side and rear setback must be a minimum of 3 

metres, incorporating a minimum 2 metre 

landscaping strip.  

e) Where the adjoining property is used for a 

residential purpose, the side and rear setback 

must be a minimum of 6 metres, incorporating a 

minimum 3 metre landscaping strip.  

f) Zero side and rear setbacks are permitted subject 

to compliance with the Building Code of Australia 

and merit issues are deemed acceptable in 

relation to adjoining or adjacent properties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates how an industrial building must be setback from a 

boundary that is shared with a residential zone.  
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1.5 Building Design & Form Controls 
 

Industrial developments should be designed to be 

both functional and attractive. The creation of 

interesting building forms is encouraged as a way of 

improving the overall appearance and general 

amenity of industrial areas.   

 

Building Design 

 

a) Office components should be located at the 

street frontage of the structure, and should be 

architecturall differentiated to break up the 

facade.  

b) Creative architecture is encouraged to express 

new building structures and minimise use of 

reflective glass or large blocks of one material.  

c) Long blank walls and unbroken roof lines should be 

avoided facing the street or public domain. This 

can be achieved by incorporating one or more of 

the following techniques into the building facades: 

I. Wall plane projection or recesses. 

II. Windows. 

III. Variation of roof height. 

IV. Material changes. 

V. Archades or trellises. 

VI. Landscaping. 

 

d) All rooftop or exposed structures including lift motor rooms, plant rooms, air conditioning, 

ventilation and exhaust systems should be integrated with the building design in order to 

ensure interesting and high quality appearance. 

e) New developments on corner sites should address both street frontages in terms of facade 

treatment and articulation of elevations. 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates an industrial building with differentiated office 

component, creative architecture and good articuation.   
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Building Height 

 

f) Building height should not exceed 3 storeys.  

g) Building height should not adversely impact on the 

visual amenity of the locality. 

h) Building height should not result in the 

unreasonable loss of solar access to adjoining and 

adjacent properties between the hours of 9:00am 

and 3:00pm on 22 June.  

Building Materials 

 

i) Masonry textured concrete or concrete block, 

render, brick or other earthen material, glass and 

metal is encouraged to be incorporated into 

building design. 

j) External materials (particularly metal clad roofs 

and walls) should not be highly reflective if they 

are visible from a public road or residential area 

and there is a reasonable probability of glare 

affecting driver safety or residential amenity.  

k) All external building materials including roofing 

should be of a neutral colour appropriate to the 

site.  
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1.6 Open Storage Areas & Waste 

Management Controls 
 

Most industrial activities generate a waste stream and 

require the temporary or permanent storage of goods. 

Waste collection and storage areas need to be 

properly designed, located or maintained to minimise 

impacts on the environment, the streetscape and 

neighbouring land-uses.  

 

a) Storage areas should be located behind the 

building or another part of the site that cannot be 

seen from the street or from adjoining properties. 

Alternatively, these areas must be screened from 

public view.  

b) Screen fences should be a maximum of 2.4 metres 

in height and goods should not to be stacked 

higher than the actual fence. 

c) Landscaping is generally not an acceptable 

method of screening, unless it is already well 

established and the applicant can demonstrate 

that the storage area will be effectively screened. 

Landscaping may only be used for screening 

purposes when undertaken in conjunction with 

fencing, and other screening devices. 

d) The storage of hazardous goods, materials or 

wastes will not be permitted in areas that adjoin 

residential or other sensitive land-uses.  

 

e) Sufficient space should be provided on-site for the loading and unloading of wastes. This 

activity is not to be undertaken on any public place.  

f) Industrial activities that generate and discharge liquid trade waste to the reticulated 

sewerage system must obtain the relevant Liquid Trade Waste approval from Council. The 

industrial activity must comply at all times with the requirements of the Liquid Trade Waste 

Regulation Guidelines and any conditions of the Liquid Trade Waste Approval.  

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates an industrial building with it’s waste collection and 

storage area located behind the building and away from view from the public street.  
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1.7 Fencing Controls 
 

Fencing is typically required for security purposes in 

industrial areas, however it can also be used to 

improve the appearance, functionality and safety of a 

development if it designed and placed properly.  The 

visual impact, scale and design of fences in industrial 

areas all need to be carefully considered. 

 

a) Security fencing should provide for the protection 

of property and should be avoided (where 

possible) around non-productive and exposed 

areas of the site such as car parking and 

landscaped areas. 

b) Security fencing should not wholly obstruct the 

view of landscaping from the street.  

c) Security fencing should preserve safe sight 

distances for all vehicle entry and exit locations, 

including those on adjoining properties.  

d) Mesh security fencing should not be located in 

front of the main building wall towards the street 

and must not be erected to a height greater than 

2.4 metres.  
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1.8 Servicing Controls 
 

All new industrial development is expected to be 

serviced to a minimumn level. The provision of essential 

services allows industrial developments to function 

properly. 

 

a) All new industrial developments are to be fully 

serviced by reticulated water and reticulated 

sewerage, and must be connected to the street 

stormwater drainage system where this is 

available. 

b) Despite control (a), new industrial developments 

on land in the IN2 Light Industrial zone south of 

Waratah Street may use on-site domestic waste 

disposal subject to compliance with the 

recommendations of a site suitability report 

prepared by a qualified geotechnical engineer. 

Such a report is to be submitted to Council for 

assessment with the Development Application.  

c) The development is to be connected to the 

reticulated electricity system to the relevevant 

authority’s requirements. An underground service 

should be provided where possible.  

d) The development is to be connected to a 

telecommunication system to the relevent 

authorities requirements. 

 

 

e) Any upgrades to public infrastructure including water, sewer, electricity, natural gas, roads 

and stormwater, necessary to service the proposed development must be carried out by the 

applicant and at no cost to Council.  

f) Buildings and structures should be located clear of utility infrastructure. For sewer mains, 

structures are to be located a minimum of one metre plus the equivalent invert depth from 

the centreline of the main. 
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1.9 Commercial Activity Controls  
 

A variety of commercial activities are permitted with 

consent in the IN1 General Industrial and IN2 Light 

Industrial zones under Cowra Local Environmental Plan 

2012.  

 

The controls contained in this Part apply generally to 

new commercial activities on industrial zoned land, 

however these applications will be subject to merit 

assessment where strict compliance with these controls 

is deemed unnecessary. Notwithstanding, commercial 

activities in an industrial zone should demonstrate that 

they are: 

 

a) Ancillary to the approved industry; and / or 

b) Intended to serve persons occupied or employed 

in a landuse otherwise permitted in the zone; and 

/ or 

c) Most suited to the location in an industrial area by 

virtue of their operation (i.e. they must not be 

otherwise more appropriately located in the 

Cowra Central Business District or another 

commercial area). 

 

 

 

1.10 Parking, Access and Mobility 
 

New development must comply where required with the controls contained within Part M of this 

Development Control Plan – Parking, Access & Mobility. 

 

1.11 Signage 
 

Developments proposing signage must comply with the controls contained in Part L of this 

Development Control Plan – Advertising and Signage. 

 

1.12 Landscaping 
 

New developments must comply with the controls contained in Part N of this Development Control 

Plan – Landscaping. 

 

1.13 Soil Erosion and Sediment Control 
 

New developments involving construction work must comply with the controls contained in Part Q 

of this Development Control Plan – Land Management.  
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I.2 Locality 1 - Nangar St 

Industrial Precinct 
 

 

2.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section I.2 of this Part applies to the precinct shown in 

the map to the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map – Nangar Street Industrial Precinct 
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2.2 Context 
 

The Nangar Street industrial precinct is located on the 

north eastern periphery of the Cowra Township. 

Residential and recreation uses are located in close 

proximity to the area, and immediately adjoin the 

industrial precinct in some places.  Instances of land-

use conflict between industrial and residential land-use 

have been known to exist.  

 

There is scope to improve the transition between 

industrial and residential uses, particular in the north of 

the Nangar Street Industrial Precinct, which is 

predominantly vacant industrial land which adjoins 

vacant residential land.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Objectives for Locality 1 - Nangar St Industrial Precinct 
 

The objectives for development in this precinct are: 

 

a) To encourage a development layout, design and function that minimises impact on activities 

in nearby residential and recreation zones.  

b) To ensure that new development is well designed and does not have an unacceptable 

impact when viewed from nearby residential and recreation zones.  
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2.4 Site Planning Principles & Controls 
 

In addition to the general controls contained in 

Section I.1 of this plan, the following specific controls 

will apply (and prevail in the event of an inconsistency) 

to land within the Nangar Street Industrial Precinct: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Site Planning Principles 

 

New development is required to demonstrate compliance with the following site planning 

principles: 

 

a) New industrial buildings are sited on the allotment to achieve the maximum separation 

possible between adjoining residential or open space areas.  

b) Sources of potential pollution (noise, smell, odour, vibration) are identified and sited to 

achieve the maximum separation possible between adjoining residential or open space 

areas. 

c) Ancillary uses such as car parking, landscaping and storage areas are incorporated into the 

setback areas between new industrial buildings and adjoining residential or open space 

areas.  

d) New industrial buildings are designed and sited to limit the extent of overshadowing on 

adjoining residential or open space areas.  

e) New industrial buildings are sited to ensure that vehicle entry doors, roller shutters and other 

frequently used openings are oriented away from adjoining residential and open space areas.  

f) Landscaping screens unsightly areas, improve streetscape appearance, and reduces the 

impact of pollutants emitted from industrial activities.  

g) Entrances to new industrial development shall be located off Nangar Street or Bourke Street. 

New entrances will not be permitted onto Pridham Street unless it can be demonstrated that 

there are no other practical alternatives. 
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Setbacks and Buffers 

 

New development is required to demonstrate 

compliance with the following setback and buffer 

requirements. 

 

h) A 10 metre wide landscape strip is to be provided 

along any boundary that is shared with Pridham 

Street, Mulyan Oval, or Lot 29 DP 975291 (including 

any subsequent subdivision lots created 

therefrom) 

i) All new industrial buildings are to be setback a 

minimum 30 metres from any boundary that is 

shared with Pridham Street, Mulyan Oval, or Lot 29 

DP 975291.  
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J.1 Introduction 

The Cowra Airport Master Plan 2011 establishes a plan 

for the future development of the Cowra Airport over 

the next 30 years.  

 

The Master Plan identifies a wide variety of businesses 

and industries that should be planned for at the Cowra 

Airport.  They include large and small scale hangars, 

manufacturing and servicing industries, engineering 

services, spare parts sales and distribution, 

warehousing, aircraft charter services, aerial 

agriculture, tourism and their associated ancillary 

administrative services, pilot training facilities as well as 

emergency service facilities.  

 

The Master Plan also sets a broad, but targeted 

strategic approach to guide the future growth and 

development of Cowra Airport. 

 

Part J builds on the work that has been completed as 

part of the Cowra Airport Master Plan.  It provides more 

detailed planning controls to guide the development 

of the Airport.  
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1.1 Application of this Part 
 

Part J applies to all developments within the B7 

Business Park zone in accordance with Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012.  

 

The provision of this plan must be taken into 

consideration for all developments that require 

Development Consent from Council and may include: 

 

a) Applications to subdivide land. 

b) Applications to erect buildings, extend existing 

developments or for the change of use of 

buildings. 

c) Applications for the use of land, or for the change 

of use of land. 

This part of the Plan does not apply to any 

development that may be carried out on land at the 

Cowra Airport without consent in accordance with 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 

2007 or State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt 

and Complying Development Codes) 2008.  

 

 

 

 

1.2 Objectives 
 

The objectives for the Cowra Airport Business Park are: 

 

a) To ensure the orderly growth and development of the land in accordance with the strategic 

framework set by the Cowra Airport Master Plan. 

b) To maintain a high standard of marketability for the Cowra Airport Business Park. 

c) To promote a safe environment for the movement and passage of all users at the Cowra 

Airport. 

d) To ensure that built form within the Cowra Airport Business Park does not detract from the 

amenity of surrounding areas.  

e) To ensure that new development within the Cowra Airport Business Park does not interfere with 

the continued operation of the Cowra Airport. 

f) To ensure that new development is carried out in a manner that minimises environmental 

impact.  

g) To ensure the adequate provision is made for new infrastructure, utilities and stormwater 

drainage. 
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J.2 Subdivision 

The Cowra Airport site has a large amount of surplus 

land that is not directly required as part of ongoing 

operations of the airport facility. The Cowra Airport 

Master Plan has identified plans for the subdivision of 

this land.  The subdivision of land will be staged to 

meet market demand, creating new allotments that 

can accommodate a wide variety of aviation related 

business and industrial uses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Objectives for Subdivision 
 

The objectives for subdivision are: 

 

a) To establish a consistent and coordinated approach to the creation of new subdivisions lots. 

b) To ensure that new subdivisions lots meet the needs of users of the Cowra Airport. 

c) To ensure amenity for users of the Cowra Airport and adjoining land.  

d) To ensure practical road access is provided to all new subdivisions lots.  

e) To ensure infrastructure and servicing is provided to all new subdivision lots, according to their 

intended use.  

f) To ensure provision is made for stormwater drainage.  

g) To ensure that subdivision occurs in a logical, efficient and orderly manner that minimises 

environmental impact. 

h) To ensure a safe environment for the movement and passage of all users at the Cowra Airport. 
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2.2 Land Title Controls 
 

The Cowra Airport Master Plan has determined that a 

key to a successful Cowra Airport lies largely within the 

aviation sector, and is linked to the creation of 

freehold titles for lease or sale. Freehold title is 

sometimes referred to as Torrens title and is the 

traditional form of subdivision.  It allows for individual lot 

ownership, but also provides options for leasing 

arrangements where this is desirable.  

 

a) All new subdivision lots created within the Cowra 

Airport Business Park are to be comprised of 

Torrens Title.  

b) Strata Title or Community Title subdivision lots are 

not permitted under this plan.  
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2.3 Lot Design Controls 
 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 does not set 

minimum lot size controls for the subdivision of land 

within the B7 Business Park zone. This provides flexibility 

to ensure that a range of subdivision lots can be 

created to accommodate the differing land area 

requirements of a wide variety of business and 

industrial uses. It also allows lots to be created at 

varying sizes for ancillary purposes such as car parking, 

or public amenities and infrastructure.  

 

a) Development lots should, where possible, be 

regular in shape to maximise site useability. 

b) Highly irregular shaped lots will only be considered 

where these are residual, or are intended to be 

created for ancillary or public purposes (e.g. car 

parking or utility installations).  

c) Battle-axe lots are not permitted. 

d) Development lots must contain at least one 

frontage with direct access to a designated taxi-

way. 

e) Development lots must contain at least one 

frontage with direct access to a designated road-

way. 

f) Subdivision design should provide a mix of 

allotment sizes to cater for a range of different 

users needs and requirements, with larger lots 

provided closer to the main runway.  

 

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates the lot design controls for subdivision at the Cowra 

Airport: 
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2.4 Taxiway Design Controls 
 

A taxiway is a path on an airport connecting runways 

with ramps, hangars, terminals and other airport 

facilities.  

 

Taxiways are designed to cater for aircraft that use 

them. Once the critical aircraft is determined, then the 

aerdrome facilities, including the taxiways are 

designed and built to meet those characteristics. 

 

For the Cowra Airport, the taxiways must be designed 

around the characteristics of a Dash Q400 aircraft, 

and comply with the requirements of the Civil Aviation 

Safety Authority Manual of Standards Part 139 – 

Aerodromes.   

 

a) The taxiway running parallel to runway 15/33 must 

be designed to Code C requirements in 

accordance with Section 6.3 of the Manual of 

Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes.  

b) All other taxiways must be designed to minimum 

Code B requirements in accordance with Section 

6.3 of the Manual of Standards Part 139 – 

Aerodromes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates the design requirements for taxi-ways at the Cowra 

Airport business park: 
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2.5 Stormwater Management Controls 
 

Existing stormwater infrastructure at the Cowra Airport 

requires upgrading in order to accommodate the 

growth and development planned for the site. The 

proper management of stormwater from new 

subdivision lots is particularly important in preventing 

localised flooding. 

 

The Cowra Airport Master Plan recommends the 

construction of an on-site detention basin on the 

eastern side of main runway 15/33 and the creation of 

easements over existing stormwater drainage lines on 

adjoining privately owned land. The following controls 

apply to new development at the Cowra Airport: 

 

a) Subdivision proposals are to be accompanied by 

a detailed Stormwater Management Plan.  

b) Stormwater from new subdivisions lots, roads and 

taxiways must be directed to the on-site 

stormwater basin planned for construction on the 

eastern side of main runway 15/33.   

c) Stormwater overflow must not be directed onto 

adjoining privately owned land, unless an 

appropriate easement has been secured.  

 

 

 

d) Post-development peak flows must be equal to or less than pre-development peak flows 

leaving the Cowra Airport site.  

The following diagram conceptually illustrates the location of the stormwater basin planned for 

construction on the eastern side of main runway 15/33. 
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2.6 Infrastructure & Servicing Controls 
 

Most urban services are already available to the 

airport site, including reticulated water supply, 

electricity supply and telecommunications.  

Reticulated sewerage is planned to be augmented to 

the Cowra Airport site, and will be available to new 

subdivisions and developments.  The following controls 

apply: 

 

a) All development lots are to be connected to a 

separate reticulated water supply. 

b) All development lots are to be connected to a 

separate reticulated sewerage supply. On-site 

waste disposal is not be permitted.  

c) All development lots must be connected to 

underground electricity and telecommunications 

infrastructure in accordance with the requirements 

of the relevant service provider. Aboveground 

services are not be permitted.  

d) Easements must be provided over all new 

subdivision allotments where necessary to protect 

existing and proposed services.  

e) Compatible public utility services should be co-

ordinated in common trenching to minimise 

construction costs for underground services and 

reduce restrictions on landscaping within the road 

reserve. 
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2.7 Access Controls 
 

Public road access will be required for each new 

subdivision allotment at the Cowra Airport. Based on 

the Cowra Airport Master Plan, a series of new 

entrance roads are required. 

 

a) All new public roads are to be constructed and 

sealed to comply with the controls in the table 

shown to the right.  

a) Safe and convenient vehicle access must be 

provided to each allotment in accordance with 

Cowra Shire Council Engineering Standards. 

Combined accesses are to be provided where 

possible to maximise opportunities for landscaping 

within the road reserve.  

b) All property accesses must be sealed from the 

road edgeline to the property boundary.  

c) Proposed street names for the new roads shall be 

submitted with the Development Application for 

each stage of the subdivision to enable finalisation 

of the road naming process prior to the release of 

the final plan. 

d) Development lots are not to have direct access 

onto Airport Road or the Mid Western Highway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reservation Width Formation Width Seal Width 

     

30m 8m 7m 
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2.8 Car Parking Controls 
 

Traditionally, the responsibility for the provision of visitor 

car parking has rested with the developer of a new 

business or industry, who would be required to  provide 

an adequate amount of spaces on-site, for exclusive 

use by the owner / occupiers or visitors of the business 

or industry that is placed on the land.  

 

A different approach is to be adopted for new 

development at the Cowra Airport. The responsibility 

for the provision of visitor car parking will rest with the 

subdivider of the land. 

 

The objective is for the subdivider to provide a number 

of communal and on-street car parking areas in 

central,  easily accessible locations, that benefit all 

airport users. By removing the need for on-site visitor 

car parking, the site area available for building and 

other active uses is maximised, and the cost of 

development is minimised.  

 

a) One (1) in every ten (10) subdivision lots created at 

the Cowra Airport must be dedicated to the 

public and developed as a communal car park.  

b) The dedicated lot should be regular in shape 

(where possible), have a minimum area of 1250m2 

and provide the maximum number of spaces 

designed in accordance with AS AS 2890.1 Off-

Street Car Parking. 

 

 

c) Development lots may provide additional car parking on site, provided they are designed in 

accordance with Part M of this DCP. 

 

The diagram below conceptually illustrates a communal car parking lot: 
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2.9 Landscaping Controls 
 

Traditionally, the responsibility for the provision of 

landscaping has rested with the developer of a new 

business or industry, who would be required to install 

lanscaping as part of the building phase of a new 

development.  

 

A different approach is to be adopted for new 

development at the Cowra Airport. The responsibility 

for the provision of landscaping will rest with the 

subdivider of the land. 

 

The objective is for the subdivider to provide low 

maintenance landscaping within the road reservation 

in accordance with the principles of Water Sensitive 

Urban Design. This will reduce the maintenance 

burden for lot owners, allow for a consistent approach 

to landscape design, and assist in managing 

stormwater generated from new development at the 

site.  

 

a) Subdivision proposals should be accompanied by 

a detailed Landscape Plan, prepared in 

accordance with the requirements of Part N – 

Landscaping.  

b) All landscaping should be installed within the road 

reservation.  

c) All existing mature trees and vegetation must be 

retained where possible and incorporated into the 

landscape design.   

d) All landscaping should be designed and installed in accordance with the principles of Water 

Sensitive Urban Design. 

e) Landscaping and plantings should not include any fruiting or seeding tree, bush or plant which 

attracts birds or fruit bats. 

f) Development lots must provide and maintain grassed turf between the road reserve and front 

of the building line. 

g) Development lots may provide additional landscaping, provided they are designed in 

accordance with Part N – Landscaping. 
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2.10 Buffers 
 

The Cowra Airport adjoins land zoned R5 Large Lot 

Residential to the east. Council’s strategic planning 

has identified this land as a residential growth area for 

the Cowra Township.  It is important to manage the 

interface between housing and airport operations to 

avoid amenity impacts, including noise, odour, visual 

and privacy impacts. 

 

The creation of a landscaped buffer on the western 

side of Airport Road will provide an effective buffer 

between airport activities and residential land to the 

east.   

 

a) The subdivider must dedicate to Council a strip of 

land not less than 30 metres wide running parallel 

to and adjoining Airport Road. 

b) Within this strip, a minimum 20 metre wide 

vegetated buffer (see diagram to the right) 

comprised of suitable native species must be 

planted to form a landscaped buffer. A planting 

schedule must be submitted with the 

Development Application for approval. 

c) The dedication of land and planting of trees and 

shrubs must occur as part of the first stage of 

subdivision at the Cowra Airport. This will allow for 

landscaping to become established before further 

stages of subdivision are advanced. 
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J.3 Built Form 

Built form is a general term that refers to all built 

elements of the environment, their characteristics, their 

relationship to other built elements and to the land on 

which they are placed. 

 

Managing built form at the Cowra Airport is important 

to ensure high levels of amenity are maintained, to 

attract new businesses to the area, and to ensure that 

new growth and development does not interfere with 

the continued operation of the airport facility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Objectives 
 

The objectives for built form are: 

a) To achieve an attractive environment through quality building design. 

b) To ensure that development within the Cowra Airport Business Park does not detract from the 

amenity of surrounding rural and residential areas.  

c) To ensure that new development within the Cowra Airport Business Park does not interfere with 

the continued operation of the Cowra Airport.  

d) To allow reasonable advertisement of industrial or business activities. 
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3.2 Setback Controls 
 

Front Setbacks 

 

Lots at the Cowra Airport will typically have two active 

frontages – one that faces a public road and allows for 

vehicular access, and one that faces a taxi-way and 

allows for aircraft access. 

 

For the purposes of this plan, the front setback is 

deemed to be the setback between any building 

elevation and the property boundary that adjoins a 

public road.  

 

The objective is to minimise the front setback area as 

much as possible, allowing greater space for buildings 

and temporary aircraft parking at the rear of 

allotments.  

 

a) A zero front setback is permissible for new buildings 

(or parts of) at the Cowra Airport, provided 

compliance with the Building Code of Australia 

can be achieved, and subject to control (b).  

b) Site design should allow for owner / occupier car 

parking on-site, such that any vehicle is able to 

enter and leave the site in a forwards facing 

direction.  
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Side Setbacks 

 

Side setbacks are designed to allow buildings to have 

minimum distances between the building and the side 

boundary. Side setbacks are measured at 90 degrees 

from the allotments side boundary to the outside edge 

of a building element.  

 

The objective is to minimise side boundary setbacks to 

allow for a wide building frontage facing the taxiways, 

maximising aircraft access to hangars. Side setbacks 

must still however be sufficient for the placement of 

ancilary structures such as rainwater storage tanks or 

air conditioning systems for office components, for 

example. 

 

c) New buildings must be setback a minimum 

distance of 2 metres from a side boundary. This 

distance should be increased to the extent 

necessary to comply with the provisions of the 

Building Code of Australia. This control is 

conceptually illustrated in the diagram shown to 

the right.  
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Rear Setbacks 

 

For the purposes of this plan, the rear setback is 

deemed to be the setback between any building 

elevation and the property boundary that adjoins a 

designated taxiway.  

 

The objective is to ensure that buildings are setback a 

sufficient distance from the rear property boundary to 

enable temporary aircraft parking, without obstructing 

the taxiway.  

 

d) New buildings must be setback a minimum 

distance of 15 metres from the rear property 

boundary. This control is conceptually illustrated in 

the diagram shown to the right. 
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3.3 Building Design Controls 
 

Creative building design and appropriate facade 

treatments can positively influence the character of 

the area and create a more attractive environment 

for all users of the Cowra Airport.  

 

a) Ancillary development (e.g. office components) 

should be located at the public street frontage of 

the building.  

b) The use of reflective glass or large blocks of one 

material should be minimised.  

c) Solid surfaces should be introduced with a mix of 

materials, incorporating horizontal and vertical 

modulation including windows in appropriate 

proportions and configurations.  

d) Highly reflective materials such as zincalume or 

similar materials are not permitted.  

e) Large openings should be placed at the rear of 

buildings, and avoided where possible at the front 

of buildings.  
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3.4 Car Parking Controls 
 

Section 2.8 of this Part outlines the approach that is to 

be adopted for visitor car parking associated with new 

business and industy at the Cowra Airport. Centrally 

located communal car parking areas will be 

developed at subdivision stage to accommodate 

visitor car parking demand. The following controls 

relate to owner / occupier car parking on individual 

allotments at the Cowra Airport, which is to be 

permitted under this plan.  

 

a) Where owner / occupier car parking is proposed, 

these should be incorporated into the front / side 

setback areas. No car parking should be provided 

towards the rear of the block or on airside land.  

b) The site design should allow any vehicle to enter 

and leave in a forward direction.  

c) Car parking spaces should be located wholly 

within the property boundary.  

d) All car parking areas are to be hardstand. 

Permeable paving is encouraged to reduce 

stormwater runoff.  

e) Large developments with potential to generate 

significant staff / visitor parking demand should 

consult with Council to determine car parking 

requirements.  
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3.5 Stormwater Controls 
 

Significant upgrades will be undertaken to the existing 

stormwater management system at the Cowra Airport 

to enable new growth and development to occur. This 

work will be undertaken at subdivision stage, however 

it is important for individual developments to 

contribute to stormwater management by controlling 

the rate of runoff from and directing flow to 

appropriate areas.  

 

a) All Development Applications are to be 

accompanied by a Stormwater Management 

Plan.  

b) Post-development peak flows should be equal to 

or less than pre-development peak flows leaving 

the individual allotment.   

c) Stormwater should be captured on each 

allotment via rainwater storage tanks, sized 

according to calculations in the Stormwater 

Management Plan to cater for a 1 in 1 year storm 

event, with any overflow directed to the 

stormwater system along public roads. 

d) Rainwater storage stanks should be located 

behind the front building line. Where this is not 

possible, they should be appropriately screened. 
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3.6 Advertising & Signage Controls 
 

Where advertising and signage is required as part of 

new development, it should be simple, aesthetic, 

proportionate to the scale of the building and 

sufficient to achieve its purpose, which should be to 

allow the proper identification of the development as 

you drive along the adjoining public road or taxiway. 

The objective is to allow reasonable advertising and 

signage without create adverse impacts on the 

character of the area.   

 

a) A maximum of two advertising signs per 

development is permitted.  

b) The advertising sign should be erected on the 

building in a safe and structurally sound manner, 

and should not be a freestanding sign.  

c) The advertising sign should be proportionate to the 

size of the building. 

d) The advertising sign should contain information 

sufficient to identify the business, and should not 

include any third party advertising. 

e) Flashing, illuminated, moving, highly reflective signs 

are not permitted. 

f) Freestanding Pole signs are not permitted. 
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3.7 Fencing and Security Controls   
 

Appropriately designed and placed fencing at the 

Cowra Airport is important to ensure the safety and 

security of all users. Fencing must be placed in 

appropriate locations to prevent unauthorised and 

uncontrolled public access to airside land. Fencing 

controls can also assist in creating a more attractive 

environment for all users of the Cowra Airport.  

 

The following controls apply to new developments on 

subdivision lots created at the Cowra Airport.  

 

a) Front fences are not permitted for developments 

on new subdivision lots.   

b) All fencing should be located behind the building 

line and must be adequate to prevent 

uncontrolled access to airside land.  

c) Fencing materials should complement the design 

of the building and surrounding area. Highly 

reflective materials such as zincalume (or similar), 

or barbed wire mesh fencing is not permitted.  
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3.8 Non Directional Beacon (NDB) 

Controls 
 

A Non-Directional Beacon (NDB) is a navigational aid 

that is situated adjacent to the main access road 

entering the airport. To ensure no interference with the 

NDB, a buffer from buildings is necessary. The details of 

this buffer are shown in Airservices Australia Drawing 

No. HR31323, an extract of which is shown below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) This plan does not permit any new buildings within 150m of the NDB.  

b) All development proposals within 60m radius of the NDB antenna and development proposals 

between 60m and 300m radius from the centre of the NDB antenna that exceed an elevation 

angle of 5° from ground level at the centre of the NDB antenna (Zone ‘A’), requ ire assessment 

by an NDB engineering authority before approval.  
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3.9 Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS) 

Controls 
 

Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS) refers to a series of 

surfaces that set the height limits of objects around an 

aerodrome. Objects that project through the OLS 

become obstalces. The objective of the OLS is to 

define the airspace around aerodromes that must be 

maintained free of obstacles that could prevent 

intended aerodrome operations from being 

conducted safely.  

 

An extract of the OLS map relating to the Cowra 

Airport is included to the right of page. A full copy of 

the OLS Map including the inner and outer surfaces 

can be obtained from Cowra Council’s offices.  

 

a) New development at the Cowra Airport must not 

be of a height that will project through the OLS. 

b) Council may require certification from a 

Registered Surveyor indicating the maximum 

height of a development in relation to the height 

shown on the OLS plan.  

c) Where compliance with control (a) cannot be 

achieved, the proposal must be referred to Civil 

Aviation Safety Authority Australia (CASAA) for an 

assessment of the effect of that obstable to 

aircraft operations. Council must take into 

consideration any comment from received from 

CASAA before determining the application.  
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K.1 Introduction 

Land-use conflicts arise when external effects such as 

noise, dust, vibration, odour and the like affect nearby 

neighbours. Conflict can also arise because of visual 

intrusion. There are known land-uses, that by the nature 

of their operations, have potential to lead to land-use 

conflict.  

 

The most appropriate means for reducing potential 

land-use conflicts is to provide a physical separation 

(buffer) between incompatible land-uses. 

 

The purpose of a buffer area is to provide a sufficient 

setback requirement, such that impacts are reduced 

to the extent that they do not adversely affect the 

adjoining land-use.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Application to this Part 
 

This Part applies to development on land that has been mapped in Sections K.1 to K.5.  

 

1.2 Objectives  
 

The objectives of this Part are to: 

 

a) To identify existing developments and development sites in Cowra that require separation 

from incompatible land-use activities, and 

b) To implement buffers that will prevent the encroachment of incompatible land-use activities 

within a distance of those identified developments or development sites that could result in 

the occurrence of land-use conflict.  
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K.2 Cowra Meat Processors 

The Cowra Meat Processors (formerly known as the 

Cowra Abattoir) occupies a site of approximately 25 

hectares on the southern outskirts of the Cowra 

Township. Due to the potentially odorous nature of 

operations at the facility, there is a chance of land-use 

conflict to occur if residential development, or other 

sensitive uses are allowed to encroach too close. 

 

The zoning framework implemented under Cowra in 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 ensures that 

land-use surrounding the Cowra Meat Processors will 

predominantly for agricultural purposes. 

 

The implementation of a buffer around the Cowra 

Meat Processors will minimise land-use conflict by not 

permitting new residential development to encroach 

within the buffer area.  This will ensure the continued 

operation of the facility.  

 

2.1 Objectives 
 

The objective of this Section is to prevent residential 

development, or other sensitive uses, within 500 metres 

of the Cowra Meat Processors that could result in 

odour based land-use conflict.  

 

 

 

2.2 Land to which this Section applies 
 

This Section of the plan applies to land shown on the map below, being land that is within the 500 

metres of the Cowra Meat Processors. 
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2.3 Controls 
 

The buffer controls for the Cowra Meat Processors site 

are listed below: 

 

a) The use of land and construction of buildings for 

non-habitable purposes within the buffer area is 

generally permitted.  

b) The construction of any new dwelling (or other 

sensitive use) within the identified buffer area is not 

permitted. 

c) Despite b), existing dwellings located within the 

buffer area may be altered or added onto, but 

only where the alterations or additions are 

designed to minimise the possibility of odours 

entering through new openings.  
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K.3 Cowra Sewage Treatment 

Plant 

In 2012, Cowra Council finished the construction of a 

new Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) on the North Logan 

Road, which is located immediately east of the old STP 

The implementation of a buffer around the STP will 

complement the zoning implemented in Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012 for surrounding land, and 

strengthen the Council’s ability to protect the new 

facility from the encroachment of inappropriate land-

use activities that could give rise to otherwise 

avoidable land-use conflict issues.  

 

3.1 Objectives 
 

The objective of this Section is to prevent residential 

development, or other sensitive uses, within 400 metres 

of the Sewage Treatment Plant that could result in 

(noise or odour based) land-use conflict. 

 

3.2 Land to which this Section applies 
 

This Section of the plan applies to land shown on the 

map below, being land that is within the 400 metres of 

the Cowra Sewage Treatment Plant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The buffer distance of 400 metres is based on the environmental assessment work carried out 

and documented in the Review of the Environmental Factors (REF) developed for the new STP, 

and prepared by Cowra Council and the (former) NSW Department of Energy, Utilities and 

Sustainability.  
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3.3 Controls 
 

The buffer controls for the Cowra Sewage Treatment 

Plant are listed below: 

 

a) The use of land and construction of buildings for 

non-habitable purposes within the buffer area is 

generally permitted.  

b) The construction of any new dwelling (or other 

sensitive use) within the identified buffer area is not 

permitted. 

c) Despite b), existing dwellings located within the 

buffer area may be altered or added onto, but 

only where the alterations or additions are 

designed to minimise the possibility of odours 

entering through new openings.  
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K.4 Cowra Materials Recycling 

Facility 

The Cowra Materials Recycling Facility is located 2 

kilometres north-east of the Cowra Township on the 

Glen Logan Road.  The facility has been constructed in 

an area that is relatively constraint free and well 

distanced from nearby sensitive land-uses, including 

residential development.  

 

Due to the nature of operations at the facility, noise, 

odour and windblown debris present the greatest risk 

of causing land-use conflict with surrounding land-use. 

The following methods are currently used at the facility 

to reduce land-use conflict potential: 

 

a) Noisy operations are generally contained within an 

enclosed environment, and only carried out within 

reasonable operating hours.  

b) Odour is controlled through the proper 

management of landfill cells to ensure that only 

minimal waste is exposed at any one time.  

c) Odour is controlled through the proper 

management of the leachate dam to ensure that 

the water is recycled and reused to prevent the 

water from becoming stagnant.  

 

 

d) The installation and maintenance of a healthy buffer of trees and fences around the 

perimeter of the site significantly reduces the potential for prevailing winds to carry litter and 

other debris onto neighbouring lands. Council also carries out routine inspection of 

neighbouring lands to collect any litter that has escaped.  

The implementation of a buffer will further strengthen the Council’s ability to protect the facility 

from the encroachment of inappropriate land-use activities that could give rise to otherwise 

avoidable land-use conflict issues.  

 

4.1 Objectives 
 

The objective of this Section is to prevent residential development, or other sensitive uses, within 

250 metres of the Cowra Materials Recycling Facility that could result in land-use conflict. 
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4.2 Land to which this Section applies 
 

This Section of the plan applies to land shown on the 

map below, being land that is within the 250 metres of 

the Cowra Materials Recycling Facility. 

 

4.3 Controls 
 

The buffer controls for the Cowra Materials Recycling 

Facility are listed below: 

 

a) The use of land and construction of buildings for 

non-habitable purposes within the buffer area is 

generally permitted.  

b) The construction of any new dwelling (or other 

sensitive use) within the identified buffer area is not 

permitted. 
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K.5 Glen Logan Road Industrial 

Estate 

The land-use planning and review process that 

resulted in the completion of Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012 identified a shortage of 

useable industrial land within the Cowra Township 

area, particularly for large scale manufacturing, 

storage or transportation uses. To address this land 

shortage, land was rezoned to create the Glen Logan 

Road Industrial Estate.  

 

As part of the rezoning process, it was confirmed that 

industrial activities within the Glen Logan Road 

Industrial Estate could operate without causing 

unacceptable noise impacts on existing dwellings 

located on adjoining and nearby property holdings. 

This conclusion was able to be drawn from the 

acoustic investigations carried out by Noise & Sound 

Service Pty Ltd and documented in their Report No. 

nss21437 Rev A, dated March 2010.   

 

Noise & Sound Services Pty Ltd also provided 

recommendations on the buffers requirements 

between industrial activities within the Glen Logan 

Road Industrial Estate and new residential 

development in the area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The implementation of appropriate buffers is important to ensure that new residential 

development does not encroach too close to the Industrial Estate, preventing future industrial 

activity from being able to meet the relevant noise goals for residential amenity.  

 

The buffer distances and controls contained in this Section are based on the recommendations by 

Noise & Sound Services Pty Ltd documented in their Report No. nss21437 Rev A dated March 2010. 

The buffer distances also assume a worst case scenario and do not account for any additional 

noise mitigation strategies that may be implemented as part of new development at the Industrial 

Estate (i.e. noise barriers / building insulation).  

 

5.1 Objectives 
 

The objective of this Section is to prevent residential development, or other sensitive uses, within a 

distance of the Glen Logan Road Industrial Estate that could result in noise land-use conflict. 
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5.2 Land to which this Section applies 
 

This Section of the plan applies to land shown on the 

map below.  

 

5.3 Controls 
 

The buffer controls for the Glen Logan Road Industrial 

Estate are listed below: 

 

a) The use of land and construction of buildings for 

non-habitable purposes within the buffer area is 

generally permitted.  

b) The construction of any new dwelling (or other 

sensitive use) within the identified buffer area is not 

permitted. 

c) Despite b), existing dwellings located within the 

buffer area may be altered or added onto, but 

only where the alterations or additions are 

designed to minimise the possibility of odours 

entering through new openings. 
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K.6 Cowra Airport Obstacle 

Limitation Surface (OLS) 

The Obstalce Limitation Surface (OLS) is a series of 

conceptual (imaginary) surfaces associated with a 

runway, which identifiy the lower limits of the 

aerodrome airspace above which objects become 

obstalces to aircraft operations.  

 

The term OLS is used to refer to each of the imaginary 

surfaces which together define the lower boundary of 

aerodrome airspace, as well as to refer to the complex 

imaginary suface formed by combining all the 

individual surfaces.  

 

6.1 Objectives 
 

a) To define the airspace around the Cowra 

Aerodrome to be maintained free of obstalces so 

as to permit intended aeroplane operations to be 

conducted safely and to prevent the aerodrome 

from becoming unusable.  

b) The objective of this Section is to control 

development in relation to the height of the 

Obstalce Limitation Surface for the Cowra 

Aerodrome.  

 

6.2 Land to which this Section applies 
 

This Section of the plan applies to land within the area of the OLS Plan for Cowra Aerodrome, as 

amended from time to time to meet the requirements of the Civil Aviation Safety Authority. An 

extract of OLS map from Council’s GIS system is shown below (for illustrative purposes only). 

Applicants should consult with Council to determine if the Cowra Airport OLS applies to a 

particular property.  
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6.3 Controls 
 

The controls relating to the Cowra OLS are listed 

below: 

 

a) Council may request for a Development 

Application for any development within the area 

of the OLS to be accompanied by a Certificate 

from a Registered Surveyor indicating the 

maximum height of the development in relation to 

the height shown on the OLS Map.  

b) Any Development which exceeds the height of 

the OLS will be referred by the Council to the Civil 

Aviation Safety Authority for comment. The 

Council must take into consideration any 

comments recieved from CASA before 

determining the Development Application.   
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L.1 Advertising and Signage 

Code 

Outdoor advertising signage is important for 

successfully business marketing in the Cowra Shire. 

Poorly located and designed outdoor advertising signs 

can cause detrimental impacts. This Part encourages 

outdoor advertisements that are appropriate for the 

land and for the surrounding locality.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Application of this Section 
 

Part L applies to all land within the Cowra Shire where the erection or placement of an advertising 

sign or structure is permissible under the provisions of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012. 

 

1.2 Objectives for Advertising and Signage Code 
 

The objectives for advertising and signage are: 

 

a) To ensure that all signage and advertising achieves a high level of design quality and does not 

detract from the visual quality of the public domain of the Cowra Township. 

b) To ensure that signs are structurally safe and well maintained. 

c) To minimise visual clutter and the unnecessary proliferation of signage and advertising. 

d) To ensure temporary signage does not adversely affect public safety or access to public land 

and roads. 

e) To retain the heritage significance of items within the Cowra Shire.  

f) To encourage relevant and appropriate signage which contributes to the streetscape. 
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1.3 Information Requirements  
 

Council’s Development Application Guide explains 

how to prepare a Development Application. It 

provides a simple, step-by-step guide to all the things 

you will need to do before submitting an application 

to Council. You can use the Development Application 

Guide as a checklist for completing your plans and 

other supporting documentation.  

 

In addition to the minimum requirements detailed in 

the Development Application Guide, Council will 

require additional information to be provided in 

support of a DA for certain types of development.  

 

The following information should be provided in 

support of Development Applications for Advertising 

signage: 

 

a) A written overview of the proposal. 

b) Details of proposed sign location –  

I. zone under Cowra LEP 2012;  

II. permissibility and planning controls related 

to the specific site;  

III. location of existing buildings, structures 

and vegetation in proximity to the sign;  

IV. surrounding land use including any trends 

in changing land uses.  

c) Description of the proposed sign – Information on the size of the sign, whether it is static, 

illuminated or non-illuminated, and other relevant detail. 

d) Colour photographs and photo-montages  – current panoramic colour photographs of the 

location of the proposed site should be provided where possible and where these will assist 

Council in understanding and assessing the signage proposal. 

e) Assessment of the relevant provisions in State Environmental Planning Policy No. 64 – 

Advertising and Signage, including the road safety provisions, and public benefit test where 

the proposal is for an advertisement on a bridge or requires the concurrence of the RMS;  

f) Assessment of the context of advertising within the site identifying the character, quality and 

features of an area; 

g) Assessment of road safety considerations;  
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1.4 Guiding Principles 
 

The following guiding principles should be taken into 

consideration as part of the design of all advertising 

and signage structures in Cowra: 

 

Advertising and signage should: 

 

a) Be compatible with the character of the 

surrounding area. 

b) Be compatible with the theme for outdoor 

advertising, where this exists. 

c) Not detract from the amenity or visual quality of 

any hertiage areas, open space areas or 

residential areas.  

d) Not compromise important views, or dominate the 

skyline.  

e) Have a scale, proportion and form that is 

appropriate for streetscape, setting or landscape 

within which it is proposed to be placed.  

f) Have a scale, proportion and form that is 

appropriate for the site or building on which it is 

proposed to be placed. 

g) Reduce clutter by rationalising and simplifying 

existing advertising.  

h) Screen unsightliness. 

 

 

i) Not contain illumination that will result in unacceptable glare for pedestrians, motor vehicles or 

aircraft.  

j) Not contain illumination that will detract from the amenity of any nearby residence or other 

form of accommodation.    
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1.5 General Signage Controls 
 

The following controls apply generally to advertising 

and signage proposals  in the Cowra Shire: 

 

a) Where multiple tenancies are located within a 

building, a co-ordinated signage strategy should 

be prepared and submitted with a DA.  

b) Flag signage should be avoided in the Central 

Business District.  

c) Advertising and signage should not project lights 

or images onto a pedestrian footpath or public 

space.  

a) Temporary signage is permitted to be erected 

(without consent) in all zones under Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012, provided: 

I. It is a real estate sign, or relates to a local 

event of a religous, educational, cultural, 

political, social, sporting or recreational 

nature. 

II. It is not displayed for more than 28 days 

before or after the event. 

III. There is only one sign per frontage of the 

property or site. 

IV. It does not include advertising of a 

commercial nature (except for the nsmae 

of a sponser etc). 

 

1.6 Signage involving Heritage Items 
 

Advertising and signage proposals involving heritage items require careful planning and design to 

ensure that the advertisement can achieve it’s purposes without adversely impacting on the 

positive characteristics or significant elements of the heritage item. A heritage item means a 

building, place or item listed in Schedule 5 of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012, aswell as any 

other building, place or item identified as having heritage significance.  

 

In addition to the controls contained in further sections of this Part, the following controls apply to 

advertising and signage proposals involving heritage items: 

 

a) Advertising proposed for heritage items should have regard to its heritage significance and 

must complement the item. The architectural characteristics of a building should always 

dominate. 

b) Signage should be sympathetic to the architectural design of the heritage item and should be 

of a scale which is appropriate for the articulation and modulation of the building on which it 

is located. 

c) Historic signs may have their own significance and must not be obscured or diminished by 

later signage.  
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1.7 Window Signage Controls  
 

Window signages means advertising that is displayed 

within a shopfront window. Window signage is useful to 

efficiently communicate the location and type of 

business within a site. Overuse of window signage can 

lead to visual clutter and can fail to achieve the 

original intended purpose of the signage, which is to 

gain the attention of users and promote the business, 

due to the vast amount of advertising and signage a 

user must view. Council does not wish to over regulate 

window signage, however the minimum controls 

contained in this section of the plan must be complied. 

 

For premises with active street frontages onto Kendal 

Street, window signage should: 

 

a) Have a maximum coverage of 40% of the area of 

the shop window that is visible from a public area.  

b) Be primarily for the purpose of business 

identification signage and may also include the 

hours of operation of the business and a minimum 

of second party signage.  

c) Avoid third party signage.  

 

Note- Goods sold within the premises which are 

displayed in the shopfront window do not count 

towards the window coverage calculation.  

 

 

 

 

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates appropriate use of window signage for premises 

with active frontages to Kendal Street. 
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1.8 Above Awning Signage Controls  
 

Above awning signage is a general term used to 

describe the following types of signs: 

 

- Flush wall sign (attached to the wall of a building 

above awning level and not projecting more than 

0.3 metres from the wall). 

- Projecting wall sign (attached to the wall of a 

building above awning level and projecting 

horitzontally from the wall) 

- Roof sign (erected on or above the roof, parapet 

or eaves of a building). 

 

Above awning signage is effective in relating the 

location of a business type for users on the opposite 

side of a street, or further up the road from the 

business. Disorganised and random above awning 

signage can also create visual clutter and negatively 

impacts on the streetscape. 

 

The following controls apply to above awning signage: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kendal Street – B2 Zone 

 

d) Roof signage should be avoided.   

e) Above awning signage should, where possible, be flush wall signage,  and should be:  

I. located at first floor level where the building is more than one level, and 

II. located a minimum 1m from the top of the awning level to maintain consistency.  

f) Projected wall signage above awning level may only be considered if: 

I. it is consistent with the bulk and scale of the building, and 

II. it does not involve flashing signage, and 

III. it does not adversely impact on a heritage listed building. 

IV. there are no other projected wall signs attached to the building. 

g) Where shop top housing is located, above awning illuminated signage is not appropriate.  

 

Redfern St – B5 Zone 

 

a) Above awning advertising and signage should be of a size that is consistent with the bulk and 

scale of the building and character of the streetscape. 

West Cowra – B1 Zone 

 

a) Above awning advertising and signage should be of a size that is consistent with the bulk and 

scale of the building and character of the streetscape. 
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The following diagram conceptually illustrates 

appropriate use of above awning signage in the B2 

zone: 
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1.9 Under Awning Signage Controls  
 

Under awning signage means a sign attached to the 

underside of an awning.  

 

Signage below awning level can be useful for 

conveying information about a business. Where a 

window frontage is not available or is of limited size, 

alternative signs may be appropriate for first and 

second party signage. 

 

Under awning signage are permitted in all areas 

where there are awnings and should: 

 

a) Be a similar size to the predominant type of under 

awning sign in the area, and located so as not to 

affect pedestrian safety or road users.  

b) Be located in the middle of the frontage where a 

business premises has more than one street 

frontage. 

c) Be located a minimum of 3 metres apart to ensure 

visibility for pedestrians. 

d) Not extend beyond the edge of the awning. 

e) Be limited to one sign per property street frontage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The following diagram conceptually illustrates appropriate use of below awning signage: 
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1.10 Top Hamper Signage Controls  
 

Top hamper signage means a sign attached to the 

transom of a doorway or display window of a building.  

 

Top hamper signs are a common and effective form of 

signage used to identify a business. Top hamper signs 

are appropriate in all business and industrial areas and 

should comply with the following controls: 

 

a) Top hamper signs should include predominantly 

first party signage, with only a minor amount of 

second party content.  

b) Third party signage should not form part of top 

hamper signage proposals.  

c) One top hamper sign is permitted per property 

street frontage. 

d) The maximum dimensions of top hamper signage 

should not exceed beyond any wall / boundary 

and below top of door / window head. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates appropriate use of top hamper signage: 
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1.11 Awning Signage Controls  
 

Awning signage is also referred to as fascia signage 

and means an advertisement that is attached to the 

fascia or return of an awning.  

 

Awning signage is effective in relating the location of a 

business type for users on the opposite side of the 

street, or further up the road, from the business. The 

following controls apply to all areas where there are 

awnings: 

 

a) Awning signage should be contained entirely 

within the dimensions of the awning and tenancy 

on which it is located and a maximum of 500mm 

high.  

b) Awning signage should be limited to one sign per 

property street frontage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following diagram conceptually illustrates appropriate use of awning signage: 
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1.12 Pylon and Pole Signage Controls  
 

Pylon and pole signage means an advertising structure 

erected on a pylon of pole which is independent of 

any building or other structure.  

 

Pylon and pole signage is appropriate in commercial 

and industrial areas with wide street verges and where 

buildings are more widely separated from one 

another. The following controls apply to pylon and 

pole signage: 

 

a) Pylon and pole signage should be designed to 

reflect the scale of the building to which it relates 

and surrounding buildings, and the streetscape 

characteristics of the area.  

b) Pylon and pole signage should be contained 

wholly within the site and must not overhang any 

public space or land.  

c) Pylon and pole signage should be limited to one 

sign per property street frontage. 

d) Pylon and pole signage is to be in accordance 

with the relevant Australian Standards and should 

be structurally sound and able to withstand the 

relevant wind loads. 
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M.1 Parking Code 

Section M.1 provides controls for all aspects of a 

development concerning the movement and access 

of vehicles and pedestrians. 

 

Council‟s on-site parking requirements aim to satisfy 

the parking demand likely to be generated by the 

development while encouraging other modes of 

transport.  
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1.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section M.1 applies to: 

 

a) New floor space or buildings.  

b) Alterations or additions to any existing building that 

requires development consent, whether or not 

such additions or alterations involve a change in 

building use.  

c) A change of use for which development consent 

is required, and that would require the provision of 

a greater number of on-site parking spaces than 

the previous use.  

 

Off street parking provided to existing developments 

shall be retained.  Additional parking spaces required 

for any new development, redevelopment or change 

of use shall be provided in accordance with the 

provisions of this part of the Plan. 

 
A development comprising a combination of two or 

more uses, such as combined motor sales and repairs, 

will be assessed as if the two uses exist independently. 

 

More detailed examination of how car parking rates 

apply to development is contained in Section 1.4 of 

this Part. 

1.2 Objectives for Parking Code 
 

The objectives for parking are to: 

 

a) Ensure that adequate provision is made for off-street parking consistent with the parking 

demand generated by the development. 

b) Provide convenient and adequate parking for staff, clients, visitors and servicing groups. 

c) To provide parking areas which promote ease of access as well as suitable internal circulation 

patterns.  

d) Ensure quality of parking areas in terms of safety, amenity and integration with surrounding 

areas. 

e) Ensure the adequate provision of suitably located parking for disabled persons. 

f) Provide landscaping and quality materials in the construction of parking areas to improve the 

amenity of those parking areas. 

g) Provide parking areas which promote ease of access as well as suitable internal circulation 

patterns.  

h) Ensure that all traffic generating developments are generally in accordance with the Roads 

and Traffic Authority‟s “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments” and relevant Australian 

Standards. 

i) Provide an equitable scheme of payment of a developer contribution instead of provision on-

site, which enables Council to responsibly approve developments that cannot provide all the 

required parking on-site.  

j) Ensure that each development proposal is assessed consistently and equitably with respect to 

parking.  
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1.3 Definitions 
 

Gross floor area (GFA) means the overall area of a 

building as measured from the outer face of external 

walls, but excludes: 

 

a) columns, fin walls, sun control devices and any 

elements, projections or works outside the general 

lines of the outer face of the external wall. 

b) lift towers, cooling towers, machinery and plant 

rooms and ancillary storage space and vertical 

air-conditioning ducts. 

c) car parking needed to meet any requirements of 

Council and any internal access to such spaces. 

d) space for the loading and unloading of goods. 

 

Gross leasable floor area (GLFA) means the overall 

area of a building as measured from the internal face 

of the walls, but excludes: 

 

a) stair cases and fire escapes. 

b) staff and/or public amenities, toilets. 

c) lift towers, machinery and plant rooms, ancillary 

storage space and vertical air conditioning ducts. 

d) space for the loading/unloading of goods. 

e) any other area, which in Council‟s opinion, does 

not contribute to parking. 
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1.4 Off Street Parking Calculations 
 

Car parking will generally be required to be provided 

on the site of the development.  Council may be 

prepared to consider the provision of other 

appropriately zoned land for parking purposes, 

provided the alternate location is convenient to the 

subject development, safe to both pedestrians and 

motorists using and travelling on part of the facility and 

will satisfy the requirement.  

 

Off-street car parking should be provided for both 

customers and staff of the subject development and 

not exclusively for private purposes.  Free and 

uninterrupted access to car parking areas should be 

maintained at all times during the hours of operation of 

the development. 

 

Council will require developers to provide on-site car 

parking at the rate set out the Table overpage: 
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Residential Accommodation Parking Requirements 

 

Dwelling house, Dual Occupancies and 

Secondary Dwellings 

 

1 space per dwelling behind the building line. Visitor car parking not required. 

  

Semi-detached dwelling 1 space per dwelling behind the building line. Visitor car parking not required. 

  

Attached Dwellings, Multi-Dwelling Housing and 

Residential Flat Buildings. 

1 space per unit + 1 space per 3 units (visitor parking). 

  

Seniors housing, residential care facilities,  Self-contained units: 2 spaces per 3 units + 1 space per 5 units (visitor parking). 

Other: 1 space per 10 beds (visitor parking) + 1 space per 2 staff + 1 ambulance space. 

  

Group Homes  1 space per 4 beds + 1 space per 2 staff 

  

Boarding Houses  1 space per 4 beds + 1 space per 2 staff 

  

Shop top housing 1 space per dwelling  

  

Tourist & Visitor Accommodation Parking Requirements 

  

Backpackers accommodation or hostels 1 space per 5 beds + 1 space per 2 staff 

  

Motels 1 space per unit + 1 space per 2 staff. 

If Restaurant included, then add 1 space per 6.5 m2 of GLFA of Restaurant. 

If Function Room included, then 1 space per 3 seats. 

  

Serviced Apartments 1 space per apartment + 1 space per 2 staff. 

  

Caravan Parks 1 space for manager + bus parking + 1 space per site + 1 space per 5 sites (visitor parking). 

  

Eco-tourist facility To be determined on merit, having regard to nature of development. 
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Business Premises Parking Requirements 

  

Banks, post offices, hairdressers, dry cleaners, 

travel agencies, internet access facilities, 

betting agencies and the like (see Standard 

Instrument definition for Business Premises). 

1 space per 45m2 of GFA. 

  

Office Premises Parking Requirements 

  

Office premises 1 space per 40m2 of GFA. 

  

Retail Premises Parking Requirements 

  

Bulky Goods Premises 1 space per 55m2 of GFA. 

  

Hotels 1 space per 5m2 of bar, lounge, beer garden, auditorium, games room, restaurant + 1 space per 3 staff 

(maximum staff level at peak time) + one space per bedroom or unit. 

  

Restaurants & Cafes 1 space per 6.5m2 of GLFA. 

  

Takeaway food and drink premises Developments with no on-site seating – 10 spaces per 100m2 GFA. 

 

Developments with on-site seating and drive-through facilities – 1 space per 3 seats (internal and external), 

plus queuing area for 5 to 12 cars. 

  

Shops (includes supermarkets) 1 space per 35m2 of GLFA. 

  

Vehicle Sales or Hire Premises 1 space per 100m2 site area + 2 spaces per work bay (for vehicle servicing facilities). 
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Commercial Premises (other) Parking Requirements 

  

Amusement centres Whichever is the greater of: 

1 space per 10m2  or 

1 space per 10 seats. 

  

Entertainment facilities Whichever is the greater of: 

1 space per 10m2  or 

1 space per 10 seats. 

  

Function centres 1 space per 5m2 of bar, lounge, beer garden, auditorium, games room, restaurant + 1 space per 3 staff 

(maximum staff level at peak time) + one space per bedroom or unit. 

  

Registered Clubs 1 space per 5m2 of bar, lounge, beer garden, auditorium, games room, restaurant + 1 space per 3 staff 

(maximum staff level at peak time) + one space per bedroom or unit. 

  

Service Stations Adequate space adjoining each fuel bowser + queuing area for 3 to 5 cars + 5 spaces for any convience 

store. 

If Restaurant included, then add 1 space per 6.5m2 of GLFA. 

  

Industries Parking Requirements 

  

Rural industries (see Standard Instrument 

Definition) 

Rate should be drawn with regard to nature of development. 

  

Heavy / Light / General Industries (see 

Standard Instrument Definitions) 

Rate should be drawn with regard to nature of development. 

  

Vehicle body repair workshops 1 space per 55m2 of GFA + 2 spaces per work bay (for vehicles servicing facilities). 

  

Vehicle repair stations 1 space per 55m2 of GFA. 
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Infrastructure Parking Requirements 

  

Freight transport facilities / passenger transport 

facilities / transport depots / truck depots  

Surveys should be undertaken of similar developments. 

  

Education Establishments Parking Requirements 

  

Child Care Centres 1 space per 4 children + 1 space per 2 employees. 

  

Educational Establishment Infants and Primary Schools: 

1 space per staff member + adequate student set down/pick up areas, bus turning areas + parking for 

auditoriums and sports grounds. 

 

Secondary Schools: 

1 space per staff member + 1 space per 10 students 17 years of age or older + adequate student set 

down/pick up areas, bus turning areas + parking for auditoriums and sports grounds. 

 

Tertiary Schools and Colleges: 

1 space per staff member + 1 space per 5 students + 1 space per five live-in students + adequate parking 

and turning areas for auditoriums and sports grounds. 

  

Health Service Facilities Parking Requirements 

  

Hospitals 1 space per 10 beds (visitors) + 1 space per resident or staff doctor + 1 space per staff member on duty at any 

one time + ambulance parking. 

  

Medical Centres 3 spaces per surgery room + one space per staff member. 

  

Health Consulting Rooms 1 space per 65m2 of GFA with a minimum of 3 spaces per surgery room, plus 1 space per staff member. 
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Community Infrastructure Parking Requirements 

  

Places of Public Worship / Funeral Home Whichever is the greater of: 

1 space per 10m2  or 

1 space per 10 seats.  

  

Recreation Parking Requirements 

  

Recreation facilities (indoor) Squash Courts - 3 spaces per court 

Bowling Alleys – 3 spaces per alley 

Gymnasium – 1 space per 35m2 of GFA 

  

Recreation facilities (outdoor) Tennis Courts –  

Bowling Greens – 30 spaces per first green + 15 spaces for each additional green. 

Golf Course – 3 spaces per hole. 

 

Note – provision of a clubhouse for any sporting use will require provision of additional parking at the rate for 

clubs. 

  

Recreation facilities (major) Sports grounds – 1 space per 10 seats (where provided), with a minimum of 30 spaces. 

  

Miscellaneous Parking Requirements 

  

Home Business 1 space per dwelling + 1 space per 2 staff. 

  

Home Occupation & Home Occupation  

(sex services) 

1 space per dwelling + 1 space (visitor). 
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Other Development Not specified  

  

To establish the parking rate for any development or land-use type not specified in this table, comparisons should be drawn from similar development and 

outlined in a Traffic and Parking Impact Assessment Report submitted together with the Development Application. Such comparisons should include a minimum 

of three case studies drawn from the Cowra Local Government Area, or a similar Local Government Area. 

  

 

Note: In the case of a number of different land uses comprising the development, the parking requirements for each separate use shall be calculated and then 

added together to provide the total parking requirement. Variation to this requirement will only be considered by Council where the applicant can demonstrate 

that the peak demand for each land use component of the development is staggered or that development as whole generates less parking than separable 

parts. 
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1.5 Parking Credits 
 

When assessing Development Applications involving 

change of use or alterations and additions to existing 

buildings, Council will subtract any parking credits from 

the overall parking requirements for the development 

in accordance with the Table in Section 1.4 (note – 

Parking Credits are not provided for any parking 

available on the street in front of existing premises).  

 

The following methodology will be used to determine 

the parking requirements for new development, taking 

into consideration parking credits:  

 

a) Determine the number of parking spaces already 

provided on the site through preparation of a 

parking plan. 

b) Determine the number of parking spaces that 

should have been provided to service the existing 

development in accordance with the Table to 

Section 1.3. 

c) Determine the number of parking credits by 

subtracting (a) from (b). 

d) Determine the number of parking spaces that are 

required to service the proposed new 

development in accordance with the Table to 

Section 1.3. 

e) Determine the final number of parking spaces that 

are required to service the proposed new 

development by subtracting (c) from (d). 

 

 
 

An example of how the parking credit methodology should be applied is provided below: 

 

Development Detail 

Existing Use Business Premises (Hairdressers) 

GFA 135m² 

Proposed Use Retail Premises (Restaurant) 

Parking Credit Assessment 

Item a 1 space current provided 

Item b 3 spaces required for Hairdressers (see Table to Section 1.5) 

Item c 2 Parking Credits (Item b – Item a) 

Item d 20 spaces required for Restaurant (see Table to Section 1.5) 

Item e 18 spaces required (Item d – Item c) 

 

Note – parking credits are not provided for parking available on the street in front of an existing 

premises.  
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1.6 Car Parking Exemptions 
 

The requirement to provide off-street car parking over 

and above what is currently provided for any one 

particular site (if any), may be exempted by Council 

under the following circumstances: 

 

a) The proposed development is able to be carried 

out as „exempt development‟ in State 

Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and 

Complying Development Codes) 2008. 

b) Development Applications for „change of use‟ 

involving sites that have a GFA of less than 150m². 

c) The proposed development involves the 

restoration and or / conservation of an item of 

environmental heritage that is listed in Schedule 5 

of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012. This is 

known as a heritage incentive and will only be 

applied where the applicant can demonstrate 

that the conservation of the item depends upon 

the use of this clause. 

d) The proposed development involves alterations 

and additions to an existing building, and the 

alterations and additions have a gross floor area 

of less than 25m² and do not encroach on existing 

off-street parking areas.  
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1.7 Variation to Parking Requirements 
 

It may not be possible in all situations for new 

development to comply with the car parking 

requirements of this plan, even when the parking 

credits have been taken into account. This is particular 

the case for the shopping strip focused along Kendal 

Street, where it is physically impossible for some 

premises to provide on-site parking. In these areas, 

parking demand is serviced by a combination of on-

street and off-street public parking facilities. 

 

Development Applications for proposals which are not 

able to comply with the on-site parking requirements in 

Section 1.4 (as discounted by relevant parking credits) 

should be accompanied by a Traffic & Parking Report 

that addresses the following matters: 

 

a) A description of the business proposal, including 

the nature, intensity, and operational aspects of 

the business activity. 

b) A description of the expected hours of operation, 

including whether the development will operate or 

carry out its business in peak (9.00am to 5.00pm) or 

off-peak periods.  

c) An assessment of expected traffic generation 

(customer, staff, service deliveries etc). 

d) An assessment of expected vehicle parking 

demand (customer and staff). 

e) An assessment of the location and availability of publicly accessible parking within a 

convenient walking distance of the development site.  

f) An assessment of the likelihood of overspill car parking creating adverse impacts on the public 

road system. 

g) An assessment of the relevance and capacity of the proposed development to be serviced 

by the public transport system.  

h) As assessment of compliance with the requirements of this Part, including justifications for 

proposed variations.  

 

All proposed variations will be assessed on the merits of each particular case and will be judged 

on the findings of the Traffic and Parking Report. Development Applications involving a variation of 

5 or more car parking spaces will be reported to Council‟s monthly committee meetings for 

determination.  
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1.8 Parking Design Controls 
 

1.8.1 General Requirements 

 

Generally, off-street car parks should be designed to 

meet the requirements of the following: 

 

- AS 2890.1 Off-Street Car Parking. 

- AS 2890.2 Commercial Vehicle Facilities for design 

and layout. 

 

1.8.2 Location of Parking Areas 

 

Off-street parking areas should be located so that they 

are readily accessible to principal staff and/or 

customer entrances.  The location of off-street parking 

areas should have regard to the following: 

 

a) Site conditions, such as slope and drainage. 

b) Visual amenity of the development and adjacent 

sites. 

c) Proximity of parking areas to any neighbouring 

residential areas. 

d) Relationship of parking areas to the building. 

e) Relationship of parking areas to the street, 

including the footpath. 

f) Ease of access to and from the street. 

 

 

1.8.3 Site Access 

 

Public safety is the main consideration when planning the location of access to a development.  

The location of safe access depends on the following: 

 

a) Type of road the access will front onto. 

b) Sight distance. 

c) Intersections. 

d) Potential conflicts. 

 

A vehicular access should: 

 

a) Be located no closer than 1.5 metres from the boundary of the site and no closer than 6 

metres to a corner boundary. 

b) Not be located within 12 metres on the approaches to a “stop” or “give way” sign. 

c) Cross the footpath or footway at right angles to the centreline of the road.  

d) Be located so that any vehicles entering or leaving the site can be readily seen by the driver 

of an approaching vehicle in the street. 

e) Be clear of obstructions, which may prevent drivers having a timely view of pedestrians. 

f) Be properly signposted by the use of “in” or “entrance” and “out” or “exit” signs, where 

appropriate. 

g) Be designed and constructed to suit design traffic loads.  
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NSW Roads and Maritime Services has adopted seven types of access driveways – Type 1 to 5 for cars/light vehicles and Types 6 and 7 for heavy vehicles.  The table 

below shows entry and exit driveway widths and separation between the two where applicable.  

 

Type  Entry Width (metres)   Exit Width (metres)   Minimum Separation of 

Driveways (metres) 

Splay at Kerb line (metres)  Kerb Return Turnout Radius (metres)  

1  6  Combined *  N/A  0.5  - 

2  6 - 9  Combined *  N/A  1  - 

3  6  4 - 6  1 - 3  1  2 - 9  

4  6 - 8  6 - 8  1 - 3  1  2 - 9  

5  Direct feed from a controlled intersection via a dedicated public roadway via an intersection 

controlled by STOP and GIVEWAY signs, traffic signals or a roundabout.  

6  8 - 10  8 - 10  3  1  2 - 9  

7  10 - 12  10 - 12  3  1  2 - 9  

 

* Driveways are normally combined, but if separate, both entry and exit widths should be 2.9 metres minimum.  

 

Source: New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority, “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments”.  Australia Standard 2890.1 – 1993 – Off-Street Car Parking.  
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The table below shows selection of driveway types based on numbers and parking spaces. 

 

Road 

Frontage  

Number of Car Parking Spaces Served by the Driveway  

Less than 25 25 - 100  101 - 300  301 - 600  More than 600  Heavy Vehicles  

 

Major  

 

1 - 2  

 

2 - 3  

 

3 - 4  

 

4  

 

5  

 

7  

       

Minor  1  1 - 2  2 - 3  3 - 4  4  6  

       

 

Source: New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority, “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments”. Australia Standard 2890.1 – 1993 – Off-Street Car Parking. 

 

Vehicular accesses should also make provision for the following: 

 

a) Vehicles shall enter and leave the site in a forward direction. 

b) Access to parking areas shall be readily visible and accessible from the road frontage.  Accesses should also be located where they will cause least interference 

with vehicular and pedestrian movement on public roads and shall provide adequate visibility. 

c) Direct access shall be limited from existing or proposed high volume and/or high speed roads wherever an alternative access can be provided. 

d) Driveways shall not be permitted in close proximity to traffic signals, intersections or where sight distance is considered inadequate by Council. 

e) The number of driveways to be provided from any site to any one street frontage shall be generally limited to one ingress and one egress, except for large 

developments. 

f) The potential for on-street queuing shall be eliminated by the provision of sufficient standing area for vehicles entering parking and loading areas. 
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1.8.4 Layout 

 

a) The layout and dimensions of car parking areas 

shall be provided in accordance with the design 

standards as set out in AS 2890.1 – Off-street Car 

Parking Part 1. 

 

b) All parking areas should generally incorporate a 

rational circulation pattern.  Dead-end parking 

aisles will not be permitted except in small parking 

areas or areas reserved for a specific low turnover 

(eg staff parking areas). 

 

c) No account will be taken of spaces which do not 

have direct access to a driveway or which are 

double banked or obstructed in any way when 

assessing the car parking spaces provided. 

 

d) Parking areas should be suitably marked by lines or 

other approved means to indicate the layout and 

circulation pattern of traffic. 

 

e) Where necessary, adequate space shall be made 

for the manoeuvring of rigid and articulated heavy 

vehicles in accordance with Section 1.7.5 and 

Section 1.7.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.8.5 Internal Road Design 

 

All internal roads and driveways shall be designed for low speed environments. Generally, 

vehicular speeds should range between 10-30 km/h, depending on the expected amount of 

pedestrian use. 

 

For internal roads between the driveway and the parking area, the recommended minimum 

carriageway width depends on the number of parking spaces and service bays.  These minimum 

widths are provided in the table below:  

 

Number of Parking Spaces / Service Bays  

 
1 – 24 spaces  

and length not  

exceeding 40 metres  

25 – 50 spaces  

 

OR  

 

1 – 24 spaces  

 

OR  

 

1 - 24 spaces plus service 

bay(s)  

 

Over 50 spaces  

 

OR  

 

Over 24 spaces PLUS Service 

bay(s)  

6.0 metres wide  6.0 metres wide  6.0 – 6.5 metres wide  

 
Note: This table assumes that no parking is provided on either side of the carriageway  

 

Source:  New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority, “Guide to Traffic Generating 

Developments” as modified by Mid-Western Regional Council. 
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1.8.6 Loading / Unloading Facilities 

 

Where there are no adequate public loading and 

unloading facilities in close proximity to a commercial, 

retail or industrial development, adequate provision is 

to be made on-site for the loading, unloading and 

manoeuvring of delivery vehicles.  

 

The number and dimensions of a loading bay required 

in any particular case will be assessed by Council 

having regarding to the nature and scale of the 

proposed development, the estimated frequency of 

deliveries and the type of delivery vehicle likely to be 

involved.  Details regarding the estimated size and 

frequency of goods delivery vehicles visiting the 

premises should be submitted with the development 

application. 

 

The loading/unloading areas should be designed to 

ensure that vehicles stand entirely within the site during 

loading and unloading operations.  

 

On-site loading/unloading bays should be designed to 

ensure that vehicles can manoeuvre into and out of all 

loading/unloading areas without conflicting with the 

movement of traffic on site or in the adjacent streets. 

 

The design requirements for service vehicles is listed in 

the table below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Vehicle Type  Length  Width  Maximum Height  Turning 

Circle(Kerb to 

Kerb)  

Station Wagon  4.7  1.9  1.4  11.0  

Utility  4.7  1.9  1.4  11.0  

Van  5.4  2.1  2.5  13.5  

Small Rigid Truck  6.6  2.1  4.3  14.4  

Large Rigid Truck  11.0  2.5  4.3  21.7  

Large Articulated 

Truck  

17.5  2.5  4.3  16.2  

 

Note: For courier vehicles, standard car parking dimensions are usually satisfactory.  

 

Source: New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority, “Guide to Traffic Generating 

Developments”.  

 

In general the turning paths and general manoeuvring requirements for trucks and semi-trailers 

shall be designed with reference to the RTA Guide to Traffic Generating Developments and the 

Australian Standard AS 2890.2 – Off-Street Parking Part 2: Commercial Vehicles Facilities.  All 

internal roads and driveways shall be designed for low speed environments. 
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1.8.7 Disabled Parking 

 

Both Council and developers have a responsibility to 

provide readily accessible parking for disabled persons 

in accordance with the Disability Discrimination Act.  

Disabled parking shall have regard to the following: 

 

a) Parking for disabled persons are to be provided 

and signposted in accordance with the 

requirements of Australian / New Zealand 

Standard 2890.6.:2009 Parking Facilities – Off Street 

Parking for People with Disabilities. 

b) In general disabled parking spaces should be 

provided at the rate of 1 space for parking areas 

comprising up to 20 spaces and thereafter at a 

rate of 2% of designated spaces. 

c) Car parks comprising 20 spaces or more should be 

provided with tactile surfaces to assist vision 

impaired persons to access the premises in 

accordance with the requirements of Australian / 

New Zealand Standard 1428.4:2002 Design for 

Access and Mobility Part 4: Tactile Indicators. 

d) The spaces for disabled parking should be 

conveniently located and marked for such 

purposes.  The access linking such parking areas to 

their associated developments shall generally not 

have gradients steeper than 1:14. 

 

1.8.8 Signage 

 

a) Parking areas should be well sign posted to indicate the availability of off-street parking, with 

exit and entry points clearly visible from both the street and the site. 

b) Pavement arrows should clearly indicate the direction of traffic circulation. Parking areas shall 

be clearly delineated as well as spaces for specific uses (eg disabled, staff, visitors). 

c) Where car parking areas are not visible from the entrance to the development, directional 

sign posting will be required. 

d) Parking areas that are subject to frequent night time use by the public should utilise reflective 

materials for signs and line marking. 

1.8.9 Pedestrians 

 

a) Pedestrian footpaths should be designed to optimise access to and within the development. 

b) Footpath gradients should be minimised taking into account the possible shopping trolley, 

pram and gopher traffic and the need to maximise ease of use. 

c) Safety lighting should be provided within the car park to ensure that pedestrian pathways 

have observable paths of travel. 

d) Provision of parking and access aisles should not compromise the equity and amenity of 

pedestrian access.  Pathways should be wide enough to accommodate disabled access. 

e) Parking areas should be well sign posted to indicate the availability of off-street parking, 

 

1.8.10 CPTED Principles 

 

Development proposals involving large car parking areas, or night-time parking areas will be 

assessed against Part P of this plan - Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED).  
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1.8.11 Night Time Lighting 

 

The use of lighting should be considered where night 

use of parking areas is involved and where existing 

street lighting is inadequate. 

 

Where parking areas utilised at night are located 

within residential areas, consideration should be given 

to the positioning of lighting and location of driveways 

to minimise head light glare and traffic noise.  In such 

cases fencing and/or landscaping may be necessary 

to avoid loss of amenity to residential areas. 

 

1.8.12 Landscaping 

 

a) Parking areas should be landscaped to provide 

shade, improve the visual amenity of large all 

weather surfaces and to provide a buffer from 

neighbouring areas. 

 

b) Landscaping should be provided to enhance user 

amenity through sun control and have regard to 

Council‟s Landscape Code.  

 

c) Existing trees on site should be retained where 

possible.  Care should be taken in the selection of 

new plant species not to block signs and to allow 

ingress and egress points to be clearly visible. 

 

d) Details of species selection of shade trees, species 

condition, size of beds, under storey and ground 

cover planting, irrigation provision should be 

provided with the landscape plan submitted to Council for approval.  

 

e) Landscaping provision for sun control (shading) should be provided at the rate of 1 shade tree 

for every 6 car parking spaces.  Planting of shade trees within parking areas should be 

protected from damage from vehicles (eg tree guards/wheel stops). 

 

1.8.13 Bicycle Parking 

 

In most situations bicycle parking facilities will be provided by Council on public land chosen for its 

convenience, security and safety. 

 

Priority areas for bicycle parking facilities are the Cowra CDB, Cowra Pool, Cowra Library and 

some sporting facilities.  Institutions such as TAFE and schools are also significant bicycle 

destinations.  

 

There will be some high employment generating developments that will need to provide bicycle 

parking facilities. The level of parking provision for these developments will be determined using 

the following: 

 

a) developments generating less than 20 car parking spaces - N/A. 

b) developments generating more than 20  car parking spaces - 1 bicycle parking bay per 10 

car parking spaces. 

 

Where bicycle parking is required, safe and convenient locations should be chosen with facilities 

being designed in accordance with relevant Australian Standards.  

 

The security and protection of bicycles is critical in parking design.  Bicycle parking facilities should 

allow cyclists to secure the frame and two wheels of a bicycle to a fixed, secure stand, preferably 

with the cyclist‟s own lock and chain. 
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1.9 Construction Controls 
 

a) Parking areas and vehicular accesses should be 

paved with concrete, bitumen, paving stones or 

other sealed material approved by Council and 

laid on a sound foundation. 

b) The standard of construction will depend on the 

type of vehicles that will use the parking facility as 

well as the level of vehicular activity associated 

with the development.  Developers should consult 

with Council Engineering staff to determine the 

appropriate standard of construction.  

c) Drainage of paved surfaces is to be provided to 

the satisfaction of Council. All trafficable surfaces 

should be bound with a suitable kerb to assist in 

stormwater management and prevent the 

movement of vehicles on non-trafficable areas. 

d) Parking areas are to be barricaded from 

non-traffic areas by kerbs, logs, barriers or 

landscaping.   

e) Parking spaces are to be defined by painted lines 

or other approved means. 
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M.2 Access and Mobility Code 

Access and mobility provisions respond to 

fundamental human rights and social justice. 

Traditionally, access and mobility issues have revolved 

around the inequities faced by people with physical 

disabilities. However, as our population ages and 

people with disabilities are becoming less restricted 

due to advances in medical technology, the need to 

provide increased physical access to all sections of the 

community has become even greater.  

 

Put simply, physical access benefits everyone at some 

stage of their life. Whether someone has permanent 

mobility problem, is vision impaired, is a parent of a 

young child, is aged or is incapacitated for health 

reasons, many groups in our society rely, or require, 

equitable physical access.  

 

This Part of the Plan aims to widen the focus of 

accessibility by promoting an acceptance of people 

as individuals and their right to fair access and the 

opportunity to fully engage in community life.  
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2.1 Application of this Section  
 

Section M.2 applies to all developments that require 

development consent of Council and may include: 

 

a) Applications to erect buildings, extend existing 

developments or for the change of use of 

buildings. 

b) Applications for the use of land, or for the change 

of use of land. 

 

This section of the Plan will be applied to the extension 

of an existing building as if it were an independent 

structure. It will be applied to applications for the 

change of use of a building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Objectives for Access and Mobility Code 
 

The objectives for access and mobility code are: 

 

a) To provide information, awareness and understanding of access and mobility issues.  

b) To create appropriate levels of access and mobility for new developments, alterations and 

additions to existing buildings, public buildings and open space.  

c) To ensure compliance with the Disability Discrimination Act, 1992 (Commonwealth), the 

Building Code of Australia, Disability (Access to Premise – Buildings) Standards 2010, as well as 

other relevant Australian Standards. 
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2.3 Relevant Legislation & Standards 
 

Disability Discrimination Act 1992 

 

The Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992 

(the DDA) aims to eliminate, as far as possible, 

discrimination against persons on the grounds of 

disability in areas of: 

 

a) Work, accommodation, education, access to 

premises, clubs and sport. 

b) The provision of goods, facilities, services and land. 

c) Existing laws. 

d) The administration of Commonwealth laws and 

programs. 

 

Under the DDA, any area, legally accessible to the 

public must also be accessible to people with a 

disability. The DDA covers both new and existing 

buildings as well as places under construction. 

Applicants proposing to undertake a development 

should be aware of the requirements of the DDA, the 

EPA Act and BCA. 

 

Building Code of Australia 

 

The BCA and the Australian Standards are the basic 

tools used in respect of access. Both prescribe 

minimum standards that must be achieved in new 

development in order to provide equitable access for 

people with disabilities. However, where substantial alterations are proposed, the consent 

authority has the discretion to enforce the provisions of the BCA on existing developments.  

 

The BCA operates on a performance-based basis which allows for a broader range of solutions 

making it easier to deal with the specialised needs of particular buildings, such as heritage 

buildings. Within the BCA are „deemed to satisfy‟ provisions which provide one possible building 

solution that is considered to satisfy the performance based provisions. Alternative solutions, 

proposed by an applicant, to the deemed-to-satisfy provisions in the BCA may be considered if 

the applicant can show that the alternative satisfies all applicable performance requirements 

identified in the BCA.   

 

Australian Standards 

 

The BCA makes reference to some of the Australian Standards applicable to the design of 

equitable access. However it is suggested that designers and planners consider the relevant and 

most up to date provisions of both the referenced Australian Standards and relevant non-

referenced Australian Standards in respect to any development. The most up to date Australian 

Standards will be referenced during the assessment of any development proposal. At the time of 

the preparation of this plan the following standards apply:  

 

a) AS  1428 Design for Access and Mobility. 

b) AS 1428.1:2009 General Requirements for Access - New Building Work. 

c) AS 1428.2:1992 Enhanced and Additional Requirements - Buildings and Facilities.  

d) AS 1428.3:1992 Requirements for children and adolescents with physical  

disabilities. 

e)  AS 1428.4.1:2009 Design for Access and Mobility - Means to Assist the Orientation of People 

with Vision Impairements – Tactile Ground Surface Indicators. 

f)  AS 1735.12:1999 Lifts, escalators and moving walks -  Facilities for Persons with Disabilities.  

g) AS 2890.1:2004 Off street parking car parking. 
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h) AS 2890.6:2009 Parking Facilities Off-street Parking 

for People with Disabilities. 

i) AS 4586:2002 Slip resistance classification of new 

pedestrian surface materials.  

j) AS 4663:2002 Slip resistance measurement of 

existing pedestrian surfaces.  

k) AS 4299:1995 Adaptable Housing.  

l) Disability (Access to Premises – Buildings) Standards 

2010. 

m) Banking Industry Guidelines (2002). 
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2.4 Assessment Criteria 
 

The Assessment Table 

 

This section outlines the requirements for various types of development covered under this section. It specifies which developments are subject to the section, what are 

the adaptable housing and general access standards, and also provides information about accessible parking requirements. 

 

 

Development Types 

 

 

Adaptable Housing 

 

 

Access 

 

 

Parking 

 

 

Places of shared accommodation 

(such as shared hotels, boarding 

houses, backpackers, bed and 

breakfasts, and farm stays 

 

Must have a total floor area exceeding 

300m2 or more than 12 persons (Class 3 

of the BCA) 

 

Less than 49 persons accommodation 

 

More than 49 but less than 99 persons 

 

More than 99 persons 

 

 

Adaptable design, in accordance with 

AS 4299, shall be provided at the 

following rates: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 rooms 

 

4 rooms 

 

6 rooms 

 

 

Access to specified rooms of 

adaptable design in accordance with 

AS 1428.2 

 

(including access to laundry, kitchen, 

sanitary and common facilities) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In developments requiring 10 or more 

car parking spaces, 1 parking space 

per 10 beds shall be provided in 

accordance with AS 2890. 

 

Residential flat building 

 

 

 

 

1 adaptable dwelling for developments 

containing more than 8 dwellings, 

designed in accordance with  

AS 4299. 1 adaptable dwelling per 10 

dwellings thereafter.  

 

 

Access to required adaptable dwellings 

and relevant parking spaces in 

accordance with AS 1428.2 

Appropriate access for all persons 

through the principle entrance of the 

building.  

 

 
 

 

1 space per 20 spaces or part thereof in 

accordance with AS 2890. 
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Development Types 

 

 

Adaptable Housing 

 

 

Access 

 

 

Parking 

 

 

Commercial / Business Premises 

(including commercial premises, shops, 

remodelling / refurbishment of shops / 

shopfronts) and industrial developments  

 

Classes 5 to 8 of the BCA.  

 

This also includes changes of use or 

alterations and additions where a 

Development Application is required. 

 

 

 

Nil. 

 

Access in accordance with AS 1428.2 

and AS1735 (Lifts, escalators, and 

moving walkways where required under 

the BCA).  

 

Access in accordance with AS 1428.2 is 

required to a principal entrance and to 

public areas in existing buildings or 

developments if it is proposed to carry 

out a substantial intensification of use or 

substantial alterations. In no case shall 

alterations result in a decrease to 

access.  

 

 

1 space per 20 spaces or part thereof, 

where parking areas have more than 

20 spaces but less than 50 spaces.  

 

2% of parking spaces where 50 or more 

parking spaces provided in 

accordance with AS 2890. 

 

 

Places of public assembly (including 

cinemas, churches). 

 

Public Buildings (including Council and 

Government offices). 

 

Health Care Buildings 

 

Educational Establishments 

 

Child Care Centres 

 

 

Nil. 

 

Access in accordance with the BCA 

and AS 1428.2 

 

Access in accordance with AS 1428.2 is 

required to a principal entrance and to 

public areas in existing buildings or 

developments if it is proposed to carry 

out a substantial intensification or use or 

substantial alterations. In no case shall 

alterations result in a decrease to 

access. circumstances.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 space per 20 spaces or part thereof, 

where parking areas have more than 

20 spaces but less than 50 spaces.  

 

2% of all parking spaces are to be set 

aside for accessible parking where 50 

or more parking spaces are provided, 

to be designed in accordance with AS 

2890. 
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Development Types 

 

 

Adaptable Housing 

 

 

Access 

 

 

Parking 

 

 

Ancillary non-habitable buildings 

associated with Class 2 to 9 buildings 

(such as private garages, sheds, 

laundries, shower and sanitary facilities) 

where the main building is required to 

be accessible and / or adaptable. 

 

Class 10a of the BCA. 

 

 

Nil. 

 

Access in accordance with AS 1428.2. 

 

 

 

Provide parking in accordance with the 

development type associated with the 

Class 10a buildings.  

 

Public Open Space and Facilities 

(including new footpaths, road works, 

toilets, pavilions, board walks and the 

like) where a Development Application 

is required. 

 

 

Nil. 

 

Access in accordance with AS 1428.2 

where appropriate and reasonable. 

 

1 space per 20 spaces or part thereof, 

where parking areas have more than 

20 spaces but less than 50 spaces. 2% of 

all parking spaces are to be set aside 

for accessible parking where 50 or more 

parking spaces are provided, to be 

designed in accordance with AS 2890. 
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2.5 Alternative Access Solutions / 

Unjustifiable Hardship 
 

In some cases compliance with access provisions may 

not be possible and an alternative solution may be 

desirable. This section of the plan outlines where 

alternative solutions may be considered and how 

these proposals will be assessed. It also contains 

information as to where a variation to an access 

provision may be accepted and what information 

must be submitted to justify the variation.   

 

Section 23 of the DDA outlines where access to a 

premises must be provided in order to avoid 

discrimination. However, section 23 of the DDA also 

recognises that it may not be possible or fair to enforce 

the requirement of access to premises in all situations. 

Accordingly the DDA provides for claims of 

Unjustifiable Hardship. In determining what constitutes 

unjustifiable hardship all relevant circumstances of the 

particular case are to be taken into account. These 

may include: 

 

a) Technical limits 

b) Topographical restrictions 

c) Financial circumstances 

d) Heritage issues 

 

Should it be the case that provision of access for 

people with disabilities is not possible, a 'statement 

requesting variation' should be submitted with the development application. The statement 

requesting variation should address the following issues as a minimum: 

 

e) All design options explored 

f) The costs of each design option, including the percentage of the total development cost 

required for providing access 

g) The physical design constraints of each option 

h) Any reasoning for non-compliance with an Australian Standard or the BCA 

 

Included with the statement requesting variation should be other supporting documents relevant 

to the case such as a topographical survey of the site, carried out by a registered surveyor, a 

structural certificate completed by a qualified structural engineer or a cost summary report carried 

out by a qualified quantity surveyor.  

 

Applicants should also be be aware that a variation accepted in one situation may not 

necessarily be accepted in another. It may also be the case that a partial solution may be 

preferred rather than a total exception. Access should be provided to the maximum level possible 

without causing unjustifiable hardship.  

 

Applicants should be aware that Council does not have sole discretion in this matters. If the 

variation is supported by Council it will need to be referred to the Access Advisory Committee 

which has been established by the Building Professionals Board under the Building Professionals Act 

2005. Each case will be assessed on a merits basis and will consider the possibility of providing 

partial solutions as submitted in the statement requesting variation. 
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N.1 Introduction 

 The purpose of this Part is to provide a common set of 

landscape design, construction and management 

principles which ensure a high standard of landscape 

design and implementation for new development 

within the Cowra Shire Local Government Area where 

landscaping is required.  
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1.1 Application of this Section 
 

Part N applies to the following development types that 

are defined in Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012. 

 

Residential Developments 

 

Attached dwelling 

Dual occupancy (attached) 

Dual occupancy (detached) 

Exhibition Home or Village 

Group Home 

Residential flat building 

Semi-detached dwelling 

Seniors housing 

 

Industrial Developments 

 

General Industry 

Heavy industrial storage establishment 

Heavy industry 

Industrial activity 

Industry 

Light industry 

Offensive storage establishment 

Resource recovery facility 

Storage premises 

Transport or Truck Depot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Commercial & Community Developments 

Bulky Goods Premises 

Business Premises 

Caravan Park 

Child care centre 

Commercial Premises 

Eco-tourist facility 

Function Centre 

Garden Centre. 

Hardware and building supplies 

Highway service centre 

Hotel or motel accommodation 

Marina 

Mixed use development 

Neighbourhood shop 

Plant nursery 

Pub 

Respite day care centre 

Service station 

Serviced apartment 

Vehicle body repair workshop or station 

Vehicle sales or hire premises 

Veterinary hospital 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Community facility 

Educational establishment 

Health services facility 

Information and education facility 

Medical Centre 

Recreation area. 

Recreation facility (indoor) 

Recreation facility (major) 

Recreation facility (outdoor) 

 

Subdivisions 

 

Part N will also apply to residential and 

industrial subdivisions, where relevant and 

as described throughout the plan.  
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1.2 Objectives for Landscaping  
 

The objectives for landscaping are: 

 

a) To ensure that landscape design, construction and 

maintenance practices are appropriate for each 

specific site.  

b) To ensure that landscaping is maintained to a high 

standard for the life of the development.  

c) To provide aesthetically and functionally suitable 

landscape design solutions to enhance the street, 

urban and natural landscapes.  

d) To preserve and enhance the existing natural 

environmental character and ecology of Cowra 

Shire.  

e) To improve the relationship between the built and 

natural environments.  

f) To ensure that landscape submissions and 

landscape construction works for development 

sites are of an acceptable standard.  
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1.3 Guiding Principles 
 

The following guiding principles should be taken into 

consideration as part of the preparation of a 

landscape design for all developments to which Part N 

applies.  

 

a) Landscape designs should be simple, 

environmentally sound, yet effective and easy to 

maintain. 

a) Water efficiency in the landscape should be 

paramount.  

b) Where appropriate, trees should be the major 

element in any landscape submission, followed by 

shrubs and supplemented by ground cover plants 

and grasses. 

c) The selection of tree species should be in scale 

with the size of the proposed development.  

d) The details of “hard” elements such as paving, 

walls and fencing should be considered in 

conjunction with and not as substitutes for “soft” 

elements such as trees, shrubs, ground covers and 

grasses. 

e) Existing trees and shrubs should be retained where 

possible and incorporated into the landscape 

design.  

f) Massed groups of a few species are more 

effective than large numbers of different species. 

g) The physical separation of landscaped areas from other areas such as driveways and car 

parks is highly desirable.  Concrete kerbs, timber or brick edging should be adopted in 

achieving this. 

h) Plantings should be located sufficiently distant from buildings and services to minimise 

disturbance in future maintenance. 

i) Vehicle and pedestrian access must include measures that ensure reasonable precautions to 

prevent personal injury and possible damage to property. 

j) The use of advanced and super advanced trees and shrubs, as well as the use of turf, rather 

than grass seed should be used where possible.  

k) Tree and lawn species that are hardy to variations in soil, climate and insect attack will reduce 

the level of maintenance. 

l) The provision of drip, trickle or spray irrigation systems and the placement of adequate water 

outlets will benefit greatly in reducing maintenance and safeguarding the investment made in 

trees, shrubs and grasses. It also maximises water efficiencies and labour costs.  

m) Landscape design should consider potential impacts on adjoining land such as 

overshadowing and loss of amenity.  

n) Landscape design should conserve soil where possible by minimising cut and fill.  

o) Deciduous trees are best planted on northern and western aspects, which will allow sun in 

during winter and provide shelter from sun in summer and eastern sun year round.  
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N.2 Landscape Plan Requirements 
 

A Landscape plan must be prepared and submitted with the Development Application for all of the development types identified in Section 1.1. The following checklist 

should be used by landscape designers when preparing a Landscape Plan for submission to Council. The same checklist will be used by Council to assess whether the 

Landscape Plan contains sufficient information. 
 

Category Detail Must have If relevant 

Site Analysis Information Site location, orientation and north point    

Property boundaries and dimensions     

Street frontage features (light poles, kerbs, footpaths etc)    

Differences in ground levels between site and adjoining land    

Site constrains (overshadowing, privacy, views, building bulk)    

Elements of the Natural 

Environment 

Existing trees to be retained or removed    

Natural elements (wildlife habitats, rock outcrops etc)    

Prevailing win directions and other climatic conditions    

Extent and location of environmental sensitive areas including erosion areas, watercourses, bushfire interfaces    

Built Structures Existing and proposed buildings and other structures    

 Roadways, footways, driveways, car parks & loading bays etc    

 Existing and proposed walls, fences and retaining walls    
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Category Detail Must have If relevant 

Site Layout Special treatment areas (e.g. weed eradication, creek banks)    

Location of utility areas and screening details (e.g. garbage storage areas, clothes drying areas, letter boxes, 

play areas, common open space, staff recreation areas) 
   

Location and details of lighting and other outdoor fixtures (e.g. signs, furniture)    

Location, material and height of all fencing, including details of front boundary fencing    

Location of stormwater pipes and pits, including on-site detention    

Plant Selection Planting layout showing the location of species and size at maturity, including street trees, trees on site, shrubs, 

ground covers, grasses and turf etc 
   

 Planting schedule with botanical and common names, container size quantities, mature height and staking 

requirements 
   

Construction Detail Standard construction and detailed drawings (e.g. tree planting and mulching details, paths, steps, retaining 

walls) 
   

 Detailing and location of all edge treatments (e.g. concrete, brick and timber)    

 Irrigation details    
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N.3 Landscaping Controls 

Section N.3 contains landscaping controls for the 

range of developments types identified in Section 1.1, 

including: 

 

a) Residential Developments. 

b) Commercial & Community Developments. 

c) Industrial Developments. 

d) Subdivisions. 

The controls are performance based. This allows 

flexibility in landscape design as long as it can be 

demonstrated that the key performance criteria can 

be met.  
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3.1 Residential Landscaping Controls 
 

This Section applies to Development Applications 

received by Council for the different types of 

residential development described in Section 1.1 of this 

Part.  

 

Landscape treatments for new residential 

developments will be assessed against the following 

performance criteria: 

 

The landscape design: 

 

a) Integrates and enhances the existing streetscape 

character by recognising and continuing 

dominant positive streetscape elements.  

b) Softens the impact of built form and provides 

visual interest between the street and the 

development. 

c) Retains existing mature trees where possible. 

d) Ensures privacy and minimises overlooking of 

adjoining dwellings. 

e) Promotes the safety of the community through the 

maximisation of natural surveillance and 

appropriate lighting.  

f) Maximises site accessibility and mobility.   

g) Includes an appropriate low usage automatic 

water system such as a drip, trickle or spray 

irrigation system.  

h) Includes tree species that are in scale with the size of the proposed development.  

i) Includes tree species that are appropriate for site conditions such as soil, aspect, drainage 

and micro-climate. 

j) Includes native species where possible. Examples of native plant species suitable for the 

Cowra Shire Local Government Area are included in Appendix A of this Part. 

k) Includes exotic or introduced species only where they will complement a site’s or locality’s 

existing landscape character and there is a low chance of the species spreading into native 

bushland.  

l) Avoids species which have been declared (in the Cowra LGA) in accordance with Noxious 

Weeds Act 1993.  

m) Includes appropriate treatment of areas left exposed by development works including cut 

and fill.  

n) Incorporates appropriate edging techniques to prevent lawn encroaching onto garden 

planting.  

o) Sreens bin enclosures (where proposed) from the public domain. 

p) Ensures that mature plantings will not conflict with structures and services.  

q) Provides communal space / recreational facilities that are located and designed to avoid 

nuisance or danger to neighbours, residents and visitors.  

r) Demonstrates compliance with all landscape commitments shown on the BASIX Certificate 

submitted with the Development Applications.  
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A conceptual illustration showing the key principles of 

an effective landscape design for a medium density 

housing development is shown overpage.  
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3.2 Commercial Landscaping Controls 
 

This section applies to Development Applications 

received by Council for the commercial and 

community based types of development described in 

Section 1.1 of this Part.  

 

Landscape treatments for new commercial 

developments will be assessed against the following 

performance criteria: 

 

The landscape design: 

 

a) Reduces the visual impact of vehicle parking and 

manoeuvring areas, particularly where these areas 

are visible from the public domain.  

b) Reduces the visual impact of large building 

masses.  

c) Retains existing mature trees within development 

sites where possible. 

d) Promotes public safety. 

e) Maximises site accessibility and mobility.   

f) Includes an appropriate drip, trickle or spray 

irrigation system.  

g) Includes tree species that are in scale with the size 

of the proposed development.  

h) Includes tree species that are appropriate for site conditions such as soil, aspect, drainage 

and micro-climate. 

i) Includes native species where possible. Examples of native plant species suitable for the 

Cowra Shire Local Government Area are included in Appendix A of this Part. 

j) Includes exotic or introduced species only where they will complement a site’s or locality’s 

existing landscape character and there is a low chance of the species spreading into native 

bushland.  

k) Avoids species which have been declared (in the Cowra LGA) in accordance with Noxious 

Weeds Act 1993.  

l) Includes appropriate treatment of areas left exposed by development works including cut 

and fill.  

m) Incorporates appropriate edging techniques to separate hardstand areas (i.e. car parking 

and manoeuvring areas) from landscaped areas.  

n) Incorporate vegetation and landscaping (or other appropriate measures) to screen less 

desirable aspects of commercial development including loading / unloading areas and 

waste disposal.   

o) Integrates all cut scars, fill batters and retaining walls into the landscape with shrubs, trees or 

ground covers plantings, or combinations thereof.  

p) Integrates signage and lighting with landscaped areas.  

q) Ensures equal access for people with disabilities is provided into and throughout the 

development site in accordance with relevant legislation and Australian Standards.  

r) Is sympathetic to and retains any natural, cultural or architectural features of identified 

heritage items and places.  

s) Makes provision for adequate drainage including collection or dispersal of stormwater runoff, 

prevention of pounding of water on pavements, or discharge of runoff onto adjoining 

properties or public areas.  
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A conceptual illustration showing the key principles of 

an effective landscape design for a commercial motel 

development is shown below:  
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3.3 Industrial Landscaping Controls 
 

This section applies to Development Applications 

received by Council for the industrial types of 

development described in Section 1.1 of this Part.  

 

Landscape treatments for new industrial developments 

will be assessed against the following performance 

criteria: 

 

The landscape design: 

 

a) Incorporates a landscape strip in accordance with 

Section 1.4 of Part I of this Plan. 

b) Incorporates techniques where relevant to act as 

a barrier or buffer to reduce dust, noise and 

vibration levels from industrial activities. 

c) Reduces the visual impact of vehicle parking, 

loading, unloading and manoeuvring areas, 

particularly where these areas are visible from the 

public domain.  

d) Visually promotes the site and provides a pleasant 

work environment and recreation space for 

employees and other users of the site.  

e) Reduces the visual impact of large building 

masses.  

f) Retains existing mature trees within development 

sites where possible. 

g) Promotes public safety. 

h) Maximises site accessibility and mobility.   

i) Includes an appropriate drip, trickle or spray irrigation system.  

j) Includes tree species that are in scale with the size of the proposed development.  

k) Includes tree species that are appropriate for site conditions such as soil, aspect, drainage 

and micro-climate. 

l) Includes native species where possible. Examples of native plant species suitable for the 

Cowra Shire Local Government Area are included in Appendix A of this Part. 

m) Includes exotic or introduced species only where they will complement a site’s or locality’s 

existing landscape character and there is a low chance of the species spreading into native 

bushland.  

n) Avoids species which have been declared (in the Cowra LGA) in accordance with Noxious 

Weeds Act 1993.  

o) Includes appropriate treatment of areas left exposed by development works including cut 

and fill.  

p) Incorporates appropriate edging techniques to separate hardstand areas (i.e. car parking 

and manoeuvring areas) from landscaped areas.  

q) Incorporates vegetation and landscaping (other other appropriate measures) to screen less 

desirable aspects of industrial development including loading / unloading areas and waste 

disposal.   

r) Integrates security fencing (where this is proposed) within or behind landscaped areas.  

s) Integrates all cut scars, fill batters and retaining walls into the landscape with shrubs, trees or 

ground covers plantings, or combinations thereof.  

t) Makes provision for adequate drainage including collection or dispersal of stormwater runoff, 

prevention of pounding of water on pavements, or discharge of runoff onto adjoining 

properties or public areas.  
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u) Ensures equal access for people with disabilities is 

provided into and throughout the development 

site in accordance with relevant legislation and 

Australian Standards.  

v) Integrates signage and lighting with landscaped 

areas.  

 

A conceptual illustration showing the key principles of 

an effective landscape design for an industrial 

development is shown to the right.   
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3.4 Residential Subdivision 

Landscaping Controls 
 

This Section applies to Development Applications 

received by Council for greenfield residential 

subdivisions.  

 

For the purposes of this plan, a greenfield subdivision 

means a subdivision where the ultimate lot yield (all 

stages) will be more than 25 lots, and where the urban 

pattern (street and open space network, 

neighbourhood structure) is not determined by existing 

development and street / neighbourhood 

development pattern. 

 

Landscape treatments for new residential industrial 

subdivisions will be assessed against the following 

performance criteria: 

 

The landscape design should: 

 

a) Provide residents with opportunities for passive and 

active recreation. 

b) Enhance the streetscape and surrounding 

neighbourhood.  

c) Provide a safe playing environment for children 

and family gatherings.  

d) Encourage native flora and fauna to flourish.  

 

e) Provide safe access to public areas and facilities.   

f) Retain existing mature trees where possible.  

g) Promote resident safety.  

h) Maximise accessibility and mobility throughout the subdivision area.   

i) Include an appropriate automatic water system such as a drip, trickle or spray irrigation 

system.  

j) Provides street trees in accordance with Section 4.3 of this Part of the plan.  
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3.5 Industrial Subdivision Landscaping 

Controls 
 

This Section applies to Development Applications 

received by Council for greenfield industrial 

subdivisions.  

 

For the purposes of this plan, a greenfield subdivision 

means a subdivision where the ultimate lot yield (all 

stages) will be more than 25 lots, and where the urban 

pattern (street and open space network, 

neighbourhood structure) is not determined by existing 

development and street / neighbourhood 

development pattern. 

 

Landscape treatments for new residential industrial 

subdivisions will be assessed against the following 

performance criteria: 

 

The landscape design should: 

 

a) Enhance the streetscape and surrounding 

neighbourhood.  

b) Encourage native flora and fauna to flourish.  

c) Provide safe access to public areas and facilities.   

d) Retain existing mature trees where possible.  

e) Maximise accessibility and mobility throughout the 

subdivision area.   

 

f) Include an appropriate automatic water system such as a drip, trickle or spray irrigation 

system.  

g) Providesstreet trees in accordance with Section 4.3 of this Part of the plan.  

h) Visually promote the site and provides a pleasant work environment and recreation space for 

employees and other users of the site.  

i) Reduce the visual impact of large building masses.  

j) Include appropriate treatment of areas left exposed by development works including cut and 

fill.  

k) Integrate all cut scars, fill batters and retaining walls into the landscape with shrubs, trees or 

ground covers plantings, or combinations thereof.  

l) Integrate signage and lighting with landscaped areas.  
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N.4 Miscellaneous Controls 

Section N.4 contains miscellaneous controls that apply 

to all developments requiring landscape works in 

accordance with this plan.  
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4.1 Planting Requirements 
 

a) All noxious weeds are to be eradicated from the 

development site prior to the commencement of 

landscaping works. 

b) All garden areas are to be prepared to a minimum 

depth of 300mm and free of weed species. This 

may comprise important planting mix or a mixture 

of site soil and soil conditioner.  

c) Plants shall be healthy, of good form and be true 

to species and size. They must be free from pests 

and disease, and shall not be root bound.  

d) All trees (excluding street trees) are to be at least 1 

metre height and are to be advanced specimens, 

free of disease.  

e) All shrubs are to be in 5 litre containers and at least 

500mm in height. These are to be advanced 

specimens and free of disease.  

f) All ground covers are to be advanced specimens 

and free of disease.  

g) Double staking of trees is permitted and trees are 

to be loosely tied where required.  

h) Advanced trees and shrubs are to be planted into 

good quality soil and humus. The planting hole 

shall be twice the width and the same depth as 

the plant container.  

i) In lawns, tree pits are required to be backfilled with good quality soil (or site soil if good 

quality), mixed for a suitable soil conditioner.  

j) Trees should be planted well clear of underground services or overhead electricity wires.  

k) Appropriate action is to be carried out to protect and avoid damage to existing trees during 

construction periods, by preventing: 

I. The compaction of roots by vehicles; 

II. The stockpiling of building materials within the drip line of the tree; 

III. Permanent change of water table level; 

IV. Mechanical damage to trunk or limbs.  

l) Any sites adjoining any natural areas or creek lines with native vegetation must use locally 

indigenous species in the landscape plan. (Examples of recommended plant species for the 

Cowra Shire Local Government Area are included in Appendix A of this Part. 

m) Trees should be planted in areas that are capable of supporting the expected size of the 

mature tree.  
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4.2 Retention of Existing Trees 
 

The following criteria is to be used by applicants and 

Council to determine whether trees should be 

retained: 

 

a) Is it reasonable to retain a tree in respect to the 

proposed development? 

b) Is the tree sound in structure and stability – i.e. 

structural defects, limb damage, rot etc? 

c) Is the tree healthy? 

d) Is the species invasive? 

e) Is the tree significant for aesthetic, cultural or 

historical reasons and thus an asset to more than 

its immediate surrounding site? 

f) Is the tree part of an Endangered Ecological 

Community listed in the Threatened Species 

Conservation Act? 

Where an existing site or street tree is proposed to be 

removed as part of a proposed development to which 

this part of the plan applies, then the Development 

Application must be accompanied by a statement 

which addresses items (a) to (f) above.  

 

Broadly, if the tree is sound in health and structure and 

can be incorporated into the landscape design, it 

should be retained. The means to successful tree 

retention include: 

a) Redesign; a redesign of the proposal may be required to enable a tree to be retained. 

b) Footing design; pier and beam (bridge) footings may be required to minimise the impact of 

the development on the tree.  

c) Installation of services; by coordinating landscaping and hydraulic conditions and approved 

plans, conflict between trees and services can be eliminated.  

d) Protection during construction; the existing ground levels around the base of the tree must 

always be maintained and a protection barrier installed.  
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4.3 Street Trees 
 

Section N.4 outlines the requirements for providing 

street trees as part of new development in the Cowra 

Township.  

 

Street trees play an important function in the urban 

environment, helping to provide shade, reduce glare, 

enhance the streetscape and dissipate the noise and 

pollution emanating from vehicles.  

 

Street Tree Policy 

 

Cowra Council has the following existing policy 

documents in relation to street trees and their 

management within the Township: 

 

- Council Policy 2.29 – Street Trees. This policy details 

various Council resolutions that have been made 

relating to street trees. 

- Council Policy 2.39 – Street Tree Management Plan. 

This policy identifies appropriate species of street 

trees according to the role and character and 

streets within the Cowra Township.   

 

A copy of these policies can be obtained by 

contacting Council’s Infrastructure & Operations 

Department on (02) 6340 2070. 

 

 

Pursuant to Council Policy 2.39 – Street Tree Management Plan, applicants are advised the 

following in relation to the provision of street trees: 

 

- The planting of new trees and replacement of existing trees is the responsibility of Cowra 

Council’s qualified horticultural staff and tree operations team.  

- Council will use street tree contributions to install, replace and maintain street trees within 

the Cowra Township.  

- Street tree contributions are not necessarily directed towards the installation of new street 

trees in front of a particular development site.  
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Greenfield Subdivisions 

 

Street trees should be physically installed as part of the 

construction stage of new greenfield residential and 

industrial subdivisions. This will allow the street trees time 

to establish and mature before new development 

takes place on the lots.  

 

For the purposes of this plan a “greenfield” subdivision 

means the subdivision of vacant residential or industrial 

zoned land involving the creation of 3 or more Torrens 

Title lots (whether or not the proposal involves the 

opening or extension of a public road).  

 

The following controls apply to new “greenfield” 

subdivisions: 

 

a) The Landscape Plan submitted to Council with the 

Development Application should include detail of 

the proposed location and species of street tree 

to be planted for the development in accordance 

with Council Policy - 2.39 - Street Tree 

Management Plan and / or consultation with 

Cowra Council. All costs associated with the 

provision of street trees must be borne by the 

applicant.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Infill Subdivisions 

 

The physical provision of street trees is often not appropriate as part of infill subdivision 

developments. Street trees may already be established along the relevant section of the street, or 

there may be limited opportunities for new trees due to existing street infrastructure. The following 

controls apply to new infill subdivisions: 

 

b) For infill residential or industrial subdivisions creating new vacant Torrens Title allotments, 

Council will require a street tree financial contribution to be paid to Council. A contribution will 

be levied at a rate of one (1) tree every eight (8) metres of road frontage with a minimum of 

two (2) trees per new residential allotment.  

 

Note - At the time of preparation of this Part of the Plan, the street tree financial contribution rate is 

currently set at $140, and will increase annually in accordance with the Consumer Price Index.  

 

 

Non Subdivision Developments 

 

c) For new residential or industrial developments to which Part N applies, Council will require a 

street tree financial contribution to be paid to Council. A contribution will be levied at a rate 

of one (1) tree every (8) metres of road frontage with a minimum of two (2) trees per property 

frontage. 
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Appendix A – Recommended Natives Species for Cowra  

Botanical Name Common Name Height 

Acacia cardiophylla Wyalong Wattle 1 - 3 m 

Acacia deanei Green or Deans Wattle 1.5 – 7 m 

Acacia dealbata Silver Wattle 30 m 

Acacia decora Showy Wattle 1.- 4 m 

Acacia doratoxylon Currawang 3 – 8 m 

Acacia floridbuna Gossamer Wattle 3m 

Acacia genistifolia Spreading Wattle 1 – 3 m 

Acacia Kaeoides Hakea Wattle 4m 

Acacia implexia Hickory Wattle 5 – 12 m 

Acacia pendula Boree 5 – 13 m 

Acacia pycnantha Golden Wattle 3 – 8 m 

Acacia Spectabilis Mudgee Wattle 2.5m 

Acacia vestita Hairy Wattle 3m 

Agonia flexuosa Willow Myrtle 5m 

Anigonzanthos spp Kangaroo Paw 1m 
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Botanical Name Common Name Height 

Allocasuarina dimunta Small Sheoak 2m 

Allocasuarina verticillata Dropping Sheoak 6m 

Banksia integrifolia Coast Banksia 4m 

Bauera rubiodess Spreading Dog Rose 0.5m 

Callistemon salignus Willow Leaf Bottlebrush 3 – 10 m 

Callistemon pheoniceus Fiery Bottle Brush 2 – 3 m 

Callistemon citrinus Crimson Bottlebrush 1 – 3 m 

Callistemon dawson Dawson Riverbush 2m 

Callistemon kings park Kings Park Callistemon 4 

Callistemon sieberi River Bottlebrush 2m 

Callistemon salignus Willow Bottlebrush 5m 

Callistemon viminalis Weeping Bottlebrush 5m 

Callistemon virgata Heath Myrtle 1.5m 

Callitris glaucophylla White Cypress Up to 20 m 

Callitris endlicheri Black Cypress Pine Up to 20 m 

Calytrix tetragona Common Fringe Myrtle 1m 
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Botanical Name Common Name Height 

Casuarina cunninghamiana River Sheoak 15 – 35 metres 

Correa decumbens Prostrate Correa 0.2m 

Correa reflexa x Decumbens Up to 1 m 

Correa Tucker Time 40 – 60 cm 

Corymbia citriodora Lemon Scented Gum 20m 

Corymbia ficifolia Red Flowered Gum 8m 

Crowea exalata rubra Ruby Crowea 0.5m 

Cryptandra amara Pretty Cryptandra 1m 

Dampiera diversifolia Violet Dampiera 0.2m 

Damperia linearis Blue Dampiera 0.3m 

Daviesia latifolia Hop Bitter Pea 1.5m 

Daviesia virgata Slender Bitter Pea 1m 

Dianella revoluta Spreading Flax Lily 0.5m 

Dichopogon strictus Chocolate Lily 0.3m 

Dodonaea heteromorpha Maple Fruited Hop Bush Up to 3 m 

Dodonaea viscosa Sticky Hop Bush Up to 8 m 
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Botanical Name Common Name Height 

Eremophilia maculata Spotted Emu Bush 50cm – 2 m 

Eucalyptus albens White Box Up to 25 m 

Eucalyptus caesia Silver Princess 4m 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis River Red Gum 30 m 

Eucalyptus conica Fuzzy Box 20 m 

Eucalyptus lehmannii Bushy Yate 6m 

Eucalyptus melliodora Yellow Box Up to 30 m 

Eucalyptus microcarpa Grey Box Up to 25 m 

Eucalyptus preissiana Bell Mallee 2.5m 

Eucalyptus polyanthemos Red Box Up to 20 m 

Eucalyptus pyriformis Pear Fruit Mallee 2.5m 

Eucalyptus sideroxylon Mugga Ironbark Up to 20 m 

Grevillea gordon Robyn Gordon Grevillea 2m 

Grevillea lanigera Wooly Grevillea 0.2 – 1.5 m 

Grevillea Floribunda Rusty Spider Flower 1.5m 

Grevillea juniperina Pros Yellow Grevillea 0.5m 
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Botanical Name Common Name Height 

Grevillea lanigera Wooly Grevillea 1m 

Gompholobium Giant Wedge Pea 1.5m 

Hakea laurina Pincusion Hakea 2.5m 

Hakea sericea Pink Silky Hakea 2.5m 

Hakea microcarpa Small Fruited Hakea Up to 2 m 

Hardenbergia violacea False sarsaparilla Up to 2 m 

Helichrysum ramosissimum Yellow Buttons 0.2m 

Hibberta glauca Hoary Guinea Flower 0.5m 

Hibberta sericea Silky Guinea Flower 0.5m 

Hymenosporum flavum Native Frangipani 8m 

Indigofera australis Australian Indigo 2.5 m 

Kennedia rubicunda Dusky Coral Pea 0.4m 

Kunzea parvifolia Violet Kunzea 1.5m 

Leptospermum juniperinum Prickly Tea Tree 1.5m 

Lomandra glauca Pale Mat-rush 0.5m 

Melaleuca armillaris Bracelet Honey Myrtle 3m 
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Botanical Name Common Name Height 

Melaleuca erubescens Pink Honey Myrtle 2m 

Melaleuca linarifolia Snow in Summer 7m 

Micromyrtus ciliata Heath Myrtle 1m 

Myoporum parvifolia fine Creeping Boobialla Fine 0.3m 

Pittosporum phillyreoides Weeping Pittosporum 4m 

Prostanthera aspalathoides Crimson Mintbush 0.6m 

Senna artemissoides Silver Cassia 2m 

Scaevola aemula Fan Flower 0.2m 

Themeda australis Kangaroo grass 0.6m 

Westringia brevifolia Wyanbbie Gem 1.2m 

Westringia fruticosa Native Rosemary 1.2m 
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O.1 Flood Risk Management 

This Part of Plan outlines Council‟s development 

requirements for land that is identified as being 

located within the flood planning area.    

 

1.1 Application of this Section 

 
Section O.1 applies to all land within the Cowra local 

government area which is identified on the Flood 

Planning Maps within the Cowra Local Environmental 

Plan 2012 and other land at or below the flood 

planning level.  
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1.2 Objectives for Flood Risk 

Management   

 
The objectives for flood risk management are to:  

 

a) To minimise the potential impact of development 

and other activity upon the aesthetic, recreational 

and ecological value of waterway corridors. 

b) To inform the community of Council‟s policy for the 

use and development of flood prone land.  

c) To reduce the risk to human life and damage to 

property caused by flooding through controlling 

development on land affected by potential 

floods.  

d) To manage flood risk through appropriate 

development controls for uses at or below the 

relevant Flood Planning Level.  

e) To promote awareness of potential flood risks 

associated with the use and development of land.  

f) To prevent inappropriate uses in flood areas.  

g) To reduce risk by preventing intensification of 

development.  

h) To avoid unduly sterilising land where flood 

compatible uses are appropriate. 

 

 

. 
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1.3 Definitions  
 

This Plan adopts the definitions under Standard Instrument – Principal Local Environmental Plan and the following definitions (taken from the Cowra Floodplain Risk 

Management Plan) as outlined in the table below: 

 

Term Definition 

  

Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) The chance of a flood of a given or larger size occurring in any one year, usually expressed as a percentage.  For 

example, a 1% AEP flood has a 1% (1 in 100) chance of occurring in any one year. 

 

Australian Height Datum (AHD) A common national surface level datum approximately corresponding to mean sea level. 

 

Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) 

 

The long-term average number of years between the occurrence of a flood as big as or larger than the selected event. 

For example, floods with a discharge as great or greater than the 20 year ARI flood event will occur on average once 

every 20 years. ARI is another way of expressing the likelihood of occurrence of a flood event. 

 

Discharge  The rate of flow or water measures in terms of volume per unit time, for example cubic metres per second (m3/s). 

 

Effective warning time  The time available after receiving advice of an impending flood and before the floodwaters prevent appropriate flood 

response actions being undertaken.  The effective warning time is typically used to move farm equipment, move stock, 

raise furniture and evacuate people. 

 

Extreme event An extreme flood is one which has a very low probability of occurrence and can be used to consider flood damages and 

emergency management within a floodplain.  In the Cowra Floodplain Risk Management and Study, this event has been 

defined as one having three times the flow rate of the 1% AEP event, and an estimated probability of occurrence of 1 in 

10000.   

 

Flood awareness An appreciation of the likely effects of flooding and knowledge of the relevant flood warning, response and evacuation 

procedures. 

 

Flood compatible materials Building materials that are resistant to damage when inundated by floodwaters. 

 

Flood fringe The remaining area of flood prone land after floodway and flood storage areas have been defined. 
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Term Definition 

  

Flood hazard The potential risk to life and property resulting from flooding.  The level of hazard varies across the floodplain due to 

different flood conditions (such as depth, velocity etc). 

 

Flood prone land Land susceptible to flooding by a Probably Maximum Flood event. For the purposes of this Plan, flood prone land is defined 

as the area affected by the extreme flood estimated in the Flood Study (Lyall & Macoun, 1999).  

 

Floodplain   The area of land subject to inundation by floods up to and including the PMF event. 

 

Flood Planning Area (FPA) The area of land at or below the Flood Planning Level and thus subject to flood related development controls. 

 

Flood Planning Level (FPL)   Flood Planning Level means the level of a 1:100 ARI (average recurrent interval) flood event plus 0.5 metre freeboard). The 

Flood Planning Level determined Flood Planning Area.  In Cowra and Gooloogong, the FPL has been set as the 1% AEP 

flood event plus 0.5m for residential and commercial development and the extreme flood for specified developments, 

including essential services. 

 

Flood proofing   A combination of measures incorporated in the design, construction and alteration of individual building and structures 

subject to flooding, to reduce or eliminate flood damages. 

 

Flood storage area  Those parts of the floodplain that are important for the temporary storage of floodwaters during the passage of a flood. 

 

Floodway area   Those areas of the floodplain where a significant discharge of water occurs during floods.  They are often aligned with 

naturally defined channels.  Floodways are areas which, even if only partially blocked, would cause a significant 

redistribution of flood flow, or a significant increase in flood levels.  Floodways are often, but not always, areas of deeper 

flow or areas where higher velocities occur. 

 

Freeboard   A factor of safety typically used in relation to the setting of floor levels, levee crest levels, etc.  It is usually expressed as a 

height above a flood planning level and/or the adopted flood mitigation standard.  Freeboard provides a factor of safety 

to compensate for wave action, localised hydraulic behaviour, settlement and other effects such as “greenhouse” and 

climate change. 

 

Habitable Floor Area In a residential situation, a living or working area, such as a lounge room, dining room, rumpus room, kitchen, bedroom, 

workroom or home office. In a industrial or commercial situation, an area used for offices or to store valuable possessions 

susceptible to flood damage in the event of a flood.  
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Term Definition 

  

Peak discharge   The maximum discharge occurring during a flood event. 

 

Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)   The largest flood that could conceivably occur at a particular location, usually estimated from the Probable Maximum 

Precipitation.  Generally, it is not physically or economically possible to provide complete protection against this event.  

The PMF defines the extent of flood prone land that is the flood plain.  

 

Reliable access   The ability for people to safely evacuate an area subject to imminent flooding within effective warning time and without a 

need to travel through areas where water depths increase. 
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1.4 Flooding Considerations 
 

There are a number of different policies and legislative 

controls that must be read together with Part O of this 

DCP in order to understand all of the requirements for 

developing flood prone land. These are referenced as 

follows: 

 

Flood Prone Land Policy and Floodplain Development 

Manual (2005) 

 

Local Government is the primary authority responsible 

for both flood risk management and land use planning 

in NSW. However, the State Government introduced 

the Flood Prone Land Policy and the Floodplain 

Development Manual (2005) (FDM) “to reduce the 

impacts of flooding and flood liability on individual 

owners and occupiers of flood prone property, and to 

reduce private and public losses resulting from floods, 

utilising ecologically positive methods wherever 

possible”. To achieve this objective, the supporting 

FDM acknowledges a broad risk management 

hierarchy of: 

 

a) Avoidance of flood risk; 

b) Minimisation of flood risk using appropriate 

planning controls; and 

c) Flood risk mitigation.  

 

 

Generally, the Flood Prone Land Policy adopts the following approach: 

 

d) The impact of flooding and flood liability on existing developed areas shall be reduced by 

flood mitigation works and measures, appropriate development and building controls and the 

voluntary acquisition of property in hazardous areas; 

e) The potential for flood losses in all new development areas shall be contained by the 

application of effective planning and development controls; 

f) A merit approach to all development and building decisions which takes account of social, 

economic and ecological factors, as well as flood considerations, should be followed. 

 

The requirement for Council‟s to prepare a Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan is a 

cornerstone requirement of the Flood Prone Land Policy and Floodplain Development Manual. 

 

Cowra Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan 

 

In accordance with the NSW Flood Prone Land Policy and the principles and guidelines contained 

in the Floodplain Development Manual 2005, Cowra Council finalised the Cowra and Gooloogong 

Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan in 2006. The project was completed in consultation 

with SMEC Australia Pty Ltd.  

 

The main objectives of the Study and Plan were to develop a Floodplain Risk Management Plan 

that addresses the existing, future and continuing flood hazards for the township of Cowra and the 

village of Gooloogong.  

 

The Cowra and Gooloogong Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan has been used to guide 

the flood mapping included in Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 and provides 

recommendations for development controls that have been incorporated into Part O of the Plan.  
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Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 

 

Clause 7.2 of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 

contains provisions which must be considered when 

development is proposed on land in a flood planning 

area.   

 

Clause 7.2 is a model clause that has been prepared 

by the NSW Department of Planning & Infrastructure for 

inclusion in Standard Instrument Principal Local 

Environmental Plans across NSW. The clause is 

mandatory to be included in Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012 because the Cowra Shire 

contains land that is flood prone.   

 

Clause 7.2 of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 

applies to: 

 

g) Land identified as a “flood planning area” on the 

Flood Planning Map. 

h) Other land at or below the flood planning level.  

 

The State Government requires that only land mapped 

in accordance with the Floodplain Development 

Manual 2005 can be included on the Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012 Flood Planning Map. For this 

reason, the Flood Planning Map only identifies land 

that has been mapped in accordance with the Cowra 

and Gooloogong Floodplain Risk Management Study 

and Plan. 

 

It is important to understand that the provisions of Clause 7.2 also apply to other land that is at or 

below the flood planning level, but has not been mapped on the Cowra Local Environmental Plan 

Flood Planning Map.  

 

To determine if a particular land parcel is subject to flood related development controls, a 149(2) 

Planning Certificate Application should be obtained from Cowra Shire Council.  

 

Building Code of Australia 

 

The Building Code of Australia (BCA) sets national standards to ensure building works reflect an 

acceptable level of health, safety, amenity and sustainability for current and future communities. It 

contains technical requirements for the design and construction of buildings and other structures, 

and covers matters such as structural soundness, fire resistance, access, services and energy 

efficiency. 

 

The BCA was updated in 2013 to include requirements for building within a flood hazard area 

(Note – the term Flood Hazard Area is a term used in the BCA and typically corresponds with the 

term Flood Planning Area). The BCA now provides minimum construction standards for specified 

building classifications. 

 

Where development is proposed on land to which Clause 7.2 of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 

2012 applies, Council may issue a development consent having considered the provisions of 

Clause 7.2 and the requirements of this Part of the Plan. Following the issuing of the development 

consent, the Construction Certificate application will require assessment of compliance with the 

BCA provisions for flood hazard areas, including whether the provisions apply to the site and the 

building classifications, and if so, whether the deemed-to-satisfy criteria will apply or an Alternative 

Solution will be required. 
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1.5 Flood Planning 
 

It is important to understand the difference between 

“Flood Prone Land” and land that is located within a 

“Flood Planning Area”.  

 

“Flood Prone Land” means land that is designated by 

the extent of the Probable Maximum Flood. The 

Probable Maximum Flood is the largest flood that 

could conceivably occur at a particular location. 

Generally, it is not physically or economically possible 

to provide complete protection against this event. 

Instead, a merit approach is used to determine a 

“Flood Planning Level” that balances the flood risk with 

the economic and social benefits of using the “Flood 

Prone Land”.  

 

Any land that is at or below the “Flood Planning Level” 

is referred to as the “Flood Planning Area”. It is only 

land within the “Flood Planning Area” that is subject to 

flood related development controls.  

 

Flood Planning Level 

 

Council has adopted the 1:100 AEP (Annual 

Exceedence Probability) plus 0.5 metres freeboard as 

its Flood Planning Level (FPL). Land below the FPL is 

referred to as the Flood Planning Area. The Flood 

Planning Area is based on the most current information 

available to Council and may be derived and 

interpreted from a combination of the following: 

 

a) Flood Studies identifying the 1% flood undertaken in accordance with the Floodplain 

Development Manual, prepared by the NSW Government (as applicable at the time the 

Study was conducted). 

b) Modelling undertaken for specific sites which identifies the 1% flood. 

c) Historic flood inundation records held by Council as the highest known flood. 

d) Information contained within an environmental planning instrument or policy. 

e) Specific flood mapping for the site. 

 

Flood Planning Area – Cowra Township & Gooloogong Village 

 

To determine whether land is located within the „Flood Planning Area”, it is necessary to refer to 

the Flood Planning Map Sheets included within Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012.  

 

There are a total of four Map Sheets which collectively identify the “Flood Planning Area” relating 

to the Cowra Township and the Gooloogong Village. A description of the locations that are 

covered by the Map Sheets is provided below for easy reference: 

 

Map Sheet FLD_001  Outskirts of Gooloogong Village 

Map Sheet FLD_001A   Gooloogong Village 

Map Sheet FLD_002B  Cowra Township – Lachlan River (north) 

Map Sheet FLD_002C  Cowra Township – Lachlan River and West Cowra Drain 

Map Sheet FLD_002G  Cowra Township – Waugoola Creek 

 

The “Flood Planning Area” is shown in blue. It is also important to understand that the “Flood 

Planning Area” mapped in Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012 includes only land that would be 

inundated by a 1:100 AEP flood and does not include the 0.5 metre freeboard.  

 

To confirm whether land is located within the “Flood Planning Area”, a 149(2) Planning Certificate 

should be obtained from Cowra Council. 
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Flood Planning Area – All other areas 

 

For areas outside the Cowra Township and 

Gooloogong Village, Council does not have any 

mapping available that has been prepared in 

accordance with the requirements of the NSW 

Floodplain Development Manual 2005. For this reason, 

these areas are not mapped in Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012. 

  

For these areas, the mapping prepared in 1983 by the 

(then) Water Resources Commission is adopted by this 

plan as the “Flood Planning Area”, being land that 

would be inundated by a 1:100 AEP Flood and does 

not include the 0.5 metre freeboard.  

 

To confirm whether land is located within the “Flood 

Planning Area”, a 149(2) Planning Certificate should be 

obtained from Cowra Council. 
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1.6 Flood Hazard Categories 
 

The “Flood Planning Area” mapped in Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012 is based on the mapping 

completed as part of the Cowra and Gooloogong 

Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan. Within 

the „Flood Planning Area”, there are 4 hazard 

categories, as described in the Table below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hazard Category Details 

 

Low Hazard - Flood Fringe 

 

Development in flood fringe areas would not have a 

significant effect on the pattern of flood flow and / or flood 

levels. Depths within this area do not exceed 1 metre. Waters 

are generally slow moving, with lower potential damage, 

and evacuation is relatively safe and easy 

  

Low Hazard - Floodway Development in floodways could cause a significant 

redistribution of flood flow, or a significant increase in flood 

levels, even if only partially blocked. Significant discharges of 

water occur within these areas during flooding, sometimes 

with deeper flow and higher velocities, however evacuation 

is still relatively safe and easy. 

 

High Hazard – Flood Fringe Development in flood fringe areas would not have a 

significant effort on the patter of flood flow and / or flood 

levels. Depths are greater than 1 metre and water is slow 

moving, however houses can become completely 

inundated and evacuation is often difficult and dangerous.  

 

 High Hazard - Floodway Development in floodways could cause a significant 

redistribution of flood flow, or a significant increase in flood 

levels, even if only partially blocked. Significant discharges of 

water occur within these areas during flooding. Water has a 

high velocity and can cause significant damage to 

buildings.  

  

 

A map extract from the Cowra and Gooloogong Floodplain Risk Management Plan showing the 4 

hazard categories identified in the Table above has been included in Appendix A of this Part. 

. 
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1.7 Land-use Permissibility 
 

The permissibility of certain land-uses within the “Flood 

Planning Area” is principally controlled under Cowra 

LEP 2012 (depending on the zoning of the land) and 

also under State Environmental Planning Policy 

(Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008. 

 

Council will also refer to the table below in determining 

whether or not a proposed land-use is appropriate in 

the “Flood Planning Area” having regard to the flood 

hazard category of the land identified in Section 1.5. 

The terms and references used in the table below are 

explained to the right of page. 

 

 Flood Fringe Floodway 

   

Land-use Low  

Hazard 

High  

Hazard 

High  

Hazard 

Low  

Hazard 

     

Agricultural 2 2 2 2 

     

Residential 3 3 1 1 

     

Commercial 4 4 4 4 

     

Industrial 4 4 1 1 

     

Special Use 1 1 1 1 

     

Recreation 5 5 5 5 

 

 

 

 

 

Agricultural Includes extensive agricultural and intensive plant agricultural uses. Does not 

include intensive livestock agricultural uses. 

Residential Limited to single dwellings. Does not include any form of medium or high density 

residential development. 

Commercial Includes any type of commercial premise. 

Industrial Does not include utility installations, hazardous industries or any industry likely to be 

hazardous or have a negative environmental impact during a flood event. 

Special uses Includes emergency services, utility installations and educational establishments. 

Recreation Includes sportsgrounds, swimming pools, golf courses, bowling greens, camping 

grounds, racecourses, recreation areas, recreation facilities, showgrounds and 

picnic grounds. Does not include caravan parks.  

 

 

Category 1 Consent should not be granted. 

Category 2 Agricultural activities permissible. One single dwelling permissible, where residency is 

essential for operational or security purposes. Other ancillary structures are 

permissible provided it can be demonstrated that they will not have detrimental 

impact on the flow of floodwaters. 

Category 3 Development permissible for single dwellings only, subject to this DCP. Aged 

housing, child care facilities, subdivision, emergency service facilities and any other 

development that would increase density is prohibited. 

Category 4 Development permissible, subject to this DCP. Subdivision not permissible.  

Categort 5 Open space and recreational uses permissible. Ancillary structures are permissible 

provided it can be demonstrated that they will not have detrimental impact on the 

flow of floodwaters. 
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1.8 Information to Accompany a 

Develpment  Application   
 

In addition to the minimum information required when 

submitting a Development Application (DA), the 

following additional information must be provided to 

Council for developments that are proposed on land 

that is identified in a “Flood Planning Area”.   

 

a) A statement or justification as to why the proposed 

development is appropriate on flood prone land; 

b) A survey plan, showing: 

I. Position of the existing building and/or 

proposed building. 

II. Existing ground levels to AHD around the 

perimeter of the building, as determined 

by a registered surveyor. 

III. Level of the 1% AEP flood event 

IV. Proposed floor levels relative to the 1% 

AEP flood event.  

c) A report from a suitably qualified engineer that 

demonstrates that: 

I. The development will not increase the 

flood hazard or risk to other properties; 

II. The structure of the proposed buildings will 

be adequate to deal with flooding 

situations; 

III. The proposed building materials are suitable; 

IV. The buildings are sited in the optimum position to avoid flood waters and allow safe 

flood access for evacuation; 

V. The proposed redevelopment will not expose any resident to unacceptable levels of 

risk, or any property to unreasonable damage; and 
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1.9 Flood Controls 
 

In addition to the controls contained in Clause 7.2 of 

Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012, the following 

controls will apply to new development proposed on 

land that is identified within the “Flood Planning Area”.  

 

General 

 

a) Pier and beam construction or suspended 

reinforced concrete slabs should be used, as these 

minimise the requirement for cut and fill and allow 

floodwaters to flow under the building. 

b) Cut and fill should be minimised for all 

development at or below the FPL.  Filling can result 

in a reduction in flood storage or change flow 

patterns and is not permitted unless it can be 

shown that there is no decrease in storage 

capacity and that flow characteristics will not be 

significantly changed.  Cutting can result in an 

increase in flood depths and potentially, an 

increase in flood hazard and/or extent of 

inundation, and is not permitted unless it can be 

shown that flood behaviour will not be altered.   

c) All buildings at or below the FPL should be 

constructed of flood compatible materials. Refer 

to Appendix B for flood compatible materials.   

d) All development applications should demonstrate 

that the proposed structure can withstand the 

force of floodwater, debris and buoyancy.   

e) Solid fences that impede the flow of floodwaters are not permissible.  Fences should be at 

least 50% open to allow the progress of floodwaters.   

Residential Development 

 

f) Floor levels of all habitable rooms or rooms with connection to sewer infrastructure should not 

be less than 500mm (freeboard) above the Flood Planning Level.  

g) Upon completion and prior to the occupation (where relevant) a certificate by a registered 

surveyor should be submitted to Council showing that the finished ground and floor levels 

conform to approved to approved design levels. 

Commercial and Industrial Development 

 

h) Floor levels of all habitable rooms or rooms with connection to sewer infrastructure should not 

be less than 500mm (freeboard) above the Flood Planning Level.  

i) Upon completion and prior to the occupation (where relevant) a certificate by a registered 

surveyor should be submitted to Council showing that the finished ground and floor levels 

conform to approved to approved design levels. 

j) All applications should be supported by a flood emergency plan.  Appropriate warning and 

advisory signage must be prominently visible at entry/exit points. 

k) No excavated underground car parking is permitted on land at or below the Flood Planning 

Level.   

Rural Land 

 

l) Floor levels of all habitable rooms or rooms with connection to sewer infrastructure shall not be 

less than 500mm (freeboard) above the Flood Planning Level.  

m) Upon completion and prior to the occupation (where relevant) a certificate by a registered 

surveyor should be submitted to Council showing that the finished ground and floor levels 

conform to approved to approved design levels. 
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On Site Sewerage Management  

 

n) On-site sewage management facilities should be 

sited and designed to withstand flooding 

conditions (including consideration of structural 

adequacy, avoidance of inundation and 

flushing/leaking into flowing flood waters). 

o) Tank and trench style of systems are not permitted 

on land affected by the Flood Planning Level. All 

sewer fixtures must be located above the 1% AEP 

event. 

 

Subdivision 

 

p) Council will not support any Development 

Application for a residential subdivision where it is 

evident that a flood free building envelope and 

safe internal access from / to the public road 

network cannot be provided. The building 

envelope and access should be flood free in a 1% 

AEP event.  

q) Subdivision will not be permitted where creation of 

such lot will create the potential for increased 

intensity of development within the Flood Planning 

Area.  
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O.2 Bushfire Management 

This section provides Council‟s requirements for 

development upon land classified as bushfire prone 

land within the Cowra Local Government Area (LGA).  

 

All information provided should be read in conjunction 

with the Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012, 

Planning for Bushfire Protection, and Australian 

Standard AS 3959. 
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2.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section O.2 of this Part applies to all land that is 

affected by the Bushfire Prone Land Map prepared by 

the NSW Rural Fire Services and deposited at Council‟s 

offices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Objectives for Bushfire Management  
 

The objectives for bushfire management are to: 

 

a) Ensure the statutory requirements of the Rural Fire Service Act 1997 are considered in 

development assessment where relevant. 

b) Prevent the loss of life and property due to bushfires by providing for development compatible 

with bushfire hazard.  

c) Ensure risks associated with bush fire are appropriately and effectively managed. 

d) Ensure bush fire risk is managed in connection with the preservation of the ecological values of 

the site and adjoining lands. 
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2.3 Bushfire Considerations 
 

A Section 149(2) Planning Certificate will identify 

whether a particular property is classified as bushfire 

prone in accordance with the Bushfire Prone Land 

Map certified by the Commissioner of the NSW Rural 

Fire Service. Section 149(2) Planning Certificate 

applications forms can be downloaded from Council‟s 

website or collected from Council‟s Customer Service 

Centre.  

 

Alternatively, the Bushfire Prone Land Map can be 

viewed at Council‟s Customer Service Centre.  
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Legislative Framework 

 

Depending on the type of development that is 

proposed and the bushfire classification of the land, 

different approval requirements and processes will 

need to be followed. This section provides an overview 

of these requirements and processes. 

 

The assessment framework for development on 

bushfire prone land is legislated under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 

(EP&A Act), Rural Fires Act 1997. The EP&A Act 

establishes a system for requiring bushfire protection 

measures on bushfire prone land at the approval 

stage. This system includes: 

 

- Requiring Council‟s to map bushfire prone land. If 

any part of a development site is affected, special 

submission and assessment requirements may 

apply. 

- Complying Development under State 

Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and 

Complying Development Codes) 2008 requires 

compliance with specific bush fire development 

standards when located on bushfire prone land.  

- Section 79BA of the EP&A Act requires compliance 

with Planning for Bushfire Protection and, where an 

infill proposal does not comply with acceptable 

solutions in Chapter 4, consultation by the consent 

authority with the NSW Rural Fire Service is required; 

and 

- Section 91 of the EP&A Act in combination with the Rural Fires Act 1997  (RF Act) requirements 

for a section 100B Bush Fire Safety Authority (BFSA) classes the following types of Development 

Applications as integrated development: 

i. Residential and rural residential subdivision.  

ii. Special Fire Protection Purposes (SFPP). 

Special provisions apply to integrated development, though some exceptions to these may 

apply.  

 

The following table compares the three application types for development on bushfire prone land. 

 

 Complying Development Non Integrated DA Integrated DA 

    

 

Description 

 

Development approval 

which is not through the DA 

process 

 

Development site is 

bushfire prone and 

not “integrated”.  

 

Includes “infill” 

development other 

than residential / rural 

residential subdivision 

or SFPP. 

 

 

Residential or rural 

residential subdivision 

or SFPP. 

Legislation Codes SEPP 

 

S.79BA EP&A Act s.91 EP&A Act and 

s.100B RF Act.  

 

Referral Bushfire Risk must be certified 

/ assessed by qualified 

consultant or Council. 

Possible consultation 

with the NSW RFS. 

A BFSA from NSW RFS 

is required.  
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Dwellings on Bushfire Prone Land 

 

This section describes the legislative requirements and 

development controls applying to Development 

Applications for a new dwelling-house, dwelling 

alteration or addition involving land that is classified as 

bushfire prone on the Bushfire Prone land Map. 

 

Legislative Requirements: 

 

a) Section 79BA of the EP&A Act requires all new 

development on bushfire prone land to comply 

with Planning for Bushfire Protection(which forms 

the basis for all bushfire planning and bush fire 

protection measures in NSW).  

b) Section 79BA also requires Council to consult with 

the Commissioner of the NSW Rural Fire Service 

where it is satisfied that the proposed 

development does not confirm to the 

requirements of Planning for Bushfire Protection 

2006. 

c) Developments that meet the acceptable solutions 

of the Planning for Bushfire Protection guidelines 

can be determined by the consent authority 

(Council). Developments proposing to build within 

the flame zone or proposing an alternate solution 

under the Planning for Bushfire Protection 

guidelines will be referred by Council to the NSW 

Rural Fire Service for comment prior to 

determination of the application.  

 

Subdivisions on Bushfire Prone Land 

 

This section describes the legislative requirements and development controls applying to 

Development Applications for subdivisions involving land that is classified as bushfire prone on the 

Bushfire Prone land Map. 

 

Legislative Requirements: 

 

a) Section 91 of the EP&A Act provides that the subdivision of land that could be used for 

residential or rural residential purposes is “integrated development” and requires a Bushfire 

Safety Authority to be issued by the NSW Rural Fire Service under Section 100B of the Rural Fires 

Act 1997 (RF Act).  

b) A Bushfire Safety Authority authorises the subdivision to the extent that it complies with 

standards regarding setbacks, provision of water supply and other matters considered by the 

Commissioner of the NSW Rural Fire Service to protect persons, property or the environment 

from danger that may arise from a bushfire.  

c) Before determining the Development Application, Council must refer the Development 

Application to the NSW Rural Fire Service. The NSW Rural Fire Service will consider the 

application and issue the Bushfire Safety Authority if compliance is achieved with the Planning 

for Bushfire Protection  guidelines.  

 

Development for Special Fire Protection Purposes 

 

This section describes the legislative requirements and development controls applying to 

Development Applications for Special Fire Protection Purposes (SFPP) involving land that is 

classified as bushfire prone on the Bushfire Prone land Map. 
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Legislative Requirements 

 

In accordance with the Rural Fires Act 1997, SFPP 

means development for the purposes of the following: 

 

- School; 

- Child Care Centre; 

- Hospital (including a hospital for the mentally ill or 

mentally disordered); 

- Hotel, motel or other tourist accommodation; 

- Building wholly or principally used as a home or 

other establishment for mentally incapacitated 

persons; 

- Seniors housing; 

- Group home; or 

- Retirement village. 

 

Section 91 of the EP&A Act provides that development 

for a SFPP is “integrated development” and requires a 

Bushfire Safety Authority to be issued by the NSW Rural 

Fire Service under Section 100B of the Rural Fires Act 

1997 (RF Act).  

A Bushfire Safety Authority authorises the development 

for a SFPP to the extent that it complies with standards 

regarding setbacks, provision of water supply and 

other matters considered by the Commissioner of the 

NSW Rural Fire Service to protect persons, property or 

the environment from danger that may arise from a 

bushfire.  

 

Before determining the Development Application, 

Council must refer the Development Application to the 

NSW Rural Fire Service. The NSW Rural Fire Service will consider the application and issue the 

Bushfire Safety Authority if compliance is achieved with the Planning for Bushfire Protection 

guidelines. In the event that the NSW Rural Fire Service refuses to grant a Bushfire Safety Authority, 

Council is required to formally refuse the Development Application.  

 

Ancillary Development on Bushfire Prone Land 

 

This section describes the legislative requirements and development controls applying to 

Development Applications for structures other than new dwelling houses, dwelling alterations and 

additions, or development for Special Fire Protection Purposes, and where the land is classified as 

bushfire prone on the Bushfire Prone Land Map.  

 

Legislative Requirements 

 

a) The Building Code of Australia (BCA) does not provide any bush fire specific performance 

requirements and hence AS Australian Standard AS 3959 – Construction of Buildings in Bushfire 

Prone Areas does not apply as a set of „deemed to satisfy‟ provisions.  

b) The general fire safety provisions contained in the BCA are taken as acceptable solutions but 

the aims and objectives of Planning for Bushfire Protection guidelines apply in relation to other 

matters such as access, water and services, emergency planning and landscaping / 

vegetation management.  

c) The following classes of buildings in the BCA are subject to compliance with the requirements 

of the Planning for Bushfire Protection guidelines: 

I. Class 5 – 8 buildings (i.e. offices, factories, warehouses, public carparks and other 

commercial or industrial facilities). 

II. Class 10a buildings (i.e. sheds). 

III. Class 10b buildings (i.e. fences, retaining or free standing walls, masts, antennae, 

swimming pools or the like). 
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2.4 Bushfire Hazard Categories 
 

Bushfire prone land is an area of land that can support 

a bush fire or is likely to be subject to bush fire / ember 

attack. In general, bush fire prone land identifies 

vegetation types and associated buffer zones, 

described as Category 1, Category 2 or Category 3 

bushfire prone land.  

 

The bushfire prone land mapping relating to the 

Cowra Local Government Area) has been prepared 

by the NSW Rural Fire Service and certified by the 

Commissioner of the NSW Rural Fire Service. Bushfire 

prone mapping is designed to flag that a property has 

potential to be threatened by bushfire and to initiate 

an assessment under the Planning for Bushfire 

Protection guidelines to determine whether land 

management and building construction measures 

need to be adopted to held safeguard a 

development from bushfire. There are three categories 

of bushfire prone land. These are detailed below  

 

Category 1 Bushfire Prone Land 

 

Category 1 bushfire prone land is represented on the 

bushfire prone land map by the colour orange. This 

land is comprised of vegetation including forests, 

woodlands, heathlands, pine plantations and 

wetlands. For planning purposes, Category 1 bushfire 

prone land is land that is most at risk of bushfire attack.  

 

 

Category 2 Bushfire Prone Land 

 

Category 2 bushfire prone land is represented on the bushfire prone land map by the colour 

yellow. This is comprised of grasslands, scrublands, rainforests, open woodlands and malle. For 

planning purposes, Category 2 bushfire prone land is land that has a moderate risk of bushfire 

attack.  

 

Category 3 Bushfire Prone Land 

 

Category 3 bushfire prone land is represented on the bushfire prone land may by the colour red. 

This land is a buffer to Category 1 and 2 bushfire prone land and is captured on the bushfire prone 

land map due to likelihood of bushfire attack. The buffer is 100m wide where it adjoins Category 1 

bushfire prone land, and 30m wide where it adjoins Category 2 bushfire prone land.  

 

A extract of the bushfire prone land map relating to the Cowra LGA, showing all categories of 

bushfire prone land is shown below. 
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2.5 Dwellings, Dwelling Alterations & 

Additions on Bushfire Prone Land 
 

This section contains controls applying to Development 

Applications for a new dwelling-house, dwelling 

alteration or addition involving land that is classified as 

bushfire prone on the Bushfire Prone land Map. 

 

a) A Bushfire Risk Assessment Report must be lodged 

together with the Statement of Environmental 

Effects in support of the Development Application. 

The Bushfire Risk Assessment Report must be 

prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced 

bushfire consultant and address the proposal‟s 

consistency with: 

I. Planning for Bushfire Protection guidelines.  

II. Australian Standard AS 3959  

III. Building in Bushfire Prone Areas Single 

Dwelling Applicants Kit prepared by the 

NSW Rural Fire Service. 

b) Bushfire protection measures are to be placed 

wholly within the development site. Asset 

Protection Zones will not be accepted on existing 

Council reserves or other public lands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Construction Certificate Applications will be assessed by Council in accordance with 

Australian Standard AS 3959 - Construction of Buildings in Bushfire Prone Areas. Applicants must 

provide a schedule of compliance with the applicable construction standards. This schedule 

will form part of the approval documentation and the applicant will be required to comply 

with it during the course of construction.  
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2.6 Subdivisions on Bushfire Prone Land 
 

This section contains development controls applying to 

Development Applications for subdivisions involving 

land that is classified as bushfire prone on the Bushfire 

Prone land Map. 

 

a) A Bushfire Risk Assessment Report must be lodged 

together with the Statement of Environmental 

Effects in support of the Development Application. 

The Bushfire Risk Assessment Report must be 

prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced 

bushfire consultant and address the proposal‟s 

consistency with Planning for Bushfire Protection 

guidelines.  

b) Bushfire protection measures are to be placed 

wholly within the development site. All proposed 

Asset Protection Zones are to be within the 

property to be subdivided and incorporated into 

affected lots.  Asset Protection Zones will not be 

accepted on existing Council reserves, other 

public lands or in reserves proposed to be 

dedicated through the subdivision. 

c) Fire trails, if required, are not accepted on existing 

Council reserves proposed to be dedicated 

through the subdivision. 

 

2.7 Development for Special Fire Protection Purposes 
 

This section contains controls applying to Development Applications for Special Fire Protection 

Purposes (SFPP) involving land that is classified as bushfire prone on the Bushfire Prone land Map. 

Development for Special Fire Protection Purposes includes schools, child care centres, hospitals, 

hotels, motels, tourist accommodation, mental homes, seniors housing, group homes and 

retirement villages.  

 

a) A Bushfire Risk Assessment Report must be lodged together with the Statement of 

Environmental Effects in support of the Development Application. The Bushfire Risk Assessment 

Report must be prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced bushfire consultant and 

address the proposal‟s consistency with: 

I. Planning for Bushfire Protection guidelines.  

II. Australian Standard AS 3959  

III. Building in Bushfire Prone Areas Single Dwelling Applicants Kit prepared by the NSW 

Rural Fire Service. 

b) Bushfire protection measures are to be placed wholly within the development site. Asset 

Protection Zones will not be accepted on existing Council reserves or other public lands. 

c) Construction Certificate Applications will be assessed by Council in accordance with 

Australian Standard AS 3959 – Construction of Buildings in Bushfire Prone Areas. Applicants 

must provide a schedule of compliance with the applicable construction standards in 

accordance with Section 3 of the standard. This schedule will form part of the approval 

documentation and the applicant will be required to comply with it during the course of 

construction.  
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2.8 Ancillary Development on Bushfire 

Prone Land 
 

This section contains controls applying to Development 

Applications for structures other than new dwelling 

houses, dwelling alterations and additions, or 

development for Special Fire Protection Purposes, and 

where the land is classified as bushfire prone on the 

Bushfire Prone Land Map.  

 

a) Where a Class 10a building is constructed in 

proximity to another residential class of building, 

the Clause 10a building must meet the 

requirements of that class, or be located more 

than 10 metres away from the main building. 

b) Class 10b buildings are required to be non-

combustible and where an aboveground 

swimming pool is erected, it should not adjoin or 

be attached directly onto a wall of a building of 

Class 1-4 or SFPP Class 9. 

c) Any Development Application for a Class 5-8 

building must be accompanied by a Bushfire Risk 

Assessment Report. This report must be prepared 

by a suitably qualified and experienced bushfire 

consultant.  

 

 

 

 

 

d) Any Development Application for a Class 10 building must be supported by a Bushfire Risk 

Assessment Report. It is recommended that this report be prepared by a suitably qualified and 

experienced bushfire consultant, rather than the property owner.  

e) Construction Certificate Applications will be assessed by Council in accordance with 

Australian Standard AS 3959 -  Construction of Buildings in Bushfire Prone Areas. Applicants 

must provide a schedule of compliance with the applicable construction standards in 

accordance with Section 3 of the standard. This schedule will form part of the approval 

documentation and the applicant will be required to comply with it during the course of 

construction.  
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O.3 Contaminated Land  

Section O.3 contains general information and controls 

about contaminated land. Applicants seeking to 

address contamination issues should refer directly to 

State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 

(Remediation of Land) and the Contaminated Land 

Planning Guidelines, both of which outline the 

procedures for dealing with the assessment of known 

or potentially contaminated land and the remediation 

of contaminated land.  

 

3.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section O.3 of this Part applies to all land within the 

Cowra Local Government Area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Objectives for Contaminated Land 

 
The objectives for contaminated land are to:  

 

a) Provide direction for Council in the gathering and assessment of information in relation to 

previous land-use activities that may have resulted in contamination.  

b) Ensure that any proposed development of an identified contaminated site will not result in any 

unacceptable levels of risk to human health or the environment.  

c) Inform the community, particular those interested or involved in the planning and 

development process, of Council‟s procedures relating to existing or potential contaminated 

land.  
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3.3 Background 
 

In accordance with Part 7A of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979, contaminated 

land means: 

 

„land in, on or under which any substance is present 

at a concentration above the concentration at 

which the substance is normally present in, on or 

under (respectively) land in the same locality, being 

a presence that presents a risk of harm to human 

health or any other aspect of the environment‟. 

 

Under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 

1979, Council has a duty of care, when considering 

development proposals, to fully consider the possibility 

of land contamination and the implications it has for 

any proposed future use of land.  

 

In particular, this Section 0.3 refers to, and formally 

adopts, the “Managing Land Contamination - 

Planning Guidelines” (Department of Urban Affairs and 

Planning & NSW Environmental Protection Authority, 

1998) and other relevant legislative requirements 

 

In recognition of its duty of care, Council will adopt a 

precautionary approach to its consideration of 

applications involving contaminated or potentially 

contaminated land. The object of this approach is to 

enable any land contamination issues to be identified 

and dealt with at an early stage in the planning 

process.  

3.4 Triggers for Contamination Investigation 
 

A contamination investigation is triggered when a land use change is proposed on lands which 

have previously been used for certain purposes that have the potential to result in contamination.  

 

Sourced from the Contaminated Land Planning Guidelines, the following list can used for 

guidance on some land-use activities that may cause contamination: 

 

Acid/alkali plant and formulation Metal treatment 

Agricultural / horticultural activities Mining and extractive industries 

Airports Oil production and storage 

Asbestos production and disposal Paint formulation and manufacture 

Chemicals manufacture and formulation Pesticide manufacture and formulation 

Defence works Power stations 

Drum-reconditioning works Railway yards 

Dry cleaning establishments Scrap yards 

Electrical manufacturing (transformers) Service stations 

Electroplating and heat treatment premises Sheep and cattle dips 

Engine works Smelting and refining 

Explosive industry Tanning and associated trades 

Gas works Waste storage and treatment 

Iron and steel works Wood preservation. 

Landfill sites  
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3.5 Dealing with Development 

Applications 
 

In determining applications for development 

proposals, Council will fully consider the possibility of 

land contamination and the implications it has for any 

proposed future use of the land. A precautionary 

approach will be taken to ensure that any land 

contamination issues are identified and dealt with 

early in the planning process. Accordingly, Council will:  

 

- Proceed with the application according to its 

usual practice if the site has been proven suitable 

for the proposed uses without the need for further 

testing or treatment; or  

- Proceed with the application according to its 

usual practice if the site has been proven to be 

capable of being remediated to a standard that 

is suitable for the proposed use either in its 

contaminated state or after remediation; or  

- Request the applicant to provide additional 

information; or  

- Refuse the application with stated reasons.  

 

The following controls will apply to Development Applications generally: 

 

a) A Development Application must be supported by appropriate information relating to past, 

present and proposed land uses.  

b) Council will evaluate the site‟s potential for contamination. If there is any indication of a past 

land-use or activity that may have caused contamination, Council will require such additional 

information as is necessary to prove that the site is suitable for the proposed use.  

c) Council may require a site investigation report or similar information to be submitted in support 

of an application to be referred to a site auditor for an independent review. The auditor shall 

be nominated by Council. All costs associated with the review shall be borne by the 

applicant. All communication with the auditor shall be either with the knowledge of Council or 

in the presence of Council officers.  

d) If it is determined that the site is unsuitable for the proposed use or development, without site 

remediation, Council will require a statement from an appropriately qualified person certifying 

whether the site is capable of remediation to the required level for the intended use.  
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3.6 Council Records and Community 

Information 
 

Council does not hold comprehensive information 

about land contamination. In the past, little 

information was kept about contaminated land. 

Council holds specific information about 

contamination on only a very small number of sites.  

 

Land contamination is dynamic and no information 

system can record the nature of all contamination 

within the local government area at any one time. 

Council records will change over time as information 

comes to light. Specifically, the following information 

will be added to the record for individual parcels of 

land from time to time: 

 

a) Information contained in development 

applications, indicating the use of a site for a 

potentially contaminating activity listed in Section 

3.4 of this Part. 

b) Reports submitted to Council, including preliminary 

investigation, detailed investigation, remedial 

action plans, validation and monitoring reports, 

and site audit statements.  

c) OEH declarations and orders issued under the 

Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 

(including voluntary management proposals 

approved by the OEH). 

 

d) Prior notification of category 2 remediation works.  

e) Notification of completion of category 1 and category 2 remediation work.  

 

Information about land contamination held within the Council‟s records will be supplied to the 

public by the following means (subject to payment of any prescribed fees): 

 

a) By issuing Planning Certificates (Section 149 Certificates) on application. 

b) By providing access to documents in accordance with the Government Information (Public 

Access) Act 2009. 

 

Total reliance should not be placed on Section 149 Certificates. Interested parties should request a 

detailed search by Council of its records in regard to previous uses of a site  

and / or have a contamination assessment conducted by a qualified consultant.  
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3.7 Other Information & 

Acknowledgements 
 

This Plan recommends that applicants seeking to 

address contamination issues should refer to the 

following relevant information: 

 

a) Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 

b) Local Government Act 1993 

c) Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 

d) Contaminated Land Management Regulation 

1998 

e) State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 – 

Remediation of Land. 

f) Water Management Act 2000 

g) Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 

h) Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 

2001. 

The following reference documents are also 

recommended for applicants seeking to address 

contamination issues: 

 

a) NSW Department of Urban Affairs and Planning 

and the NSW Environment Protection Authority 

(1998) – Managing Land Contamination – Planning 

Guidelines. 

 

 

 

 

 

b) NSW EPA (1994) Contaminated Sites: Guidelines for Assessing Service Station Sites. 

c) NSW EPA (1995) Contaminated Sites: Guidelines for the Vertical Mixing of Soil on Former Broad-

Acre Agricultural Land. 

d) NSW EPA (1995) Contaminated Sites: Sampling Design Guidelines. 

e) NSW EPA (1995) Provisional Water Quality Investigations Manual: Preferred Methods for 

Sampling and Analysis. 

f) NSW EPA (2003) Contaminated Sites: Guidelines for Significant Risk of Harm from 

Contaminated Land and the Duty To Report. 

g) NSW EPA (2005) Contaminated Sites: Guidelines for Assessing Former Orchards and Market 

Gardens. 

h) NSW Agricultural and CMPS&F Environmental (1996) – Guidelines for the Assessment and 

Cleanup of Cattle Tick Dip Sites for Residential Purposes. 

i) Australian and New Zealand and Conservation Council & National Health and Medical 

Research Council (1992) Guidelines for the Assessment and Management of Contaminated 

Sites.  

j) Australian and New Zealand and Conservation Council & National Health and Medical 

Research Council (1994) Financial Liability for Contaminated Site Remediation: A Position 

Paper.  

k) Australian and New Zealand and Conservation Council & National Health and Medical 

Research Council and Agricultural and Resource Management Council of Australia and New 

Zealand (2000) Australia and New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality. 
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l) National Health and Medical Research Council 

and Natural Resource Management Ministerial 

Council (2004) Australian Drinking Water 

Guidelines.   

 Council considers these guidelines to be a mandatory 

references for consultants assessing contamination 

levels and undertaking remediation works. Consultants 

preparing contamination reports should also have a 

practical working knowledge of the various EPA and 

NEPC publications on contaminated land including: 

 

a) NSW EPA (2006) Contaminated Sites: Guidelines for 

the NSW Site Auditor Scheme. 

b) National Environment Protection Council (1999) 

National Environmental Protection (Assessment of 

Site Contamination) Measure. 

c) NSW EPA (1997) Guidelines for Consultants 

Reporting on Contaminated Sites.  

 

Council also wishes to acknowledge Penrith City 

Council for the information contained in this Part of the 

Plan.  
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Appendix A – Flood Hazard 

Category Map 
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Appendix B – Flood Compatible Building Materials & Construction Methods 

The following list is to be used as guide for flood compatible building materials and construction methods. Use of these materials or methods does not guarantee compliance 

with the relevant provisions of the Building Code of Australia relating to the construction of buildings in a Flood Hazard Area.  

 
 

Building Component Acceptable Material / Construction Method 

 

Flooring and sub-floor 

structure 

 

 

Pier and beam construction, or 

Suspended reinforced concrete slabs. 

 

External wall structures 

 

Solid brickwork, blockwork, reinforced concrete or mass concrete. 

 

Main power supply Subject to the approval of the relevant power authority, incoming electricity mains, service equipment and meters shall be located 1m above 

the flood planning level.  Means shall be available to easily disconnect the building from the main power supply. 

 

Wiring All wiring, power outlets, switches, etc, should, to the maximum extent possible, be located 1m above the Flood Planning Level.  All electrical 

wiring installed at or below the FPL should be suitable for continuous submergence in water and should contain no fibrous components.  Only 

submersible-type splices should be used at or below the Flood Planning Level.  All conduits located below the relevant flood level should be so 

installed that they will be self-draining if subjected to flooding. 

 

Equipment All equipment installed below or partially below the Flood Planning Level should be capable of disconnection by a single plug and socket 

assembly. 

 

Fuel 

 

Heating systems using gas or oil as a fuel should have a manually operated valve located in the fuel supply line to enable fuel cut-off. 

 

Installation 

 

Heating equipment and fuel storage tanks should be mounted on and securely anchored to a foundation pad of sufficient mass to overcome 

buoyancy and prevent movement that could damage the fuel supply line.  All storage tanks should be vented to an elevation of 500 millimetres 

above the Flood Planning Level. 

 

Services All sewer connections to buildings on land at or below the FPL are to be fitted with reflux valves to prevent backflow of sewage in a flood event.  

Sewer surcharge gullies must be located above the FPL. 
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Building Component Acceptable Material / Construction Method 

 

Floor covering 

 

 

Clay tiles; 

Concrete, precast or in situ; 

Concrete tiles; 

Epoxy, formed-in-place; 

Mastic flooring, formed-in-place; 

Rubber sheets or tiles with chemical set adhesives; 

Silicone floors former-in-place; 

Vinyl sheets or tiles with chemical set adhesives; 

Ceramic tiles, fixed with mortar or chemical set adhesive; 

Asphalt tiles, fixed with water resistant adhesives; or 

Removable rubber-backed carpet 

 

Windows 

 

Aluminium frame. 

 

Doors 

 

Solid panel with water proof adhesives; 

Flush door with marine ply filled with close cell foam; 

Painted material construction; 

Aluminium or galvanised steel frame. 

 

Wall and ceiling linings 

 

Brick, face or glazed; 

Clay tile glazed in waterproof mortar; 

Concrete; 

Concrete block; 

Steel with waterproof applications; 

Stone (natural solid or veneer), waterproof grout; 

Glass blocks; 

Glass; or 

Plastic sheeting or wall with waterproof adhesive. 
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Building Component Acceptable Material / Construction Method 

 

Insulation 

 

Foam or closed cell types 

Reconnection 

 

Should any electrical device and/or part of the wiring be flooded, it should be thoroughly cleaned or replaced and checked by an approved 

electrician before reconnection. 

 

Ducting 

 

All ducting located at or below the FPL should be provided with openings for drainage and cleaning.  Self-draining may be achieved by 

locating the ducting at a suitable grade.  Where ducting must pass through a watertight wall or floor below the relevant flood level, the ducting 

should be protected by a closure assembly operated from above the Flood Planning Level. 
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P.1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Application of this Section 
 

Section P.1 of this Part applies to all development in 

the Cowra Local Government Area on both public 

and private land. 

 

This plan is not intended to impose unreasonable 

requirements. It is not designed to make things difficult 

for small developments or people building or altering 

their own homes. The degree to which this Part of the 

Plan will apply depends on the scale and anticipated 

level of crime risk of the development proposal.  

 

Further information about CPTED and guidance on 

applying the CPTED principles is contained in Section 

1.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

1.2 Objectives for CPTED  
 

a) Ensure that new development is designed to reduce crime risk and minimise opportunities for 

crime. 

b) Enhance and improve community safety within the Cowra Local Government Area. 

c) Create a physical environment that encourages a feeling of safety. 

d) Address community concerns regarding the issues of community safety and crime prevention. 

e) Reduce the level of crime within the Cowra Local Government Area. 

f) To minimise the opportunity for criminal activity, through the appropriate environmental design 

of buildings and places. 
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1.3 CPTED Principles  
 

CPTED stands for Crime Prevetation Through 

Environmental Design.  

 

CPTED is about designing and managing buildings and 

places so as to minimise opportunities for criminal 

activity. It is based on the idea that if we increase the 

chance of criminals being seen, challenged or caught, 

or we increase the effort required to commit a crime, 

then it is possible to reduce the actual or perceived 

rewards of crime and create safer communities.  

 

CPTED is based around four principles: surveillance, 

access control, territorial reinforcement and space 

management. These principles form the basis of this 

Part M and are explained as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surveillance 

The attractiveness of crime targets can be reduced by provided opportunities for effective 

surveillance, both natural and technical. Good surveillance means that people can see what 

others are doing. People feel safe in public areas when they can easily see and interact with 

others. Would be offenders are often deterred from committing crime in areas with high levels of 

surveillance.  

 

Access Control  

Access control is about decreasing opportunities for crime, by controlling access to a crime target, 

increasing the effort required to commit a crime and by creating a perception of risk to an 

offender. Physical and symbolic barriers can be used to attract, channel or restrict the movement 

of people. By making it clear where people are permitted to go or not to go, it becomes difficult 

for potential offenders to reach and victimise people and their property. Illegible boundary 

markers and confusing spatial definition make it easy for criminals to make excuses for being in 

restricted areas. 

 

Territorial Reinforcement (Ownership) 

Territorial reinforcement is about clearly defining private space from semi-public and public space 

in order to create a sense of ownership. People often feel comfortable in, and are more likely to 

visit, places which feel owned and care for. The created ownership shows that the owner has a 

vested interest in the location, which in turn challenges intruders, reduces opportunities for crime 

and increases risk to criminals. Community ownership also increases the likelihood that people who 

witness crime will respond by quickly reporting it or by attempting to prevent it.  

 

Space Management and Maintenance  

Space management involves the formal supervision, control and care of an urban space. Public 

perceptions are affected by the appearance of a place. A well-maintained urban environment is 

essential in sustaining confidence and helping to control vandalism, crime or fear of crime. Space 

management strategies include activity coordination, site cleanliness, rapid repair of vandalism 

and graffiti, the replacement of burned out pedestrian and car park lighting and the removal or 

refurbishment of decayed physical elements.  
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1.4 Council’s Role 
 

Before a decision can be made on a development 

application, Council must consider the application 

under section 79C of the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979. Included in section 79C are 

subsections requiring Council to consider: 

 

- The likely impacts of that development, including 

the environmental impacts on the natural and built 

environments, and social and economic impacts 

on the locality, and 

- The public interest. 

 

In April 2001, Crime Prevention Legislative Guidelines 

were introduced to Section 79C of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979. These guidelines 

require Council to ensure that new development 

provides safety and security to users and the 

community.  

 

The NSW Government has produced guidelines 

entitled ‘Crime Prevention and the Assessment of 

Development Applications’. The guidelines established 

two steps which Councils must undertake in the 

assessment of development applications:  

 

a) Assessing all applications against basic CPTED 

design principles; and  

b) Undertaking a crime risk assessment for specifically 

identified development types.  
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1.5 Application of CPTED Principles  
 

How CPTED principles are applied will depend on the 

nature of the development proposal and the 

prevailing crime risk in the area.  This section of the 

plan provides guidance on how the CPTED principles 

will be applied to certain developments. 

 

Minor Developments 

 

Developments of a minor or domestic nature are not 

required to specifically address all of the CPTED 

principles and design suggestions contained in Section 

P.2.  Such developments include: 

 

a) Dwelling-houses. 

b) Dual occupancies. 

c) Secondary dwellings. 

d) Changes of use of existing retail, commercial or 

industrial buildings or premises (other than 

changes of use involving trading after 9pm). 

e) Minor alterations or additions to existing buildings. 

f) Minor works within parks, open space or a public 

space. 

g) Exempt or complying development under State 

Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and 

Complying Development Codes) 2008. 

 

Council is however legislatively required to consider crime prevention issues when determining all 

development applications. It is therefore recommended that all developments address the CPTED 

principles and design initiatives so as to minimise opportunities for crime.  

 

The way in which the proposal addresses the CPTED principles and design initiatives must be 

detailed in the statement of environmental effects (SEE) and noted on plans lodged in support of 

the development application.  

 

Other Developments 

 

All other developments should address the CPTED principles and design initiatives contained in 

Section P.2.  

 

In the case of alterations or additions to existing buildings, compliance with the objectives need 

only apply to the alterations or additions themselves plus those objectives that may reasonably be 

applied to the existing building.  

 

The way in which the proposal addresses the CPTED principles and design initiatives must be 

detailed in the statement of environmental effects (SEE) and noted on plans lodged in support of 

the development application.  

 

Developments with Crime Risk 

 

If a development is likely to create a risk of crime, a formal crime risk assessment must be submitted 

with the application. A crime risk assessment is prepared by a suitably qualified person and is a 

systematic evaluation of the potential for crime in an area. It provides an indication of both the 

likely magnitude of crime and likely crime type. The consideration of these dimensions will 

determine the choice and appropriate mix of CPTED principles and strategies.  
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A crime risk assessment is required for the following 

large scale and/or crime sensitive developments: 

 

a) Developments with 10 or more dwellings; 

b) Major commercial/ retail developments; 

c) Major community facilities, hospitals and schools; 

d) New industrial complexes; 

e) Clubs/ hotels, liquor outlets; 

f) Service stations; 

g) Sex services premises,  or 

h) Other high risk land uses. 

 

If a crime risk assessment is submitted with an 

application the application will be referred to the local 

Police for comment and their comments will be 

considered in the determination of the application.  

 

To discuss how to apply the CPTED principles or 

determine if a crime risk assessment is required, please 

contact the Environmental Services Department.  
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P.2 Design Suggestions 

The design suggestions outlined in this section should 

be used in the design of all new developments (where 

relevant) to ensure that crime risk is minimised in 

accordance with the CPTED principles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Objectives for Design Suggestions  
 

a) To allow natural surveillance of the spaces around a building by the occupants and users.  

b) To design buildings and communal areas to encourage a sense of ownership by the 

occupants and users. 

c) To locate and design new buildings in such a way that they do not allow intruders to climb into 

any buildings or properties. 

d) To use building materials which minimise opportunities for vandalism. 

e) To reduce opportunities for unauthorised access to buildings, individual dwellings and 

communal areas by the use of appropriate security measures, hardware or human resources.  

f) To provide adequate lighting of entrances and exits, service areas, communal spaces, public 

areas, pathways, car parks, other areas that are used after dark and places where intruders 

may hide.    

g) To provide adequate lighting to open space and public spaces.  
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2.2 Building Orientation 
 

a) Dwelling entrances should be oriented towards 

the street, or both streets if located on a corner.  

b) For medium density residential developments, the 

front-most dwelling(s) should address the street, or 

both streets if located on a corner. Other dwellings 

should be oriented towards the access driveway, 

with dwelling entrances visible from the street, or if 

this is not possible, they should bevisible from 

another dwelling.  

c) Rear lanes should not be relied upon for primary 

vehicle or pedestrian access to residential 

dwellings or commercial developments.  

d) Habitable rooms should be located at the front of 

dwellings, or in the case of medium density 

developments, facing the access driveway.  

e) Windows, doorways and balconies should be 

offset from other windows, doorways and 

balconies to allow for surveillance while protecting 

privacy.  

f) Office and administration areas in industrial 

developments should be located at the front of 

the building overlooking the street and any car 

parking areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A conceptual illustration showing the ideal orientation of dwellings within a medium density 

housing development i included below: 
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2.3 Entrances 
 

a) Building entrances should be in prominent 

positions, and at the front of the site facing the 

street where possible.  

b) Entrances should be designed to allow users to see 

into the building before entering. 

c) Entrances should be easily recognisable through 

design features and directional signage. 

d) The number of entry points to a building should be 

minimised as far as practical. 

e) Where separate staff entrances are required, they 

should be located to maximise opportunities for 

natural surveillance from the street.  

f) Blank walls facing or abutting the street should be 

avoided, particularly in commercial or industrial 

developments.  

g) Rear lanes should not be relied upon for primary 

vehicle or pedestrian access to residential 

dwellings or commercial developments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A conceptual illustration showing a good and a poor example of an entrance to a commercial 

building is included below: 
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2.4 Communal and Public Areas 
 

a) Active uses and habitable rooms should be 

positioned so that their windows face communal 

and public areas.   

b) Open spaces should be clearly designated and 

located where they can be easily observed by 

people. Parks and playgrounds should be located 

in front of buildings, shopping centres etc and 

face streets rather than back lanes.  

c) Regular use of open space and public areas is 

encouraged through the use of seating, play 

equipment and barbeques etc. 

d) Seating should be conveniently located and easily 

seen.  

e) Communical areas and utilities, such as laundries 

and garbage bays should be easily seen and well 

lit.  

f) Where provided, lifts and stairwells should be 

designed in open style with transparent materials 

(where fire safety equipment will allow). 

g) Different spaces should be defined with physical 

and / or psychological barriers, such as low or 

open form fences, gardens, lawn strips or varying 

textured surfaces.  

h) All barriers beside pathways should be low in 

height or permeable (i.e. see through), including 

landscaping and fencing etc.  

 

 

i) facilities such as toilets and telephones should be located close to areas of active uses and 

are not concealed by vegetation.  

j) Pathways should be direct, follow pedestrian desire lines and avoid blind corners.  

 

A conceptual illustration showing how a communal area can be designed with good natural 

surveliance is included below: 
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2.5 Blind Corners 
 

a) Pathways should be direct. All barriers beside 

pathways should be low in height or permeable 

(i.e. see through), including landscaping and 

fencing etc.  

b) Mirrors should be installed to allow users to see 

ahead and around corners. 

c) Stairwells should contain glass, stainless steel or 

open form panels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A conceptual illustration showing a poorly design pathway with blind corners has been included 

below: 
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2.6 Building Materials 
 

a) Opportunities for vandalism should be reduced 

through the use of materials such as strong, wear 

resistant laminate, impervious glazed ceramics, 

treated masonry products, stainless steel materials, 

anti-graffiti paints or clear oversprays. 

b) Planting should be used to screen large blank 

walls. Alternatively, walls are modulated using dark 

colours. 

c) External lighting should be vandal resistant, 

mounted in a high position or protected from 

vandalism.  

d) Communal or street furniture should be made of 

hard wearing vandal-resistant materials and 

should be secured by sturdy anchor points or 

removed after hours.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7 Security Measures 
 

a) Quality locks should be installed on external windows and doors.  

b) Intruder alarm systems, security screens, door and window locks and intruder resistant 

materials should comply with relevant Australian Standards. 

c) Intercoms, code or card locks should be installed on main entries to multiple occupancy 

buildings. 

d) Dwellings should be provided with viewers on entry doors to allow residents to see who is at 

the door.  

e) External storage areas and yards should be secured and well lit.  

f) Security grilles and security doors should be permeable (see through). 

g) Skylights and roof tiles should not be able to be readily removed or opened from the outside.  

h) Lockable gates should be provided on side and rear access ways. 
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2.8 Building Identification 
 

a) Each building should clearly display its street 

number.  

b) Street numbers should be at least 150mm high, 

and positioned between 600mm and 1.5m above 

ground level on the street frontage.  

c) Street numbers should be made of durable 

materials, preferably reflective or luminous, and 

are positioned so they will not be obstructed by 

foliage.  

An example of a commercial building that has been 

provided with clear building identification is shown in 

the diagram.  
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2.9 Lighting 
 

a) Lights should be directed towards access / egress 

routes to illuminate potential offenders, rather than 

towards buildings or occupant observation points.  

b) Lighting should have a wide beam of illumination, 

which reaches to the beam of the next light or 

perimeter of the area under surveillances or covers 

the full length of any pathway.  

c) Pathways and access to open spaces and public 

areas should be appropriately illuminated. 

d) Brighter lights are used in highly used areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A conceptual illustratration showing an appropriate use of lighting in a public park has been 

included below: 
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2.10 Landscaping & Fencing 
 

a) Planting types and locations should be carefully 

selected to promote surveillance and minimise 

opportunities for intruders to hide. Plants such as 

low hedges and shrubs, creepers, ground covers 

and high canopied vegetation with clean trunks 

are good for surveillance.  

b) Medium height vegetation with concentrated top 

to bottom foliage should be thoughtfully located 

so it doesn’t obstruct surveillance and won’t 

readily conceal intruders.  

c) Trees with dense low growth foliage should be 

widely spaced or under pruned (i.e. lower 

branches removed) to avoid a continuous barrier.  

d) Plantings should not conceal the building 

entrance from the street.  

e) Prickly plants can be used as effective barriers.  

f) Large trees and shrubs should be carefully located 

to prevent use by intruders to access buildings or 

neighbouring premises.  

g) Front fences should be low in height, or where 

front fences are higher, they should be 

constructed in an open form.  

h) Low ground covers should be used together with 

high canopied trees to landscape children’s play 

areas, car parks and pedestrian pathways.  

 

 

 

 

A conceptual illustratration showing an appropriate use of landscaping and fencing has been 

included in the diagram below: 
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2.11 Shopfronts 
 

a) Surveillance between shop premises should be 

provided by retaining clear sight lines (for 

example, limiting promotional material in or on the 

shop windows). 

b) The display of merchandise should be avoided on 

the footpath where it has the possibility to limit 

visibility between the shop and street.  

c) Blank walls are avoided along the footpath to 

encourage surveillance and deter graffiti.  

d) Toughened or laminated glass should be used in 

shopfronts rather than roller shutters or security 

grilles to promote a siege mentality.  

e) Where roller shutters are considered necessary, 

they should be in the form of an open style grille or 

are constructed of a transparent material.  

f) Sufficient lighting should be provided below 

awnings to adequately illuminate the footpath 

and shopfront.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

A conceptual illustratration showing good and poor examples of shopfront treatments has been 

included below: 
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2.12 Public Facilities (ATM’s, toilets, 

telephones etc). 
 

a) Public facilities should be located in highly visible 

location that are well lit and where possible near 

activities with extended trading hours such as 

restaurants and convenience stores.  

b) Public facilities should not be not located in 

recessed spaces or concealed areas. 

c) ATM’s should be designed to incorporate mirrors or 

reflective materials so that users can observe 

people behind them.  

d) Toilets and parents rooms should be located close 

to areas of active use or regularly staffed areas, 

such as reception desks or entrances.  

e) Direction signs should be provided to guide the 

public to key services and landmarks such as 

railway stations, taxi ranks, libraries etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A conceptual illustratration showing a good example of an ATM placement has been included in 

the diagram below: 
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2.13 Car Parks 
 

a) Large expanses of car park should be avoided. 

Where large expanses of car park are 

unavoidable, surveillance measures such as 

security cameras should be provided.  

b) Access to lifts, stairwells and pedestrian pathways 

should be clearly visible. 

c) Hidden recesses should be avoided that could 

hide intruders or where users will be out of sight.  

d) Car parks should be designed so that they can be 

observed by adjoining uses.  

e) The number of entry and exit points should be 

minimised as far as practical.  

f) Entry and exist points should be located in close 

proximity to each other and close to adjoining 

uses such as shops, cafes and other active uses.  

g) Staff car parking areas should be separated and 

secured. Lighting should not cause glare or create 

dark shadows.  

h) Lighting in open car parks should comply with 

Australian Standard AS/NZS 1158.3.1:1999 – Road 

Lighting – Pedestrian area (Category P) lighting – 

Performance and installation design requirements. 

i) In car parks, lighting should be sufficiently bright to 

enable a user to see into the rear seat of their car 

before they get in.  

 

 

 
 

A conceptual illustratration showing a good example of a car park has been included in the 

diagram below: 
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Q.1 Soil Erosion and 

Sedimentation Control 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

Soil erosion on building and construction sites can be a 

major source of sediment pollution in our waterways. 

 

Building and construction sites create minimal soil 

erosion problems in dry weather conditions. However, 

during heavy rainfall events tonnes of soil can be lost 

from building sites if adequate controls are not in 

place.  This can have a number of undesirable 

impacts, including blocked stormwater pipes causing 

flooding, soil washing over roads and into adjoining 

properties, environmental degradation of creeks and 

reduced water quality. 

          

The Cowra Shire lies within the Lachlan River 

Catchment which suffers from turbidity and salinity 

problems, algal blooms, carp and declining numbers 

of native fish.  Government authorities have the power 

to take action against people who pollute natural 

waterways. 

 

 

 

 

 

This policy provides guidelines to assist builders in adopting practical measures to control soil 

erosion on construction sites.  Builders who follow this policy will be making a significant positive 

contribution to the environment and avoid possible action from the regulatory authorities that 

control pollution. 

 

Section Q.1 of this Part has been prepared in accordance with the „Blue Book‟ (Managing Urban 

Stormwater Soils and Construction) – by Landcom, Fourth Edition (2004), as the primary reference 

document for soil erosion and sedimentation control on development sites. 
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1.2 Application for this Part 
 

Section Q.1 applies to all developments within the 

Cowra Local Government Area except where: 

 

a) The development is exempt under State 

Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and 

Complying Development Codes) 2008. 

a) The development involves construction works  that 

will be undertaken inside existing buildings with no 

disturbance to the natural grounds surface. 

b) The development only involves the erection of a 

first floor storey on top of any existing building. 

c) The development is for the purpose of a Class 1 or 

10 structure outside the urban area of Cowra on 

an allotment of land greater than 10 hectares 

which is not identified as environmentally sensitive, 

flood prone, within 100 metres of a watercourse, or 

having a slope steeper than 14°. 

d) The development relates to a site that is already 

subject to an approved Erosion and Sediment 

Control Plan.  

 

 

 

 

 

1.3 Objectives  
 

The objectives for soil erosion and sedimentation control are: 

 

a) To address State Legislation requirements described under the Protection of the Environment 

Operations Act 1997. 

b) To ensure that the quality of runoff discharged from a development does not impact on the 

environment and receiving waters in terms of sedimentation, water pollution and other 

impacts.  

c) Maximise the amount of vegetation retained on development sites and ensure its protection 

during construction and operation of the development. 

d) Ensure that erosion and sediment controls are considered during the construction phase of 

developments through the preparation of Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.  
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1.4 Plan requirements 
 

The minimum standard of erosion prevention and 

sediment control planning required for a development 

is categorised by the total area of soil surface that will 

be disturbed. This includes areas of cut and fill, 

vegetation removal, driveways and access ways. 

 

The following table provides guidance to developers 

on the type of plan required to be submitted to 

Council depending on the nature of the development. 

 

The use of qualified engineers and environmental 

professionals to prepare the the ESCP is recommended 

by Council for large projects and difficult sites. This can 

assist to reduce the time necessary to assess 

applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disturbed Area (m²) 

 

Minimum requirements  Details  

 

250 –  2500m² 

 

Erosion and Sediment 

Control Plan (ESCP) 

 

Graphic plan to scale of at least 1:200 

that identifies erosion prevention and 

sediment control measures required 

for the site.  

 

 

> 2,500m²  

 

Soil and Water 

Management Plan 

(SWMP) 

 

Prepared in accordance with the 

publication, The „Blue Book‟ 

(Managing Urban Stormwater Soils 

and Construction) – by Landcom, 

Fourth Edition (2004). 
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1.5 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan 

(ESCP)  
 

All ESCP‟s should contain, as a minimum, the following 

information:  

 

a) Locality details; 

b) North point and scale; 

c) Property boundaries and adjoining roads; 

d) Existing land contours; 

e) Location of vegetation to be removed / retained. 

f) Existing watercourses and drains  

g) Proposed building/structures and disturbed areas; 

h) Proposed vehicular access; 

i) Extent of earthworks and limits of cut and fill; 

j) Location of proposed stockpiles; 

k) Location of temporary and permanent site 

drainage, erosion and sediment control measures. 

l) Location of temporary and permanent re-

vegetation areas; 

m) An explanation of any changes to the erosion 

prevention and sediment controls as the works 

proceed; and 

n) Supplementary notes covering inspection and 

maintenance requirements. 

The diagram below illustrates a typical ESCP that could be submitted to Council with a 

Construction Certificate Application for a standard residential housing development. 
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1.6 Soil and Water Management Plan 

(SWMP) 
 

When disturbance exceeds 2,500m², ESCP measures 

are incorporated as a component of a Soil and Water 

Management Plan in accordance with The „Blue Book‟ 

(Managing Urban Stormwater Soils and Construction) – 

by Landcom, Fourth Edition (2004). 

 

Soil and Water Management Plans as a minimum 

should contain:  

 

a) Detailed calculations to determine the soil loss and 

the size of any sediment basins that may be 

required on the site; 

b) Information required for an ESCP;  

c) The location of lots, public open space, 

stormwater drainage systems, schools, shopping 

centres/community centres – (if nearby),  

d) The location of land designated or zoned for 

special uses,  

e) Location and diagrams of all erosion and 

sediment site controls used,  

f) Locations, calculations and engineering details of 

any sediment basins,  

g) Location and details of other stormwater 

management structures such as; constructed 

wetlands, gross pollutant traps, trash racks or separators.  

h) Procedures for the operation and maintenance of pollution control equipment/works must 

also be noted including:  

I. Quality and characteristic of any wastes before treatment;  

II. Estimate quality of wastes after treatment; 

III. Details of permitted maximum pollution levels specified by Council or the EPA;  

IV. Estimate of the average volumes of waste from the site; 

V. Details of the treatment methods e.g. flocculation agents; 

VI. Methods of disposal of the wastes, including discharge points and/or disposal areas; 

VII. Details of major items of equipment used e.g. pumps, sprays etc;  

VIII. Identify any special requirements or site conditions that exist (and may require 

specialist services/advice);  

IX. Identify inspection procedures and inspectors; and 

X. Any other relevant matters.  
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1.7 Design Guidelines 
 

The following principles provide guidance on what 

issues need to be considered when preparing any one 

of the following plans: 

 

- Erosion & Sediment Control Plan 

- Soil and Water Management Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Retain Vegetation 

 

a) Keep disturbance to a minimum.  Vegetation should not be removed from the site until the 

start of construction is imminent and then only for the area approved by council for the 

location of the building. 

b) Fence or tape off those areas to remain undisturbed.  

c) Existing vegetation on the footpath areas should be retained as this provides an effective 

sediment filter. 

 

Stockpile Topsoil 

 

d) Retain stripped topsoil for reuse on-site during landscaping and site rehabilitation. 

e) Protect stockpiles by erecting sediment fencing on the down slope side. 

 

Control Site Access 

 

f) Only one entry/exit should be provided for each building site with the recommended 

maximum width for: 

I. residential allotments – four (4) metres 

II. commercial/industrial – six (6) metres 

g) Stabilise the access point by using gravel or crushed concrete with a minimum aggregate size 

of 50mm applied to a minimum depth of 100mm.  Forward planning may enable this initial 

stabilisation to be incorporated into construction for the permanent access point.  

h) Vehicles should park on the stabilised access point or on the roadway.  Under no 

circumstances are vehicles permitted to park on the footpath area. 
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Reduce Erosive Power of Flows 

 

i) Reduce the slope length through the use of 

graded banks, cross banks and drains.  

j) Keep batters as flat as possible.  On larger 

developments batters should not exceed 3:1. 

k) Revegetate disturbed sites as soon as possible. 

 

Sediment Control 

 

l) Where possible, build a diversion bank around the 

topside of the excavation line to divert clean 

runoff from above the site away from the building 

site and other disturbed areas. 

m) Provide sediment fencing/hay bales below all 

construction sites to slow and filter sediment laden 

runoff. 

n) A filter roll or other inlet filters may be required to 

be placed in front of or over any stormwater inlet 

pit located on the adjacent road. 

o)  Strips of turf laid adjacent to the footpath may 

act as effective sediment filters. 

p) Sediment retention basins should be installed on 

large sites particularly if the soils are dispersive.  

 

 

 

 

 

Washout Areas 

 

q) Do not wash-out barrows, paintbrushes, brick cutters and other tools in the street gutter. 

r) Provide a designated wash-out area which will detain and filter polluted water. 

 

Control Stormwater 

 

s) Where possible, use grassed or natural drainage channels to carry and filter runoff. 

t) Connect downpipes to the stormwater system before placing roof materials. 

 

Site Rehabilitation 

 

u) Stabilise disturbed areas by turfing, mulching, seeding, paving or similar. 

v) Rehabilitate all excavated and filled areas.  

 

Maintain the Job-site 

 

w) Erosion and sediment controls must be maintained throughout the course of construction and 

until the building site has been rehabilitated and stabilised. 

x) Stabilised access points are to be replenished as necessary to maintain their effectiveness. 

y) All control measures are to be inspected after each rainfall event and cleaned or repaired if 

required. 

z) Accidental spills of soil or other materials onto the roadway or gutter must be removed prior to 

completion of the day‟s work.  Spills are to be removed by sweeping, shovelling or a means 

other than washing. 
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1.8 Erosion Prevention and Sediment 

Control Techniques  
 

This section outlines the various erosion and sediment 

controls that can be incorporated on a site, 

depending on the nature and scale of the 

development.  

 

All Sites 

 

The following erosion and sediment control devices are 

generally applicable to most building sites: 

 

a) Site Access 

b) Stock Piles 

c) Sediment Traps and Filters 

d) Inlet Filters 

e) Site Fences 

f) Hay Bale Fences 

g) Diversion Banks and Catch Drains 

h) Turfing 

i) Trenching 

 

Detailed diagrams and construction notes for these 

devices are included in Appendix A to this Part.  

 

 

Large Development Sites 

 

The following erosion and sediment control devices are appropriate for large developments sites 

greater than 2000m². These control devices may also be appropriate for sites requiring more 

stringent controls such as those containing or adjacent to significant natural areas. 

 

j) Check Dams 

k) Temporary Waterway Crossings 

l) Sediment Retention Basins 

 

Detailed diagrams and construction notes for these devices are included in Appendix B to this 

Part.  

 

Revegetation 

 

Revegetation is an essential part of site rehabilitation. Vegetation protects soil from erosion by 

physically binding soil particles, reducing the velocity and erosive power of water and intercepting 

rain and improving soil permeability.  Revegetation is usually inexpensive and may be temporary 

or permanent.   

 

The following controls and treatments will facilitate the revegetation process. 

 

m) Topsoil Treatment 

n) Erosion Control Blankets 

 

Detailed diagrams and construction notes for these devices are included in Appendix C to this 

Part.  
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All disturbed areas designated for revegetation should 

be sown down within 14 days of completion of 

construction works using turf or a suitable seed and 

fertiliser mixture. 

 

On larger developments: 

 

o) Better results will be achieved if sowing down is 

programmed to occur in autumn/winter. 

p) Surfaces that are clayey and with little top soil 

coverage will limit germination and thus success of 

a seed and fertiliser mixture.  These surfaces, after 

sowing should be hay mulched.  This can be done 

manually.  One straw bale can be spread to cover 

10-12m2. 

q) Alternatively, hydro mulching and spray seed 

contractors can be utilised to revegetate 

extensive surface areas. 

r) Drainage lines or channels carry concentrated 

flows and will require specialised revegetation 

techniques such as using erosion control blankets.  

E.g.; jute mesh and bitumen.  The erosion control 

blanket carries the flow until the seed germinates 

and the vegetation gradually establishes and 

stabilises the channel. 

s) Erosion control blankets may also provide 

additional protection during drought or other slow 

growth periods. 
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1.9 Additional Matters for 

Consideration 
 

Excavation 

 

In the event that a footpath or other public land is to 

be excavated, the written approval of the Cowra Shire 

Council is required. The applicant will be responsible 

for complying with all requirements and conditions 

imposed by the Council in this regard. 

 

Drainage 

 

In complying with this Policy it is important that 

stormwater not be diverted onto neighbouring 

properties.  All stormwater must be treated on site 

before it is allowed to flow into the approved 

stormwater system. 

 

Maintenance 

 

Once approval has been granted for construction to 

take place, regular maintenance of the sediment 

control devices is required for them to work correctly.  

In the event of a sediment control device becoming 

damaged in anyway, the applicant, at his or her own 

expense must fix it immediately.  The owner/occupier 

of the site is to ensure that erosion control measures 

installed by builders are maintained until the site has 

been revegetated. 

 

Cleaning of sediment control devices also needs regular monitoring with particular attention being 

paid to these devices after a storm event. Once a sediment trap or diversion bank reaches half its 

capacity, it must be cleaned out to its original state with any sediment being used on the site 

again or transported away for correct disposal. 

 

Environmental Controls 

 

The Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 gives local government councils and the 

NSW Department of Environment and Conservation wide ranging powers to control water 

pollution, including the power to issue clean up notices and fine a person who is found to have 

committed an offence against the Act. 

 

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 also gives local government councils the 

power to enforce conditions of development consent, including conditions requiring soil erosion 

and sediment controls to be put in place to safeguard the environment.  Council can serve an 

order on a person to comply with conditions of consent and can instigate penalty action against 

a person that is found to be in breach of the Act. 
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Appendix A –  

Sediment Control Devices  

All Sites 
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Site Access 
 

 

Construction Notes 

 

- Strip topsoil and level site. 

- Compact sub-grade. 

- Cover area with needle-punched geotextile. 

- Construct 200mm thick pad over geotextile using road 

base or 30mm aggregate.  Minimum length 15 metres or 

to building alignment.  Minimum width 3 metres. 

- Construct hump immediately within boundary to divert 

water to a sediment fence or other sediment trap. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Stock Piles 
 

 

Construction Notes 

 

- Locate stockpile at least 5 metres from existing 

vegetation, concentrated water flows, roads and hazard 

areas. 

- Construct on the contour as a low, flat, elongated 

mound. 

- Where there is sufficient area topsoil stockpiles shall be less 

than 2 metres in height. 

- Rehabilitate in accordance with the ESCP. 

- Construct earth bank on the upslope side to divert run off 

around the stockpile and a sediment fence 1 to 2 metres 

down slope of stockpile. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Inlet Filters 
 

Construction Notes 

 

- Fabricate a sleeve made from geotextile or wire mesh 

longer than the length of the inlet pit. 

- Fill the sleeve with 25mm to 50mm gravel. 

- Form an elliptical cross-section about 150mm high x 

400mm wide. 

- Place the filter at the opening of the kerb inlet leaving a 

100mm gap at the top to act as an emergency spillway. 

- Maintain the opening with spacer blocks. 

- Form a seal with the kerbing and prevent sediment 

bypassing the filter. 

- Fit to all kerb inlets at sag points. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Inlet Filters (Continued) 
 

Construction Notes 

 

- Fabricate a sediment barrier made from geotextile, straw 

bales, sand bags or wire mesh and gravel. 

- Support geotextile with mesh tied to posts at 1 metre 

centres. 

- Do not cover inlet with geotextile. 

- Construction details are similar to those for sediment and 

hay bale fencing. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Inlet Filters (Continued) 
 

 

Source:  Department of Conservation and Land 

Management.  1992, Urban Erosion & Sediment 

Control: Field Guide. 
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Silt Fences 
 

Construction Notes 

 

- Construct sediment fence as close as possible to parallel 

to the contours of the site. 

- Drive 1.5 metre long star pickets into ground, 3 metres 

apart. 

- Dig a 150mm deep trench along the upslope line of the 

fence for the bottom of the fabric to be entrenched. 

- Backfill trench over base of fabric. 

- Fix self-supporting geotextile to upslope side of posts with 

wire ties or as recommended by geotextile manufacturer. 

- Join sections of fabric at a support post with a 150mm 

overlap. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Hay Bale Fences 
 

 

Construction Notes 

 

- Construct straw bale filter as close as possible to parallel 

to the contours of the site or at the toe of a slope. 

- Place bales lengthwise in a row with ends tightly abutting.  

Use straw to fill any gaps between bales.  Straws to be 

placed parallel to ground. 

- Maximum height of filter is one bale. 

- On soft materials, embed each bale in the ground 75mm 

to 100 mm and anchor with two 1.2 metre star pickets.  

Angle the first stake in each bale towards the previously 

laid bale.  Drive stakes 600mm into the ground and flush 

with the top of the bales. 

- Where a straw bale filter is constructed down slope from a 

disturbed batter the bales should be located 1.5 to 2 

metres down slope from the toe of the batter. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Diversion Bank / Catch Drain 

Construction 

 
Low Flow Bank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Flow Bank 
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Diversion Bank / Catch Drain 

Construction (Continued) 
 

Construction Notes 

 

- Construct along gradient as specified. 

- Maximum spacing between banks shall be 80 metres. 

- Drains to be of parabolic or trapezoidal cross section not 

V-shaped. 

- Earth banks to be adequately compacted in order to 

prevent failure. 

- Construction is of a temporary nature and shall be 

completed at the end of a days work or immediately prior 

to rain. 

- Water discharged from outlets should not increase the 

erosion hazard of down-slope lands.  The velocity of 

concentrated flows may need to be reduced through the 

installation of check dams or channel linings such as 

vegetation or rock filled gabions.  

- Discharge runoff collected from undisturbed lands onto 

either a stabilized or an undisturbed disposal site within the 

same sub catchment area from which the water 

originated.  Runoff from disturbed land should be released 

into a sediment retention basin or through a suitable 

sediment filter. 

- Compact with a suitable implement in situations where 

they are required to function for more than five days. 

- Earth banks to be free of projections or other irregularities 

that will impede normal flow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Turfing 
 

 

Construction Notes 

 

- Install min. 400mm wide roll of turf on the footpath 

adjacent to the kerb and at the same level as the top of 

the kerb. 

- Lay 1.5 metre long turf strips normal to the kerb every 10 

metres. 

- Rehabilitate disturbed soil behind the turf strip in 

accordance with the ESCP. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Trenching 
 

 

Construction Notes 

 

- Do not open any trench unless it is likely to be closed in 

three days. 

- Place excavated material upslope of trench. 

- Stockpile topsoil separately from subsoil. 

- Divert runoff from the line of the cut with diversions. 

- Rehabilitate in accordance with specification. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Appendix B –  

Sediment Control Devices 

Larger Sites 
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Check Dams 
Construction Notes 

 

- Trench structure 200mm into ground surface wherever the 

structure contacts the gully base.  Fill trenches to 100mm 

above ground surface to reduce risk of undercutting. 

- Ensure height of spillway is less than 1 metre above the 

gully floor. 

- Space checks so the toe of the upstream dam is level with 

the spillway of the next downstream dam. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Temporary Waterway Crossings 
 

 

Construction Notes 

 

- All traffic prohibited until access way is constructed. 

- Strip topsoil and place a needle punched textile over the 

base of the      crossing. 

- Place clean rigid non-polluting aggregate or gravel in 

100mm to 150mm class over fabric to a minimum depth of 

200mm. 

- Provide 3 metre wide carriage way along with sufficient 

length of culvert        pipe to allow less than a 3 (H): 1(V) 

slope on side batters. 

- Ensure that culvert outlets extend beyond the toe of fill 

embankments. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Sediment Retention Basin 
 

Construction Notes 

 

- Basin design will depend upon the soil texture.  The above 

diagram is suitable for soils with less than 33 per cent of 

material finer than 0.02mm. 

- Remove all vegetation and topsoil from under the dam 

wall and from within the   storage area. 

- Excavate to 300mm depth for dam base and line with 

needle-punched geotextile.  Allow enough to line from 

the toe of the dam, under the dam, over the upstream 

batter and spillway to 500mm below the spillway exit on 

the downstream face. 

- Wall profile and outlet protection shall be made up of 

100mm min. diameter graded rock.  A layer of 50mm to 

75mm diameter aggregate shall be spread over upstream 

batter for a more even surface, and 100mm to 150mm of 

20mm to 30mm gravel shall be added over the 50mm to 

75mm diameter aggregate.   

- Lay geotextile over the upstream batter and through 

spillway, fixing in place with 100mm rock. 

- Place a “Full of Sediment” marker to show when less than 

design capacity occurs and sediment removal is required. 

- Replace upstream geotextile layer each time sediment is 

removed. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Appendix C –  

Sediment Control Devices 

Revegetation 
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Erosion Control Blanket 
 

Construction Notes 

 

- Remove any rocks, clods, sticks or glass from 

surface before laying matting. 

- Topsoil to be minimum 75mm deep. 

- Fertilising and seeding to be completed before 

matting. 

- Ensure fabric is continuously in contact with the soil 

by grading the surface carefully. 

- Lay in “shingle-fashion” with the end of the 

upstream roll overlapping the next roll placed. 

- Full width of flow in channel to be covered by 

matting. 

- Water to be diverted away from treated slopes 

until vegetation is established unless channel is 

sprayed with a slow–setting anionic soil binder. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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Topsoil Treatment 
 

 

Construction Notes 

 

- Stockpiled top soil should be returned to disturbed areas 

to a depth of 100mm. However a minimal cover is better 

than no cover at all. 

- Minimal working of the soil is required, as excessive 

washing of the soil will destroy its structure and friability. 

- Avoid incorporation of subsoil material into the topsoil. 

- When replacing topsoil scarify ground surface along the 

line of the contour to a depth of 50mm to 100mm to 

break up any hardsetting surfaces and provide a good 

bond between the topsoil and subsoil. 

- Where possible, ensure any cultivation of the soil is parallel 

to the contour. 

 

Source: NSW Department of Housing. 1998, Managing Urban 

Stormwater: Soils and Construction. 
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R.1 Yarrabilly Residential 

Release Area 

A strategic masterplanning process has already been 

completed for the Yarrabilly residential release area. 

This process was used to inform the zoning framework 

that was implemented for the site in Cowra Local 

Environmental Plan 2012. An illustration of the design 

prepared as part of the masterplanning process is 

shown to the right.  

 

Development at Yarrabilly is subject to the preparation 

of detailed development controls to ensure that new 

development occurs in a logical and cost-effective 

manner. These controls will be developed in a 

forthcoming DCP amendment, and will address the 

range of matters prescribed in Clause 6.3 of Cowra 

Local Environmental Plan 2012, including: 

 

a) Staging plan. 

b) Transport movement heirarchy. 

c) Landscaping Strategy. 

d) Active and passive recreation networks. 

e) Stormwater and water quality management. 

f) Urban design controls for significant sites. 

g) Integrated land-use and infrastructure planning. 
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R.2 Glen Logan Industrial 

Release Area 

A strategic masterplanning process has been 

commenced for the Glen Logan Rd Industrial Estate. 

Work already completed includes a preliminary lot 

layout design, and acoustic investigations to 

determine the buffer requirements for a range of 

scenarios considered to be at the top end of ‘high’ 

and ‘low’ noise industrial activities. This work is 

illustrated conceptually in the diagram to the right.  

 

Development at the Glen Logan Road Industrial Estate 

is subject to the preparation of detailed development 

controls to ensure that new development occurs in a 

logical and cost-effective manner. These controls will 

be developed in a forthcoming DCP amendment, and 

will address the range of matters prescribed in Clause 

6.3 of Cowra Local Environmental Plan 2012, including: 

 

a) Staging plan. 

b) Transport movement heirarchy. 

c) Landscaping & Buffer  Strategy. 

d) Stormwater and water quality management. 

e) Integrated land-use and infrastructure planning. 
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R.3 Waugoola Residential 

Release Area 

A masterplanning process has been commenced for 

the Waugoola Residential Release Area. This process 

was used to inform the zoning framework that was 

implemented for the site in Cowra Local Environmental 

Plan 2012. An extract from the masterplan  showing the 

preliminary site design (prepared by Carmody Groarke 

Consultants on behalf of the landowner) is shown to 

the right of page.  
 

Development at the Waugoola Residential Release 

Area is subject to the preparation of detailed 

development controls to ensure that new 

development occurs in a logical and cost-effective 

manner. These controls will be developed in a 

forthcoming DCP amendment, and will address the 

range of matters prescribed in Clause 6.3 of Cowra 

Local Environmental Plan 2012, including: 
 

a) Staging plan. 

b) Transport movement heirarchy. 

c) Landscaping Strategy. 

d) Active and passive recreation networks. 

e) Stormwater and water quality management. 

f) Urban design controls for significant sites. 

g) Integrated land-use and infrastructure planning. 
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